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VII-A. CORRECTION OF ABUSES IN PRIVATE
FOUNDATIONS

GFNR' L EXPLANATION

Private philanthropy plays a special and vital role in our society.
Beyond providing financial aid to areas which government cannot or
should not advance (such as religion), private philanthropic organ-
izations are uniquely qualified to initiate thought and action, experi-
ment with new and untried ventures, dissent frotn prevailing atti-
tudes, and at quickly and flexibly.

Private foundations have an important part in this work. Avail-
able even to those of relatively restricted means, they enable indi-
viduals or small groups to establish new charitable endeavors and
to express their own bents, concerns, and experiences. In doing so,
they enrich the pluralism of our social order. .

Because of this important role, generous provisions for tax exemp-
tions of private foundations and tax deduction for contributions to
such foundations have long been provided in the tax laws. However,
since this tax treatment diverts amounts from the public treasury to
private foundations, it is impeiative that the tax laws insure that
these private foundations put these funds to philanthropic purees
that benefit the public. Only if adequate restrictions are lwd on
the operation of private foundations to prevent subverting their
ostensibly charitble purposes to private purposes will the public
receive the benefit sought by the allowance of tax exemptions and
deductions.In order to determ e if private foundations are indeed discharging
the philanthropic obligations which justify their tax benefits, the
Treasury Department, at the request of the Tax Committees of the
House and Senate, conducted an extensive study into the operations of
private foundations.' This study revealed that the preponderant num-
ber of private foundations are performing their functions without
tax abuse. However, the study also revealed that a minority of such
organizations are being operated so as to bring private advantage to
certain individuals, to delay for extended periods of time benefits
to charity, and to cause competitive disadvantage between businesses
operated by foundations and those operated by private individuals.

The study also revealed that the inecise restrictions in present
law against unwarranted private ad)nam delay in benefits to
charity and participation by private foundations in business have been
difficult and expensive to administer, hard to enforce in litigation,
and otherwise insufficient to prevent these abuses.

I "Treasury Department Report on Private Foundations," dated Feb. 2, 1965, printed for
the use of the Senate inanceo Committee.
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Therefore, in order to insure that private foundations are being
operated to secure for the public the benefits which justify their tax
exempt status and deduotibility of contributions to them, the Treas-
ury Department has proposed legislation to deal with six major prob-
lem areas revealed by the study.

SUMMARY OF PROBLEM AND SOLUTIONS

1. In order to meet the problem of "self-dealing" in which founma-
tion assets may be diverted to private advantage, the Treasury recom-
mends a general prohibition against financial transactions bItween a
foundation and its founders, contributors, officers, directors or trustees.

2. In order to meet the problem of "deferred benefits," in which
there may be a substantial delay between the time revenue is lost.-
either in the form of an exemption for a foundation or a deduction for
a dono-and the time charity benefits through actual expenditures by
a foundation for charitable purposes, the Treasury recommends that
private foundations be required to distribute to charity all of their net
incomes on a relatively current basis. Generally, a foundation would
be obligated to spend its net income (exclusive of income from long-
term capital gains) 1 year after receipt. Exceptions would be made for
foundations accumulating income for a specific charitable purpose and
for foundations that had spent more than their annual income in prior
years. In order to impose the same obligation upon those foundations
which choose to hold investments producing long-term capital appre-
ciation rather than current income, the Ireasury recommends that
foundations be required to maintain expenditures for charitable pur-
Poses at approximately the sme level as if they had invested their
unds in income-producing assets. As with foundations currently earn-

ing income, exceptions would be made for foundations accumulating
for a specific purpose and for foundations that had spent more than
the required amount in prior years. These rules on deferred benefits
apply only to "nonoperating" foundations-those which make contri-
butions to charity rather than operate charities themselves.

3. In order to meet the problem of "business involvement" the Treas-
ury recommends that, with certain carefully limited exception.$ a
foundation not be allowed to own 20 percent or more of any business,
whether incorporated or not, that is unrelated to its charitable func-
tions. This rule would prevent foundations from becoming so involved
in private business that-

Competitors owned and operated by tax paying entities are
placed at a serious competitive disadvantage;

Opportunities are created for self-dealing in forms too subtle
for the specific prohibitions recommended in paragraph 1 above;

Benefits to charity are deferred through the build up of a large
accumulation of income in controlled business; and

Foundations managements become so preoccupied with business
affairs as to endanger the devotion of adequate time to charitable
objectives.

4. In order to meet the problem of "family use" of a foundation as a
device to maintain control of a family corporation or other controlled
property, the Treasury recommends that where a donor or related party
maintains control of a business or other property after contribution of
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an interest in it to a private foundation, no charitable deduction be
allowed until (1) the foundation disposes of the business or property
(2) the foundation devotes the business or property M6 active charit-
able activities or (3) the donor's control over the business or property
ends. Such a contribution of controlled property to a foundation lacls
the finality which characterizes a true parting with property giving
rise to a charitable contribution deduction and creates conflicts o
interest to the detriment of charity.

5. In order to meet the problem of "unrelated financial transactions"
the Treasury recommends that speculating and foundation borrowing
to purchase investment assets be prohibited and that foundation lend.
ing be confined to categories which itre clearly necessary, safe, and
appropriate for charitable fiduciaries. This rule would prevent a
foundation-

From borrowing to purchase investment assets, thereby passing
the benefits of its tax exemption on to the seller and divorcing the
foundation from the healthy scrutiny that results from depend-
ency on contributions;

Lending to benefit a private individual rather than a charity; or
Speculating in the securities markets, thereby subjecting funds

ostensibly devoted to charitable purposes to unnecessary risks of
loss, divorcing the foundation from contributor scrutiny if the
speculation is successful and making demands upon the time and
attention of the foundation management to the detriment of chari-
table projects.

6. In order to insure that a private foundation does not continue in
perpetuity without an objective evaluation by outside interests of its
value to society, the Treasury recommends that the donor and related
parties be restricted to 25 percent of the foundation's governing body
after the expiration of 25 years. This rule would allow the donor and
his family adequate time to provide unique direction, spirit, and en-
thusiasm to the foundation's endeavors. On the other hand, it would
restrict the opportunities for private advantage and public detriment
too subtle and refined for specific prohibition and provide an assurance
that the foundation will receive objective evaluation by private parties
who can terminate the organization if, after a reasonable period of
time, it has not proved itself as a true contributor to charity.

In addition to the six major recommendations the Treasury has also
recommended measures to meet four less signficant problems. These
problems are primarily technical in nature.

These Treasury Department proposals are based upon a recognition
that private foundations can and do make a major contribution to our
society. The proposals have been carefully devised to eliminate subordi-
nation of charitable interests to personal interests, to stimulate the flow
of foundation funds to active, useful programs, and to focus the ener-
gies of foundation fiduciaries upon their philanthropic functions. The
recommendations seek not only to end diversions, distractions, and
abuses, but to stimulate and foster the active pursuit of charitable ends
which .the tax laws seek to encourage. Any restraints which the pro-
posals may impose on the flow of funds to private foundations will be
far outweighed by the benefits which will accrue to charity from the
removal of abuses and from the elimination of the shadow which the
existence of abuse now casts upon the private foundation are.
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Finally, provisions would be included to insure compliance with the
prohibitions against self dealing, delay of benefits to clarity, business
involvement, unrelated financial transactions, and perpetual family
control of foundation management. The provision to meet the prob-
lem of "family use" involves the disallowance of a deduction and is,
therefore, self-enforcing.

The funIdamental objective of the outlined proposals and the provi-
sions to insure compliance is to make certain tht the public receives
through philanthropic endeavors the benefits for which tax exemptions
and deductions are granted.

VII-A. CORRECTION OF ABUSES IN PRIVATE
FOUNI)ATIONS

TiPAnmNICAL EXPLANATION

The following is a technical explanation of the Treasury Depart-
ment's proposals for changes in the law dealing with private tax
exempt. foundations. Tie provisions would be made applicable only
to corporations or trusts exempt from income tax as ones organized
and operated for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purposes, or the prevention of cruelty to children or animals. However,
the provisions would not apply to the following organizations:

(1) Organizations whiehi normally iceive a substantial part
of their support from the general public or governmental bodies;

(2) Churches or conventions or associations of churches;
(8) Educational organizations with regular faculties, curricu.

lums and student bodies; and
(4 Organizations whose purpose is testing for public safety.

Nonexempt trusts empowered by their governing instruments to pay
or permanently set aside amounts for certain charitable purposes
would also be subject to these provisions.

1. PRIIIBiITION AOAIN$T 8EILF-DPALINO

(A ) Preent lao.
Present law places limited restrictions upon transactions between

certain exempt organizations and their donors (and certain other
related persons). In general, these restrictions require that certain
specifiedtransactions be conducted at arms length.
(B?) 7'reary propoiaok

The proposal would add a new rule for private foundations and
certain trusts in the form of a general prohibition against engagng
directly or indirectly in any transaction involving the transfer or use
of the foundation's assets with a donor or parties related to the donor.
Self-dealing transactions which a foundation would be prohibited
front entering into under this general rule would include (although
not he limited to)-

(1) lending any part of its income or corpus to;
purchasing or leasing its property fiom; and
3) selling or leasing its property to the donor (and certain

other related persons).
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The general prohibition would apply to both direct and indiret
transactions involving the tnmsfer or ume of foundation assets. Thus,
for example, a loan by it domor.to a eorpmration which he controls,
followed by a gift of the corporation's note to the foundation, would
be prohibited. ll addition, corlrations controlled by l)rivitte founda-
tlons would be prohibited to the sanie extent ills the controlling privatee
foundation.

The followingtransactions would be specifically exempted from the
general prohibition against self-dealing:

(1) reasonable compensation for terminal services actually
rendered;

F2) services made available on a nOnPIeferential basis;
(3) purchases by the foundation of incidental Suplies (at no

more than fair market value).
tn4) intemst, free loans to the foundation, and their repayment;

(5) purchmses of foundation assets (at. no less than fair market
value) divestiture of which is required by other provisions rec.
ommended herent.

The private persons subject. to these* provisions would be:
(1) the creator of, a substantial contributor to or an official

(director, officer, trustee, et'.) of the foundation;
(2) brothers, sister, spouse, ancestor., and lineal descendants

of any peism in (1) above;
(3) a corporation 20 percent or more of the stock of which is

owned by one or more peroms in (1) above and members of their
families in (2) above;

(4) directors, officers and persons who own 20 percent or more
of the stock of a corporation which is a substantial contributor
to the foundation involved; and

(5) an estate or trust for the benefit of one or more of any
.. of the above persons.
In addition, the provisions would apply to a trust of which any

such person is considered the owner under subpart E of part I of
subchapter J (relating to grantors and others treated as substantial
owners). These provisions would apply to transactions engaged in
after the effective date of the provisions.

2. RE.QUIRE.D Dl"fRIBTIrON8 n) cliIRITy

(A ) Peent law
Under present law, certain exempt organizations are prohibited

front accumulating itctome uirasonably, using accuntltted income
to a substantial degree for purposes other than those constituting the
basis for the orgauization's exemption or investing accumulated in.
come in such a manner as to jeopardize the carrying out of the function
constituting tie basis for the organizations exemption.
(B) 7'ivasuy 7flyopoRal
(1) Realized 9hwoH din tbetOlon. i e .ment

The proposal would require all private nonoperating foundations
to distribute all of their current net income by tie end of the year
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following the year such income is received. A private foundation
would be considered "nonoperating" if it does not have substantially
more than half of its assets devoted directly to or does not directly
expend substantially all of its income for the active conduct of
charitable activities. Holding assets for the production of income
or distributing income to operating charities would not meet the"devoted directly" asset test or th1e "directly expended" income
test. Thus, for example, a private foundation which holds investment
assets and distributes the income from those investment assets to an
operating charity would be a nonoperating private foundation sub-
jfect to this provision. On the other hand, a private foundation which
has, as its only substantial asset, a public museum, and which uses any
income for the operation of the museum would be an operating founda-
tion not subject to this provision.

Current net income would include investment income such as rents,
interest, dividends, short-term capital gains and, with certain adjust.
ments, income subject to the unrelated business income tax. Deductions
would be allowed for expenses directly connected with the generation
of this income. Long-term capital gains and contributions would not
he considered income for this purpose.

The purposes for which the income would have to be expended would
be-

(1) contributions to publicly supported charitable organiza-
tions;

(2) contributions to privately supported operating organiza-
tions;

(3) direct. expenditures for charitable programs; and
4 purchases of assets which the foundation devotes directly

to charitable activities.
Two exceptions to this rule would be provided. The first. would

allow a foundation to treat as an expenditure amounts which are
set aside for a definite charitable purpose specified at the time the
funds are set. aside, provided the purpose requires accumulations by
the foundation rather than the intended charitable recipient lItnder
this exception, the funds would actually have to be expended within
5 years, unless the organization is granted an extention for an addi-
tional period not to exceed 5 years. No limitation would be imposed
on the number of l-year extensions that. could, if justified, be granted.

A second exception would allow a private nonoperating foundation
to accumulate its income to the extent that. it. had, during the immedi-
ately preceding 5-year period, expended amounts in excess of its
realized income or income equivalent (described below), whichever is
greater.
(0) Invome equivalent

Where realized income subject to the realized income distribution
requirement does not equal a specified percentage of the value of the
foundation's investment assets, a new provision would require distri-
butions, for one of the four charitable purposes described above, of an
amount which would bring distributions up to that specified per-
centage level. Thus, under these two rules, requiring distribution of
realized income or an income equivalent, a private nonoperating foun-
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dation would be required to distribute its realized income or income
equivalent, whichever is greater.

The Secretary of the Treasury would be given regulatory authority
to determine the income equivalent slcified percentage based upon
market conditions existing from time to time.

The income equivalent, would be applied only against the founda-
tion's investment assets ' Assets in this class, which can be valued
by reference to regularly available sources, such as stock ex-
changes or over-the-counter markets, would be valued at fair
market value at, the beginning of the foundation's accounting

eriod. For other a:, kts, cost or, if contributed, the value claimed as
a deduction by the donor, would be used with a reassessment precedure
once every 65 years.

The same two exceptions to the realized income distribution re-
quirement would be provided for the income equivalent requirement.
Thus, an amount equal to the yearly income equivalent could be set
aside for 5 years under the %me circumstances as realized income
can be set aside. And, distribution of the income equivalent would not
be required to the extent, that, during the 5 immediately preceding
years, distributions exceeded realized income or the income equivalent
whichever was greater. For example, assuming a 5-percent income
equivalent, a foundation with zero income for 6 years on $100,000 of
corpus and $10,000 per year in distributions for the first 5 of those 6
years would not he required to distribute anything in the sixth year. Its
income equivalent for the first 5 years was 5 percent of $100,000 per
.year, or $2.5,000. Its total distributions were $50,000. Therefore, itis
entitled to accumulate up to $25,() in realized income in the sixth
year or forego the distribution of its income equivalent up to that
amount.

The realized income distribution requirement and the income equi-
valent requirement would apply to foundations presently in existence
as well as those to be created in the future. However, for those founda-
tions presently in existence, a 2-year transition period would be pro-
vided so that'they would have adequate time to adji, I their invest,
ments.

Furthermore, it rule would be provided exempting from the realized
income (list ribution requirement and the income equivalent require-
ument income required to be accumulated or corpus )rohibited from
invasion by the governing instruments of existing organizations. Of
course, these existing organizations would he subject to the present
prohibitions against unreasonale accumulations and other improper
uses of accumulated income under existing law.

3. LIUTATION ON INVOLVEMENT IN BUSNFSS

'nder this provision, it private foundation would be prohibited
from owning direcly or indirectly 20 percent or more of the total
combined voting p)owe' or 20 pelent or more of the total value of
the equity of a corporation conducting a business which is not sub-
.:tmtially related (other than through the production of funds) to
the exenipt function of the foundation. The direct or indirect owner-

' The Income equivalent would not apply to assets during the period for which, under
proposals subsequectly to be discussed, the donor's contribution deduction Is postponed.
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ship of a 20-percent or larger interest in the capital or profits of an
unincorporated business not substantially related to the exempt func-
tions of the owner foundation would alsobe p-0hibited. The 20-percent
limitation would apply to indirect as well as direct ownership. Thus,
stock in a corporation owned by a trust for the benefit of a private
foundation would be treated as owned by the foundation to the extent
of its beneficial interest.

Three forms of activities for the production of income would be
specifically excluded front the meaning of "business"-

Lending other than that resulting from the active conduct of
commercial lending or banking;

Holding of royalties and mineral production payments as inac-
tive investments; or

Holding of leases of real property (and associated personal
property) of a pIassive nature.

The present law defining businesses which are not substantially
related to a foundation's exempt activities (for purposes of the tin-
related business income tax) would be applied to this provision. The
three specific exceptions to that definition would also be applied to
this provision. Thus, a business would not be considered uue-ated if
(1) substantially all of the work in carrying it on is performed with-
out compensation; (2) it is carried on primarily for the convenience
of the members, officers, or employees of the foundation; or (2) it
consists of selling merchandise substantially all of which has been
received as gifts or contributions to the foundation.

For example, a foundation which solicits and receives as contribu-
tions old clothes, books, or furniture, could conduct a business of sell-
ing those articles to the general public; a foundation engaged in the
rehabilitation of handicapped persons could maintain a store to sell
items made in the course of the rehabilitation training, and a founda-
tion would be permitted to operate a cafeteria or restaurant, primarily
for the convenience of its employees.

Foundations would be afforded a specified reasonable period of time
in which to reduce their unrelated business interests below the pre-
scribed maximum limit. The Secretary of the Treasury would be given
power to extend thb period for a limited additional time in order toprevent hardship. Similar periods of disposition, similarly subject to
extension, would apply in the future when a foundation receives a
gift, devise or bequest, which involves business ownership beyond the
prescribed limit. An exception to the general disposition requirement
would be provided for existing foundations whose governing instru-
ments, as presently drawn, compel them to hold specified business
interests, but only if local law prevents suitable revision of such gov-
erning instruments. Foundations created in the future would, to qualify
for tax exemption, be required to include appropriate prohibitions
against business ownership in the documents under which they are
organized.

The general prohibition against self-dealing would not apply to
the sale of assets owned by the foundation on the effective date of this
legislation whose disposition is required under this provision. How-
ever, that general prohibition would apply to business interests
acquired after the effective date, as, for example, by gift, whose disposi-
tion is required by this provision.



4. DONATION OF CONTROLLF PROPERTY

(A) IP'rstael l
Under existing law, an immediate income tax deduction is granted to

the donor of an interest in a business or property to a private founda-
tion, even though he retains control over the business or property after
the donation. Thus, for example, the donation of a 20-perent interest
in a family crporation to a private foundation would give rise to an
income tax deduction, even though the donor retained the remaining
80 percent and thereby control of the hIsines.
(R) Treanwy proposal

Where the donor and certain related parties maintain control of a
business or other property after the contribution of an interest in it
to a private foundation, no income tax deduction would be permitted
until (1) the foundation disposes of the contributed asset, (2) the
foundation devotes the property to active charitable operations, or (8)
donor control over the business or property terminates. The occur-
rence of a qualifying event will give rise to an income tax deduction
if it occurs at any time before a date 3 years from the date of the
donor's death. The deduction would be allowed for the year in which
the qualifying event occurs or, in the case of occurrence subsequent
to the death of the donor, in the donor's last taxable year. The occur-
rence of a qualifying event more than 3 years after the date of the
donor's death would-not give rise to an income tax deduction. Cor-
relatively, transfers of such interests, made at or before death, would
be incomplete for all estate tax purposes unless one of the qualifying
events occurs within 3 years after the donor's death (or an extension
of that period determined by the Secretary of the Treasury to be
appropriate). Absent such a post-transfer qualification, the contrib-
uted asset would be included in the donor's gross estate and would not
give rise to an estate tax charitable deduction. Such transfers, sim-
iarly, would not be deemed to constitute gifts, within the meaning of
the gift tax statute, until a qualifying eventioccurs.

A rebuttable presumption of control of an incorporated business
would arise with ownership of 20 percent or more of the total com-
bined voting power of the corporation by the donor and certain re-
lated parties. Control of an unincorporated business, or other prop-
erty, would similarly be presumed where the donor and certain related
parties own a 20 percent or larger interest in it.

The persons whose control would delay deductibility would be, in
addition to the donor, his brothers, sisters, spouse, ancestors, and lineal
descendants. In addition, if corporations controlled by, or trusts for
the benefit of the donor and these related persons own stock or inter-
ests in contributed businesses or property, it would be attributed to
the appropriate person to the extent of his interest therein. In deter-
mining whether or not the donor and related parties possess control
interests held by the foundation would be attributed to them until
all of their own rights in the business or to the underlying properties
cease.

A 3ualifving disposition of contributed property by a foundation
would consist of a gift to another organization in harmony with the



foundation's own purp or a sale. A sift to another private founda-
tion would not be a qualifying disposition, although the property in
its hands could subseqtuently be subject to a qualifying event, thereby
making the contribution deductible. An application of the contributed
property to active charitable operations would occur through the
permanent and direct commitment of the asset to use in the conduct
of the active charitable pursuits for which the foundation was orga-
nized. For example, water rights or land would be applied to char-
itable uses when they were permanently committed to the activities
of a foundation which operates a beach or a park. A qualifying
termination of control would come about by a reduction in the holdings
of either the foundation or the donor and related parties, with no
reacquisition by one of the specified parties within a prescribed subse-
quent period.

The value of the contributed property at the time of the occurrence
of the qualifying event would determine the amount of the income tax
deduction to which the donor would become entitled. The amount
deductible for estate tax purposes would be the value of the property
on the date of the donor's death or other governing date under the
ordinary principles of the estate tax law..

Income from property subject to these provisions would not be taken
into consideration for purposes of the distribution of realized income
requirement, nor would the property itself be taken into consideration
for purposes of the income equivalent requirement, until the occurrence
of a qualifying event giving rise to an income or estate tax deduction.
These provisions woul app y to contributions made after the effective
date.

5. UNRELATED FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS

(A) Foumdation borrwing
The proposal under the heading "Debt Financing of Acquisitions"

would embody the Treasury recommendations with regard to borrow-
ing by private foundations
(B) Fondion lending

(1) Present law.--Present law does not contain any specific prohi-
bition upon lending by private foundations to third persons unrelated
to the donor and certain related persons. Such lending is restricted
only by the general req irements of exclusive devotion to charitable
purposes and the prohibitions against the use of accumulated income
in situations which amount to substantial diversion from the exempt
purposes of the foundation or jeopardizing of that income.

(2) Treaury propo8al.-The Treasury Department proposes that
the loans of private foundations, unrelated to their exempt functions, be
restricted to categories which are clearly necessary, safe, and appro-
priate for charitable fiduciaries. Related loans, such as those made to
students for financial assistance in completing their educations would,
of course be permitted. Unrelated permissible loans would be bank
deposits, loans which are evidenced by securities of a type regularly
traded upon an exchange or in an over-the-counter market, loans to
governmental units, and loans fully secured by first mortgages upon
real estate. The Secretary of the Treasury would be granted regulatory
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authority to prescribe other loans of a similar quality and character
such as short-term loans represented by the marketable commercial
paper of prime borrowers and loans forming parts of sound private
placements. Beyond these loans of enumerated character, lending by
private foundations would be prohibited. These lending restrictions
would apply to all loans made after the effective date. Existing loans
would not be affected.
(0) Trading and speulating by foundations

(1) Present law.--Present law limits only the investment policy of
accumulated income and imposes only the standard that such invest-
ments should not jeopardize the carrying out of the functions for
which the organization is exempt.

(2) Treasury roposal.-The Treasury proposes that private foun-
dations be prohibited from participating in any kind of trading or
speculating with any of its assets, whether derived from income or
corpus. The prohibition would include (although not be limited to),
inherently speculative devices such as the purchase of "puts," "calls
"straddles" 'spreads, "strips" "raps, and peci a options." Sell
ing short and trading commod'it futures would also be prohibited. No
exceptions to this provision would be provided.

This prohibition would apply to any transaction after the effectivedate.
6. BROADENING OF FOUNDATION MANAGEMENT

(A) Present law
Present law contains no limitations upon the life of a foundation or

the degree of control that can be retained permanently by the donor
and his descendants.
(B) Treaourj proposal

A provision would be added limiting the donor and certain related
persons to 25 percent of the managing board after the first 25 years
of existence of-a foundation. The donor would be any person who has
made a substantial contribution to the foundation, who controls a cor-
poration which has made a substantial contribution to the foundation,
or is the beneficial of a trust which has made a substantial contribu-
tion to the foundation.

Persons related to the donor, and thereby subject to this restriction,
would be (1) the donor's brothers, sisters, ancestors, lineal descendants,
and spouse; (2) persons with whom the donor has a dimct or indirect
employment relationship; and (3) persons with whom the donor has
a continuing business or professional relationship. An example of an
indirect employment relationship would be an employee of a c9pora-
tion controlled by the donor. An example of a professional relation-
ship would be the donor's law partner.

foundation presently in existence would be required to broaden
their management in compliance with this rule within the 25-year
period or 16 years from the effective date of this provision, whichever
is longer.

Foundations organized on or after the effective date would be re-
quired to comply within the 25-year period.
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In addition to the six major recommendations, the Foundation
Report also recommended measures to meet four less significant prob.
lems. The first recommendation would postpone deductions for con.
tributions of property of doubtful utility to the private foundation
until utility is assured. The second and third of these problems involv.
ing the contribution of ordinary income assets and the computation
of the estate tax marital deduction, are dealt with under the Treasury
proposals dealing with "gifts of ordinary income property" and the"unified transfer tax," respectively. The fourth recommendation
would correct existing laii by providing adequate sanctions for failure
to file information returns. The Treasury renews its reonmmendation
for action on these matters.

VII-B. CURBING OF ABUSES IN DEBT FINANCING OF
ACQUISITIONS

GEaNEnA EXILAATION

H.R. 12663 and H.R. 12664 are now pending before the Committee
on Ways and Means. They are designed to deal with problems raised
when tax exempt organizations borrow money for purposes unrelated
to their exempt functions. These problems were emphasized by the
1965 decision of the Supreme Court in (Votinxoner v. Clay B. Iiroiirn
et d. In the Clay Brown case, the Supreme Court, approved capital
gains treatment for persons who sold a sawmill and lumber bushmes
to a tax-exempt organization in an arrangement elabontely stnetured
both to avoid payment of Federal income tax upon the earnings of
the business and to immunize the exempt organization from any lia.
bility or risk of loss. By means of the arrangement, the exempt orga-
nization undertook to acquire ownership of the business-valued at
$1 300,000-entirely without investment of its own funds.

fhe availability of the tax exemption for uses in transactions fol.
lowing this pattern creates several serious problems. First, where
the purchase price of a business or other income-producing property
is to be financed from the future earnings of the property, tax-
exempt organizations are uniquely suited to pay a considerably higher
price than other purchasers can afford; their exemption makes it pos.
sible for them, in effect, to pay to the former owners of the business
the money which a taxable purchaser would have to pay to the Gov-
ernment in taxes. This advantage of exempt organizations creates a
strong incentive for the sale Of businesses to them. Secondly, the
price inflation characteristic of transactions of this type diverts to
the personal advantage of private parties a substantial measure of
the benefit which Congess intended tax exemption to produce for
the organizations on which it conferred the exemption. Dealing with
a closely related problem some years ago, both the House Ways and
Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee referred to this
result as a "sale of the exemption."

Finally, use of the exemption in transactions of the Olay Brmw
variety permits exempt organizations to grow altogether without
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reference to the amount of contributions or membership fees which
they receive from the public, or the income produced by investment
of their own funds. It permits in other words, growth which has no
relation to public approval o? the activities or purposes of the or-
ganization but rather arises front the organization's selling its ex-
emption.

PREVIOtS MONORES81ONAIj ACTION

In 1950 Congress recognized the impropriety and danger inherent
in such exploitation of the tax-exemption privilege. The Revenue Act
of 1950 provided, generally, for taxation of a portion of the rent
which certain types of exempt organizations receive from property
acquired with borrowed funds. The fundamental approach of this
provision (continued without material change as section 514 of the
present Internal Revenue Code) was a simple and sound one: Tax
exemption should be restricted to earnings arising from the exempt
entity's own assets, so as to eliminate the abuses and artificial incen-
tives attendant upon exemption of income produced by borrowed
funds.

Des pite the essential soundness of its policy, the form which the
1950 Act took contained several defects. Because the provision was
engrafted upon legislation which had the rather different objective
of taxing the business activities of exempt organizations--whether
the organization owned them outright or not-it was made applicable
only to those classes of organizations which Congress thought to be
then significantly involved in business.' As a result, it imposes no.
restraints whatever upon the abuse which arise when other kinds of
exempt organizations borrow to invest.

Again, because the itesure was drafted to cope with the particular
variety of investment borrowing specifically drawn to the attention
of ('on1gres in 1950--the leaseback-it .was Inade applicable only to
rental income. It thus affords no solution to the same fundamental
)roblens which exist where the income produced by borrowed funds
IQ realized in the form of royalties, dividends, interest or capital gains.

Furthermore, even in the area to which it does apply--even, that is,
where the exempt organization is in one of the classes covered by the
legislation and where its investment is in rental property-the 1960
Act has been crippled Iy the presence of all exception which permits
rents from leases whose terns are not longer than 5 years to be received
without tax.

Finally, the 1950 legislation contains several technical provisions
which pertnit the purchiasing organization to avoid the full impact of
the tax. For example, the portion of rental income which is taxed to
the purchasing organization decrease i as the organization's equity in
the property increases. Therefore, if the purchase price is to be paid
solely Out of future income, in equal insfallments for 10 years, 100
percent of the net income will be taxed to the purchasing organization

'Thus. It does not reach churches, corporations organized under Federal law (e)(1).
social welfare organizations (c)(4), social clubs (c)(7) fraternal orjanlsations (e)(8).
employees' beneficiary associations (c)(9) and (10). local teachers rtirement fnnds
M111). benevolent life Insurance association (c)(12). nonprofit cemetery companies
(e)13). credit unions (c)(14). small mutual Insurance companies (c)(16). and corpomra-
tions which finance crop operations (c) (16). However. the relations under some of these
provisions. e.g., social clubs, provide that business activity will result in ions of exzmptIon.
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during the first year, 90 percent in the second year, etc. Thus, it is the
purchaser's advantage to accelerate its deductions as much as possible,
since deductions become less "valuable" as the purchaser's equity in-
creases. The deduction which is most susceptible of acceleration is
depreciation. Thus, an organization seeking to minimize taxes will elect
one of the methods of accelerated depreciation (such as double declin-
ing balance) so as to reduce the amount of net income which is subject
to taxation during the years immediately following the acquisition.
While the acceleration of the depreciation will increase the amount
of net income which will be generated by the property during subse-
quent years, the purchaser may have increased its equity in the prop-
erty to the point that the increase in net income will be more than offset
by the decrease in the percentage of that income which is taxable to the
purchaser.

Tax planners have taken full and repeated advantage of these
deficiencies of the 1950 legislation. The situation involved in the Clzy
Brown case typifies a growing body of transactions in which exempt
organizations have fashioned their acquisitions of productive property
to avoid the impact of the provision. Indeed even before the announce-
ment of the Supreme Court decision in E; Brow, more than 80
similar cases-in which, for one reason or another, the tax imposed
under the 1950 Act was, or was claimed to be, inapplicable-were pend-
ing before the courts or the Internal Revenue Serv.ce. With the impetus
added by Supreme Court approval of capital gains treatment for the
sellers, the already well-traveled avenues around the 1950 Act can be
expected to become thoroughfares.

DESIGN OF PROPOSED BILLS

The proposed bills continue the basic approach of the 1950 provision,but eliminate the deficiencies which experience has demonstrated that
provision to possess. The bills impose income tax upon the "unrelated

ebt-financed income" of all exempt organizations described in sections
401(a) and 501 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code. Under the bills, in-
come would be subject to tax only if it meets two tests; it. would have
to be derived from property acquired or improved with borrowed
funds, and its production would have to be "unrelated" to the educa-
tional, charitable, religious, or other operations constituting the basis
of the organization's tax exemption. Income produced by investments
of an organization's own funds would -be unaffected by the bills. Fur-
ther, borrowing by an exempt organization for its exempt purposes--
for example, borrowing by a college to build a dormitory-would fall
beyond the scope of the proposals.

The taxable portion of the unrelated income from any particular
property would, in general, be the amount bearing the same ratio to
the total income from the property as the amount of the average in-
debtedness for the year bears to the average adjusted basis of the
property. Deductions would be limited by the same percentage figures.
Certain special rules would be employed to prevent avoidance of the
tax by shifting deductions from years in which indebtedness is largely
or completely discharged to earlier years in which it is high; deprecia-
tion, for example, would be limited to the straight-line method.



Generally, during the 5 years 1966-71 the new rules would apply
only where indebtedness has been incurred after the date on which
similar bills were introduced in the 89th Congress (June 27,1966) and
only to income received after the date of enactment. The 5-year transi-
tion period would afford organizations with previously initiated un-
related borrowing an opportunity to prevent or minimize tax under
the new rules by disposing of their acquisitions for fair value, by
discharging indebtedness in full with exempt income or other assets,
or at least by reducing the amount of outstanding indebtedness. After
the transition period, the new rules would become applicable to all
situations of exempt organization investment borrowing.

WHAT THE BILLS DO NOT DO

Possible misunderstanding can be eliminated by making very plain
what the bills would not do. First, they would not have any effect upon
the exempt organization which invests only its own funds. They would
apply only to the organization which borrows-the organization which
is earning money with someone else's funds. Second, they would have
no effect upon the organization which borrows in pursuance of its
exempt activities. Only the production of income unrelated to those
activities would result in tax. Third, the bills would not change the
rules which Congress enacted in 1950 for the taxation of businesses

owned outright by exempt organizations. Those rules, with their present
exceptions and exclusions, would remain as they are .2 Finally the bill
would not single out any one kind of exempt organization and impose
a special tax upon it. They would apply equally to all categories of
organizations exempted under the general exemption section of the
Internal Revenue Code.

EFFECT OF THE BiLLS

Since many of the organizations which would be affected by these
bills do not now file tax returns, neither the number of taxpayers nor
the amount of revenue can be estimated.

VII-B. CURBING OF ABUSES IN DEBT FINANCING OF
ACQUISITIONS

TECHNICAL ExPLANATION

1. GENERAL

H.R. 12663 and 12664 would use the general approach of the statute
enacted in 1950 to deal with the leaseback problem (now section 514 of
the Internal Revenue Code). Income derived from property acquired
or improved with borrowed funds would be taxable if the use of the
property is unrelated to the organization's exempt purpose or func-
tion. To make as much use as possible of the solution already adopted
by Congress, H.R. 12663 and 12664 would integrate this proposed tax

"Changes in these rules are also recommended, however. See the material entitled "Ex-
pasion of Taxation of Income from Unrelated Businesses and from Investments of Certain
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into the existing statutory structure. As a nsult, such basic (,olceIpts
as the distinction Ietweeii "related" and "uireliated" act ivities would
be detained Iby exiting law, mid the neessity for new and unfamiliar
lefinitions would be reduced.

2. OROtANIZATIONS SUtIJEm'r TO TAX

Section 1 of 11.R. 12603 and 12664 would amend section 511(a),
which imposes the unrelated business tax, to mako the tx aPl)ly to all
organizations exempt from tax by reati of s ,tiot 401(a) and sec-
tion501 (). Section 2 of the bills Would explind the definition of "tin-
related business taxable income" provided ut section 512 to in(lide a
new category of unrelated income-"unrelated (lel)t.-flanced income."
The organizations already subject to the unrelated business tax (e.g.,
charitable organizations, labor unions) would be taxable Imth oil this
category of Income and, as at present, on income derived from the
active conduct of an unrelated trade or business. The organizat ions not
now subject to the tax (e.g., churches, civic associations, fratnial
associations) would be taxable only on the new category of income.
This revision would not affect, the tax imlosed by existing law on un-
related business activities of exem)t organizations; ' its only effect
would be to make all exempt organizations taxal)le on certain debt-
financed income.

3. INCOME SUJVCT TO TAX

(a) "Unrelated debt-flnawed ihonw."--Whilo H.R. 12663 and
12664 would apply to income whether or not it is "rent," they would
in large part use rules similar to those of the existing leasebtack pWO-
vision i. determining what income is to be taxed aid in coniput ing low
much of it is taxable. Under the new rules, tile tax base would be "un-
related debt-financed income." Such income would be the gross in-
come taken into account under the new section 514(b) with respect
to "debt-financed property," less the deductions allowable under the
new section 514(e) with respect to sudch property. It general, subs c-
tions (b) and (c) of section 514 bring into the computatioi of the tax
bae a portion of the total gross income and deductions attributable to
debt-financed property, determined by applying to those totals the
fraction

average acquisition indebtedness for the taxable year
average adjusted basis of the property during the taxable year

An addition to existing law is that gains front the tile or other dis.
position of debt-financed property are included in the gross income
ngtre..

(b) "Debt-finned proparty.--Debt-financed property would,
with five exceptions, be all property (e.g., rental real estate, tangible
personal property, corporate stock) which is held to produce income
and with respect to which there is an "acquisition indebtedness" at
any time during the taxable year (or during the preceding 12 months,
if the property is disposed of during the year). The five exceptions
from this definition would be these:

I Change in these rules are also recommended, however. See the mteriai entitled "Fx-
IanIon of Taxation of Income from Unrelated businesses and from investments of Certain
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(1) Property all of the use of which is related to the exercise
or performance of the organization's exempt function. Thus, at
college coulh flntuce construc-ton of a dormitory for its students
with borrowed funds and pay off the indebtedness from student
rents without subjecting any of those rents to tax.

(2) Property ,all of the income from which is already subject
to tax as income front the conduct; of an unrelated trade or busi-
neS., Tihis exception would event double taxation of income
froim fianced property ulse(l in a trade or business whih is tax-
able inder existing law. The exception would, of course, not apply
to organizations prese.itly excepted from tax on ineomne deriving
from unrelated business.

(3) Property all of the income from which is derived from
research activities excepted from thel present related business
income tax. There are three clas.es of such research: (a) that
performed for governmental bodies; (b) that performed by col-
legrs, universities, or hospitals for any person: and (C) that per.
formed by cert in fundamental research organizations for any
person.

(4) Pro1 ,rty all the use of which is in a trade or business
exempted from tax by section 13(a) (1) (2) or (3). These ex-
('options apply where (a) substantial ly all the work in carrying
on the business is performed without compensation (e.g., a church
thrift shop), (b) a section 603(c) (3) organization carries on
business primarily for the convenience of members, students, pa-
tients, officers, or employees (e.g., it college cafeteria), or (c) the
business consists of selling merchandise substantially all of which
haq been received as contributions (e.g., Goodwill Tndustries).

(5) Real property which organizations plan to devote to ex-
empt uses within 1( years of the time of acquisition. A typical
situation for which this exception is intended is that of a college
temporarily receiving small amounts of rental income from real
estate which it has purchased close to its campus for future use
in a planned expansion program.

() "A eqidition indebtrdtis.s".-Income producing property would
become "debt-financed property"-and its income taxable-only where
tlere is ant "acquisition indebledness" attributalle to it. The latter
term would be very similar to "business lease indebtedness" as defined
in existing lawv. Generally, an "acquisition indebtednes" would exist.
with respect to any property whenever the indebtedness was incurred
in acquiring or improving the property or would not have been in-
curred "but. for" the acquisition or improvement of the property.
If an indebtedness is incurred after the property was acquired or
improved, it would have to meet a further requirement: it would not
be "acquisition indebtedness" unless its incurrence was reasonably
foreseeable at the time of the acquisition or improvement, Under
special rules, if property is acquired.subject. to a mortgage, the mort-
gage would be treated as an acqiisition indebtedness incurred by
tt organization when the j)ronerty is aenuired. The extension, re-
neyval, or refinancing of an existing 'indebtedness would not be treated
as the creation of a new Indebtedness. The latter rule would preclude
the argument that a refinancing was not reasonably foreseeable at
the time of the original acquisition of the )roperty and that, therefore,
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the obligation extant after the refinancing is not an acquisit lon indebt-
edness. There are three exceptions to these rules. They are:

(1) Property which an exempt organization reeves, subject
to indebtedness, by devise, bequest, or, under certain conditions,
gift. The exception permits organizations receiving such property
a 10-year period of time within which to dispose of it free of tax
or to retain it and reduce or discharge the indebtedness on it
withtax-free income.

(2) Property which exempt organizations acquire by the issu-
ance of annuities. The exception is subject to certain limitations,
designed to prevent abuse.

(3) Indebtedness incurred in conjunction with federally fi-
nanced or supervised housing programs.

(d) "Average acquisition , idua's .-- For purlmses of the nu-
merator of the fundamental debt/basis fraction acquisition indebted-
ness would be averaged over the taxable year. The averaging mecha-
nism precludes an exempt organization from avoiding the tax by
using other available funds, to pay off the indebtedness immediately
before any fixed determination a e. If debt-financed property is dis-
posed of during the year, "average acquisition indebtedness" would
mean the highest acquisition indebtedness during the preceding 12
months. Without such a rule, an exempt organization could avoid
tax by using other resources to discharge indebtedness before the end
of 1 taxable year and dispose of property after the beginning of the
next taxable year. For example, suppose exempt organization s has
purchased income-producing property for $20,000 and incurred an
indebtedness, still unpaid, of $15,000 to make the purchase. If E sells
the property on December 31 for $50,000, 75 percent of the $30,000
capital gain would be included in gross income. Suppose, however, E
uses other available resources to discharge the indebtedness on De-
cember 81, and sells the property January 2. Without the described
special rule for dispositions, the numerator of the fraction would be
zero, and no part of the gain would be taxable. Under the special rule
an organization would have to commit its own funds at least 12 months
in advance of disposition to escape tax on gain from the disposition.

(e) Basi.-For purposes of the denominator of the debt/basis frac-
tion, adjusted basis would be the average adjusted basis for the por-
tion of the year during which the propery is held by the exempt t
organization. The use of average adjusted basis is for purposes ony
of fixing the debt/basis fraction. Where property is disposed of, gain
or loss will, as usual, be computed with reference to adjusted basis
at the time of disposition.

If property is distributed from a taxable corporation to the exempt
organization, the exempt organization would be required to use the
basis of the distributing corporation, with adjustment for any gain
recognized on the distribution either to the exempt organization (as,
for example, might be the case if the exempt organization had an
acquisition indebtedness applicable to its stock in the distributing
corporation) or to the taxable corporation (for example, as recapture
of depreciation under sections 1245 or 1250). This rule would prevent
an exempt organization from acquiring the property in a taxable
subsidiary to secure accelerated depreciation during the first several
years of the life of the property, enabling the subsidiary to pay off
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a large part of the indebtedness during those years and the exempt
organization to obtain it stepped-up basis (a vantageous both for
depreciation purposes and for purposes of enlarging the denominator
of the debt/basis fraction) on liquidation of the subsidiary.

(f) Allotvable. deductiw.--The percentage used in determining the
taxable portion of total gross income would also be used to compute
the allowable portion of deductions "directly connected with" the debt-
financed property or the income from it. The direct connection re-
quirement is carried over from section 512 of present law. The general
approach of the bills is to allow all deductions that would be allowed
to a normal taxpayer, to the extent consistent with the purpose of
the bills and the nature of the special problems to which they are
directed. For example, net operating loss and charitable contribution
deductions would be allowed, subject to the limitations imposed by
existing law on organizations taxable on unrelated business income
(e.g., the percentage limitations on the charitable deduction are com-
puted wit i reference only to the organization's unrelated business
income, not its total income).

The deduction for depreciation would be restricted to the straight-
line method, however. Accelerated depreciation ordinarily has the
effect of deferring tax on income from depreciable property. How-
ever, under the approach of the proposed bills an exempt orpniza-
tion would become a taxpayer only for a Hmited period of time-
while acquisition indebtedness remains outstanding--and would dur-
ing that time be taxed on a declining proportion of its income. In
that setting accelerated depreciation can be used for more then mere
tax deferral; it can be used to reduce the total amount of the tax
payable or, in some situations, eliminate tax altogether. It accom-
plishes that result by enlarge ing deductions in early years, in which
taxability would otherwise be igh because of the large amount of
indebtedness outstanding. To the extent that the useful life of the
propery is longer than the term of the indebtedness (and it would
seem difficult to argue that a sale has occund if it is not), accelera-
tion of depreciation shields otherwise taxable income by means of
deductions shifted from periods in which no tax at all would be paid.
Hence, the bills' limitation of depreciation to the straight-line method
is necessary to make their approach meaningful.

(g) M Utiple use of propertyi.--If property is used partly for ex-
empt and partly for nonexempt purpose; the income and deductions
attributable to the exempt uses are excluded from the computation of
unrelated debt-financed income, and allocations are to be made, where
appropriate, for acquisition indebtedness, adjusted basis, and deduc-
tions assignable to the property.

4. F"FPF(FIVI DATE PROVISIONS

(a) Taxable years 1966.-f1.-During a 5-year transition period ex-
tending through 1971 the bills would apply to income from proper ty
with respect to which a debt was incurred on or before June 27,
1966, only if the income would have been subject to tax as business
lease income under existing law. Thus, during this period the bills
would have no effect on pre-June 28, 1966, indebtedness of a church
because churches are not currently subject to the rules dealing with
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debt-financed property. Similarly, the bills would not impose an im-
mediate tax on mineral royalties where the acquisition indelbtedness
was incurred before June 28, 1966, because mineral royalties do not
now fall within the category of business lease incOmlle under existing
law. Since an extension or renewal of a debt is not considele it eren-
tion of a new debt, an extension of a debt incurred before ,Tume 28,
1967, would not result in immediate taxation unless the income would
have been taxed under existing law.

While the bills generally would immediately tax income from prop-
erty with respect. to which a debt was incurred after June 27, 1966,
two transition rules are provided for the year of enactment, however.
First., income attributable to the portion of fthe year prior to date of
enactment will be governed by existing law; only the income attribl-
table to the remainder of the'year will be taxed'under the new rules.
Second, in the case of income which would be business lease income
under existing law, taxable income for the portion of the year follow-
ing enactment will be computed under existing law. This means that
the new rules will not apply to business lease income until the first
taxable year beginning after enactment,

(b) 1'aoable year 1970 and following.-Starting in 1972. all orga-
nizations would'have to report income from property which they had
acquired through debt financing (irrespeetive of when the debt was
incurred). By delying the hll impact of the bills for 5 years, organiza-
tions which have acquired property through debt financing will have
sufficient time to dispose of these assets in an orderly market. More-
over, even if an organization wishes to retain assets which were mort-
gaged prior to the introduction of the bills, the 5-year transition may
enable organizations to liquidate their indebtedness entirely from ex-
empt income from the property or from other assets. Finally, even
those organizations which retain their unrelated assets and which are
unable to discharge the acquisition indebtedness in fill by 1972 will
be able to reduce the taxable portion of the income from the property by
reducing the amount of the debt, during the ti-year period.

5. MISCELLANEOUS MFATErS
(a) Investment Oredt.-Under section 48(a) (4) of the Internal

Revenue Code, tax-exempt organizations are allowed an investment
credit for certain investments in property used predominantly in the
conduct of an unrelated trade or business. Where the credit is produced
by investment in debt-financed property, the income from the property
will be taxable only after reduction by the debt/basis fraction provided
by the new section 514(b) ; deductions associated with the property are
reduced by the same fraction; and it is necessary to provide a corre-
sponding limitation on the investment credit attibutable to the p -rp
erty. The present. bills add a sentence to section 48(a) (4) to accomplish
this result, specifying that the fraction applicable under section 514(b)
for the year in which the property is )laced in service will also reduce
the base upon which the investment ciedit is computed.(b) W~dkkolding on certain income of forein organiations.-
Chapter 3 of the Internal Revenue Code provides rules for the with-
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holding of tax on interest, dividends, rent, and other periodical income
of foreign taxpayers. Section 1443 of that chapter extends these rules
to foreign exempt origaiizaiitons which are subject to the unrelated
business income tax. Ifieciuse rent has bxen the only class of periodical
income heretofore taxable under the unrelated business income tax,
section 144:1 IremIilly p;'(oide- foi- withholding only on rent. With
lh0 pres-nt bills' general prmoision for the taxation of unrelated debt.
llnanced ieoine, whether or not the income is rent, a conforming
amendment to sect ion 1443 I.ecomues necessary. Section 4(c) of each bil
nakes that anenduient, substituting the term "income" for "rents" in
set ion 1443.

VII-C. EXPANSION OF TAXATION OF INCOME FROM
UNRELATED BUSINESSES AND FROM INVESTMENTS
OF CERTAIN ORGANIZATIONS

GIONERAr, EXPLAAT!ON

;IACKOROItND

The Internal Revenue Code has long provided for the exemption
fromn Federal income tax of certain nonprofit organizations. The
tyj)eS of orgaiizations which may qualify for exemuptioni atre described
in the Internal Revenue Code (ec. 501), and include charitable,
edlucational, religious, scientific, atd social welfare organizations,
as well as social clubs, trade associations, and fraternal beneficiary
societiess.

In the case of some orgqanizations, such as educational or charitable
organizations, the grant, of tax exemption is designed to foster and
su))ort the purposes for which they are organized and operated
by permitting moneys to be used in the advancement of their exempt
functions which otherwise would be payable to the, Government as
taxes. In the case of other organizations, such as social clubs and
fraternal beneficiary societies, the grant of tax exemption is de-
signed to allow groups of individuals to formi separate nonprofit
organizations for purposes of recreation or mutual benefit without tax
cosequences which might technilly result from accomplishing these
purposes through such a separate organization.

Prior to 19150, it became general knowledge that some tax-exempt
organizations were engaging in business unrelated to their exempt
Iprnposes. For example, an eduactional institution had purchased and
operated a macaroni factory. Under the law as it then existed, the
profits earned by the institution from this activity were untaxed
since the tax exemption applied to all sources of income earned by
an organization which qualified for exemption. These unrelated busi-
ness activities were generally conducted in direct competition with
taxpaying businesses. If tax exemption were available to shield the
income from these unrelated business activities, exempt oraniza.
tons could enjoy vis-a-viz their taxpaying competitors, substan-
tial competitive advantages such as the ability to charge lower prices
and to expand their business operations out ol earnings undiminished
by taxation.
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Congre. responded to this problem of unfair competition by the
passage in 1950 of the unrelated business income tax. Under these
provisions, income tax is imposed upon tihe income derived by ce(rtahi
exempt organizations from the regular conduct of an unrelated trade
or business.

PROBLEM

The unrelated business income tax under present law does not a-
ply to all tax-exempt organizations. Although it applies, for example,
to charitable, educational, and scientific organizations, it is expressly
inapplicable to many classes of exempt. organizations, including:

1. 1urcds.--In order to qualify as an exempt organization a church
must be organized and operated exclusively for religious purposes.
Generally, under present law, a church will qualify for exemption even
though it engages in some unrelated business activity, unless its pri-
mary purpose is the carrying on of an unrelated trade or business. For
example, in one actual case, an organization exempt as a church oper-
ated a wholesale distributorship of popular phonograph records in
direct competition with taxpaying competitors without incurring any
income tax on the income therefrom. Substantial unrelated business
activities of churches do exist. The failure of tihe tax to apply in these
situations creates an unfair competitive advantage in favor of churches.

2. Social welfare oqaaizat'otw.--A social welfare organization is
one not organized for profit, whose exclusive purpose is to promote
tihe common good or the general welfare of the people of the commu-
nity. Such organizations include, for example, organizations for the
advancement of good government, for the encouragement of amateur
athletics, and veterans organizations. These groups can qualify for
exemption under present law even though they engage in unrelated
bu~sinePs for profit if their primary activity is not the carrying on of
a business with the general public in it manner similar to organizations
which are operated for profit. For example, a social welfare organza.
tion could operate a restaurant next door to it taxpaying competitor
and receive the income therefrom free of tax. Thefaiilure of the un-
related business income tax to apply allows the tax exemption to create
an unfair competitive advantage in favor of the social welfare organi-
zation to the detriment of their taxpaying competitors.

3. Socia olubs.-Social clubs are clubs organized and operated ex-
clusively for pleasure, recreation, or.other nonprofit purposes of simi-
lar character, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit
of any private shareholder or member. Country clubs and swimming
clubs are examples. Under present law, in order to qualify for exemp-
tion, a social club must, in general, be supported solely by membership
fees, dues, and assessments. However, to the extent that there is leeway
under this standard of exemption to engage in any unrelated trade or
business, the failure of the unrelated business income tax to apply
imposes an unfair burden upon taxpaying competitors.

In addition to the general problem of unfair competition resulting
from the conduct of an unrelated trade or business, social clubs pre-
sent a special problem with regard to any ineamne from sources out-
side the membership, whether such income results from the conduct
of an unrelated trade or business or passive investments.
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Since the tax exemption for social clubs is designed to allow in-
dividuals to join together to provide.. recreational or social facilities
on a mutual basis, without further tax consequences, the tax exemp-
tion operates properly only when the sources of income of the orka-
nization are limited to receipts from the membership. Under such c-ir-
cumstances, the Individual is in substantially the same position as if
he had spent his income on pleasure or recreation without the inter-
vening separate organization. However, where the organization re-
ceives income from sources outside the membership, such as income
from investments, upon which no tax is paid, the membership receives
it benefit not contemplated by the exemption. In such a case, untaxed
dollars can be used by the organization to provide pleasure or recrea-
tion to its membership. For example, if a social club were to receive
$10,000 of untaxed income from investments in securities, it could
use that $10,000 to reduce the cost or increase the services it provides
to its members. In such a case, the exemption is no longer simply
allowing individuals to join together for recreation or pleasure with-
out further tax consequences. Rather, it is bestowing substantial
additional advantage to the members of the club )y allowing tax-free
dollars to be used for their personal recreational or pleasure purposes.
The extension of the exemption to such investment Income is, there-
fore, a distortion of its purpose.

4. Fraternal benefleiary soeietiei.-Frternal societies which are or-
ganized under a lodge system (semiautonomous local chapters con-
nected through a common parent organization) and which provide
for the payment of life, sick, accident, or other'benefits to the mem-
bers of the society or their dependents are exempt from tax. Separate
organizations providing such benefits exclusively to such members
(and dependents) are also exempt. To qualify for exemption under
this provision, a fraternal beneficiary society must be operated both
in furtherance of its fraternal purloss, such as providing social or
recreational facilities to the membership, and its beneficial purposes,
such as providing life insurance to the members. To the extent that
these organizations have income from unrelated business activities,
the failure of the unrelated business income tax to apply permits an
unfair competitive advantage through the tax laws.

In addition to the unfair competitive advantage enjoyed by fra-ternal beneficiary societies which choose to engage in competitive
business activities, the receipt of untaxed income for use in providing
recreational or social facilities in furtherance of the organization's
fWmernal purpose creates a similar problem to that of social clubs. To
the extent that income is available to provide recreational or social
facilities, tax-free dollars are being used to provide purely personal
facilities for the membership. On the other hand, receipt of invest-
ment income for use in the insurance function presents a distinct prob.
lem. Investment, income is an integral part of the insurance function
of such organizations as it is part of the traditional and normal man-
ner in which insurance companies provide for the covering of losses.
The correct treatment of this income, then, is bound up in the overall
question of the treatment of the insurance function of all exempt
organizations presently permitted to enage in such activities As
noted below, this matter is presently under study.
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PROPOSAL

(1) Exatension of th, unrelated btaine&s income taa to churches and
sooiil welfare organization.--The proposal would extend the exist-
ing provisions of the unrelated business income tax to churches and
to social welfare organizations. This would result in the elimination
of unfair competition resulting from the present application of the
tax exemption in these cases beyond its proper purpose.

(2) Invposit ion of ta on certain income of soc d lubs and fraternal
bene/iiarY societies.

(a) Sociai Ciubs.-The proposal would also limit the tax exemption
for social clubs to income from dues, fees, or other amounts paid by
members for providing to such members or their guests goods, facilities
or services constituting the basis for the tax exemption. Thus, income
from sources outside the membership generated in any manner, and
income from the membership generated other than in exchange for
goods, facilities or services consistent with the club's exempt functions
would be subject to the unrelated business income tax. This rule would
apply as follows:

(1) Payments for club failftles.--A payment by a member for use
of the club bar or restaurant would not be subject to the tax since
the use of these facilities is consistent with the exempt function of
the social club and the payment is from a source within the member-
ship. However, a payment by a nonmenber for use of the club bar or
restaurant would be subject to the tax since the payment is from a
source outside the membership.

(2) Payments for other than club facilWties.-Payment of interest
on a loan from the club (whether by a member or nonmember) would
be subject to the tax since the payment of interest is not in exchange
for goods, facilities or services constituting the basis for the tax ex-
emption, &e., the recreational or pleasure functions of the organization.

Under the present provisions of the unrelated business income tax,
income from rents, royalties, interest, dividends, and annuities as well
as gains from sales or other dispositions of capital assets are exempt
from tax. In order to effectuate the purpose of limiting the social club
exemption to membership source income for exempt function facili-
ties, these exceptions to the unrelated business income tax would be
made inapplicable to social clubs.

These changes in the tax treatment of social clubs would result in
the elimination of the unwarranted benefit to members resulting from
pleasure and recreational facilities provided with untaxed iiicome.
They would also eliminate any unfair competition that might result
were social clubs not subject to the tax.

(b) Fraternal beneflciary societie.-Fraternal beneficiary societies
would be taxed in the same manner as social clubs with al additional
exemption for income from property permanently committed to pro-
viding life, sick, accident or other benefits to the membership or their
dependents. Property would be permanently committed to providing
such benefits if it is held solely for the purpose of providing for such
benefits, or producing income for providing such benefits, and under
no circumstances could the property or income be used for any purpose
other than providing benefits or meeting operating expenses of pro-



hiding such benefits. For example, the income from the investment of
funds hold as an insurance reserve would be exempt under this provi-
sion since an insurance reserve must be used for providing benefits.

FURTIHE STUDY

The possibility of unfair competition resulting from the inapplica-
bility of the unrelated business income tax may exist in classes of tax-
exempt organizations other than those dealt with under this proposal.
Furthermore, unwarranted benefits to members from nonmember in-
come, similar to those encountered in connection with the social clubs
and fraternal beneficiary societies, may ajso exist in other classes of
tax-exempt organization (including social welfare organizations).
Finally, special problems are raised by the relationship between the
unrelated business income tax and the insurance, banking, retirement
or other business oriented functions of several exempt organizations
(including the insurance function of fraternal beneficiary societies).
The question of the proper tax treatment in all of these cases is under
review and study by the Treasury Department. At a later date, when
this study has been completed, the Treasury may have further recom-
mendations to offer in this area.

EFFECTIVE DAT

These provisions will become effective for taxable years beginning
after December 31,1969.

VII-C. EXPANSION. OF TAXATION OF INCOME FROM
UNRELATED BUSINESSES AND FROM INVESTMENTS
OF CERTAIN ORGANIZATIONS

TECHNICAL EXPLANATION

PRUMT LAW

Under present law educational, religious, charitable and social
welfare organizations as well as social clubs and fraternal beneficiary
societies meeting the requirements of the Internal Revenue Code (sec.
501) are among the organizations exempt from Federal income tax.
Notwithstanding this exemption, certaii of these organizations are
subject to an income tax-called the unrelated business income tax-
on income derived from a regularly carried on unrelated trade or
business. Among the several organizations object to the unrelated
business income tax are charitable, educational, or religious organiza-
tions (other than churches), labor, agricultural or horticultural organi-
zations, business leagues, certain mutual banking institutions, and
certain employee benefit plans. Among the several organizations not
#tlSect to the tax are churches (including conventions or associations
of churches), social welfare organizations, social clubs, fraternal bene-
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ficiar societies, and certain other organizations for the mutual benefit
of their members.

In general, the unrelated business income tax is imposed at the
corporate rates upon income gnerated from (1) a trade or business
(2) regularly carried on (8) that is not substantially related, aside
from the need for funds, to the organization's exempt purposes. The
term "trade or business" has the same meaning under these provisions
as it has under the income tax provisions dealing with the deductibility
of business expenses. Generally, any activity carried on for the produc-
tion of income from the sale of goods or the performance of services
would constitute a "trade or business."

Business activities are considered to be "regularly carried on" if
they manifest a frequency and continuity, and are pursued in a man-
ner generally similar to comparable commercial activities of non-e empt organizations.grade or business is considered to be unrelated if the activities

involved in conducting the business are not substantially related (aside
from the need for funds) to theperformance by the organization of
its exempt function. For the conduct of a trade or business to be sub-
stantially related to an exempt function, it must contribute impor-
tantly to the accomplishment of the exempt function. For example,
income from admission charges for a student performance derived-bY
an educational organization operating a school training children in
the performing arts, such as acting, singing, and dancing, would not
be subject to the tax since student participation in performances before
audiences is an essential part of their training. These activities, there-
fore, contribute importantly to the accomplishment of the educational
organization's exempt purpose. On the other hand, if this educational
organization were to operate a furniture factory, the income derived
from these activities would be subject to the tax, since the activities of
manufacturing and distributing furniture do not contribute impor-
tantly to the accomplishment of the organization's exempt function
of teaching students in the performing arts.

Three specific exceptions are provided to the concept of "unrelated"
trade or business:

(1) Any trade or business in which substantially all of the work
of carrying it on is performed without compensation would not be
considered an unrelated trade or business. For example, income de-
rived by a charitable organization from a retail store selling furni-
ture which was operated wholly by volunteers without compensation
would not be subject to the tax.

(2) A trade or business operated by a charitable organization or
by a college or university primarily for the convenience of the or-
ganization s members, students patients, officers, or employees would
not be considered an unrelated trade or business. Therefore income
from the operation of a school cafeteria for students woula not be
subject to the tax.

() A trade or business which consists of the selling of merchandise
substantially all of which has been received by the organization as
gifts or contributions also would not be considered an unrelated trade

'In the case of an organization which I a trust, the Individual rather than the corporate
rate apply.



or business. For example, income derived by a tax-exempt organiza-
tion from the operation of a so-called thrift shop where those who de.
sire to benefit the organization contribute old clothes, books, furniture,
et cetera, to be sold to the general public would not be subject to the tax.

In general, the income subject to tax (called unrelated business
taxable income) is computed in the manner similar to the computa-
tion of taxable income for income tax purposes. However, several
significant adjustments are made. Deductions normally allowable un-
der the general rules of income tax may be deducted only to the extent
that they meet the additional test of being "directly connected" with
the carrying on of the unrelated trade or-business. In order to be di.
rectly connected the deduction must have i proximate and primary re-
httlonship to the carrying on of that business.

Certain exceptions, additions, and limitations apply in computing
unrelated business taxable income. Investment income, such as divi-
dends, interest, annuities, royalties, and most rents from real property
are excluded. iHowever, in certain cases of rent received on a "business
lease," a portion or all of that rent i8 includable in income. In general
a "business lease" is defined as a lease of real property for a term of
more than Li years if at the close of the taxable year there is an out-
standing indebtedness which was incurred in acquiring or improving
the property. A lease will not be considered a business lease if it is
entered into prnmarily to advance the organization's exempt purposes
(other than through the use of funds) whether or not there is an out-
standing indebtedness oil the property. The amount of business leae
income taken into account is the same percentage of total rental in-
come from the property as is the outstanding indebtedness to the
adjusted basis in the property.

Under a separate proposal dealing with debt-financed acquisitions
of property, certain changes in the "business lease" rules would be
made. That proposal would modify the "business lease" rule by, in
general, eliminating the 5-year term requirement and extending the
rule to any property, rather titan just real propery. However, as an
exception, any property all the income from which is taken into ac-
count in computing the unrelated business income tax in general would
not be considered property subject to the debt-financed acquisition
rules. Thus, for example, hicome generated from the active conduct
of an unrelated trade or business regularly carried oil would not
be taxed under the debt-financed acquisition rules (but would be under
the general unrelated business income tax) whether or not some of
the assets used in that business were subject to an outstanding
indebtedness.

Most capital gains and losses are excluded from unrelated busi-
ness taxable income. Thus, gain on the sale or exchange of shares
of stock would be excludable.

The net operating loss deduction generally applicable under the
income tax is allowed in computing unrelated business taxable in-
come. It is computed, however, without taking into account any
amount of income or deduction which is excluded from the com-
utationl of the unrelated business income tax. Thus, for example,
eductions which are not directly connected with an unrelated trade

or business could not be used to increase the amount of the net oper-
ating loss.
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In certain specified cases, all income derived from research (and all
deductions directly connected with such income) is excluded from
unrelated business taxable income.

Charitable deductions, meeting the qualifications and within the
limitations of the provisions dealing will such deductions generally,
are allowed whether or not they are directly connected with the
carrying on of a trade or business.

A specific deduction of $1,000 is provided.
In the case of a trade or business conducted by a partnership of

which an exempt organization is a partner, the exempt organization
includes in income or deductions its share of the partnership gross
income or deductions.

ORGANIZATIONS NOT SUBJECT TO UNRELATED BUSINESS INCOME TAX

Among the organizations not subject to the unrelated business in-
come tax are the following four with which this proposal deals:

(1) Churchee.--Churches are exempt from income tax under the
general category of organizations organized and operated exclusively
for religous purposes. Under present law, churches may qualify for
exemption even though they engage in unrelated business activities,
so long as the primary purpose of the church is not the carrying
on of an unrelated trade or business. The profits from the operation
of a trade or business that fall within these permissible limits are not
subject to the unrelated business income tax.

(2) Social Welfare Organizatiom.-Organizations not organized
for profit but operated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare
such as the advancement of good government, the encouragement oi
amateur athletics, or veterans' organizations are exempt from tax as
social welfare organizations. In addition, local associations of em-
ployees which are devoted exclusively to charitable, education, or
recreational purposes are exempt from tax under this same provision.
Such organizations may qualify for exemption even though they
engage in unrelated business activities so long as carrying on the busi-
ness is not the primary activity of the organization. Profits earned
from a business that fall within this permissible limit are not subject
to the unrelated business income tax.

(3) Social Clubs.-Clubs organized and operated exclusively for
pleasure, recreation, and other nonprofit purposes of similar character,
no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any mem-
ber or shareholder, are exempt from tax. Examples of organizations
exempt under this provision are country clubs, tennis, golf, or swim-
ming clubs. In order to qualify for exemption, a social club must in
general be supported solely by membership fees, dues, and assessments.
The conduct of profitmaking activities with the general public or the
regular receipt of substantial investment income would result in loss
of exemption. However, profitmaking activities which are incidental
to the accomplishment of the club's exempt function would not result
in loss of exemption. For example, income derived from opening club
facilities to the general public for profit would result in a loss of
exemption since the club would fail to be supported solely by mem-
bership fees, dues, or assessments. On the other hand, income, received



over a relatively short period of time, from the investment of the
proceeds of the sale of its old clubhouse pending acquisition of a
new home for the club would not result in loss of exemption since the
transaction would be considered incidental to the exempt activities
of the social club, i.e., providing a clubhouse. Within these standards,
to the extent that a social club is permitted to derive income from an
unrelated trade or business or investments without loss of exemption,
that income is not subject to tax.

(4) Frateral. Benefloiazy Sooietie8.-Fraternal organizations
operated under the lodge system and providing for the payment of
life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the members of the association
or their dependents are exempt from tai.l In general, such organiza-
tions consist of mutual fellowship and benefit societies operated
through local branches with a centralized parent. To qualify, an or-
ganization must be operated both in furtherance of its fraternal pur-
poses, such as providing social or recreational facilities for its
membership, and its beneficial purposes, such as providing life insur-
ance to members. To the extent that such organizations earn profits
from an unrelated trade or business or from investments without loss
of exemption, that income would not be subject to tax.

THE PROPOSAL

(1) ;Extension of unrelated bu.8ine88 income tax to churches and
social welfare orqanikationg.-The proposal would eliminate the spe-
cific exemption o "a church, convention, or an association of churches"
from the present list of organizations subject to the tax and would add
to that list social welfare organizations (and local employee associa-
tions). This change would subject these organizations to the existing
provisions of the unrelated business income tax as presently applied
to other tax-exempt organizations, such as charitable or educational
organizations. Thus, income from an unrelated trade or business regu-
larly carried on by a church, social welfare organization or local
employee association would be subject to the tax. Unrelated business
taxable income would be computed in the same manner as that de-
scribed above for organizations presently subject to the tax. Thus, the
allowance of the deductions and the exceptions, additions, and limita-
tions applicable to the computation of unrelated business taxable
income under present law would apply to the income derived by such
organizations from regularly carried on trades or businesses. The
present business lease rules or the proposed debt-financed acquisition
rules would also apply to these organizations.

The three special exceptions to the meaning of the term "unrelated
trade or business" under present law would be applicable to these
organizations. Thus, a trade or business in which substantially all of
the work in carrying it on is performed without compensation for a
church, social welfare organization, or local employee association; or
which is carried on by such an organization primarily for the con-
venience of its members, officers, or employees; or which consists of
selling merchandise received as gifts or contributions, would not be
considered as an unrelated trade or business.

$An organization operated for the exclusive benefit of the members of a fraternity
itself operating under the lodge system and providing life, sick, etc., benefits Is also exempt.
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. (2) tmpouition of ta on certain i wome of social lubs and fra-
tea benefloiary ooeties.

(a) Soc . dlubs.--inder this proposal, the tax exemption for in-
come of social clubs would be limited to the income from "lues, fees,
or other amounts paid by members for providing to such members or
their guests goods, facilities, or services constituting the basis for the
tax exemption (referred to as providing "exempt function facilities").
All other income would be taxable under the unrelated business in-
come tax with certain modifications to be discussed below. Thus, in
order to be exempt from tax, social club income would have to meet a
two-part test: (1) The income would have to be generated from provid-
ing exempt function facilities, such as food or drink at the club bar
or restaurant or playing facilities at the club golf course or tennis
court, and (2) the income would have to be from amounts paid by
the membership.

Under part I of the test, any income which was not in exchange for
exempt f notion facilities would be subject to the tax, regardless of
whether it was from member or nonmember sources. Thus, for ex-
ample, interest paid to a social club on a loan would be subject to
the tax whether that loan were to a member or a nonmember. Under
the second part of the test, income from providing exempt function
facilities would nevertheless be taxable if it is received from sources
outside the membership. Fur example, amounts paid by a nonmember
for a dinner at the club restaurant would be subject to the tax. On
the other hand, a similar amount paid by a member would not be
subject to the tax, since it would be income from a member in ex-
change for providing exempt function facilities.

Thus, under the proposal, all income, other than that from members
in exchange for exempt function facilities, would be Included in
gross income, whether or not the activities generating the income were
sufficient to meet the requirements of a "trade or business regularly
carried on" generally applicable under the unrelated business income
tax. Income -from an investment 5 would be subject to the tax whether
or not the activities engaged in by the social club in generating that
income were sufficient to meet the "trade or business" test of the un-
related business income tax. Similarly, an admission fee paid by a
nonmember for entry into an annual fundraising dance would be
taxable, whether or not the annual fundraising dance were an activity
sufficient to meet the test of "regularly carried on."

The three specific exceptions to the term "unrelated trade or busi-
ness" would not be applicable to social clubs. Thus, income would
not be exempt from tax simply because it was generated by a trade or
business carried on by persons who worked for the organization with-
out compensation, because it was carried on by the organization pri-
marily for the convenience of its members, or because it consisted of
selling merchandise received as contributions. In all of these cases, the
income would be exempt only if it met the two-part test described
above.

The computation of income subject to the tax would be similar in
most respects to the computation presently applicable tinder the unre-

I The elimination of the present exemption from the unrelated business Incomp tax for
dividends. interest, rents royalties, annuities, and gains from sale of property for social
clubs under this proposal Is discussed below.



lated business income tax in general. However, consistent with the
elimination of the "trade or business regularly carried on" tests, deduc-
tions would be allowable if directly connected with an activity gen-
ering imome subject to tax, rather than only if directly connect
with an unrelated trade or business regularly carried on. For example,
fees raid by a social club for the management of an income-producing
portfolio of securities, otherwise deductible as an expense for the pro.

uction of income, would be allowed as directly connected with that
income-generating activity, even though that activity may not consti-
tute a trade or business regularly carried on.

The specific exceptions for investment income (interest dividends,
annuities, rents, and royalties) would. be made inapplicable with
respect to social clubs. Thus, all investment income would be subject
to the two-part test described above. Under the two-part test, income
from interest, dividends, annuities, rents, and royaties would ordi-
narily be taxable since, in most cases, they would not be received in
exchange for exempt function facilities. However, such income could
be exempt if it were received from the membership in exchange for
exempt function facilities. For example, rent p aid by a member for a
private dining room at the club would fall within this category.

The specific exemption under the tax for gains and losses from the
sales, exchanges, or other dispositions of property constituting capital
assets would be made inapplicable to social clubs. Such gains or losses
would be subject to the normal rules of income tax treatment.

In all other respects, the computation of social club income subject
to the unrelated business income tax would be the same as that of
other tax-exempt organizations. Thus, for example, net operating
losses charitable contributions, and the specific $1,000 deduction
would be available in computation of unrelated business taxable
income.

(b) Fraterna ben41liary societie.-The tax exemption for fra-
ternal beneficiary societies would be limited to-

(1) Income from dues, fees, or other amounts paid by members
for providing to such members or their guests goods, facilities,
or services in furtherance of the exempt function (both fraternal
and beneficial) of the organization; and

(2) Income from propertypermanently committed to the insur-
ance or other beneficial function (insurance function income).

Thus, with the exception of the treatment of income from prop-
erty permanently committed to the insurance or other beneficial func-
tion of the fraternal organization, the remaining amounts would be
subject to the unrelated business income tax in exactly the same
fashion as income of social clubs. The portion of that remaining
amount that is membership income in exchange for exempt function
facilities would be exempt and all other amounts would be included
in computing unrelated business taxable income.

With regard to insurance function income, all income from property
(and losses and deductions directly connected to such income or prop-
ert) permanently committed to providing for the payment of life,
sick, accident, or other benefits to members of the society (or depend-
ents), or for operating expenses of providing such benefits, would be
excluded from the unrelated business income tax as "income from
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property permanently committed to the insurance or other beneficial
function.'

Property would be. permanently committed to the insurance or
other beneficial function if it is held solely for the purpose of provid-
ing for such benefits, meeting operating expenses in providing such
benefits, or producing income for those purposes, and it is impossible,
at any time prior to providing all such benefits, for any part of the
property or income to be used for or diverted to any other purpose.

or example, income earned on the investment of an insurance
reserve would be exempt, since the insurance reserve is held solely for
the payment of claims and could not be used for any other purpose
prior to the satisfaction of those claims.

All income not falling within the categories of membership income
for exempt function facilities or income from property permanently
committed to the insurance function would be includafile in the com-
putation of unrelated business taxable income.

The computation of unrelated business taxable income would be
subject to the same rules as social clubs with one addition. The busi-
ness lease rules under present law and the proposed debt-financed
acquisition rules would be applicable to property permanently com-
mitted to the insurance function. Titus, for example, if all the condi-
tions of the debt-financed acquisition rules applied, income of a fra-
ternal beneficiary society subject to those rules would be taxable even
though the property producing the income were permanently com-
mitted to the insurance function.

T TLE JOLINO COMPANIES OF SOCIAL CLUBS AND
FRATERNAL BENEFICIARY SOCIETIES

Under present law, a corporation organized for the exclusive pur-
pose of holding title to property, collecting income therefrom, and
turning over the entire amount thereof, less expenses, to an exempt
organization is itself exempt from tax. However, the unrelated busi-
ness income tax applies to title holding companies if the organization
for which it collects income is subject to the unrelated business income
tax.

In the case of social clubs and fraternal beneficiary societies, title
holding companies for their benefit would be subject to the unrelated
business income tax. However, the rules for determining the tax
exempt character of the income would be applied as if the purposes
of the title-holding company were those of the exempt parent. Thus
for example, if a title-holding company subsidiary of a parent fraternal
beneficiary society received rental income, that income would be ex-
empt or taxable depending upon whether or not the income were from
)roperty permanently committed to the insurance function in the

hands of the title-holding company.
Similarly, income front a member of a social club received by the

social club's title-holding company in exchange for providing exempt
function facilities would not be subject to the unrelated business in-
come tax. On the other hand, income from a non-member would be
taxable.

All transactions between the title-holding company and its parent
exempt organization would be ignored. Thus, rent paid by a social
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club to its title-holding company would not be income to the title-
holdilg company and would not give rise to a deduction by the social
dub. Similarly, dividends paid'to the social club would not be taxable.

The unrelated business taxable income of the title-holding company
would be computed in the same manner as that of the parent.

EFFECTIVE DATE

rhese provisions will become effective for taxable years beginning
after December 31,1969.
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VIII-A. TAXATION OF APPRECIATION OF ASSETS

TRANSFERRED AT DEATH OR BY GIFT

GENERAL EXPLANATION

GENERAL EXPLANATION AND DESCRII'rION

Under present law, a person whose. income consists of salaries,
wages, dividends, or business profits is taxed at ordinary income rates
oil an annual basis. Special treatment is afforded to income front the
sale of capital assets in that such income is taxed at a lower rate
when the assets are sold. In both these situations, the estate which the
taxpayer passes on to his wife and children at his death is accumu-
lated after income taxes have been paid.

However, a person who holds capital assets which have appreciated
in value until death can avoid taxation of this income altogether.
Moreover, the recipient of the property takes as his cost or basis the
fair market value at date of death, so that the capital gain income
represented by the appreciation in value is never taxed under the
income tax. This means that a person who can afford to accumulate
income in the form or unrealized capital gains can then pass on that
accunmulated wealth free of income tax-in contrast to the wage earner,
salaried individual, or taxpayer who has sold capital assets, all of
whom transfer their accumulated wealth after it is reduced by income
taxes.

As a result of this situation:
There is inequality in the income tax treatment of people who

accumulate their estates out of currently taxable income as com-
pared to those who accumulate estates by means of unrealized
capital gains.

At least $15 billion a year of capital gains fall completely out-
side the income tax system.

There are undesirable economic effects because of the resulting
"lock-in" effect.

These problems--taxpayer inequity, revenue loss, and lock-in effect-
must be analyzed in some detail to appreciate their significance.

TAXPAYER INEQUITY

A great deal of income after tax from wages, dividends, and the like
is saved; that is, it serves to increase the wealth of the taxpayer. An-
other taxpayer may find that his wealth has increased because the
assets he owns have increased in value.

A simple example will clarify the point that these two paths to
wealth accumulation are at present given dissimilar tax treatment.

Assume Taxpayer A earns $200, 0 and pays tax of 60 percent or
$100,000. For simplicity, it is assumed that he intends to save half of
his income and to consume half. This means that he will have $50,000
for consumption and $50,000 that he can invest in, say, common stod .
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Taxpayer B earns $100 000 on which we will say he pays 50 per-
(sent in tax and he uses tis entirely for consumnption. Taxpayer B,
however, differs from A in that when the year started he already
owned common stock worth $200,000; and during this period it rose
ini value by 50 percent or by $100,000.

Clearly Taxpayer A tried to increase his wealth by $100,000 He
wanted to save half of his income, but the tax cut it down. He only
increased his wealth $50,000 after tax. B finds that his wealth has
increased; and since our present tax law does not count unrealized
appreciation in value as taxable income, he is able to add the whole
increase in value to his wealth.

The fact is that the two taxpayers have paid quite different rates.
A has paid $100,000 of tax, and B has paid only $50 000. But it cannot
he said that A really has more ability to pay tian fi. They both paid
the same tax on the $100,000 of the before-tax income that they used
for consumption. The both spend the same on consumption, so it
could even be assumedthat they lived in the same kind of houses, ate
the same food, and took the same vacations. The extra ability to pay
that A has is really the extra income that lie used to increase tie value
of his holdings in securities. But B increased the value of his holding
in securities by twice as much as A did.

For adminstrative reasons the tax system does not every year make
B calculate how much his holdings iave appreciated in value. The
law permits B to postpone including this appreciation until he sells
his assets. But more often than not appreciation is not sold; it is used
for estate building and at the time of death the gain is not subject
to income tax. The heir treats as his "cost," the value of the property
at the time of death.

The estate tax will fall on both A and B so it is not relevant to
say that B ought not to pay any incone tax on his accumulation of
wealth "because lie pays an estate tax." A has paid income tax on the
money that he earned'to build an estate and an estate tax. B avoided
income tax on his wealth increase and only an estate tax was paid on it.

The substance of the present proposal is to reduce the estate tax
r. ite by about the amount raised by capital gains tax at death. Thus the
combined tax will be reduced on A and increased on B. The increase
on B will be equivalent to what would have happened if B had sold
his appreciated property just before death. B would then pay the
capital gains tax, but the amount of the capital gains tax would be
out of the estate making the estate tax somewhat lower. The proposal
would tax the capital gain at death and then allow the capital gains
t ax as a deduction from the estate.

B. will still be taxed more favorably if he holds his appreciation
until death than if he sold it during liftime."Ihis occurs because the
postponement means that during his life B will have had more money
invested and thus more income (or appreciation) than he would if he
had sold before death. B is also benefited since a gain at death does not
come into the proposed minimum tax base. B has an even greater ad-
vantage compared to an individual who accumulates his wealth out of
ordinary income like salary or dividends. Not only does B get to post-
pone the tax on his wealth increase but he also pays tax on it at capital
gains rates, not ordinary income rates.



Finally the transition proposal allows B to avoid tax on all appre-
ciation u) to the date of enactment.

To explain fully the case for this proposal, it is useful to address
three issues that are often raised.

(1) Question. Is it sound to call the increase in value of B's property
income at his death when the property has not yet been sold and may
go down in value?

An.mwcr. Assets that have not appreciated are valued under present
rules for estate tax purposes and that value is the basis for an estate
tax that goes up .to 77 percent. These assets also might go down in
value, and both kinds of assets might go up even more. These subse-
quent value changes can properly be treated as gins or losses to the
heir.

(2) Qumtion. Is it fair to tax B on an appreciation of value which
just matches the general rise in consumer prices V

Answer. One answer is that A is taxed on the same thing. The entire
tax system is based on money income. Inflation gains are not excluded,
nor are deductions allowed for inflation losses. An obvious reason for
taxing inflation gains is that to the extent of inflation gains an indi.
vidual benefits by escaping from the reduction of purchasing power
that inflation imposes on holders of fixed dollar claims. The burden
can be shared more equally if some tax is imposed on the benefit from
escaping inflation.

Further, over the long run the principal assets involved in appre-
ciation, land and stocks, have increased in price over twice as fast as
consumer prices. This is important when one recognizes that the capi-
tal gains rate is a maximum 25 percent.

(t) Que8tion, Won't a tax on the appreciation transferred at death
hurt families that have wealth in illiquid form V

Answer. To some extent the appreciation can be in relatively illiquid
form, but the far greater portion of it will be in highly liquid common
stocks. If there is reason to regard illiquidity as a problem, it makes
far more sense to provide some appropriate means of paying death
taxes iii the illiquid cases than to favor a large group of estates with
appreciation in liquid form. The present proposals deal with the
iNquidity problem directly, both as to the proposed capital gains tax
at death and the estate tax itself.

REVENUE LOss

On estate tax returns filed in 1966, the total value of property of a
type that might show appreciation (stock, real estate, trust interests
and noncorporate business assets) was about $15 billion. The portion
of this that represented appreciation was probably in the range of
40 to 50 percent.'

I B. Okun ("The Taxation of Decedents' Unrealized Capital ains." Nationa Tag Jour-
sal, December 1967, pp. 368-385.) Estimates the ratio of appreciation to value as 45
percent for real estate and 54 percent for stock. Brannon McClung and Copeland .uu-
realized Appreciation Passing at Death." Amerwau Stadtftz Aaoefanoo Procee.nu,
1967, pp. 147-167) derive minimum estimates of 37 percent for stck and 33 percent for
real estate. These are minimum In the sense that they are derived from an assumption
that assets sold by a tax ayer are randomly drawn from his holding.. A rational invest.
meat strategy would be to prefer to sell the assets with less appreciation and thus less
current tax. This would Imply a higher rato of appreciation for assets left in the port.
folio. Barlow. Braser and Morgan (The Economic Behavior of the Atflent Brookings, 196
report the result of their Interview survey that among the very h lgh-lncome group capital
appreciation was the source of 51 percent of their wealth.



This suggests that the appreciation passing through the estates of
estate tax fliers in 1966 must have been in the general magnitude of
$6 to $8 billion, or about $7 billion. An additional amount of appreci-
ation about. (15 percent as large, or about $4.5 billion, passed from de-
cedents for whom an estate tax return was not required.

Table I following indicates some aspects of taxing appreciation at
death by income level. The data indicate the situation 10 years after
the new basis date (date of enactment), when it is assumed that the
average property of a type subject to appreciation (principally stock,
real estate, trust interests and noncorporate business assets) will reflect
an average appreciation of about 25 percent.

TABLE I.-DATA ON THE OPERATION OF THE PROPOSAL FOR TAXING GAINS AT DEATH 1111 

Net capital
Net cptal pins tax aI

Percent of Appreciatio gains tax as percent of
Economic estate estate of as percent of percent of present law
class (in thou. appreciable Percent of economic economic estate tax
snds of dollars) assets' appreciation' estate estate I after credits

60to 100 ................. 20 12.3 0.7 84.0100oto 20 ........... 61:::: 2, " .
200 to 400 .................. 11 q
400to 600 ..................
600 to 1,000 ................ 80 27 21.4 .2 1
1,000 to 2,000 ............... 83 30 24.5 2.6
2,000 to 3.000 .............. 82 32
3-0001to5,000 .... 3.. 291 2.
.000 and up ........... .. .8 37 32.2 2

I An effective date of Jan. 1, 1970, is assumed.
2 Includes stock, real estate, trust Interests, and noncorporate business assets. The economic estate Is gross estate

les debts.
3This takes Into account the observed patterns that appreciation rates and holding period are hither at the upper

wealth levels plus some shifting asset composition. (Eg.. the personal residence with a low appreciation rate Is moreImportant at low wealth levels~
This takes Into account 4 factors: (a) the tendency for applicable capital gain rates to e higher at uppiar wealthlevels, (b) the deSuction for contributions which is higher at upper wealth level (c) the deduction of maritl bequests

which Is greater at lower wealth levels, and (d) the deduction of the capital gains tax against the estate tax (at 1960 rites)
which is more valuable at higher wealth levels.

UNDE9I8RABLE ECONOMIC EFFEC"S

Wheni tax liability is allowed to depend on whether an appreciated
awset is sold or kept until death, the tax law operates to produce un-
desirable economic effects, particularly in cases of older people. Assets
become immobilized; investors become "locked-in" by the prospect
of avoiding income tax completely if they hold appreciated assets
until death rather thi selling them. Tils freezing ofinivestnent posi-
tions (leprives the economy o the fruits of an unencumbered flow of
Capital toward areas of enterprise promising larger rewards.

PROPOSAL

To remedy these problems, under the proposal persons holding ap-
pre'iated capital assets at death would be treated as if they had-sold
stuch assets just before death, and such gains would be taxed il tile
final income tax return of the decedent.-The tax rate would be that
iow applicable to capital gains on assets sold during life. The tax on
these gains at death wouldibe due under the income tax, but the amount

t Okun, op. cit., p. 385.
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of the tax would be deducted in determining the amount of propert
subject to estate tax. The taxable estate would thus be net of the income
tax paid, as is the case for those who accumulate their estates out o
ordinary income or out of capital assets sold prior to death. The assets
taxed at death would take as their cost or basis the fair market value
at death, as is true today.

The transition to the new system will be smoothed for those whc
are now holding appreciated assets in anticipation of tax-free trans-
fers at death, by a provision that only appreciation occurring after
the date of enactment would be subject to tax at death.

The following measures insure the equitable operation of the new
law:

Only appreciation occurring after the date of enactment would
be subject to tax;

Taxpayers would be allowed a minimum basis of $60,000, with
the result that no tax at all would be imposed on the appreciation
when the total value of assets transferred is $60,000 or less;

Complete exemption would be allowed for gain on property
transferred to a spouse or to charity;

Limited exemption would be allowed for rain on transfers of
property to orphans and transfers of ordinary personal and
household effects;

Present rules for payment of taxes due at death for those estates
that have liquidity problems will be liberalized, and the new rules
will apply to capital gains taxes as well as transfer taxes.

The tax on appreciation on transferred assets would be allowed
as a deduction for estate tax purposes;

Net unrealized losses on business or investment property would
be allowed as an offset against capital gain and, subject to appro-
priate limitations, a inst ordinary income for the 3 taxable years
preceding the decedent's final income tax return;

Gains on assets giving rise to ordinary income transferred at
death would be eligible for averaging.

OPERATION OF PROPOSAL

Under present law, property that has appreciated in value can be
transferred at death without any income tax being imposed on the
increase in value that accrued during the decedents lifetime. At the
same time these assets receive a new-basis equal to their fair market
value at the death of the decedent, so that the predeath appreciation
escapes income taxation forever.

Under the proposal the appreciation in assets held at death will be
subject to income taxation at that time. The tax will be reported in
the decedent's final income tax return (prepared by the executor) and
will be due at the same time as the estate tax return of the decedent,
that is, 15 months after the date of death.

As under the present estate tax, the fair market value 3 of the
decedent's property for income tax purposes would be determined as
of the date of death or the alternate valutition date (generally 1 year

& The 'fair market value" is the price at which the property would change hands between
t willing buyer and a willing seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy or to sell

and both having knowledge o all relevant facts.
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after the date of death except with respect to property disposed of
during the year following .death). The 50-percent exclusion and the
alternate 25-percent maximum rate applicable to long-term capital
gain will e available regardless of the length of time the decedent has
actually held the property. The transferee of the decedent's property
would *take as his basis the fair market value of the property on the
date of death of the decedent, as under present rules.

LOSSES

Where an individual holds capital assets whose fair market value
is less than their adjusted tax bases (ordinarily, cost) at the date of
his death, the resulting loses will be allowed for tax purposes in the
vear of death. These losses, as well as losses sustained on sales during
the last year of the decedent's life, and any capital loss carryforward
from prior years, will be deductible as under the regular rules appli.
('able to capital losses, by first offsetting ealntal gains of the last tax-
able year, with any excess allowed, to tffe extent of $1,000 as a deduc-
tion against ordinary income of that year. If there are still additional
unused capital losses remaining, a si)ecial rule will permit an offset
against capital gains of the decedent in his 3 prior taxable years. If
there still remain unused capital losses, an offset against ordinary
income in the last taxable year of a decedent will be permitted and
then in his 3 prior taxable years.

This special offset of additional amounts of losses against ordinary
income will, however, be limited so that capital losses will be deductible
only to the same extent that capital gains are included in ordinary
income. Thus, generally, 50 percent of capital losses will be deductible,
but in no event will the tax benefit resulting from the offset against
ordinary income be greater than the tax benefit that would have re-
sulted had the income to be offset been capital gain rather than ordinary
income. In other words, the tax saving resulting from the offset of a
loss will not be permitted to exceed 25 percent of the amount of the
ordinary income offset by the offset. The basis of the loss Property in
the hands of the decendent's transferee would be fair market value at
death as under present law.

RELATION OF INCOME TAX TO STATM TAX

The income tax on the gain at death will constitute a debt of the
estate and will be deductible for transfer tax purposes, so as to reduce
transfer tax liability. The treatment here follows present estate tax
rules dealing with debts of an estate and, coupled with the reduction
in rates under the unified transfer tax proposal, means that on the
average the total taxes paid on death under these proposals will be
substantially the same as is paid for estate taxes under present law.

EXCEPTIONS
(A) Ba,-ic exemption

For purposes of computing gain, every taxpayer would be deemed
to have a minimum basis in property owned at death of $60,000 or fair
market value, whichever is lower. If the actual basis exceeds $60,000,



then gain (or loss) is computed from actual basis. Thus, if a taxpayer
has property the total basis of which was $80,000, gain would be com-
puted from this figure; but if a taxpayer's propey-had a total basis of
$20,000 and a fair market value of $35,000 at date of death, no gain
would be taxed. In each case, a stepped-up basis equal to the fair
market value will be acquired by the transferee.

In addition to the basic exemption, the following exemptions will
also be available:
(B) Persso% and hotwehod efeeft exemption

The proposal will permanently exempt all gain on ordinary per-
sonal and household items of the decedent of a value of less than $1,000
each. This includes the clothing of the decefident, furniture, appliances,
cars, jewelry, furs, works of art, and so forth. Assets of this type that
have a value in excess of $1,000 will not be exempt and will be treated
like any other assets of the decedent.

Losses due to depreciation in value of personal and household items
will be disallowed following the usual rules relating to losses of a
personal nature.

The basis to the decedent's transferee of the personal and house.
hold effects passing under the exception will be their fair market
value at the decedent's death.
(0) Marital eoxolion

As part of the unified transfer tax proposal, a 100-percent marital
deduction will apply to transfers between spouses by gift or at death.
The marital exc[tision under the gain proposal will correspond to the
unified transfer tax provisions. No gain will be recognized on the
appreciation in value of property passing to the surviving spouse at
death which qualifies for the transfer tax marital exclusion. Where
the transferee spouse receives all the property of the decedent, the
property will not receive a new basis but will carry over the basis of
the decedent. Where the transferee spouse receives less than all the
property of the decedent, the basis in such property will be allocated
under the rules outlined in (F) below.
(D) Orphan eeoluion

Gain on property passing to orphans, which is excluded from the
transfer tax under the unified transfer tax proposal, will also be ex-
cluded from the gain proposal. The property will have a basis in the
hands of the transferees computed under thie rules set forth in (F)
below, and gain will be subject to taxation upon disposition by them.
(E) Charitable beest exemption

Gain on assets transferred to charity will be permanently exempt
from tax if the amount of the interest given to charity can be measured
with certainty. Thus, no tax would be imposed on the appreciation in
property given outright to a qualified charity. Where a transfer cre-
ates split interests (e.g., a trust to pay the income to the transferor's
son for life, with the remainder to the w charity or vice versa), the
same rules will apply as apply to gifts or bequests to charity.

#This provision, the orphan exclusion, and the basic $60,000 exemption make It unneees-
sary to establish a separate rule for personal residences. Gain on Intrafamily transfers willgenerlly be exempted under these provisions. There is no reason to exempt pin on trans-
fersof resdencea to persons other than spouses or orphans.



(F) Allocatio of basis
The exemption of gain on property passing at death to a surviving

spouse, to orphans, or to charity requires a special rule relating to
basis, so that, in the case of the spouse or orphans, the gain that
escapes tax at the death of the decedent will be taxed when the prop-
erty is later transferred by such spouse or orphan. The basic objective
of busing allocated rather than actual, basis is to eliminate any tax
incentive for the decedent or his executor to transfer any particular
piece of property to any particular person or entity, where such a
dispositioni might be undesirable from a nontax stand point. For ex-
ample, if an estate consists of low-basis stock iii at family corporation
that the decedent would in the absence of tax considerations, want to
go to his son, and of high-basis propetty of equal value that he would
want to go to his wife, it seems improper to create a significant tax
incentive for achievin precisely the opposite disposition. A rule
tliat taxed or exemptedgain on the basis of the particular property
going to each would have such an effect, since under such at rule the
gain on the shares of stock in the family business could escape taxa-
tion at the decedent's death only if that property were left to the wife.
To avoid this effect the proposed basis rule would require allocation
of total basis among all property (other than cash) before computing
the taxable gain, with at carryover of such allocated basis inl tlme case
of property oil which gain is exempt. (This rule need not, and will not,
apply where all the decedent's property passes to one person.) The
same considerations that require allocation in the case of an estate
passing in part to at spouse also require allocation in the case of
property passing in part to orphans or charities.

ITEMS GIwINo RISE TO ORDINARY INCOME

Under present law, special treatment is given to items of income
which atre earned by a decedent prior to his death, but which are not
reportable in the decedent's final income tax return. Example of this
type of income are wage claims of the decedent, receivables, certain
deferred compensation payments, and interest, on U.S. savings bonds.
Such income must. be reported by .the person to whom the asset is
given by the decedent at the time it is received by that person. Al-
tliothgh the recipient of the income does not receive any step t!pin basis
on the decedent's death it deduction is allowed to the receipient for
the estate tax attributable to the inclusion of the item in the decedent's
estate for Federal estate tax purposes.

Present rules were designed to avoid bunching of ordinary income
in the decedent's final return. However, complexities of present law
have produced troublesome problems. Therefore, this proposal sub-
stitutes at new rule for decedents dying after December 31, 1969.

The new rule would he that gain on n asset, the sale or exchange
of which would produce ordinary income or capital gain, or a com-
bination of both, will be taxed at death with ordinary income to the
required extent and capital gain as to the remainder. Thus, for ex-
ample, in the case of it wage claim of a decedent, the entire amount
of the wage claim will be includible in the decedent's final return and
taxed at ordinary income rates.



To avoid the bunching problems for which the present rules were
developed, tile usual averaging rules will apply to ordinary income
that is taxed at death by virtue of this proposal. In addition, the 100.
percent marital exclusion, the orphans exclusion, the deduction for
income taxes as a debt of the estate, and the basic $60,000 exemption 5
will all be ap)licable to such items of income, thereby further ame-
I iorating the bunching problem.

Special rules for assets that give rise both to ordinary income and
to capital gains will be provided. Deductions attributable to income
taxed at death will be allowed, but no double deductions will be per-
mitted as is sometimes tle case under present rules.

Recipients of items giving rise to the taxation of ordinary income
under this proposal will receive a market value basis as to such items.

TRANSFER OF UPET!ME 1IFTs

In order that tho proposed imposition of the tax on gain will neither
encourage nor discourage lifetime transfers as opposed to death
transfers, the gain Oil appreciated property transferred by gift by a
taxpayer will -be subject to income taxation at the time of transfer.
A gift will not be treated as "completed," that is, subject to tax, un-
less the tmansfer is of a type on which the transfer tax is imposed
under the unified transfer tax proposal. Generally, the rules ap-
plicable to death transfers will apply to lifetime transfers.

The following exceptions, corresponding to the exceptions for death
transfers, will be applicable to lifetime gifts:

There will be an exclusion for ordinary personal household
effects;

There will be an exclusion for charitable gifts;
There will be a marital exclusion on gifts between husband

and wife so as to produce a result comparable to that produced
by the marital exclusion on transfers at death.

Losses will be allowed on lifetime gifts under the same rules as
apply at death. However, no losses will be allowed on transfers be-
tween related parties.

FUTURE INTERESTS

Under the unified transfer tax, a substitute tax, in addition to
the basic tax, would be imposed on certain complex arrangements
designed to avoid tax by passing property through several generations
without subjecting the property to tax in each.generation. A similar
problem exists in the case of capital gains tax imposed on the appre-
ciation in the value of property transferred at death or by gift. The
tax could be avoided by transferring property in such a form that the
appreciation would go untaxed through several generations.

To foreclose such a possibility, thereby assuring that all taxpayers
will be treated equally, a special rule would tax the appreciation
when distribution following an initial transfer is made to persons
who are more than one degree lower than the transferor, for example,
a grandchild.

$On death. the basic $60,000 exemption must be allocated first to capital asets. To
the extent It it is not used up, the balance can be allocated to ordinary income items. The
basic exemption will not be available for lifetime transfers of ordinary Income items.
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E nt DATE

The new rule would. apply to transfers by gift or by death after
December 81, 1969.

For purposes of computing gain on property acquired before the
date of enactment the taxpayer, or his personal representative, will
have the option of using as lis basis, either-

(I) Adjusted basis as computed under existing rules; or
(2 The value on the date of enactment as adjusted under

present rules for any changes occurring after that date, including
the depreciation or depletion (cost or percentage) actually taken
after such date.

For purposes of computing losses on property acquired before the
date of enactment, the basis is the lower of (1) or (2) above.

VIII-A. TAXATION OF APPRECIATION OF ASSETS
TRANSFERRED AT DEATH OR BY GIFT

TECiNICAL EXPLANATION

1 o GENERAL MANNER OP OPERATION OF PROPOSAL
Under present law, property that has appreciated in value can be

transferred t-death without any income tax being impe d on the
increase in value that accrued during the decedents lifetime. At the
same time these assets receive a new-basis equal to their fair market
value at the death of the decedent, so that the predeath appreciation
escapes income taxation forever. Under the proposal the gain on assets
held at death, including assets over which the decedent has a general
power of appointment will be subject to income taxation at that time.
The gain wIll be reported in the decedent's final income tax return
(prepared by the executor) and will be due at the same time as the
estate tax return of the decedent, 15 months after the date of death.
As under the estate tax, the fair market value of the decedent's prop-
erty for income tax purposes could be determined as of the date of
death or the alternate valuation date (generally 1 year after the date
of death except with respect to property disposed of during the year
following death). The 50 percent exclusion and the alternative 25 per-
cent maximum rate applicable to long-term capital main will be avail-
able regardless of the length of time the decedent has actually held
the property. Various exceptions that reduce the taxable gain will be
provided for personal and household effects, property transferred to
a surviving spouse, and property transferred to charity. A minimum
basis will be proposed in the case of transfers at death. The basis of
the property subject to tax will be stepped up to fair market value
in the hands of the decendent's transferee as under present law. Only
appreciation in value that occurred after the date of enactment wil
be taxed. The income tax attributable to the gains taxed at death will
be deductible from the gross estate of the lecedent in determining
estate tax liability, thereby reducing Federal estate taxes.
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2. LOSSES

Where an individual holds capital assets whose fair market value
is less than their adjusted tax basis at the date of his death, the losses
will similarly be allowed on the transfer at death. These losses, as well
as losses sustained on sales or exchanges during the last year of the
decedent's life and any capital loss cartryforward from prior years,
will be deductible, as under the regular rules applicable to capital
losses, by first offsetting capital gains of the last taxable year (in-
cluding gains exempted under the minimum basis rule in 4(a) below)
and then being allowed to the extent of $1,000 against ordinary i.
come of that year. If then there are additional unused capital losses
remaining, a special rule will permit an offset against capital gains
of the decedent in his 3 prior taxable years. If then there are still
unused capital losses, an offset against ordinary income in the last
taxable year of a decedent, and then in his 3 prior taxable years, will
be permitted. This special offset of additional amounts of losses against
ordinary income will, however, be limited so that capital losses will
be deductible only to the same extent that capital gains are included
in ordinary income. Thus, generally. 50 percent of capital losses will
be deductible, but in no event will the tax benefit resulting from the
offset against ordinary income be greater than the tax benefit that
would have resulted had the income to be offset been capital gin
rather than ordinary income. In other words, the tax saving resulting
from the offset of a loss will not be permitted to exceed 25 percent of
the amount of ordinary income so offset. The basis of the loss property
in the hands of the decedent's transferee would be fair market value
at death as under present law.

3. RELATION OF INCOME TAX TO ESTATE TAX

The income tax on the gain at death will constitute a debt of the
estate and will be deductible from the gross estate for estate tax pur-
poses, so as to reduce any estate tax liability. The treatment here
follows estate tax rules dealing with debts of an estate. Refunds are
assets of the estate.

4. EXCEPTIONS

Appropriate exceptions are provided under the proposal so that its
application will be equitable and moderate. Exceptions are provided
for ordinary personal and household effects, so that any appreciation
in such assets will not be taxed and the transferee of the assets will
have a basis equal to the fair market value at the decedent's death.
In order that small estates will generally be exempt from income tax
as well as estate tax, gain will only be taxed at death to the extent the
value of the property exceeded the greater of the decedent's aggregate
basis or $60,000. In effect, every decedent wil have a minimum basis
of $60,000, so that gain will only be taxed to the extent fair market
value exceeds $60,000, or the decedent's actual basis, whichever figure
is the larger. Thus if a decedent owned property at death with a basis
of $,000 and a fair market value of $80,000, only $20,000 in gain
would be subject to income tax. A marital exclusion Will cover property



transferred to a surviving spouse and will be analogous to the marital
deduction for estate tax Iurposes. Tie property passing under this
exception will retain the basis of the decedent, so that upon disposition
of the property by the surviving Sim)seC there will be it recognition of
the gain involved. A similar exclusion would cover prop rty passing
to orphans. There is also an exception for bequests to charity, the gain
involved thus receiving a permanent exemption from income tax.
These exceptions are described more fully below.
(a) Basle eremptlon

Every taxpayer would be deemed to have a minimum basis ii prop-
erty owned at death of $60,000 or fair market 'value, if lower. Thus if
a taxpayer had property the total basis of which was $80,000 anii a
value of $100,000, the $20,000 gain would be taxed; but if a tax payer's
l)roI)erty had a total basis of $'0,000 and a fair market value of $35 000
at date of death, no gain would realized. In each case, at stepped-up
basis equal to tihe fair market value will be acquired. If a decedent had
p)perty worth $25,000 but with a basis of $80,000 the exemption
would not come into play, and a loss of $55,00(0 would be allowed.

The provisions for the 100-percent marital exelusion, the orla.t
exclusion, and the basic exemption make it unnecessary to establish
separate rules for personal residences. Gain on intrafamily transfers
of residences will generally be exempted under these provisions. There
seems to be no reason to provide any additional exemption (beyond the
basic exemption) for gain on the transfers of residences to persons
other than spouses or orphans.
(b) Per onal and household effeets ea-emption

The proposal will permanently exempt all gain on ordinary personal
and household effects of the decedent of a val|e of less than $1,000 per
item. This includes the clothing of the decedent, drapery, and carpet-
ing, furnitre, appliances, cars, jewelry, furs, works of art, and so
forth. Assets of this type that have a value in excess of $1,000 will not
be exempt and will be treated like any other assets of tie decedent.
For purposes of this rule, assets that constitute a set or collection, sich
as stamps, guns, coins, or works of art, will be treated as a single asset.
When it is determined that a set or collection exceeds $1,000 in value
then each item will be valued individually; gain will be recognized on
individual items in the set that have apl)reciated in value and losses
due to depreciation in value will be disallowed under usual rules relat-
ing to losses of at personal nature.

Any loss on personal and household effects due to depreciation in
value will not be allowable, as under present rules since the loss is of
a personal nature.

The basis to the decedent's transferee of the personal and household
effects passing under the exception will be their fair market value at
the decedent's death.

This exemption provides recognition of the fact that it would be
impractical to have the provision apply to a wide range of miscel-
laneous items of small value. For the most part, of course, the exemp-
tion would not be necessary, since these items do not appreciate in
value. Nevertheless, generally it will not be necessary to determine
whether in fact there has been appreeiation in value ofthese types of



assets. This exemption supplements an annual exception for gifts of
ordinary personal and household effects of the type described above.
(o) Marital ewaltion.

As a part of the unified transfer, tax proposal, a 100-percent marital
deduction will apply to transfers between spouses by gift or at death.
The marital exclusion under the income tax proposal will correspond
to the unified transfer tax provisions so that on transfers that qualify
for the transfer tax maritalexclusion no gain will be reco nized on the
appreciation in value of property passing to the surviving spouse at
death.' Thus, gain will be exempt on any property (1/ that passes out-
right to a spouse (either during the lie of the transferor spouse or at
his or her death),, or (2) that passes subject to any kind of legal
arrangement assuring the transferee spouse for life or for any other
period of time the enjoyment or use of such property, or the income
from it, or the right, through the exercise of an unrestricted power
vested solely in the transferee spouse, to such outright ownership,
enjoyment, use, or income, if the transferee spouse consents to having
the termination of such limited interests treated as a taxable transfer
by him or her. If the transferee spouse does not receive outright own-
ership, then a taxable transfer occurs upon termination of the trans-
feree spouse's interest.

To protect the transferee spouse from liability from tax on property
not fully subject to his or her control or power of disposition, the tax
imposed on the gain at termination of one of the kinds of limited in-
terests that is sufficient to quality property for the marital exemption
will be collectible only out of such property.

The rate that will be applied upon the termination of a limited in-
terest in t transferee spouse that qualifies for the marital deduction
will be the rate of the legal owner of the property. Thus, in the case
of a legal life estate or term for years, gain will be taxed upon the
termination of the transferee spouse's interest at his or her rate. On
the other hand, in the case of property placed in trust, the rates ap-
plicable to the trust will apply. In the case of some form of outright
interest passing to a transferee spouse, an option will be made avail-
able to have taxed any portion of the property passing under the
marital deduction at the time of the transfer. A step up in basis would,
of course, accompanj this event. The election to be taxed will be exer-
cisable by the trans eror and, in the case of a transfer at death if the
transferor makes no elections then by the transferee spouse. Where
the transferee spouse receives all the property of the decedent, the
property will not receive a new basis but will carry over the basis of
the decedent. Where the transferee spouse receives less than all the
property of the decedent, the basis in such property will be computed
under the rules outlined in (f) below.
(d) Orphan exclusion.

Provision will be made that gain on property passing to orphans,
which is excluded from the transfer tax under the unified transfer
tax prolmsal, will also be excluded from tax on the death of the de-

* This Includes appreciated property transferred pursuant to a separation artement or
divorce decree. Under present rule a capital gains tax Is Imposed and the tnjaferee spouse
receives a stepped~up-basis. Under the p roposal, the transferee spouse will take a carry-
over basis, unless the option to pay the tax Is exercised by the tranaferor-spouse.
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cedent. The property will have a basis in the hands of the transferees
computed under the rules set forth in (f) below, and gain will be sub-
ject to taxation upon disposition by them.
(c) Charitable bequ4s exemption.

(ain on assets transferred to charity will be permanently exempt
from tax if the amount of the interest iiven to charity can be meas-
tired with certainty. Thus, no tax would-be imposed on the apprecia-
tion. in prope ty given outright, to it qualified charity. Where a transfer
creates spit interests (that is, at trust to pay the income to the
transferor's son for life, with the remainder to the X charity or vice
versa), the portion going to the charity will qualify for the exemp-
tion only if-

(1) The income beneficiary receives an outright annuity (stated
in terms of a fixed annual dollar amount or a fixed percentage of
the fair market value of the property at the time of the transfer);
or

(2) The governing instrument provides that the transferred
property is to be valued annually, and a fixed percentage of the
fair market value of the property on each valuation date is to be
distributed to the income beneficiary. The required distribution
is to be made first from income and then from corpus. To insure
that fair market values will be determined objectively, in the case
of lifetime transfers the donor will be subject to a 10-year waiver
of the statute of limitations with respect to assessment of a capital
gains tax on the transfer. In the case of deathtime transfers, the
trustee or other person determining fair market value must be
indelwndent of the betneflciaries of the transfer.

Only split-interest. tranfers satisfying one of the above tests will
qualify for the charitable exemption. All other types of split-interest
transfers will be subject to cap'tl gains tax even though a charity
may be a potential beneficiary. Thus, for example, if there exists any
contingency which could result in the defeat of the charitable interest,
or a power to divert the property to or for the'benefit of someone other
than the charity, the above tests are not met and the transfer does not
qualify for the exemption. Also, in cases where the charity has only an
income interest, if the period of the charity's interest is measured by
the life of any person, no charitable exemption is allowed.

The purpose of these rules is to insure that the charity will in fact
receive a specified and determinable amount. The rules for treatment
of gain on transfers to charity basically follow the proposal setting
forth the rules for deductibility of charitable contributions for income
tax purses, and insure that any charitable transfer will be exempt
under this proposal if it is also exempt from transfer tax under the
unified transfer tax prposal.

Where an asset giving rise to ordinary income is transferred to
charity at death, the exemption will not apply and the ordinary income
will be taxed in the decedent's final return.
(/) Allocation of basi.

The exemption of gain on property passing to a surviving spouse,
to orphans, or to charity requires a special rule relating to basis, so
that, in the case of the spouse or orphans, the gain that escapes tax at
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the death of tile decedent will be taxed when the property is trans.
feared by such spouse or orphan. The basic objective of using al-
located, rather than actual, basis is to eliminate any tax incentive
for the decedent or his executor to transfer any particular piece of
nroperty to any particular person or entity, whore such a disposition

mnightb e undesirable from a nontax standpoint. For example, if an
estate consists of low-basis stock i it family corporation that the
decedent would, .in the absence of tax considerations, want to go to
his son and of high-basis property of equal value that he would want
to go to his wife,,it seems improper to create a signifcant tax in-
centive for achieving precisely the Oolxsite disposition. A rule that
taxed or exempted gain on the basis of the particular propert going
to each would have such an effect, since, under such a rule, the gain
on tile shares of stock in the family business could escape taxation
at death only if that property were left., to the wife. To avoid this
effect the proposed basis rule will require allocation of total basis
among ill property (other than cash) before computing the taxable
gain, with a carryover of such allocated basis in the case of property on
which gain is exempt. (This rule need not, and will not, apply where
all the decedent's property passes to one person). The same considera-
tions that require allocation in tile case of an estate passing in part, to
a spouse also require allocation in the case of property passing in part
to orphans or charities.

To illustrate the process of allocation of basis, assume that an
estate, after all debts, expenses, and taxes have been paid or provided
for, consists of $100,000 in cash, $450,000 worth of stock of X cor-
poration with a basis of $50,000, and $450,000 worth of stock of Y
corporation with a basis of $450,0O. Thus the total gain is $400,000.
If half of the estate is left to the wife and half to the son, then regard-
less of how particular property is disposed of, half the gain will be
taxed in the decedent's final return and the wife will receive a basis
such that the remaining gain would be taxed to her if she sold the
property at a time when it had not changed in value. Specifically,
stippose that the X stock goes to the son and the Y stock goes to the
wife and each gets half of the cash. Total basis is $600,000, of which
$100,000 must be assigned to the cash. The remaining $500,000 is al-
located half to the X stock and half to the Y stock. Thus, the $450,000
worth of X stock which passes to the son has an allocated basis of
$250,000 and a gain of $200,000. This gain is taxed in the decedent's
final return and, as a result, the eon's basis will become $450,000. The
$450,00() worth of Y stock passing to the wife will have an allocated
basis of $250,000, btt this gain is exempt from tax and, as a result
the wife's basis for the Y stock will be $250,000. If the facts are changed
so that $90,000 worth of X stock is left to a charity and the son simply
receives that much less X stock, then the results are as follows:

Allocated
Recipient Propety Value bsi

O ................................... Y stock ................................ 3450,000 250, 000
Cieh ................................... 50,000 50000

Son ............ .................... X stock ................................ 0 200,000
Cash......................... 50.00 50.0001

Charity ........................ Xstock ......................... 000 5000

334-893 0 - 69 - pt.$ 3 -
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Only tile $160,000 main on the X stock passing to the son will be
taxed In the decedent s flnal return. Tile wife's basis for her Y stock
will again be $250,000. Technically, the basis of the stock passing to
the charity iwill be $50,000 though ordinarily this will be irrelevant
since any gain realized by the charity on disposition will be nontaxable.

Where assets giving rise to ordinary income cormprise part of the
estate, special abjistmeints must be iade in the allocation of basis
rules. Where a beneficiary receives an ordinary income asset, the basis
of the ordinary income item is allocated according to the portion
actually received by the particular beneficiary. That beneficiary's
portion of the allocated basis in the capital assets (computed as above)
which he receives is then reduced (dollar-for-dollar) by the amount of
the basis attributable to tile ordinary income item received by the
beneficiary.

The following examples illustrate the application of the allocation
of basis rules wliere ordinary income items are involved: Examnple 1:
A husband leaves one-half of his estate to his wife and one-half to
his son. The estate consists of inventory worth $120,000 with a basis
of $20,000; $450,000 worth of X stock with a basis of $50,000; and
Y stock with a value of $450,000 and a basis of $450,000. I one-half
of the inventory and the X stock are left, to the wife, and one-half
of the inventory and the Y stock to the son, then the results are as
follows:

Recipient Property Value Allocated basis Gain

Wife ....................................... Inventory ....... $60,000 $10,000X stock ........ 450, 00 250, 000 ro so, 0Son ....................... 0tor. 50,,0000 '50,000
Inenor 60,0,00tock. 410,0 250,000 3200,000

I Taxed to wife at ordinary Income rates upon receipt or disposition.
' Taxed to wife at capital gain rates on disposition.
I Taxed In decedent s final return at ordinary income rates and capital gain rates respectively. Son picks up new basis.

Example 2: If all the inventory and $390,000 worth of X stock were
left to wife and the balance to the son, then tile results are as follows:

Recipient , Property Value Allocated basis Gain

Wie. ............. ..................... inv $120,000 k 000 '1, 000
XWf.. 300 000 2150,000son.......................................Xstock 6........000 000 5 000
Y stock ......... 450,0 250,0

I Taxed to wife at ordinary income rates upon receipt or dispositon.
'Taxed to wife at capital gain rates upon disposition.
S Taxed In decedent' Rinal return at capital gain rates. Son picks up new basis.

Example 3: If all the inventory had been left, to the son, then the
results are as follows:

Recipient Property Value Allocated basis Gain

Wi1-fe ............................ Stock ..... $45 '000 $'$2991,Imp
Y stock 6...000 100 0son....................................... n y....... 1 000Y8341 ........ 100 A

I Taxed to wife at capital pin rates on disposition.
I Taxed In decedents final return at ordinary Income rates and capital pins rates respectively. Son get new basis In

each item.
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5. PROVISIONS DEALING WITH TInQVrr

It is recognized that in some circumstances there may be difficulty
in having liquid assets available for payment of the tax on gain at
death. Several provisions of the tax law presently deal with the prob-
lem of liquidity in connection with the payment of estate taxes. Thus,
section 803 of present law permits the redemption of stock in closely
held corporations in certain cases, without the payment of ordinary
income tax on the redemption, in order to provide funds for the pay-
ment of estate taxes. Section 6166 of present law permits, under simi-
lar circumstances, installment myment of estate taxes for a period
of up to 10 years with the applcation of a 4-percent rate of interest.
Section 6161 provides for installment payments for up to 10 years in
cases of undue hardship with the application of a 4-percent rate of
interest.

The proposals broadening the liquidity provisions governing pay-
ment of transfer taxes at death will also cover the income taxes at.
tributable to the gains taxed at death.

6. TREATMENT OF NONCAPITAL AND HYBRID ASSETS

Under present law, section 691 provides, in general, that all items
of income which were earned or realized by the decedent prior to his
death but which were not reportable in the decedent's final return un-
der general (e.g., cash or accural method) or special (e.g., statutory
installment sales provision) accounting rules must be reported as i-
come by the successor in interest of the decedent at the time of re-
ceipt. Such income must be treated in the same manner by the recipient
(e.g., as ordinary income or capital gain) as it would have been
treated by the decedent had lie li 'ed and received the item. Such items
are includible in the decedent's gross estate. Although they do not
receive a step-up in basis (sec. 1014(c)), the estate tax attributable to
such items is allowed as a deduction to the successor in interest of
the decedent in computing the income tax on the item (se. 691(c) ).

The rules presently contained in section 691 were developed to
avoid the bunching of income in the decedent's final return. But the
complexities of section 691 have created troublesome problems. There-
fore, for decedents dying after December 81, 1969, section 691 would
cease to have application. The basic rule would be that gain on an
asset, the sale or exchange of which would produce ordinary income or
capital gain, or a combination of both, will be taxed at death with
ordinary income to the required extent and capital gain as to the
remainder.

The bunching problem for which present rules were designed would
be solved by providing that the general averaging rules will appy to
ordinary income taxed at death because of this proposal. In addition,
the 100-percent marital exclusion, the orphans' exclusion, the deduc-
tion of income taxes as a debt of the estate, and the basic exemption '
will all apply to gain on items that have heretofore been covered by
section 691.

t On death, the bauic $60,000 exemption must be allocated first to capital assets. To the
extent it Is not then used up, the balance can be allocated to ordlunr Income Items. The
base exemption will not be available for lifetime traneers or ordinary income items.
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Examples of assets which would give rise to the taxation of ordinaryincome on the death of the decedent include wage claims of the de-
cedent, stock in trade and inventory (wholesale value), accounts
receivable, interest on the IT.S. savings bonds, and stock of foreign
investment companies under section 1246.

Installment obligations, options includingg stock options), and
assets on which gain may produce ordinary lacome only bIcause of an
insufficient holding period will be taxed as long term capital gains in
the final return ofthe decedent. Thus, gain on depreciable real estate
and on stock in collapsible corporations would receive capital gain
treatment. Dispositions of section 300 stock would give rise to capital
gain; however, in the case of lifetime transfers the stock would retain
its "taint" in the hands of the donee.

Partnership interests, as under ordinary rules for such interests,
will produce capital gain at death, except in special circumstances
governed under existing rules in the case of a retiring or deceased
partner.

Assets such as depreciable property subject to section 1245, and
stock of foreign corporations under section 1248 will produce ordinary
income or capital gain as if the property had been sold by the decedent.
The transferee of the property will then have a stepped-up basis.

Deductions in respect of a decedent presently provided for in section
691 (b) will be allowable in the final return of the decedent. No double
deduction for such items will be allowed and section 642(g) would
be changed accordingly.

Recipients of items giving rise to taxation of ordinary income under
these rules would receive a stepped-up basis as to such items. Amounts
received by the recipient in excess of (or below) basis will result in
ordinary income (or loss). Ordinary rules will govern the sale of such
assets by a beneficiary.

7. TREATMENT OF MIIETIME GIFIS

In order that the proposed method of taxing gain will operate
neutrally (i.e., that imflsition of the tax will neither encourage nor
discourage lifetime transfers as opposed to death transfers), the Vain
on appreciated property transferred by gift by a taxpayer will be
subject to income taxation at the time of transfer. A gift will not be
treated as "onipleted," and the main on the property will not be sub-
ject to income taxation, unless the transfer is of a type on which the
transfer tax is imposed under the unified transfer tax proposal.
Generally, the rules applicable to death transfers will apply to life-
time transfers.

With respect, to gifts involving present and future interests in
property rules to determine the appropriate amount of gain to be
taxed will be applied which are analogous to those presently used to
determine the vatite of the various interests. For example, it a donorgives a life interest in certain property to A with at remainder to X
charity, and the life interest is determined to be equal to 40 percent of
the value of the property and the remainder 60 percent, then 40 per-
cent of the gain from the appreciation in the property would be
subject to income tax and 60 percent would be exempt under the
charitable exception. (The same procedure will be followed with
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respect to bequests of present and future interests in property trans-
ferred at deathh)

However, the donor will realize ordinary income where he makes a
lifetime transfer of depreciable property to or for the benefit or his
minor issue, or their spouses, or makes a transfer in which he retains
it revetsionary interest. This rule is similar to that presently contained
in section 1239.

The present basis rules of section 1015 applying to gifts will be
revised to provide an increased basis for property transferred by gift
to the extent of the gain recognized at the time of the gift.

Certain exceptions corresponding to the. exceptions discussed above
In the death situation will be applicable.'First, there will be an annual
exception for ordinary personal household effects (see 4(b) above).
Second, there will be an exception for charitable gifts subject to the
smune rules as.apply to deathtime transfers. Third, there will be a
marital exclusion on gifts between husband and wife so as to produce
a result comparable to that produced by the marital exclusion on
transfers at death.

Losses will be treated as sustained by reason of a gift, and deductible
under the usual rules. However, the gift will be considered to be the
same as it sale for purposes of applying section 267 (which prevents
losses from being realized on males or exchanges between related
parties).

Unlike the death situation, no special rule automatically according
the donor the longest applicable holding period will be available. The
actual holding period of the donor will be used in determining whether
the gain was long term or short term$ the amount of ordinary income
in gain on depreciable real estate, etc. The gift in this regard will be
treated like any other sale.

Further, it is not necessary to provide for liquidity problems in con-
nection with gifts since a gift is a voluntary event and taxpayers will
be able to provide for payment of the tax.

Under present law, taxpayers may sell appreciated property for a
private annuity and realize no gain on the sale or exchange, on the
theory that the value of the private annuity cannot be ascertained.
Since this arrangement would be likely to receive increased use in
order to avoid the capital gain tax on transfers of appreciated prop-
erty, it is appropriate to change l)resent law by providing g that the sale
will be taxed. The approach to be taken will be, in general, to value the
private annuity received as if it were a commercial one.

8. FUTURE INTRESTS

The purpose of taxing gain on the appreciation in value of assets
at appropriate times such as gift or death could easily be frustrated
if assets were transferred in a form that would pass the gain untaxed
through several generations. In order to foreclose such it result, a
special rule will impose an income tax on appreciation in value on
specific occasions, unless it is certain on the date of the original trans-
fer that outright ownership, or its equivalent, of the transferred
property will pass under the transfer to a person who is one degree
lower than, or in the same degree as, or in a higher degree than, the
transferor. If on the date of the transfer, property may be distributed
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to a person who is outside the above group, for example, a grandchild,
then apreciation in value will be taxed on each such distribution made
in kind. In any event, it tax will be imposed on appreciation in value
at the time of the death of the last surviving beneficiary who is in
an equal, higher, or one lower degree than the transferor. In the case
of a transfer for the benefit of persons who are not related to the
original transferor, the gain on appreciated assets will be taxed upon
distribution of such assets, and every 20 years in the case of assets
not distributed.

In the case of a trust the tax will be payable by the trustee out of
trust property. In the case of legal estates, the tax will be paid by the
personal representative of the decedent whose death gives rise to the
taxation of gain. The personal representative is.not, however, per.
sonally liable for the tax and the tax is a lien only against the property
itself.

For example, if A transfers property to B for life, remainder to C,
who is A's son, no income tax will be imposed upon B's death under
this special rule (A's transfer would result in tax to the extent of
appreciation in value.) But if A transfers property in trust, the income
to be paid to A's wife or A's children in the discretion of the trustee,
with ultimate distribution to the grandchildren of A, per stirpes, upon
attaining age 21, the special rule would impose, in addition to the
tax on the transfer by A, tax on appreciation in value upon the death
of A's last surviving child. Any distribution in kind to A's grand-
children during the lifetimes of A's children would also result in
taxation of gain. The tax would be paid by the trustee. There is no
taxation on the ultimate distribution to A's grandchildren after the
death of A's last surviving child. (However, i.A's greatgrandchildren
were to take upon the death of the last surviving grandchild, then
the rule would start operating again upon the death of A's last sur-
viving child. That is distributions in kind to greatgrandchildren while
grandchildren were iving would be taxable, and a tax on appreciation
in value would be imposed on the death of the last surviving grand-
child). An increase in basis would, of course, accompany each taxable
event.

Losses will be allowed in cases where future interests are created
upon the same occasions that require taxation of gain. In the case of
legal estates, any loss will be reported by the personal representative of
the decedent whose death gives rise to the taxation of gain but the loss
will be deemed to be a long-term capital loss distributed to the re.
inaindermen pro rata to their interests in the propery. During the
existence of a trust, losses will be allowed at the specified occasions
and net losses will be carried forward in the trust. Upon termination of
the trust, net losses will be carried over to the beneficiaries under sec-
tion 642. Thus, if A transfers a legal interest in stock to his son B
for life, then to his grandson C, any gain will be taxed on A's transfer,
and if the property has depreciated in value upon B's death any loss
will be allowed and carried over as long-term capital loss in 's hands.
If the property had been placed in trust, the loss is carried over to C
tinder section 642.
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I

I
The basis of loss property in the hands of a distributee will be gov-

erned by present rules under section 1015.

9. EFF rIVE DATE

The new rule should apply to transfers by gift or by death after
December 31,1969.

For purposes of computing gain on property acquired before the
date of enactment the taxpayer, or his personal representative, will
have the option of using as his basis, either:

(I Adjusted basis as computed under existing rules; or
The value on the date of enactment as adjusted under

present rules for any changes occurring after that date, including
the depreciation or depletion (cost or percentage) actually taken
after such date. This option will not apply to items giving rise to
the taxation of ordinary income under the rules of section 8 above.
Gain on such items will be computed from the adjusted basis (as
determined under existing rules) without regard to the special
rules set forth in this paragraph.

For purposes of computing losses on property acquired before the
date of enactment the basis is the lower of (1) or (2) above.

Of course, the basis for property acquired after the date of enactment
is its cost.

The need for tacking rules will be considerably reduced because of
the increased number of events which produce taxation of gain
under the new rules. When applicable, present tacking rules will
continue to apply.

VIII-B. UNLIMITED MARITAL DEDUCTION AND
UNIFICATION OF ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES

GENERAL EXPLANATION

PRESENT LAW

Under present law a Federal estate tax is imposed upon property
transferred at death. The estate tax utilizes a progressive rate struc.
ture, so that the larger the estate, the higher the rate of tax. Property
which is transferred during lifetime is not subject to the estate tax.
In order to prevent avoidance of the estate tax by the transfer of
property before death, present law also imposes a gift. tax upon
lifetime transfers. This is also a progressive tax, the rate increasing
with the cumulative lifetime total of property transferred. But the
estate tax is separate from the gift tax so that even where there are
lifetime transfers the estate tax starts all over again with a new
exemption and a new rate schedule. This present dual transfer tax
structure contains a number of inequitable and unwarranted prefer-
ences for lifetime gifts, as opposed to transfers at death. These prefer-
ences increase in magnitude with the size of the estate involved ;the
larger the estate the greater the tax advantage for lifetime gifts. This
situation is not only inequitable, but it reduces the intended progressiv-
ity of the transfer tax structure.
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DUAL TAX BASE

The estate tax and the gift. tax are independent in that the cumula-
tive total of property transferred during lifetime is disregarded in
determining te estate tax rate bracket applicable to property trans-
ferred at death. The estate tax rate is based only upon the size of the
estate passing at. death. Thus, in effect, this dual tax system permits
two separate starts at the bottom of two separate progressive rate
schedules for persons who transfer it portion of theIr estate during
lifetime. This dual rate base, plus the fact that, the gift tax rate sched-
tile is significantly lower than estate tax rates, results in lower total
transfer tax liability for a person who transfers some property during
lifetime than for a person with an estate of equal size who holds it
until death, as illustrated by the followingexamples:

Examples
(1) A and B each have total accumulated wealth of $7 million. A

transfers $3.5 million during lifetime and $3.5 million at death. B
makes no gifts and transfers his entire estate at death. A's total trans-
fer tax would be approximately $2.7 million whereas B's total trans-
fer tax would be over $3.8 million, or nearly 40 percent greater than
A's.

(2) C has accumulated wealth of over $10 million. If he holds all
of his property until death it. will all be subject to tax, in brackets
reaching the 7t-percent maximum estate tax rate. However, by mak-
ing transfers during lifetime he is able'to remove property from the
top transfer tax bracket and have such property taxed beginning at
the bottom of the separate gift tax rate schedule, which allows the
first $30,000 of lifetime gifts to be made without any tax and which
begins at a bottom rate of only 21/2 percent.

PROPERTY FROM WItCII TAX 18 PAID

This substantial advantage to lifetime transfers under the present
dual tax system is further accentuated by the fact that while tle es-
tate tax is paid out of the property transferred (i.e., the tax is "with-
held" from the transfer), the gift tax is paid out of other property
of the donor. Thui, the amount used to pay the gift tax is itself re-
moved from the donor's taxable estate. The magnitude of this ad-
vantage to lifetime giving is of minor advantage to moderate estates
but of great advantage to large estates.

Examples
(1) If taxpayer A dies with a $100,000 estate, the estate tax is

$20,700 and A'si heirs will receive $79,300. If A were to transfer his
entire estate prior to his death he would be able to transfer nearly
$89,000 retaining the remaining $11,000 for payment of the gift
tax on that amount.

(2) If taxpayer B dies with an estate of $10 million, the estate tax
is $6,088,200 and B's heirs will receive slightly less than $4 million.
If B wished to transfer his entire estate prior to his death he would
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be able to transfer siVghtly more than $7 million, retaining approxi-
mately $3 million for payment of the gift tax on that amount. In
this cas B is able to preserve 75 percent more of his wealth by trans-
ferring it before he dies than if he were to hiol it until death.

LIM,'"r!1R EXEMPTION AND EX WVHIONS

A further advantage which present law provides for- lifetime gifts
is tile $:30,000 lifetime Lift tax exemption. 'I1 hs exem)tion 1111y not. he
applied against deathtne transfers, and hence, is lost to the extent thatit is not used up during lifetime. In addition to the ,$30,0() lifetime gift
tax exemption, a further exclusion of $3,000 is allowed each year with
respect to each donee. In the case of a married couple each spouse is
entitled to his own annual exclusion and lifetime exemption. Further-
more, a gift made by one spouse may be considered its having been made
by tho other spouse to the extent of one-half of the gift. This is known
a1s gift-splitting and, in effect, permits a married person an annual
exclusion of $6,000 per donee and a total lifetime exemption of $60,000.
Also, under the estate tax marital deduction tip to one half of a dece-
dent.s estate may pass tax-free to his surviving spmuse.

In summary, ,the defect in the present. separation of estate and gift
tax is that wealthy persons who can arnuige to transfer significant
amounts of property during life can realize substantial tax savings
becaus-

gift tax rates are lower;
tinder the gift tax, unlike the estate tax, the tax itself is not in

the tax base; and
bv making some gifts and passing some property at death awealthy owner can arrange to use both exemptions and to get two

applications of the low rates in the rate schedule.
The significance of these advantages is demonstrated by the fact that

little use is made of lifetime gifts by those with smaller aecllltions
of wealth. Rather, lifetime gifts are used b) the wealthy to take advan-
tage of the lower gift tax rates, the exemption granted to lifetime gifts
and the smaller tax base that applies to ifetime transfers its compared
to deathtime transfers. Table I shows that the wealthy transfer a little
more than 10 percent of their total wealth accumulations during life-
time. On the other hand, those with small accumulations of wealth
transfer less than 2 percent of their property by means of lifetime gifts.Put in another way, table 2 shows that 52 I)eent of those with large
estates make gifts during lifetime. However, only 10 percent of those
with small esates made lifetime transfers. These data demonstrate
that the present disparity between the tax treatment of lifetime gifts
awld deatltim transfers confers a very substantial advantage on the
wealthy, because the tax advantages of making lifetime gifts become
increasingly greater as the size of wealth accumulations increase. The
preferential gift treatment thus serves to confer very great benefits
on those whose situation permits utilizing lifetime gifts-generally
those who are so prosperous that they do not depend on this wealth
and the income it yields for living expenses and security.
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TABLE I.-GROSS TRANSFERS AT DEATH AND DURING LIFE, ALL DECEDENTS, 1957 AND 1959
pDollar amounts in thouuandsl

Number of
decedents

making
Total amount noncharitabli Non. Nqn.

Number of of gross transfers charitable Gift tax charitable Tues paid
Estate size decedents transfers during life gifts paid bequests by estate

1957
Small . ... $4333 41 147

Medium 40254 .13 1:62 i.99 1415,053 775,149Larl .............. 1,119 71959
Small........... .3, 48 ,5
Medium ... ... , 536 299 579 3 76
Lorge ......... 1, 2,70 969 636 iW 933 21,063 1,437, 266 675,591

Special program study, 1957-59, table printed in Carl Shoup, Federal Estate Gift Taxes.

TABLE 2.-GROSS TRANSFERS DURING LIFE AND AT DEATH, PERCENTAGES, ALL DECEDENTS, 1957 AND 1959
[Dollar amounts in thousands)

Noncharitable lifetime gits Taxes
Gift tax Estate tax

paid as a paid as
Amount of Number of As a percent. percentage of percentage of

Number of gross estates ae of gross noncharitable noncharitable
Estate size decedents transfers reporting transfers gifts bequests

1957
Small .................. 398 $ 433 10.0 2.5 .3 25.4
Medium ............... 876 j30.0 3.6
Large .................. 1,119 2, 52.1 5.5 1 9 54.8

1959
Small ................. 471 $56,318 10.2 2.7 0.6 6.1
Medium ............... . ,9 4.7 4.1 23.0
Large ............... 1, 1 2, 706,969 55.9 6.7 111.61 47.0

COMPLEXITY UNDER PRESENT LAW

The lower rates applicable to lifetime transfers create an incentive
to make what essentially amount to testamentary transfers in forms
which are intended to appear as lifetime transfers. The separation of
the gift tax has thus necessitated the creation of elaborate rules for
determining which tax should apply to situations in which a donor
transfers property during his lifetime but retains until death some
interest in it or some opportunity to recover it. As a consequence,
under the present dual transfer tax system complexity and controversy
often prevail. Slight differences in the form of lifetime transfers often
lead to substantial differences in the amount of tax which must be
paid.

in general, under present rules, a lifetime transfer under which
the transferor retains sufficient beneficial enjoyment of, or control
over, the property transferred is treated for transfer tax purposes as
an incompleted transfer. For example, assume A transfers securities
in trust for B, but A retains the rig t to receive the dividends for the
rest of his life, or A transfers in trust for the benefit of B, but A re-
tains the right to retake the property for himself or retransfer it to
some third person. If such a transfer remains incomplete (i.e the
transferor still retains beneficial enjoyment or control) at the death
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of the transferor, the property is included in his gross estate subject
to estate tax. However, any gift tax which was paid at the time of
the purported lifetime transfer is allowed as a credit against the estate
tax liability, and is itself excluded from the gross estate for estate
tax purposes. The general policy underlying these rules of present law
is known as the "hard-to-complete-gift" rule.

UNIFIED TRAN8sTR TAX
To eliminate the distinction in tax treatment between lifetime and

deathtime transfers, it is recommended that the estate and gift taxes
be combined into a single united transfer tax. Under this system a
single exemption and a single rate schedule would be made applicable
to the total wealth subject to transfer taxation. The same rate schedule
would apply to both lifetime and deathtime transfers. Titus, the trans-
fer tax liability upon death would be directly related to the total
amount of wealth transferred during lifetime. The exemption and
the rate bracket applicable to transfers at death would be based, re-
spectively, upon the extent to which the overall exemption was absorbed
by lifetime gifts and on the rate bracket attained upon lifetime trans-
fers. All transfers between spouses, whether during lifetime or at
death, would be completely exempt from tax.

In addition to eliminating the dual rate base, the unified transfer
tax would further equate lifetime and deathtime transfers by pro-
viding rules for computing the tax on lifetime transfers so that, in
effect, the tax is paid out of the property transferred, as is the case
with transfers at death. Titus, the proposal provides for computation
of the tax on lifetime transfers by valuing the gift ("grossing-up" the
gift) so as to include the amount of the tax within the amount of
the gift upon which the tax is computed. A simplified table would
be available to compute the grossed- up transfer, so that taxpayers
would not be burdened by complex calculations.

Since some incentive for making lifetime gifts is economically de-
sirable, the present $3,000 annual exclusion would be retained.
Proposed rate of tax

The proposed level of rates under the unified transfer tax incor-
porates a general reduction of about 20 percent from present estate
tax rates. The schedule has been set at a level which is intended to pro-
duce (together with the revenue from the proposed tax upon capital
gains transferred at death) the same general amount of revenue as is
produced under present la, but with a revised rate schedule which will
provide a more equitable distribution of the total tax burden. There
is widespread criticism of the present structure of estate tax rates,
especially the rapid increase in rates over the first $50,000 of taxable
estate. The rates move up from 3 percent to 25 percent in that range
and thereafter do not go higher than 32 percent until a taxable estate
of $500,000 is reached. In general, under the proposed rates the ex-
cessively steep progression in the lower brackets of the present estate
and gift tax rate structures would be reduced and the slower progres-
sion in the upper brackets would be stepped up. .

The proposed rate schedule would become effective immediately with
respect to lifetime transfers. In the case of transfers at death, the
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changes from the present estate tax rate schedule would be instituted
gradually in month-to-month steps over a ten-year period. After
the transition, the top transfer tax rate would be percent, compared
to the 77 percent rate for the present estate tax. The proposed rate
schedule is set forth below, along with schedules of the present estate
tax rates:

Present Unified
estate transfer Tax at top of bracket

tax rate tax rate
Taxable transfer (percent) (percent) Present Proposed

$to$5.000 ......................................... 3 3 $0 $0
0 .................................... 7 50050 0 ...................... ........... .. 11 1 ,600 1,60

000 to 000................................... 16 7000 5,700
50000 to 0 001 ............................ 2

$ to 2 tO 1 000..........................2 311 00
'00 to 000. ..................... 20,700 400I, o00to isb,.o.......................... 30 22 3:700 25,900

1 0,000to .................................... 30
,OOto 0,00 ................................. 27 1 4,00 11,400

50,000 to $500,000 ................... 2 3 00 .1$40
0 000 $750000 ............................ 2 2200 11 .50 000to WO 37..................... . 37 3P 325,7004

3,6i000 to 1.2000 39 33 0~ 9 347.,
3,250,000 to 1,500,000 42 35 2 4,40
1500.O00 to 000,000 ............................. 45 37 753.200 63

000.,000 to 500 ............................ 49 41 99,200 Si. 40 0

.00ot 000,000 ..... 53 44 1,263,200 1,045,400,o0,000to .500,000 ......................... 56 47 1,543,200 p.280.400
1 ,50000 to 1000,000 ............................. 59 49 1,838,200 1,525,400

.00 0 to 000000 ............................. 63 53 2, 468,200 2,055,400
,000,000 to .0000............................. 67 56 3,138,200 2,615,400
,000,000 to 7,000,000 ............................. 70 59 3,38.200 3. 205. 400

700000 to 000000 ......................... 73 61 4,568,200 3,815,400
OD O000 to $1 *00,00..:.:::................... 76 6 , 068,200 5,075,400
,Ob,00 and up ................... .... ... 65 .....................

The structural revisions incorporated in the new rate structure con.
sist of 3 parts:

(a) The very low rates in the first 3 brackets are left, unchanged.
(b) In the brackets above the third bracket there is provided a

net decrease in the present net Federal rate (i.e., the Federal rate
after the State tax credit) further modified as described below.

(c) To temper the steep progressivity of rates in the middle
estate brackets a further structural change is introduced in the
size of the brackets from $40,000 to $tM0 000.

The final rates were rounded. The details of the structural revision are
shown below:

Rate after
bask "120
percent of

net Federal
Present tax" rduc- Structural

Taxbleesbtabracket(in thousandsof dollars) rate tion change Now rate

. 1 ............................. 1 .......... 14
sto 1...I....F ................ .22 1.8 1
$50to $60...................................... -4 16
$60oto .................................... 22.6 -5

0 o ...100 ................................. 6 -3 20
it ....o................... 30 24.2 -2 22

1501 t50........... ........... ....... 30 24.2 0 2
501 50............... '.............. .32 262 -1
5001tos0 .................... 5 A 9+12
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Oierali exemflption

Under present law a lifetime gift tax exemption of $30,000 is pro.
vided plus .an estate tax exemption of $60,000. The entire estate tax
exemption is available regardless of the extent to which the gift tax
exemption may or may not, have been used. In addition, there is a 50-
percent exemption ("marital deduction") for all property transferred
between spouses.

The unified transfer tax proposal would replace this structure
with an overall exemption of $60,00) plus a complete exemption for
transfers between spouses. The overall $60,000 exemption could be used
rinst lifetime or deathtime transfers at-the option of the taxpayer.

othe extent that the exemption is not. used during lifetime it would be
applied against transfers at, death. Although the single $60 000 exemp-
tion is less than the total $90,000 combined lifetime and deathtime
exemptions under present law, this effect is more than offset by the
raising of the marital deduction from 50 to 100 percent. Table 3 demon-
strates the percentage change in tax due that would result from
unification opfthe estate and gift.taxes under a $60,000 exemption.

TABLE 3.-TAX CHANGE DUE TO UNIFICATION UNDER A $60,000 EXEMPTION, ALL DECEDENTS

Unification

Percent of Percent of
Gross transfer clan (In thousands of dollars) tax transfer

low 0 .................................................................. 5.0 0.05
0011 0O .............. ..... ...... ............................. 7 .3isoto200 ............................................ 1 .00too300............................................ . .730 o 40 .. ............................................................. 5.s 8

40010 0 ................................................................. 4.8
500 to 0 .............................................................. 5.9
so t,0 1000 .......................................................... .. 5.3

110 t 500 .......................................................... . 62,0001.3,2000.......................... Is,. to3.000 .. .................................... 0
s,' to ...' ~5 .
Owr 0o .................................... .0 4.1

Unlimited marital deduction
Under present law, a special deduction is permitted both for estate

and gift tax purposes for transfers of property from one spouse to
another. This deduction is commonly referred to as the "marital de-
duction." However, there are limitations on the amount of the deduc-
t ion which may be claimed; in the case of the gift tax the deduct ion may
not exceed one-half of the amount transferred, and the case of the estate
tax the deduction is limited to one-half of the adjusted gross estate.
Thus, generally, one spouse may transfer up to one-half of his prop-
erty to tile other spouse free of tax.

In order for a transfer from one spouse to another to qualify for the
marital deduction under present law, several tests must be met. On
a transfer at death, the property must be transferred directly from the
decendent to his surviving spouse; the value of the property must be
included in the decedent's taxable estate; and she must be given out-
right ownership (or its equivalent) over the property. These rules
have curtailed the use of some natural forms of transfers between
spouses. For example, a transfer of property from a husband to his
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wife with income payable to her for life, and upon her death all re-
maining property to their children, does not qualify for tie marital
deduction and is taxed in the husband's estate. in atdlition, because the
deduction is limited to 5O percent of the adjusted gross estate, highly
complex drafting arrangements have developed and are used in many
estates to insure that no more propertyy than the exact amount needed
to utilize tile marital deduction passes to the surviving spouse. Tihe
result of overqualifying is to leave property in t way in which it. is
taxable in tie surviving slolse's estate without t corresponding deduc-
tion in the first decedent s estate. The limited marital deduction also
creates prol)lems in cases where property is jointly owned by a husband
and wife. ITnder present law, general, the spouse furnishing the
funds has made a taxable gift to the other. Yet, most. husbands and
wives really consider the property to be "ours" front the time of itsacquisition since it was acquired With family funds.

It does not. appear, then, that transfers of property between husband
and wife are appropriate oceasioms for imjiosing tax. An especially
difficult, burden may be m sed by tw operty passe
to at widow, pqrticularly if there' aieinor hil ren. The IpreS-
ent system of taxing transfers between spouses does not accord with thecommon understanidinir of most husbands and wives that the property
they have accumulated is "ours." Furthermore, the distinctions drawn
Iy existing liw between transfers which qualify for the marital de-
duction and those which (1o not qualify have generated drafting com-
plexities, artificial limitations upon dispmsitions, and considerable
litigation.

In order to reduce tlie tax burden in the case of small- and medium-
sized estates, where the property oil the death of tile husband must
usually provide for the widow and ehilren, to provide flexibility in
tile planning of transfers between spouses and to reduce complexity,
it is proposed that-

the preit 50-percent limitation should be removed entirely and
replaced by an unlimited marital deduction to permit almost all
transfers of property bet ween spouses to be tax free;

present, restrictions upon tile types of interests which quality
for the marital deduction should !m liberalized;

spouses should he given the power to determine the extent to
which they wish the mrital deduction to apply and, thus, the
extent to which tile transferred property will ibe subject to tax
upon subsequent disposition by the transferee spouse.

Under the unified transfer tax there will be an exemption from taxa-
tion for the full amout of any property that passes to a spouse,
either during the life of the transferor spouse or it. his or her death.
However, property received by the transferee spouse will, of course,
become part of his or her taxable estate, unless consumed.

The proposals for modifying the marital deduction rules will benefit
a number of family situations:

(1) Thle most important ease is the one in which it is expected that
tile surviving spouse will consume part of the capital which she in-
herits to provide for herself and the children. This would ordinarily
be expected where tile estate is modest in size or where the widow will
face heavy financial demands for educating the children.
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In these eases the first spouse to die (typically the husband) leaves
his entire estate outright to the spouse. UInder 'resent law, only half
is deductible, and any part of the estate left, at the wife's deati is
fully taxable when it is left to the children on her death. In effect,
the estate is taxed twice, its it passes down to the children. Ty)pically,
this does not. happen however in very large estates because the
husband can be certain that his spouse will not. need all of the estate.
Thus, lie can leave outright to the wife only an amount that will
qualify for the marital (leolict ion; and le can give the remainder either
diretly to the children or in a trust which will not be taxable on
the wiOfe's death. Thus, in the estates of wealthy married decedents
it is generally possible, under present law, to arrange things so that
tile family estate is only taxed once as it goes to the children. The un-
limited marital deduction will make this result )ossible even where
the husband now has to encounter a double tax because the wife may
need the funds.

The importance of this case can l)e seen in table 4, which describes
the pattern of bequests among married de(,edents. It is clear thltt
married decedents in the lowest. estate size class leave outright to the
spouse very large amounts in excess of what, can be deducted under
the 50-percent marital deduction. In the largest estate class the amount
left outright. to the spouSe in excess of the amounts passing under the
marital deduction is small. It is only outright bequests to spouses that
are, under present law, subject to tax on the death of the surviving
spouse.

(2) The lpr'oposal for the unlimited marital deduction, as it. apples
to the gift tax, will be of advantage where the poorer spouse dies first.
IUnder present, law, the inimium tax is paid if the estate is split equdly
between husband and wife for tax purposes by, for example,
taking a 510-percent marital deduction on the estate of the first, to die,
paying tax on half, and then paying tax on the other half at the death
of the survivor. (The combined tax on two half million dollar estates
is $253,000, and the tax on one $1 million estate is $.M03,200.)

This tax saving is lost (except in a community property Sitate) if
the poorer spouse (lies first. It could be preserved by giving half tile
property to the poorer spouse during life but undei present law the
gift tax marital deduction (which is limited to half of the actual gift
to the spouse) would involve a tax penalty at the time of gift.. The
prolsal would permit a married couple to so arrange their property
holdings that there would be no tax penalty arising from the order of
their death. This would also remove an undesirable discrimination
between common law and community pro erty States because there is
already an unlimited exemption from interspousal "transfers" re-
sulting front creation of community rights.

(3) Another benefit of the proposal arises from the extention of the
deduction to all life interests given to the spouse. tinder )resent law,
if property is left so that the income of the property goes to the
spouse the bequest only qualifies for the marital deduction if the spouse
has such control over tie property underlying Iter income interest that
it can be considered her property (and taxable at her death). A hus-
band may want to leave the income from his nropertv to his wife but
make sure that the property goes on her death to the children. Ordi-
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narily this would imply that the wife has no control over the underly-
ing property and thus the bequest would not qualify under present law
for the marital deduction. It is not of significant concern, however,
to the Federal Government whether the husband or the wife makes
the decision as to who gets the property ultimately. The substance of
the proposal therefore is to let an income interest to the surviving
spouse qualify for the marital deduction whether or not the spouse
controls the underlying property so long as it is agreed that the prop-
erty will be taxed on the death of the spouse.

In substance, the proposal is designed to provide that property of
a married couple wil be taxed once as it passes to the next generation,
not twice. This will result in some postponement of revenue in many
cases. An indication of this postponement is given in table 5 which
shows an estimate of the distribution of the period of survival of a
surviving widow. It will be seen that about half of widows survive
their husbands by 11 years or less. This means that in the early years
of the new provision tiere will be a significant revenue loss because in,
say, 1970 dying husbands will postpone tax; and the bulk of the dying
widows will have had husbands who died before 1970. By 1981, about
half of the widows dying will have had husbands who died after 1970,
and the Treasury will be"pieking up" previously postponed tax to the
extent of about half of the postponement being extended with respect
to husbands dying in 1981.

There is also a permanent revenue loss due to the fact that much
property is now left outright to spouses in excess of the marital deduc-
tion (see table 4). This revenue loss is associated under the proposal
with removing the "double tax" as property moves from husband to
wife to children.

TABLE 4.-PATTERN OF BEQUESTS OF MARRIED DECEDENTS

Percent of adjusted gross estate
ouetrllhft toOutright spouse not

Gross transfer clas Madlal bequests under marital Bequests to
(in thousands of dollars) deduction to spouse deduction spouse in trust

Below .............................. 4: 73.5 lo°t0
,,ooo W Ld o.1 ....................... 243 4.1 10.3

TABLz 5.-Period of wdows' 8urvf, ng their husbandsPercent 01
Yearn after husbands death: -.. widow survving

1 ------------------------------------------------------- 94
2 ------------------------------------------------------ 8
5 ------------------------------------------------------- 73
10-------------------------------------------------------- N
20 ------ ------------------------------------------------ 27
80 --------------------------------------------------- 9

No.-This Is based on data from matching estate tax returns. The data were smoothed.

Annual excWmion
Present law contains an annual per donee exclusion intended to per-

mit relatively small gifts (e.g., Christmas and birthday gifts) to be
made free of tax. Thus, the first $3,000 of lifetime transfers to any



person during each year is excluded from gift tax. This applies with
respect to each donee, regardless of the number of donees.

Te united transfer tax would continue the $3,000 annual per donee
exclusion for gifts of present interests. As under present law, a married
person may use his spouse's exclusion with her consent, so that in effect
tie annuaIper donee exclusion for a married person is $6,000.1
Taxable and nontaxable tranfers--in general

Under the unified transfer tax the complexity of present law will be
largely eliminated and it will be possible to shift to an "easy-to-make-
a-complete-gift" rule as compared with the "hla rd-to-complete-gift"
rule under present law described above. This is so because under the
unified transfer tax the overall tax cost of transfers will be a pro *imately the same regardless of whether they are made during lifetime
or at death. Since the excessive advantages under present law for life-
time gifts would be eliminated, the tax avoidance possibilities in at-
tempting to have an incomplete transfer qualify as a completed life-
time gift would also be eliminated. Thus, transfers which under present.
law are not sufficient to remove the subject property from the trans-
feror's estate, may be treated as completed transfers under the unified
transfer tax.

Under the unified transfer tax, transfers, whether during lifetime or
at death, which are subject to a tax at. the time of the initial transfer
are referred to as "included transfers." Those dispositions which are
not taxable events at the time of the initial transfer are referred to as
"excluded transfers." The treatment of the significant types of in-
cluded and excluded transfers is summarized below. The tax is im-
posed upon the aggregate amount of lifetime transfers in each year;
at death the tax is levied against the aggregate amount of transfers at
death plus any transfers made during the calendar year of death. In
all cases the rate of tax would be determined by cumulating the current
transfers with transfers made in prior years.
6ifts in contemplation of death

Because of the very considerable transfer tax savings inherent in
lifetime gifts under present law, there is a natural incentive for per-
sons anticipating death to transfer all or most of their property before
death arrives in an effort to have the more favorable gift tax treatment
apply. Since such "deathbed transfers" are considered a form of tax
avoidance, present law contains a rule that all transfers made within
3 years of death are presumed to be made "in contemplation of death"
(unless it can be proven otherwise), and property transferred in con-
templation of death is included in the taxable estate (with a credit
allowed for any gift tax previously paid) although the amount of the
gift tax itself is excluded from the estate. This rule is difficult to apply
and has engendered considerable wasteful litigation over the motives
of decedents in an infinite variety of fact situations.

It can be argued that $6,000 per donee Is a larger amnt than Is necessary to accom-
modate Christmas gifts and the like. However It is generally felt that It Is appropiate to
retain some Incentive for lifetime transfers. 1rhe $6000 exclusion that is available to a
married couple accomplishes this result in a manner that Is simple for taxpayers and is
easily administrable for the Internal Revenue Service. Other methods of providing some
Incentive for lifetime giving might of course, be selected, but none appears to contain the
elements of simplicity and administrative feasibility to the degree that Inheres In the
annual exclusion.

334-893 0 - 69 - pl. 36 6
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The "contemplation of death" rule caRI generally be. dispensed with
under the unified transfer tax, Since there will be io significant differ-
ence in tax burden whether a transfer -is during lifetime or at. death,
the substantial incentive under present law for making gifts in con-
templation of death is eliminated.
Life in.ra nve

Under present law the proceeds of a life insurance policy are
included in the taxable estate of the decedent if he was the owner of
the policy at the date of death. An insurance policy may e transferred
by the insured (so as to remove tte proceeds from his estate on death)
during his lifetime by transferring all of the incidents of ownership
in the policy. At the time of such a transfer a gift tax is imposed on
the then interpolated terminal reserve value of the policy. These rules
would not he changed. However, present. rules regarding the treatment
of the proceeds of life insurance transferred in contemplation of death
would be modified.

Although unification of the estate and gift taxes substantially elimi-
nates the problem of gifts in contemplation of death, there still remains
opportunity for tax avoidance in the case of "death-bed" transfers of
life insurance. This is because the face amount of a life insurance pol.
icy, which would be taxed in the insured's estate, is usually greater than
the interpolated terminal reserve value upon which the transfer tax is
based if flie policy is transferred by gift. Under present law, if a per-
son transfers ownership of an insurance policy on his life within 3
years prior to his death, the transfer is treated as i gift in contemplation
of death. This rule would be retained under the unified transfer tax.

tnder present law, if the insured transfers all of the incidents of
ownership of a policy on his life, but continues to pay the piemnis
on the policy, the portion of the insurance proceeds attributable to
premiums piid by the insured during the 3 years preceding his death
is includable in Ie insured's estate. Such portion is computed under
present rules by applying a ratio equal to the ratio of premiums paid
during the 3 years preceding death to the total premiums paid on the
Jpol icy. This method of computation, however, does not properly reflect.
what. any given life insurance premium pays for. In order to more.
properly reflect the economic character of a life insurance policy,
present rules would be modified to provide that, in addition to the
lifetime transfer tax, the deathtinie transfer tax will be imposed upon
the portion of life insurance proceeds equal to the increase in cash
value of the policy resulting front premiums paid during the 3 years
preceding (death plus the difference between the face amount of the
policy and its cash value at date of death.
Power's of a Fpointment

The possession by a person of a right to designate the disposition
of property which ie himself does not own is referred to as a "power
of appointment" over the property. lTnder present, law if a power of
appointment is sufficiently broad so that the power holder is able to
appoint to himself or his creditors (known as a "general" power of
appointment), his beneficial interest in the property is considered
sufficient. to justify his being treated as the owner of the property.
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Thust any exercise, lapse, release or termination of such a power is
treated as a taxable transfer. These rules will remain essentially
unchanged tinder the unified transfer tax.
Joint owM 8hip

Under )resent law a transfer of a fractional interest in property is
subject to gift tax upon the value of the interest transferred, If the
joint interest created involves an indestructible right of survivorship
(i.e., when one joint owner dies the other(s) takes over the decedent s
interest) the va ite of the gift requires consideration of the relative life
expectancies of the coowners. Upon the death of a joint owner under
present law there is included in his gross estate that portion of the
jointly held property corresponding to the portion which the decedent
supplied of the original consideration for the acquisition of the prop.
erty. A credit is allowed for anygift tax paid by the decedent upon the
creation of the joint ownership. These rules of present law are unneces-sarily complex and often difficult to apply. TIere are significant
tracing problems involved in determining the portion of consideration
which a decedent had furnished in the piurhase of jointly held prop.
erty particularly where the purchase may have been many years prior
to death.

Under the unified transfer tax, as under present law, a tax will be
imposed upon the creation of a joint interest in another person, to the
extent that the value of such interest exceeds any consideration paid
by the donee. In the case of a joint interest with right of survivorship,
upon the death of a joint owner the passage of his interest to the sur.
vivor(s) is treated as an included transfer of the then value of his
interest. The fractional portion and value of all joint interests are
considered equal (regardless of life expectancies) unless otherwise
specified by the cretor(s) or controlling local law.

When a joint ownership arrangement is established under which
either of the coowners may unilaterally draw down the entire value of
the property (e.g., at joint bank accott) there is no included transfer
at that time since the one who furnishes the consideration for such an
arrangement can unilaterally draw back to himself the entire joint
interest, and, thus, there has been no completed gift. It should be noted
that under the unlimited marital deduction there would be no transfer
tax consequences, in the case of a joint ownership between husband
and wife, upon its creation or upon the death of the first joint owner
to die.
Employee death. benefi8

Tnder-present law employee death benefits tinder a qualified pension
plan, to the extent such benefits stein from employer contributions, are
excluded from estate and gift taxation as long as they are not paid to
the employee or his estate. There is no justification for this preferred
tax treatment for an asset that clearly is part of the decedent's total
wealth.

Under the unified transfer tax this exclusion would be eliminated
and the employee would be treated as having made a deathtime trans-
fer to the person receiving the benefits. An irrevocable inter vivos des-
ignation by the employee of the beneficiaries to receive employee
death benefits will not be treated as an included transfer at the time
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of designation; an included transfer will occur only upon the em-
ployee's death. Under the 100-percent marital deduction the effect
of treating employee death benefits as a deathtime transfer is sig.
nificant only when the benefits are received by someone other than
the employee's spouse.
7 mfnere with current benefloid enjoyment retained

Under present law, an irrevocable transfer under which the trans-
feror retains the right to current beneficial enjoyment for some limited
period of time, such as his life is treated as a transfer of a future
interest which may be subjected to a gift tax. If the transferor still
has the right to the current beneficial enjoyment when he dies, the
full value of the property in which his retained interest existed is
includable in his gross estate for estate tax purposes, with a credit
allowed against the estate tax for the gift tax previously paid...

The unified transfer tax would simplify existing law by providing
that a tax would be imposed only once, when the current bIeneficial en-
joyment terminates. Thus, a transfer under which the transferor re-
tains the current beneficial enjoyment is treated as an excluded trans-
fer. The situation is viewed as if there had been no transfer at all;
the transfer, in effect, does not take place until the current beneficial
enjoyment terminates by death, lapse of time, transfer, or the occur-
rence of some contingency. If, however, the transferor wishes to pay the
tax at the time of the initial transfer on the basis of the then value of
the property he may elet to do so and the property would not again
be subject to tax upon the termination of current beneficial enjoyment.

Ewample.--If A transfers certain property in trust to pay the in-
come to A for his life, then the principalto B, the transfer would be
an excluded transfer since A has retained beneficial enjoyment. When
A dies there is an included transfer from A to B, the property being
valued as of A's death. However, A may elect to have the initial trans-
fer in trust treated as an included transfer. If such an election were
made there would not be an included transfer upon A's death. If the
transfer in trust were for A's spouse for her life, then to B, there would
be no tax upon the spouse's taking benefloial enjoyment, but when she
died there would be an included transfer from her to B.
Tran*/er with re versionamy interest retained

Under present law, some transfers under which the transferor retains
a reversionary interest are not treated as completed transfers. At the
time such a transfer is made a gift tax is imposed upon the value of the
entire property reduced by the value of the transferor's reversionary
interest. If, at the time of death, the value of the reversionary interest
exceeds 5 percent of the value of the property and beneficial enjoyment
of the property is conditioned upon survival of the decedent, the entire
value of the property at death is included in the decedent's gross estate
with a credit allowed for the gift tax previously paid.

Under the unified transfer tax the treatment of transfers with
retained reversionary interests is greatly simplified. If the reversionary
interest is a contingent interest (i.e., the property will revert back to
the transferor only if some contingency is satisfied) then the full value
of the propey will be taxed as an included transfer at the time of
transfer. If the reversionary interest is not contingent but the property
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is certain to revert at some future date, then only the interests which
precede the retained reversionary interest will be treated as included
transfers. The reversionary interest and any interest which may follow
it will be excluded transfers at the time of the initial conveyance.

E1'M le 1.--A makes a transfer in trust, the income to le paid to B
for B's life, then if A survives B, to A for A's life, then the principal
to go to C. If A dies before B, the beneficial enjoyment (i.e., the income)
from the property will not revert to.A. Thus, A's reversionary interest
is a contingent interest and the entire amount of the property trans-
ferred by A-is an included transfer.

Example C.-A transfers property in ,trust the income to be paid
to B for 10 years, then the principal to revert back to A and his heirs.
Since the property is certain to revert back to A (or to his heirs if he
should die) after 10 years (i.e., there is no contingency), only the
10-year interest in B is taxed as an included transfer at the time of
the initial transfer.
Transfers 'Wth power of appointnent retaned

Under the unified transfer tax a transfer with power of appoint-
ment retained will be a completed gift (i e. an included transfer)
except to the extent that the transferor will be certain to be treated
as the owner of the transferred property (under the rules described
above) when the power is exercised, released, allowed to lapse, or
terminated. Many lifetime transfers that are not completed ones
under present law would be completed ones under this proposal. For
example, under present law a transfer under which the transferor re-
tains the power to designate who may enjoy the benefits of the trans-
fer, even though he cannot benefit himself by any exercise of the
Power, is not a completed gift for Federal gift tax purposes. This
change can be made under it unified tax system because treating such
lifetime transfers as completed ones does not permit any significant
tax avoidance.
D/8sczaker#

It not infrequently happens that a person named in a decedent's
will to receive certain property does not wish to receive the property
and disclaims the transfer. Bequests are often disclaimed in order to
lessen the overall tax impact on the estate. For example, under present
law if the child of a decedent disclaims his bequest in favor of the
widow, in general, the estate tax liability would be reduced since
50 percent of the property going to a surviving spouse is exempt
under the marital deduction.

Under the unified transfer tax rules governing disclaimers of trans-
ferred interests will be more specifically detailed than in present
law. A transferee will be entitled to disclaim all or part of an interest
within 15 months after the transfer, or within 6 months after he
learns of the transfer, which ever period ends later, if he has not
knowingly 'accepted any benefits from or exercised control over the
property. No tax will be incurred as the result of a disclaimer satis-
fying these tests. The property interest will be treated as having
passed from the original transferor to the person taking by virtue
of the disclaimer, which person may be named by the transferor or
by local law, in the absence of direction by the transferor. The die-



claiming party, in the absence of a controlling provision in the gov-
erning instrument, will be permitted to disclaim in favor of a per.
son to whom the original transferor could have made an excluded
transfer, i.e., the surviving spouse or an orphan of the original trans.
feror, or a qualified charitable organization. In such cases the prop-
erty interest will 'be treated as having passed from the original trans-
feror to the person taking by virtue of the disclaimer.
Orphan exchaion

A transfer at death to any orphan child of the decedent under age
21 will be nontaxable to the extent it does not exceed an amount equal
to $3,000 multiplied by the number of years remaining until the child
reaches age 21. There is no such exclusion under present law.
Jlur'table transfer8
Under present law, outright transfers to charity are exempt from

estate and gift tax. However, many transfers to charity involve split-
ting the interest in the property transferred between a charity and
private persons, usually a member of the transferor's family. Abuses
have arisen from the use of split interest transfers and considerable
litigation has resulted.

I resent rules provide that, in the case of split interest transfers, the
income beneficiary's interest is to be valued on the assumption that
the property will be invested to yield .. /2 percent interest per year.
Obviously, the actual investment experience will rarely correspond to
the 31 percent assumption. Abuses have arisen because of this fact.
For example, assume a charity is the income beneficiary for a specified
term, the property then to go to the transferor's grandchildren. The
transfer is exempt for gift tax purposes to the extent of the value of
the charity's interest which is based on an assumed 31/2 percent return.

? g pecn return

But if the property is invested to maximize gTowth for the benefit of
the transferor's grandchildren, then the charity will in fact get less
than assumed. The result is that the transferor has paid lessgift
tax than lie should have. If the charity gets the remainder and an
individual has the income interest, then the abuse possibility is the
reverse, i.e., the property can be invested to maximize the income yield,
even atthe risk of the principal. Again, a deduction for the charitable
transfer has been permitted in a greater amount than in fact goes to
charity. Another problem in cases where the charity has the remainder
interest arises where discretionary powers are gra ted to divert prin-
cipal from the charity ta the income beneficiary under specified con-
ditlons. A great deal of litigation has been engendered under present
rules to determine if such powers in fact reduce the charitable interest
or not.

In general, under the proposal, a transfer of a property interest to
a charity is tax free if the amount of the interest transferred to charity
can be measured with certainty at the time of the transfer. Thus, out.
right transfers to charity will continue to be not subject to 'he transfer
tax.

However, where a transfer creates split interests (e.g., a trust to pay
the income to the transferor's son for life, with the remainder to the
X charity or vice versa), the portion going to the charity will quaift
forthe exemption only if-
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(1) the income beneficiatry reeilves an outright annuity (stated
ill terms of it fixed atual dollar amount or a fixed percentage
of the fair market value of the properly at the time of the traits.
for) ; or

(2) the governing inrument provides that the transferred
property is to e valued annually, ind a fixed percentage of the
fair market value of the property on each 6afiiatlin date is to
be distributed to the income beneficiary. The required distribu-
tion is to be made first, from income and then from corpus. To
insure that fair market values will be determined objectively,
in the case of lifetime transfers the donor will be subject. to a
10-year waiver of the statute of limitations with respect to assess-
ment of tax on the transfer. In the case of deathtime transfers,
the trustee or other person determining fair market value must
be independent of the beneficiaries of the transfer.

Only split interest transfers satisfying one of the above tests will
qualify for the charitable exemption. Alf other types of split interest
transfers will be subject to the transfer tax even though a charity
may be a potential beneficiary. Thus, for example, if there exists any
contingency which could result in the defeat of the charitable interest,
or a power to divert the property to or for the benefit of someone other
than the charity, the above tests are not met and the transfer does
not qualify for the exemption. Also, in cases where the charity has
only an income interest, and the period of the charity's interest is
measured by the life of any person, no charitable exemption is allowed.
Trhe purpose of these riles is to insure that. the charity will in fact
receive a specified and determinable amount. These provisions will
correct abuses noted above that have arisen in this area.

As a final guarantee of the integrity of gifts of income interests
to charity, a rule will be provided that the exclusion will not be avail-
able if the value of the income interest passing to charity exceeds
60 percent of the value of the property transferred. This rule is de-
siged to insure that the charity will in fact receive the full amount
of its specified interest. For example, unless such a rule were impose
the donor could provide an annuity to a charity, the remainder to his
family, but limit the contribution to the trust to the discounted amount
necessary to fund the charity's interest only. Thus the donor would
be claiming a deduction for te entire amount transferred to the trust
since the actuarial value of the remainder interest would be zero. The
trust could then invest in highly speculative property which, if it
increased in value, would benefit the family, but if it became valueless,
the charity only would los. Nevertheless, the donor would have
received a deduction for the full value of the speculative property.
Eliminating the deduction where the intervening interest of the
charity is more than 60 percent of the amount transferred in trust
protects the charitable interest by providing a deterrent to what are
essentially gambling arrangements where the charity has nothing to
gain and may well lose.

The rules for treatment of transfers to charity under the unified
transfer tax basically follow the proposal setting forth the rules for
deductibility of charity contributions for income tax purposes.
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Jredito
As under present law, the unified transfer tax proposal provides that

the transfer tax imposed upon death may be reduced by any state or
foreign death taxes paid with respect to property upon which Fed-
eral transfer tax is payable, subject to the limitations which apply
under present law.
Dedution

The same deductions which are allowed under present law to reduce
the gross estate are allowed under the unified transfer tax in reduc-
tion of the aggregate amount of transfers at death. These deductions
include funeral expenses, administration expenses, claims against the
decedent's estate and postdeath casualty losses. As under present law,
amounts which are deductible for income tax purposes as well as under
the transfer tax may be deducted for purposes of one tax or the other,
but not both.
Effective date and tranitin rules

The rules of the unified transfer tax will become effective on Jan.
uary 1, 1970. Each individual will be entitled to a $60,000 lifetime
exclusion which may be applied against any transfers made after
December 31, 1969, regardless of his age or the total lifetime gifk.4
made under present law prior to that date.

For purposes of determining the rate bracket applicable to transfer
after December 31, 1969, all transfers after December 31, 1968, which
would be taxable under the unified transfer tax will be counted as
transfers under the unified transfer tax (and thus cumulated with
transfers made after December 31, 1969) even though such transfers
will be taxed under the rules of present jaw.

VIII-B. UNLIMITED MARITAL DEDUCTION AND
UNIFICATION OF STATE AND GIFT TAXES

TwxInICAL EXPLANATION

TAX IMPOSED AND LIABILITY TIIEREFOR

1. General *umnmary
Lifetime and deathtime transfers by gift are taxable under present

law. However different sets of rates apply to lifetime and deathtime
transfers. Under the unified transfer tax a single, cumulative tax will
be imposed on all transfers by gift, whether during lifetime or at
death, except for those which are specifically excluded. A single set of
rates will apply, as explained in section 3 below. Most important among
the classes of transfers specifically excluded from the unified transfer
tax are transfers to a spouse. Thus, all interspousal transfers, whether
at death or by gift, will be tax-free (that is, a 100.percent marital
deduction). Under present law the marital deduction is limited to
50 percent of the adjusted gross estate (or 50 percent of the gift in the
case of lifetime transfers).

As a supplement to the unified transfer tax, appreciation on assets
transferred at d.ath or by gift will be subject to income tax as long-
term capital gain and the transferee will take a basis equal to the fair
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market value at the time of the transfer., Under present law, in the
case of gifts, taxation of the appreciation is deferred by assigning a
carryover basis to the transferee. In the case of transfers at death such
appreciation escapes income tax altogether. Special provisions are
included in the unified transfer tax proposal to help provide liquidity
for the payment of capital gain and transfer taxes upon death.'

As a further integral part of the unified transfer tax structure, a
substitute tax will be imposed upon certain generation-skipping
transfers."
B Imposition of unified tratwler tax

The tax will be imposed upon the aggregate amount of lifetime trans.
fers during the calendar year, except for the calendar year of death.
Upon death a tax will be imposed upon the aggregate of property pass.
ing at death plus any property transferred d-uring the caten dar year of
death. In all cases the rate would be determined by cumulating the cur-
rent transfer with prior transfers.

The tax will be imposed upon the fair market value of the property
transferred, including in the case of lifetime transfers the amount of
the Federal transfer tax incurred on the transfer, which is an integral
part of the making of the gift. Under present law the tax upon lifetime
gifts is based upon the fair market value of the property transferred
exclusive of any gift tax. However, in the case of testamentary trans-
fers, the present estate tax is imposed on the full value of the property
in the estate, including that portion used to pay the estate tax imposd.
Under the unified transfer tax this difference in treatment between life-
time gifts and testamentary transfers is eliminated by "grossing up"
the fair market value of lifetime gifts, thus causing the transfer tax in
effect to be paid out of the property taxed, as is the case with testa-
mentary transfers. A table would W provided showing the amount of
the grossed-up transfer in order that taxpayers will not be burdened
with complex calculations.

Fair market value will be determined as of the date of transfer in the
case of lifetime gifts. Generally, in the case of property passing upon
death, the value will be determined as of the ate of death or 1 year
later (the alternative valuation date), as under present law. The value
Placed upon an included transfer in a transfer tax return required to
he filed cannot be questioned for any purpose after the applicable pe-
riod of limitations with respect to such return has expird. Under a
unified tax system, where the tax rate applicable to transfers on death
depends on the rate bracket already attained by lifetime transfers, any
change in the valuation of lifetime included transfers affects the deter.
mination of the rate bracket for deathtime transfers. Under the present
dual-tax system, although a change in the valuation of prior gifts
affects the rate bracket as to subsequent gifts, it does not affect the rate
applicable to transfers on death.
S. Rate of taw

(a) Utified bracket rate.--As under resent law, the tax rate bracket
on lifetime transfers each year will be based upon the cumulative life-

Income tit on capital gain at death is tully dicussed in VIiI-A.5 The liquidity provialons are fully discussed In ViII-D.
Full discussion of the substitute tax on generation.skipping transfera is containedIlk V1lI-C. ..
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time total of such transfers. In determining the cumulative total of
lifetime transfers at the beginning of each year, the amount of a trans-
fer shall be determined under the gross-up principle described above'
that is, the net amount received bY the transferee plus the net Federal
transfer tax imposed on the transfer.

bUnder present law, the bracket rate applicable to transfers at death is
based solely upon the aggregate of property passing at death (that is,
the gross estate) and is entirely independent of the aggregte amount
of lifetime transfers. Under the unified transfer tax, the bracket rate
upon transfers at death is based upon previous aggregate lifetime
transfers. This is the essence of the unified transfer tax system.
* (b) Reulinenent of rate 8cAedtd&.--There is widespread criticism of
the present structure of estate tax rates. The rate progression is exces-
sively steep within the estate tax brackets up to $50,000 (moving from
3 to 25 percent) and is not steep enough in the brackets from $50,000
(25 percent) to $500,000 (32 percent). The unified transfer tax rate
schedule incorporates a general reduction from present estate tax rates
of about 20 percent. In addition, realinement is made of the rate
brackets, designed to produce a more equitable progression. The new
unified rate will become effective immed atelI, with respect to lifetime
transfers and will be instituted gradually An month-to-month steps
over a 10-year period with respect to transfers taking place upon death.

The following table shows the entire proposed final unified transfer
tax rate structure, after completion of the 10-year transition period,
compared with the present estate tax rate structure:

PROPOSED TRANSFER TAX RATES

(1) (2 M (4)
Present Unified
estt transfer Te at top of backettax rate tax rate

Taxable transfer (percent) (pernt) PreM t Proposed

0tO$ 0 ...... 0. ........ 0 ..... 1.0...

*0)Oto 50,000 ...... 2 .19.0 ....... 000... 14000OQt ! ,o .......... ................... tam

000 to ODo ...............................I .; u sa~ooo.... " ....................
0,0W tobm ... 7002222222222
000 00....................sOOOo tiSooo...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oooto 0000o.........................

00oo to 500ooo000......... ..........i. . ..................., ........................... 5
;,000,000 to $1,0,0. .............. :

;I_0 0 o ,0000.................... 42 '31 :
;,000toI, 00. 0 ....... ....... 0...... 46 3

ON0 to 5 00,000 ... ".................... 490 10,oo t cs oo.. .............. oo oo................... 63 t 00000.o............ 0....... 10 031
.... to ............ 70

000ooo to $00 00o .... ... ................ 1o
000oo000 to 000 oo.oo .....................

10,000000Ind up ........ ............. ........ 77 ................................

4. Credits
(a) State and foreign death tare.-As under present law, the

transfer tax impoW upon death may be reduced by any State or
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foreign death taxes paid with respect to property upon which Federal
transfer tax is payable, subject to the maximum limitations which
apply Iunder present law.

(b) redil for tao on prior tranufer.-Under present law, if a
decedent acquired property from a prior decedent whose death occurs
within 10 years before (or 2 years after) the death of the decedent,
the decedent's estate is allowed a credit against its estate tax for the
estate tax paid by the prior decedent's estate upon the transferred
property, Tie amount of the credit diminishes by 20 percent for each
2 years intervening between the death of the two decedents.

This rule is designed to ameliorate the burden of taxation which
would result from subjecting the same property to multiple transfer
taxes within a relatively brief timespan. The situation which gives
rise to the most concern occurs upon the early death of a surviving
spouse, thereby unduly taxing the marital wealth which passes to the
issue of the marriage. However since the unified transfer tax proposal
includes a provision for an unlimited marital deduction, this problem
is eliminated since no tax need be paid on the death of the spouse
first to die. The remaining situations in which two transfer taxes will
be levied on successive deaths occurring within a brief period of time
do not involve patterns of disposition which warrant special relief.

Thus, the present credit for tax on prior transfers is eliminated.
However, the credit provisions of existing law will be retained in cases
of property held b a surviving spouse which was received on the
death of the decedent spouse, and'-which was subject to estate tax under
existing law. Hence, after 10 years the present credit will be fully
eliminated.
6. Vabitty for tax

In general, liability for the payment of transfer taxes will be upon
the donor in the case of lifetime transfers and upon the donor's per-
sonal representative in the case of transfers at death, as under present
law. Special rules are provided with respect to liability in case where
the time for payment of the deathtime transfer tax is postponed in
order to avoi-tlie forced sale of a closely held business.

In the cases of certain lifetime transfers by one spouse which are
deemed to have been made by the nondonor spouse under the tax-free
interspousal transfer rules, the liability for the tax may be joint and
several, or the tax may be collectible only out of the property trans-
ferred, depending upon the particular situation,,'

A special rule is provided to protect personal representatives against
personal liability which could arise under the unified transfer tax
system as a result of a later discovery of unreported lifetime transfers,
which would produce an increase in the aggregate amount of lifetime
transfers and thus cause an increase in the rate applicable to aggregate
transfers at death. After 40 months' from the transferor's death no
personal representative may be held personally liable for any death-
tme transfer tax deficiency which results from an increase in the rate

* This matter is fully diseus In VIIt-D.
* Thoe sltuations are mor* fully deeribed hernafter.
'A 40.month period isused (rather than a years) l order to aure that exposure tolabilty doe n terminate prior to the termination 6? th, prerod within whtih values usedI th eiodent's transfer tax return fot the year preceding the year of death mas b ques-tone. * Beew. 2 above.
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bracket resulting from Improperly reported or unreported lifetime
transfers of wliieh he had no actual knowledge, except to the extent of
property transferred by the decedent which is under the representa-
tive s control at the time he is notified by the Government of the
deficiency. The only requirement to establish absence of actual knowl.
edge is a showing that all lifetime transfer tax returns were examined
and no underpayments discovered. The fiduciary will be deemed to
have examined al transfer tax returns if he (1) requests in writing all
such returns from the Internal Revenue Service, and (2) examines all
such returns which the Service supplies within 3 months after receiving
the request.
6. Retuene

The present gift and estate tax return requirements are essentially
retained In the unified transfer tax proposal. Thus, any individual
who during a calendar year makes a gift of a future interest or makes
outright gifts which tofal in excess of the annual per-donee exclusion
($8,000) to any recipient must file a transfer tax return for such year.
In the cae of a decedent, a return must be filed if the aggregate amount
of transfers at death together with the aggregate amount of all life.
time transfers (in excess of the annual per-donee exclusion) total more
than $60,000, the amount of the overall exemption.

Under present law a nondonor spouse is permitted to treat. up to
one-half of a donor spouse's gift as having been made by such non.
donor spouse, that is, "gift-splitting." If the total gifts by a donor
spouse under existing law exceed the amount of the donor spouse's
annual exclusion ($3,000) then, even if the nondonor spouse elects to
gift-split and thus reduce the donor spouse's gift to an amount less
than the annual exclusion, a return must be filed by the donor spouse
to show the gift-splitting election.

This filing requirement is retained in the unified transfer tax. Thus,
a transfer tax return must be filed for any year in which transfers by
one spouse to any one recipient exceed $3,000, regardless of whether
the nondonor spouse elects to split the gift with the other spouse.

IN CLUDW TRANSFS
I. Generd

Under present law a grift tax is imposed on an annual basis upon the
agregate amount of gifts made during the taxable year. Gifts up to
$,000 to each donee are excluded, a lifetime exemption of %30,000 is
allowed, and a 50 percent marital deduction is allowed against gifts
to a spouse. Those transfers which are subject to tax are referred to as
"taxable gifts." An estate tax is imposed upon the total amount of
property passing at death, reduced by the estate tax exemption of
$60,000, and by certain exclusions and deductions, including the 50
percent marital deduction.

As under present law the unified transfer tax is imposed upon com-
pleted transactions in which the owner of a particular property interest
disposes of all or part of his beneficial ownership. Those transfers
which are subject to tax at the time of initial transfer are classified as
"included transfers;" those dispositions which are not taxable events at
such time are "excluded transfers." The tax is based upon value of life.
time transfers in each year, "grossed-up" as explained hereinabove. At
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death the tax is based upon the agg ate value of property passing
from the decedent by reason of his deatfh. The rate applicable to trans-
fers at death takes into account prior lifetime transfers.
8. incuded trnsmf/er defined

(a) Beneflcki2 intereets.-A transfer by the beneficial owner of a
property interest of all or part of the interest is an included transfer
subject to tax, unless it is one of the excluded transfers set forth below.
A transfer takes place upon any disposition of a property interestwhether by lifetime transfer or at death, and regardless of the method
by which the transfer is effected, for example, by will or by statutory
rules of intestate succession. Property interests subject to tax include
all types of property and all forms of ownership interests therein.

(b) Pou r. of appMnment.-Under present law, a distinction for
estate and gift tax purposes is made between general and special
powers of appointmeilt. The exercise, release, lapse, or termination of
a general power of appointment, that is, one that is exercisable by the
powerholder in favor of himself, his estate, is creditors, or creditors
of his estate, is subject to tax. On the other hand, a sp il power of
appointment, that is, one whicl may not be exercisable by the power-
holder in favor of one or more of the above-named class, is not so taxed.

The present rules governing powers of appointment will be retained
in the unified transfer tax proposal. A transfer tax will be imposed
on the partial or complete exercise, release, termination, or lapse of a
generalpower of appointment (as defined above) that is exercisable
by the powerholder alone or in conjunction with another who does not
have a substantial interest adverse to that of the powerholder. Where
a general power of appointment is exercisable jointly by two persons
in favor of each other each shall be deemed the holder of a general
power over one-half of the property subject to the power. (As under
present law, special rules will provide relief for powers created on or
before October 21, 1042.) The partial or complete exercise, lapse, re-
lese, or termination of (1) a general power of appointment (a) re-
quiring the joinder of one who has a substantial interest adverse to the
powerlholder, or (b) which is limited by a reasonably fixed or ascer-
tainable standard, or (2) a special power of appointment, is not an
included transfer.

A person may be given a noncumulative power to draw down for
his own benefit some stated amount annually. In each year, to the ex-
tent he does not withdraw the amount subject to the power, the power
lapses and the powerholder has made on included transfer of the
amount subject to the power. However, this rule shall apply to the
lapse of a power dunng any calendar year only to the exent that the
property which could have been appointed by the exercise of the
lapid power exceeded in value the greater of the following amounts:

or .percent of the aggregate value, at the time of such lapse,

of the assets out of which or the proceeds of which, the exercise of
the lapsed powers could be satisfied. This provision follows present
law.(q) Life inhurane.-The death of an insured is a transfer by him
of the proceeds of any insurance policy on his life if (a) the proceeds
are received by the insured's executor or administrator; or (b) the
insured possessed at his death an incident of ownership with respect
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to such policy. (Present rules for determining what constitutes an
incident of ownership will be retained.)

Transfer of all of the incidents of ownership during life is an in-
cluded transfer. If the insured transfers some but less than all of the
incident of ownership, this will not be an included transfer, and the
face amount of the policy will be treated as an included transfer upon
the death of the insured.

The insured may continue to pay the premiums on a transferred
policy of which he has made a completed transfer, and each premium
payment itself will constitute a gift.

Present rules regarding the treatment of the proceeds of life insur.
ance transferred in contemplation of death would be modified. Under
current law, if the insured transfers all the incidents of ownership
of a poliy on his life, but continues to pay the premiums thereon, a
transfer in contemplation of death of a part of the policy proceeds is
made because of the premium payments made during tle 3 years
preceding death. The amount of the transfer includible in the decedent's
estate is the proportion of the face amount of the policy which the
payment of premiums during the 3 years preceding death bears to the
total premiums paid under the policy. Thus, if the decedent has paid
15 premiums on a $10,000 policy which he had transferred during his
life, this rule values the transfer in contemplation of death at $2,000
(3/15 X $10,000).

There has been criticism of the present contemplation of death rules
because they do not reflect what any given life insurance premium pays
for. Each premium can be regarded as constituting three elements:
The annual increase in the cash value of the policy, a loading charge,
and the purchase of the protection element of the policy (essentially
I-year-term insurance).In order to reflect the economic realities of life insurance, in
this regard, the contemplation of death rules as applied to life
insurance will be modified. If the insured transfers the incidents of
ownership of a policy but makes any premium payments during the
13 years preceding death, a transfer in contemplation of death of a
portion of the policy proceeds will be deemed to have been made. The
value of the transfer at death will be the increase in cash value in
the policy resulting from the premium payments so made plus the
difference between the face amount of the policy and its cash value
at date of death) the protection element of the policy).

For example, assume an insured transferred a $10,000 policy to
his son more than 3 years prior to death and paid all premiums due
prior to his death. At date of death the policy had a cash surrender
value of $5,000. Three years prior to death the policy had a cash value
of $4,600. Under this rule, $5,400 would be included in the decedent's
gross estate-the $5,000 in term insurance protection purchased with
the last premium payment and the $400 increase in cash value occa-
sioned by the payment of the last three premiums.

Since term insurance generally has no cash value, each year's
premium is the purchase of the protection equal to the face amount of
the policy. Therefore, payment of a premium on a term policy within
the 3 years preceding death will be a transfer in contemplation of death
equal in value to the full face amount of the policy.
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Special rules will be provided to determine what constitutes the
payment of premiums by an insured for purposes of this rule. Gen-
orally, an insured will be treated as paying the premiums on a policy
if he, or his spouse, makes cash gifts or loans to tfhe owner of the policy
during the 3 years preceding death.

(d) (.onow.rent interestq.-Present law has certain unsatisfactory
complexities in dealing with the creation and maturing of concurrent
(joint ownership) interests in property. This proposal simplifies tax
treatment in this area.

(1) If the form of concurrent ownership created vests the entire
ownership in the surviving owner, but permits the coowners to take
down only a part or none of the interest during the joint lives of the
owners (e.g., tenancy by the entirety or joint tenancy), then under the
proposal the creator makes a transfer to the other concurrent owners
in the amount of the excess of his contribution over the amount of the
interest he retains. Each concurrent owner is treated as having an
equal undivided interest in the property unless their undivided shares
are in some other proportion under the terms of the transfer or con.
trolling local law.

Under present law, the valuation of the gift made by the donor when
lie creates a concurrent interest. in himself and another with anindestructible right of survivorship requires a calculation which takes
into account the ages of the donor and the other concurrent owner. In
other words, the younger of the two concurrent owners has a more
valuable interest in the concurrently held property than the older
because his chance of becoming the sole owner by the right of survivor-
ship is greater. This complication in valuing the interest of each con-
current owner is eliminated under the proposal. Under present law
there is an election given to the donor spouse under 1954 I.R.C. Section
2515 to treat the creation of a tenancy by the entirety (or joint
tenancy) in real property as a transfer for gift tax purposes. This
provision in present aw has been eliminated cause the exclusion of
transfers by one spouse to another makes it unnecessary.

The concurrent owner who dies first makes a transfer at death under
the proposal only of that portion of the property that the decedent is
treated as owning at such time after the application of the foregoing
rules. Thus, in the case of a joint tenancy between two equal coowners,
there will be a transfer of only one-half of the jointly owned property
on the death of one of the owners. The consideration-furnished test of
present law is no longer necessary under the above rules, and has
therefore been discarded, except in the limited situation described
below.

(2) If the form of ownership permits any one of the concurrent
owners to take down the entire interest during the joint lives of the
owners, as in the case of joint bank accounts or jointly owned Govern-
ment bonds, there is an excluded transfer at the time of the creation of
the transfer because the creator has retained the power to get back
what h* has transferred. The first owner to die makes a transfer
to the survivor of the portion of the interest corresponding tothe consideration he furnished to acire the interest, During the
Joint lives of the owners, withdrawals by any coowner will be included
transfers to the extent that the aggregate of such withdrawals exceeds
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the consideration furnished by such coowner. Where there are more
than two coowners, a withdrawal which is treated as an included
transfer shall be treated as having been made by the nonwithdrawing
coowners in proportion to the amounts each contributed.

The above rules may be illustrated by the following examples:
(A) A transfers an undivided one-half interest in Blackacre to B.

There is an included transfer of such one-half interest at the time of the
creation of the joint ownership. Any later disposition by A of his
retained one-hall interest during lifetime or at death will be a transfer
at such time of such retained interest.

(B) A transfers Blackacre to A, B, and C as joint tenants with right
of survivorship. At the time of the creation of the interest A makes an
included transfer of one-third of the proTrty each to B and C. If A
is the first of the three joint tenants to die, upon death he makes an
additional transfer of his one-third interest equally to B and C.

(C) A creates a joint bank account between A and B depositing
$10,000 therein. The creation of the joint account is an excluded trans-
fer since A has retained the rghlit to draw down the full amount of the
account for his own benefit. IfB makes a withdrawal of $5,000 during
the joint lives of A and B, an included transfer of that amount is made
from A to B. Upon the death of A there is an included transfer of the
balance of the account.

(D) A, B, and C created a joint checking account. A initially con-
tributes $10,000, B $20,000, and C $30,000.. B withdraws $30,000 dur-
ing the joint lives of the owners. There is an included transfer of
$10,000 ($30,0-$20,000) to B. This transfer is deemed made
$2,96 by A ($10,000/$40,000), $7 500 by C ($30,000/$40,000). The
consideration furnished by A and d is reduced by the amounts deemed
to be transferred by each. Thus, if A then withdraws $10,000, C makes
a 'ft to A of $2,5600 ($10,000-$7,500; A's consideration furnished as
adjusted for the gift to B).

There may be problems of tracing inherent in the treatment of joint
bank accounts involving more than two joint owners. However, outside
of business or family arrangements, it is difficult to see that there is
any reason for widespread use of such accounts. Thus, the marital
exclusion, the nongift business situation, and the $3,000 annual per
donee exclusion should cover most multiple joint owner situations.

(e) Empk4yee death betwe)..-Under present law employee death
benefits under a qualified pension plan, to the extent such benefits
stem from employer contributions (see sections §§ 2030 (c) and 2517),
are excluded frofn estate and gift taxation as long as they are not paid
to the employee or his estate. There is no justification for this preferred
tax treatment.

Under the proposal this exclusion would be eliminated and the em.
ployee would be treated as having made a deathtime transfer to the
person entitled to receive such lineflts. This rule would aply to
benefits from employee annuities, employee benefit plans (qualiid or
nonqualified), group term life insurance proceeds, or any other cash
payments by the employer, regardless of whether such payments
are voluntary or pursuant to contract. Individual life Insurance po_.
icy-proceeds would be governed by the rules in paragraph r above. An
irrevocable intervivos designation by the employee of the beneficiaries



to receive employee death benefits will not result in any included trans-
fer. The transfer will be regarded as taking place on the employee'
death.

) Transfer r o/ dowe r MYurtesi interest.--Under present law
(..C. § 2034) tie gross estate includes the value of property to
the extent of any interest taken by a surviving spouse as dower or
curtesy. Under the unified tax system Interests taken as dower or
curtesy will be classified as included transfers; however, in prac-
tically all cases they will be treated as transfers of current beneficial
enjoyment to a spouse and hence not taxed.

EXOLUED TRANS S
1. Annual exoltaion

As under present law, the unified transfer tax system permits rela-
tively small gifts to be made free of tax. Thus, the first $8000 of
intervivos transfers of present interests to any person during each
taxable year will be excluded from the total amount of transfers
subject to tax for such year. If gifts are made to more than one
donee, a $8000 exclusion is available with respect to each donee. A
married person may utilize his spouse's exclusion with her consent,
so that i effect the annual per donee exclusion for a married person
is $6000. This annual exclusion applies only with respect to gifts of
present interests, Thus the transfer of future interests will not qualify,
with one exception: gits to minors to take effect at age 21, as presently
provided in section 2503 (c).

The annual per donee exclusion carries forward existing law.
. Overal exemption
Each individual would be entitled to an overall exemption from

transfer tax of $60,000. This exemption may be used ain lifetime
or deathtime transfers at the option of the taxpayer..To the extent
that the exemption is not used during lifetime it will be applied
against transfers at death.

Under present law there is a lifetime ift tax exemption of $80,000
plus an estate tax exemption of $60,000. The entire estate tax exemption
is available regardless of the extent to which the gift tax exemption
may or may not have been used. Under the unified transfer tax a
single exemption, applicable to lifetime and deathtime transfers, is
provided. The amount of the exemption has been set at $60,000. Al.
though the single $60,000 exemption is less than the total $90,000 com-
bined lifetime and deathtime exemption under the present dual tax
structure, the effect of this change is offset by the lower rate structure
and the unlimited marital deduction under the unified transfer tax.
8. Unlimited martal deduction

(a) In genera.-There will be an exemption from taxation under
the unified transfer tax for the full amount of any property (1) that
passes outright to a spouse (either during the li fe of the transferor
spouse or at his or her death), or (2) that passes subject to any kind of
legal arrangement assuring the transferee spouse Co life or for any
other period of time commencing currently the enjoyment or use of
such property, or the income from it or the right through the exercise
of an unrestricted power vested solely in him or her to such outright
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ownership, enjoynt, use, or income, if the transferee spouse consents
to havin the termination of such limited interest treated as a taxable
transfer him or her. Property received outright by the transferee
spouse wil of course become part of his or her taxable estate? unless
onsumed. In addition, even though the transferee does not receive out-
right ownership, where the transfer of an interest in the property was
excluded by virtue of the marital deduction then that property will
be taxable as a transfer by the transferee spouse upon termination of
his or her interest; if a tr"fer between spouses was tax free by virtue
of some provision other than the marital deduction (e.g., exercise of
certain powers of appointment) then this rule will not operate.

To protect the transferee spouse from liability for tax on property
not fully subject to his or her control or power of disposition, the taxio on termination of one of the kinds of limited interests that
is s ent to qualify property for the marital deduction will be col.
lectible only out of such property. The amount subject to taxation will
be the value of the property at the time the transfer by the transferee
spouse is deemed to occur. In the case of transfers occurring upon the
death of the transferee spouse, the tax attributable to such property
will be the amount by which the total tax at death exceeds the tax
which would have been payable had such property not been included in
the total taxable transfers at death. In the case of property deemed to
be transferred during the life of the transferee spouse, the tax at.
tributable to the limited interest property will be the pro-rata portion
of the entire tax payable on all transferi during the same period.

In the case where a transferee spouse is given an income interest in
trust subject to a power exercisable by the trustee to invade copus for
the benefit or use of others, the transfer in trust qualifies for themarital deduction. However, any payments from corpus to persons
other than the transferee spouse am treated as included transfers by
the transferee spouse at the time such payments are made. If the trans.
ferIM spouse hai no control over the invasion power, in accordance with
the rule discussed above, the tax will be collectible only out of the
proer distributed from corpus.

() P.4l titere.--If the transferee spouse receives a determi.
nable portion of property (or a qualifying interest in such portion)
then such portion wi. qualify for the marital deduction. If the trans-
ferm spouse receives the right to an annual payment specified in dollar
terms then the portion of property to be excluded will be deter-
mined by multiplying the total p roperty.transferred by a ratio equiva-
lent to the ratio of th specified annual income to the putative annual
income from the property the putative income being 5 percent of
the value of the property. He portion of the transferred property to
be taxed upon termination of the interest of the transferee spouse in
such cases will be the same as the portion originally excluded, regard.
less of changes in value subsequent to the original determination and
exclusion.

Thus, if property worth $100,000 is transferred to a trust under
whose terms the transferee spouse is entitled to 40 percent of the
income for life, and if, upon the death of the transferee spouse, the
property is worth $200,00, then 40 percent of $2,000, or $80,000, at1
be treated as a taxable transfer by the transferee spouse. Ifthe property
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had been worth $50,000 on the death of the transferee spouse then only
$2,000 would be treated as a taxable transfer. Similarly, it the trans.
fer in trust provided for a fixed payment to the transferee spouse for
life of $2,000 per year, which would be 40 percent of the putative
income o? the trust at the time of its creation, then upon the death
of the transferee spouse, if the propery held i trust were worth
$200,000, the taxable transfer would be $80,0 but if the property
were worth only $50,000, only $20,000 would be taxable. In each case,

•8 indicated in the preceding paragraph, the tax on these transfers
would be collectible only out of the trust property. To foreclose the
possibility that a transfer by a remainderman might impair the Gov.
ernment's right to a tax collectible from thelind ol property discussed
herein, the property will be subject at the time of the initial transfer
to a lien for whatever tax is determined at the time of the termination
of the transfewe spouse's interest to be collectible from it. In other
words, the len for taxes, ev m gbtr, will have p i rity over
all subseuent liens.. ...(a ) subseq ent ' enset.--Where a transfer concurrent in.

terests in rope y to a spouse andto other perso the respective
interests o th transferee spouse *d there persons ill be deter.
mined by a lication of me\rules th govern th creation of
concurrent interests t interest tmsferred to e .spouse
being t aed the e as a ta inhrest. 7us, if A ransfer
an undi ded one. ine atrg k o!is wife d the
other o -half interest t one~halt in a..ng
to the fwill be exclude a ter6ne-half interest will be
taxable transf the i o r r I a tax
on this ne-half of I follow t rules
relatin to retain ine I n $10 into a oi bank
account or his wi e and h t r wi be exclude ce the
wife has * ht to sth full own use.I heson
withdraw ,000 t atamoun H it te a trn er frm he wife
to him at tat tim, d upon the e de th the amo remain-
ing in the account will bie ed her aab estate. It person
creates a bank tfor hi d spouse t transfer
will of course full rtate and" ign twi.-Th marital deduc-
tion will cover noul the amount transferred, their during the
life or at the death o e transferor, but also mount of aytate
or foreigngi r estateable b of the transfer.

(e) tket to be tane.-i some instances where property is
pased from one spouse to the other and subsequently out of the family
unit, it may be more advAntageous to have the transfer taxed at the
time of the interspousal transfer than at the time of the subsequent
transfer by the transferee spouse. An option would therefore be iade
available to have taxed any portion of any property passing under
tile marital deduction. The property .taxed by election would not be
taxed again upon transfer by the surviving spouse, with the burden on'
the surviving spouse to trace any property to previously taxed "marital
deduction" property. The election to be taxed will be exercisable by the
transferor and7 in the case of a transfer at death, if the .transferor
makes no election, then by the transferee spouse.



(j) Spitting gi..--Because property passing to a spouse by giftwil also be excudable a couple could arrange to have taxed to either
husband or wife the lull amount, or any portion, of gifts to third
persons. by use of prior transfers between themselves. To make such
artificial circuity unnecessary an option will be available to have
any portion of any lifetime gift taxed as a transfer by the nondonor
spouse, if the nondonor spouse consents. This rule will apply to trans-
fers at death as well as during life.

(g) Delayed enjoymont.--In the case of a transfer by reason of
death, the application of the unlimited marital deduction will not be
defeated by a requirement that in order to take or enjoy any prop.
erty or interest therein, the surviving spouse must survive the decedent
by a period of not more than 6 months, provided that such spouse
does in fat take or enjoy the property (or interest therein) within
such period. Any other condition precedent to immediate beneficial
enjoyment will bar qualification for the unlimited marital deduction
unless such condition is in fact satisfied within 6 months of the de-
cedent's death. Nonetheless, a cash legacy will qualify for the un-
limited marital deduction even if interest for delay of payment does
not begin to run for a period not in excess of 1 year. In addition, prop.
erty that in fact passes to the surviving spouse within 1 year of the
death of the decedent spouse asa result of a court decree (e.g., as a
widow's allowance) will qualify for the unlimited marital deduction.

(f ) Defnition osf pou.--The marital deduction applies to trans-
(A)s ttetian fo legally recognized spouse at the time of trans.

fer. In addition, the following transfers will be regarded as trans-
fers to a spouse:

(1 A transfer made to the other party in a divorce proceeding
as a part of any property settlement, even though the transfer is
made after the marriage has been dissolved by a final decree.

(2) A transfer made to a person who would be tie transferors
spouse if all decrees of divorce rendered by a court of record are
assumed to be valid.

(8) A transfer made to a person who would have been the
transferor's spouse but for an annulment of the marriage which
occurred subsuent to the transfer.

(4) A transfer made to a person to whom the transferor is
married before the date on which any transfer tax on the transfer
would be due (a transfer in contemplation of marriage).

In the case of a transfer with a retained income interest, the trans-
fer will qualify if the transferee was the transferor's spouse (or is
regarded as the transferor's spouse under the above rules) on the date
of-the initial transfer by the transferor spouse, regardless of a dis.
olution of the marriage before the date on which the transferor
spouse's interest terminates.

(i) Delayed effective date in respect of certain diiepHtons using
fomWl4 1c es.-While the unlimited marital deduction will gen-
erally be applicable to all transfers occurring after the date of enact.
ment, it will not be effective until 2 years after the date of enact.
ment in the ease of any transfer pursuant to a provision of a will
executed before the announcement date of these proposals if the
amount passing to the surviving spouse is described in terms of the
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maximum allowable marital deduction under the Internal Revenue
Code (and not determinable without specific reference to the code).
For the purpose of this rule the execution of a codicil will not change
the date of execution of the will unless the codicil speciflcally refers
to the marital deduction provision of the original will.
4. Trans/era to orphan children

A transfer at death to any child of the decedent under 21 years of
age will be nontaxable to the extent that it does not exceed $3,000
multiplied by the difference between 21 and the child's age in years
at the date of decedent's death if the child does not have another
parent (including parents by adoption) living at the time of death.
6. Trantera to oharity

In general, under the unified transfer tax, a transfer of a property
interest to a charity is tax free if the amount of the interest trans-
ferred to charity can be measured with certainty at the time of the
transfer. Thus, outright transfers to charity will not be subject to
the transfer tax.

However, where a transfer creates split interests (e.g., a trust to
pay the income to the transferor's son or life, with the remainder to
the X charity or vice versa), the portion going to the charity will
qualify for the exemption only if:

(1) The income beneficiary receives an outright annuity (stated
in terms of a fixed annual dollar amount or a Ced percentage of
the fair market value of the property at the time of the trans-fer); orfr) The governing instrument provides that the transferred

property is to be valued annually, and a fixed percentage of the
air market value of the property on each valuation date is to

be distributed to the income beneficiary. The required distribution
is to be made first from income and then from corpus. To insure
that fair market values will be determined objectively, in the
case of lifetime transfers the donor will be subject to a 10-year
waiver of the statute of limitations with respect to assessment
of tax on the transfer. In the case of deathtime transfers, the
trustee or other person determining fair market value must be
independent of the beneficiaries of the transfer.

Only split interest transfers satisfying one of the above tests will
qualify for the charitable exemption. All other types of split interest
transfers will be subject to the transfer tax even though a charity
may be a potential beneflciary. Thus, for example, if there exists any
contingency which could result in the defeat of the charitable interest,
or a po er to divert the property to or for the benefit of someone other
than the charity, the above tests are not met and the transfer does
not qualify for the exemption. Also, in cases where the charity has
only an income interest, and the period of the charity's interest is
measured by the life of any person, no charitable exemption is allowed.
The. purpose of these rules is to insure that the charity will in fact
receive a specified and determinable amount.

As a final guarantee of the integrity of gfts of income interests
to charity, a rule will be provided that the exclusion will not be avail-
able if the value of the income interest passing to charity exceeds 60
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percent of the value of the property transferred. This rule is intended
to deny the exclusion in cases where the remainderman's interest is
so small that there would be a tendency to invest the principal Slwtihi-
tively in order to increase the remainder interest at the primary risk
of the charity's income interest.

The rules for treatment of transfers to charity under the unified
transfer tax basically follow the proposal setting forth the rules for
deductibility of charitable contributions for income tax purposes.
6. 7''anfers for conideraton

Transfers for consideration normally are excluded transfers not
subject to the transfer tax, even if it be established that the value of
the property transferred exceeded the value of the property received
as consideration. However, where a transfer for consideration is not
the product of a bona fide arm's length arrangement free of donative
intent, such excess will be taxed.

The transfer is not for a consideration unless the alleged considera-
tion is reducible to a value in money or money's worth. Thus, a transfer

U for a consideration such as love and affection, or apromise oi marriage
is not excludable. A transfer to a spouse in return for relinquishment oi
dower or curtesy, a statutory estate created in lieu of dower or
courtesy, support rights, or any other rights which the spouse may
possess by reason of the marriage will not be considered a transfer for
consideration under the unified transfer tax, whether or not such trans-
fer is made pursuant to a divorce settlement. However, any such
transfer to a spouse would qualify for the unlimited marital deduction.
This rule represents, in part, a change in present law under which
transfers of property to a spouse pursuant to a written agreement rela-
tive to the settlement of marital and property rights are deemed to be
transfers made for a full and adequate consideration in money or
money's worth if divorce occurs within 2 years thereafter.
7. Transfer by a corporation or trwtee

A transfer made by a corporation or a trustee is an excluded one.
If a transfer which 'is in form made by a corporation or a trustee
is in fact. made for an individual, the transfer will be regarded as
made by the individual, and such transfer is not an excluded one.
These rules do not change present law.
8. Dedu tons

Present law provides certain deductions in determining the adjusted
gross estate of a decedent. These are specified in present. sections 2053
and 2054, and include funeral expenses, administration expenses, claims
against the estate, casualty losses occurring during administration,
etcetera.

Generally, these deductions will be retained. But two areas which
have given rise to problems will be clarified. These involve (1) the
double deduction of certain items of expense for both estate and in-
come tax purposes; and (2) the election afforded an executor to take
some items of expense either as an estate tax deduction or an income
tax deduction.

Although section 642(g) generally prohibits double deductions of
items of expense, some items are expressly permitted this treatment



and other items receive this benefit by implication. Section 6091 (b) de-
ductions I in respect of a decendent arm specifically excepted from the
double deduction prohibition. And since section 642(g) specifically
denies double deduction treatment only to those expenses set forth in
section 2053 and 2054, other deductions have been accorded the double
deduction treatment.' (These latter deductions apply to the fiduciary
return and the estate tax return, whereas the section 691 deductions
are reported on the decedent's final return and the estate tax return.)

Under the capital pin at death proposal section 691 would cease to
have application after December 31, 1969. All items of income and ex-
pense formerly treated under section 691 would be accounted for in
the decedent's final return. Also, the inconle tax liability determined
on the decedent's final return would be a deduction from t e decedent's
gross estate for transfer tax purposes. With the abolition of section 601,
it would no longer be appropriate for section 691(b) deductions to be
allowed also as deductions from a decedent's gross estate. Hence, after
December 31, 1969, items formerly treated as deductions under section
691(b) would be deductible only on the final income tax return of the
decedent, and would not be allowable as deductions on the transfer tax
return filed by the executor.

The proposal would attempt to eliminate the problems which have
arisen because of the election under which the executor has to take cer-
tain expenses as deductions either against estate income or against the
gross estate. This option often places the executor in a conflict of inter-
est position between the interests of the income beneficiaries and the
renaindermen, or between the surviving spouse taking property under
the marital deduction and the residuary legatees. This option also pro-
duces structural dislocations in that estate income is reduced by deduc.
tions which have no relation to the production of that income.

To solve these problems, the election granted to the executor to take
items of expense as either (or, in some cases, both) income or estate
tax deductions will be eliminated. Expenses must be taken as either in-
come or transfer tax deductions under the following rules:

_(1) The following expenses must be taken only as estate taxdedulctions:
a) Funeral expenses.
b) Executor's commissions.
1) Attorney's fees.

Id Miscellaneous administration expenses, such as court
costs, surrogate's fees, accountant's fees, appraiser's fees, etc.

(e) Claims against the estate (except medical expenses of
.thleledent), including alimony.

() Casualty losses occurring during administration.
(g) Any of the foregoing attributable to the administra-

tion of assets not subject to probate.
(2) The following expenses occurring during administration

must be taken only as income tax deductions (or credits) by the
executor: 10

'Theme Include accrued btwinedm and nonbuineuss expenses prodeath interest, taxes, etc.
These Include seling expenses, repayments under the sec. 1341 claim of right provisions,mtdeath Interest.

to Prespnt law rules tire retainedi to lmrnit any excess deductions In the final Income tax
return of the esecu tot to be carried forward an deductions to the beneficiary of the estate.
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(a) Interest.
b) Taxes.

(c) Trade or business expenses.
(d) Selling expenses (in the form of reduction' of sales

proceeds).
(e) Section 1341 credits or deductions.

(8) Medical expenses of the decedent may be deducted only on
the decedent's final return. (Under present law section 218(d), the
executor may, at his option, take such expenses either as an estate
tax deduction or as an income tax deduction on the decedent's final
return.)

The for :ing rules will provide certainty for the executor in the
handling of deductible expenditures, and will relieve him of the pres-
sures from competing interests that presently arise solely because of
the operation of the tax laws.

TRANSFERS WITh CURRENT OR IFUTUR INTESAT RE'rAINW

1. In general
Persons sometimes transfer property but retain the current benefi-

cial enjoyment or provide that the beneficial enjoyment will revert to
them at some future date. Under the present dual tax system, it is not
possible to treat many of these transfers as completed for tax purposes
until the death of the transferor. Under the unified tax system, many
more lifetime transfers of this type will be treated as completed for tax
purposes. As outlined below, the timing of the imposition of the tax
varies with the type of arrangements created.
R. Tranfer with current bene enjoyment retained

Under present law, an irrevocable transfer under which the trans-
feror retains the right to current beneficial enjoyment for some limited
period of time, such as his life, is treated as a transfer of a future inter-
est which may be subjected to a gift tax.If the transferor still has the
ri*ht to the current beneficial enjoyment when he dies% the full value
of-the property in which the retained interest existed is includible in
his gross estate for-estate tax purposes (§ 2086), with a credit against
the estate tax for the gift tax previously assessed (§ 2012).

The unified transfer tax would simplify existing law by providing
that a tax would be imposed only once, when the current beneficial
enjoyment terminates. Thus, a transfer tnder which the transferor
retains or grants to his spouse the current beneficial enjoyment .s
treated as an excluded transfer. An included transfer would occur
when the retained current beneficial enjoyment terminated by death,
lapse of time, transfer, or the occurrence of some contingency. For
example, if A transfers certain property to A for life remainder to
B, the transfer would be an excluded transfer since A has retained
beneficial enjoyment. When A dies there is an included transfer from
A to B, the property being valued as of A's death (or alternate valua-
tion date). (Similarly, if the transfer were from A to A's spouse for
her life, then to B, there would be no tax upon the spouse's taking
beneficial enjoyment, but when she died there would Fe an included
transfer from the spouse to B.) However, if A's life estate is sold dur-



ing his lifetime, an included transfer of the remainder interests)
would occur on the date of sale of the life estate. If A's retained ife
estate were conveyed as a gift instead of being sold, there would be an
included transfer of the entire value of the property on the date of
the gift of the life estate.

The transferor would be treated as having retained current beneficial
enjoyment of the transferred property if he is entitled to whatever
income the property produces (but there need be no obligation to pro-
duce income) and if the right to physical beneficial enjoyment of the
transferred property is not given to someone else.

Where the transferor retains the beneficial enjoyment in only a
portion of the transferred property, then only the determinable portion
in which the enjoyment is retainedwould be an excluded transfer. The
portion of the transferred property in which current beneficial enjoy-
ment has been retained may be specified in terms of some designated
fractional share of the income, or in terms of some specified annual
sum. The rules for determining the amount to be excluded in such
cases are the same as the rules under the marital exclusion provisions
for valuing partial interests. (If the retained interest of the transferor
is only limited by some nonmonetary standard such as the right to use
the income for h'is maintenance and support, the transfer would be an
included one.)

If the remainder interest following the retained current beneficial
enjoyment is an indefeasibly vested one, the remainderman conceiv-
ablymi ght dispose of the same for a consideration and come into
spendable cash without any tax having been paid. This, however, does
not appear to open the door to any serious tax avoidance because of the
unlikelihood that the remainderman can find a purchaser for his inter-
est, since such interest is reachable by the Government to pay any tax
due when the retained current beneAcial Interest ceases, The remain-
derman makes an included transfer of an indefeasibly vested remain-
der interest at his death if the retained current beneficial interest is
then still outstanding in the transferor.

The transferor may at his otion pay the transfer tax on the basis
of the entire current value of the property by electing to have the
transfer, which would be treated as an excluded transfer by reason of
the retention of current beneficial enjoyment, be treated as an included
transfer.

If at the time a transfer is made with current beneficial enjoyment
retained a State or foreign gift tax must be paid out of the transferred
property, a transfer tax %Il not be payable on the amount of such
gift tax.
S. Tma/er witA reversionary interest retained

The treatment of transfers with a reversionary interest retained
will depend upon whether or not the reversionary interest is certain
to become poseessory. If it is iot certain to become possessory (e.g.,
A gives to B for life, then to A for life, remainder to V and his heirs)
then the full value of the property transferred will be taxed as an
included transfer. If the reversionary interest, is certain to become pos-
oessory (e.g., A gives to B for 10 years remainder to A and his heirs,
then only the interests which precede the retained reversionary inter-
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ests will be treated as included transfers. The reversionary interest
and all interests which follow it will be excluded transfers at the time
of the initial conveyance. A transfer tax is imposed upon the interests
which follow the reversionary interest when the reversionary interest
is transferred or if it has become possessory in the original trans-
feror, when the current beneficial enjoyment in the original trans-
feror ceases.

This represents a change from present law. Under present law a
lifetime transfer with reversionary interest retained results in a gft
tax upon the date-of-gift value less the value (if determinable) of tie
reversionary. interest. If, at the time of the donor's death, the value
of the reversionary interest exceeds 5 percent of the value of the prop-
erty.and beneficial enjoyment of the property is conditioned upon
survival of the decedent, the entire value of the property at death is
included in the decedent's gross estate, with a credit allowed for the
gift tax previouslypaid.

It may be argued that the value of a defensible reversionary interest
should be excluded from the taxable transfer, as under present law.
However, such interests are difficult to value. Furthermore if the
transfer of the reversionary interest is excluded, an additional tax on
the transferor would have to be imposed as and when it turns out that
the defensible interest will not become possessory, since otherwise it
vould be possible to make a transfer of what turned out to be the
complete interest in the property transferred without the full ralue
of the property being subjected to transfer tax.

Since the value of a transfer is not reduced by the value of a retained
defensible future interest, a subsequent transfer by the transferor of
his retained interest before it has become a present interest is an ex.
eluded one. However, if a reversion is acquired from someone else and
then transferred, the transfer is an included one. If the transferor
retains a defeasible reversionary interest and the reversion in fact
takes place, the transferor i thereafter regarded as owning what
reverted to him. Thus, any further transfer of the interest received
upon the reversion may be subject to transfer tax-without any credit
f6r tax previously paid on the original transfer.
4. Twranfef with* power of appointment retained

Such transfers would be treated in a manner comparable to the
proposed treatment of transfers witl reversionary interest retained.
hus, a transfer with power of appointment retained will be a com-

pleted git (i.e., an included transfer) except to the extent that the
fransferor will be certain to be treated as the owner of the transferred
property (under the rules described hereinabove) when the power is
exercised, released, allowed to lapse, or terminated. Many lifetime
transfers that are not completed ones under present law Would be
completed ones under this proposal. For example, under present law
a transfer under which the transferor retatins the power to designate
who may enjoy the benefits of the transfer, even though he cannot bene-
fit himself by any exercise of the power, is not a completed gift for
Federal gift-tax purposes. This change can be made under a unified
tax system because regarding lifetime transfers as completed ones does
not permit any significant tax avoidance. The change eliminates the
present law complexity as to powerholders, which turns the significance
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of certain powers upon whether they are held by the creator of the
power or by one other than such creator.
5. Tran-fer to oaeuir futre interest previous trana/erred

In cases where a transfer tax is "deferred" because the transferor
has retained either current beneficial enjoyment, an indefeasibly vested
reversionary interest or a. power of appointment, an opportunity for
tax avoidance exists if the transferor is permitted to deplete his as-
sets tax-free by repurchasing from hiS transferee a future interest
which was previously transferred without tax then being imposed.
For example, assume A transfers Blackacre to B for 10 years, then to
A for 10 years, then to C for 10 years, remainder to D and his heirs.
Since A has an indefeasibly vested reversionary interest, only the 10.
year intervening interest in B would be an included transfer. During
B's 10-year term, A repurchases from C, C's 10-year term for cash.
Thus, A has managed to deplete his estate by the amount of cash paid
to "reacquire" an interest previously transferred tax-free. This poten-
tial avoidance would be prevented by a special rule trading as in-
eluded transfers amounts paid by the creator to eac uire future inter-
ests which were treated as excluded transfers at the time such interests
were created.

DISCLAIMERS

Rules governing disclaimers of transferred interests will be more
specifically detailed than in existing law. A transferee will be entitled
to disclaim all or part of an interest within 15 months after the trans-
fer or within 6 months after lie learns of the transfer, whichever pe-
riod ends later, if lie has not knowingly accepted any benefits from or
exercised control over the property. No tax will be incurred as the re-
sult of a disclaimer satisfying these tests. The property interest will
be treated as having pased from the original transferor to the person
taking by virtue of the disclaimer which person may be named by the
transferor or by local law, in the absence of direction by the transferor.
The disclaiming party, in the absence of a controlling provision in the
governing instrument, will be permitted to disclaim in favor of a per.
son to whom the original transferor could have made an excluded
transfer; i.e., the surviving spouse or an orphan of the original trans-
feror, or a qualified charitable organization. In such cases the property
interest will be treated as having passed from the original transferor
to theperson taking by virtue of the disclaimer,

A isclaimer may be made by a transferee's legal representative.

EETIVE DATE AND TRADITION RULES

The rules of the unified transfer tax will become effective on January
1, 1970. Each individual will be entitled to a $60,000 lifetime exclusion
which may be applied against any transfers made after December 81,
1969, regardless of his age or the total lifetime gifts made under pres-
ent. law prior to that date.

For purposes of determining the rate bracket applicable to trans-
fers after December 31, 1969, all included transfers after December
31,1068, will be counted as transfers for purposes of the new unified tax
even though such transfers will be taxed under the rules of present law.



VIUI-C. GENERATION-SKIPPING TRANSFERS

GENER L EXPLANATION

MA0OROU)D

Normally, a family's acownulated wealth is passed from parent to
child and is subject to a transfer tax at each generation. This repre-
sents an orderly and equitable application of a transfer tax system.
However, under present law it is possible to escape this progressive'
aspect of the transfer tax system by transferring property in a way so
that it can be obtained by the transferor's grandchildren or great-
grandchildren without a transfer tax being paid by the intervening
generation or generations. This does not involve any reduction of tax
at the time of the original transfer; but having paid this tax, the trans-
feror can transfer the propeqy in such a way as to avoid future taxes,

This result can be accomplished by outright gifts. For example, an
outright gift to a grandchild enables the family to completely skip
a transfer tax at the generation represented by the son or daughter of
the transferor.

Moreover, by use of highly complex devices generally in the form
of trusts, a transfer tax can be avoided even where the slipped genera-
tion has substantial enioyment of the property and, in some cases,
virtual control over Thus, for example, an individual can transfer
propery in trust with the income therefrom payable to his son for
life, with provision for the distribution of part of the corpus to the
son in the event of need, and with the remainder payable to a grand-
child on the son's death. There is no transfer tax on the son In this
situation. In fact, even the disposition of the remainder interest may
be left to the discretion of the sonI without the imposition of the
transfer tax on him.

Although these devices for avoiding one or more steps in the transfer
tax system are theoretically available to all, only the wealthy really
have the necessary flexibility to take advantage of them. This fact is
borne out by the evidence bearing on generaion-skipping transfers
summarized in table 1.1 For the 2 years covered by the data, decedents
whose gross estates were under $300 000 made 9.4 percent of the
amount of their noncharitable transfers in a generation-skipping
form. On the other hand, among the wealthiest decedents, those with
gross estates of $1 million or more, 25.4 percent of the amount of non-
charitable transfers were generation skipping, 6.6 percent outright,
18.8 percent in trust. The concentration of generation-skipping trans-
fers in the high-income classes, particularFy in trust, can be further
illustrated by this comparison: Among husbands with estates below
$500,000 who established family tnists on their death, 77 percent set tip
trusts which involved no generation skipping; but among husbands
with estates over $2 million who established family trusts, only 25 per-

A However, to avoid a transfer tax on the son, the son must be prolibited front directing
the disposition of the property to his estate ~his editor, or the creditors of his estate.

IExtensive analyses of transfers during life and at eath made by decedents for whom
an estate tax return was filed either In 195? or In 1959 have been comjdeted by Prof. Carl
Shoup and others in studies publhhed by the Brooklnms Institution am well as by the
Treasury. summary analysis of the data has been published in "Federal Estate amd Gift
Taxes," y Prof. Carl Shoup, and in "Trusts and Estate Taxation," by Dr. Gerald Jantseher.



cent set up trusts which involved no generation skipping, and 60 per-
cent made their trust bequests entirely in generation skipping form.
TABLE 1.-POPORTION OF TOTAL NONCHARITABLE TRANSFERS SKIPPING A GENERATION, BY ESTATE SIZE

AND TYPE OF DISPOSITION
IDollar amounts in millions|

Generation swpping transfers I
Total Not In trust In trust

Non. prmt Irre

Gross estate tl i-chad. cad.size (in Gross Trans tran$- ta is table tb
thousands of tra- fer %I forms tran trans. trans.
dollars) foe '() () (1-2) Amount fera Amount fers Amount I'm

Under 300 ........ 24 $4 3 21 $1 2 52
|,O0 and over.... 4 ,t NO f ,1 9. 4 2

I Total value of nondcaritable transfers made during life and at death plus the amount of transfer taxes paid.
SA s pecial study prepared by IRS Identified remaindermen of trusts as children, grandchildren, gret grandchilren,

other relatives an nonrelatives (as well as additional categories not here relevant su charity, brothers and sisters,
etc.). Thus, the bequests to lineals could be clearly distinguished between generation skipping and others. For other
relatives and nonrelatives It was necessary to look to dispositions to lineals to estimate the likely portion of bequests to
other relatives and nonrelatives that were generation skipping. With rapid to direct bequests to finals the portionn
that was generation skipping was 5 percent below $300,00, 30 percent from $300,000 to $1,000, and 15 percent
above $1,000,000. For trust romaindermen the portion generation skipping among lineals was Yi percent below 3JO0,00
50 percent from $300,000 to $1,000,000, and 75 percentabove $I,000,000.

Source' IRS, Special Tabulation on Estate and Gift Tax Returns, 1051-0.

The ability to skip generations causes an inequitable distribution of
the transfer tax in that some families are required to pay a transfer
tax at each generation as the family wealth moves from generation
to generation in the normal fashion, while other families avoid the tax
at some generations. This situation unfairly discriminates against
those persons of relatively modest wealth who cannot avail themselves
of the opportunity to skip a tax, as well as against all persons regard-
less of wealth who for personal family reasons do not desire to make
use of these generation-skipping arrangements despite the tax sav-
ings. It leads to all individuals, in determining how to distribute their
wealth and care for their survivors, having to choose between per-
sonal and family considerations, on the one hand, and tax savings on
the other. A fair tax system would not demand this choice.

PIOPOSAL

The basic objective of the proposal is to obtain a transfer tax with
respect to each generation regardless of whether that generation re-
ceives the pro erty or is skipped in favor of a succeeding generation.
Thus, a surbstit ute tax would be imposed if property is transferred, by
gift or bequest, so that it will be received by ihe transferor's grand
clild, or any other person who is more than one degree in family
relationship below the transferor, without the payment of a trans-
fer tax by the intervening generation under the normal procedure.
In the case of a transfer to it person unrelated to the transferor, the
transferee would be considered more than one degree below the trans-
feror if he is more than 25 years younger than the transferor. Tie
substitute tax would apply whether the transfer is in the form of an
outright gift or through a trust.
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(1) Tao liabilgy may be elected by intervetngn gcnelrtion.-In a
generation-skipping situation, the alternative would be open for the
family to treat the transaction as though it followed the normal pat-
tern; that is, the property was first transferred to the skipped genera-
tion and then retransferred by him to the next generation. The trans-
fer tax payable on the constructive transfer would constitute the
substitute tax.

More specifically if an individual bequeaths property, for example,
to a grandtlhild, who is a child of at living son or daughter, tile son
or daughter could elect to treat the transaction for transfer tax pr-
poses as though the property were actually transferred to him by the
original transferor and then retransferred by him to his child. The
constructive retransfer would be the taxable event and would be
treated like any other transfer by the individual making the election.
Thus, the normal rules as to when the return and the tax are due would
apply. The election would be made on the electing individual's trains-
fer tax return. The actual transferor could, of course, provide the
electing individual with the funds needed to pay the tax.

Setting a date as of which the retransfer is considered to have
occurred is, of course, an essential ingredient in applying the election
procedure since it triggers the transfer tax and the varoiOlt dates by
which action must be taken. In the case of an outright gift or bequest,
the intervening generation will be considered to have received and re-
transferred the property on the day that the original transferor made
the transfer. Thus, if an individual makes an outright gift of $10,000
to a grandchild on July 1, 1970, the grandchild's father or mother
could elect to treat the transaction as though the $10,000 were first
given to the father or mother on July 1, 170, and on the same day
retransferred by him to his child. If the father or mother made this
election, he would reflect on his transfer tax return for 1970 a transfer
of $10,000 and would compute and pay the tax just. is though he
actually made the transfer.

As to gifts in trust, it is often impossible to tell, at. the time the
trust is created, to what extent there will be distributions which will
involve skipping a generation. For example, if an individual estab-
lishes a trust which provides that the income and, to the extent neces-
sary, the corpus is to go to his son, with any amount remaining at
the son's death to go to the son's children, it will not be certain until
the son's death as to whether any amount will actually go to thetransferor's grandchildren, the eby skipping i generation. TIus, in a
trust situation, the intervening generation (in this case, the son)
would not be required to make his election to be treated as all inter-
vening transferor at the time thte trust is created. Instead, he would
be given all election, at the time the tnst is established or as of the
first day of any subsequent calendar quarter ul) until the date of his
death, to treat the property then in the tnst as if it were distributed
to him and then retransferred to the trust. If the son makes this election,
he would be considered the transferor; that is, the creator of the trust,
for purposes of determining whether future distributions involve
generation skipping. For example, if instead of naming his grand-
children as recipients of the remainder interest in the trust, the trans-
feror had named his great grandchildren, then even though the son
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elected to pay it transfer tax, there still would exist a skipped gen.
ration in' tile person of the transferor's grandchildren. Thiey in tun
would be eligible to elect to treat the property as flowing through them
to their children.

In sum, one alternative open to a family in meeting the proposed
requirement that a substitute tax be imposed on a generation-skipping
gift or bequest of property to compensate for the avoided transfer
tax is for the skipped generation to elect to be treated as within the
chain of distribution of the property. This alternative will produce
a tax treatment comparable to t. at tinder the normal transfer pat-
torn of from father to son.

However, it does not. seem practical to impose this type of a tax
on a mandatory basis since to do so would, in effect, result in the
tax treatment of the intervening generation being controlled by tie
actions of the transferor, whose lntterests may b entirely different..
For example, not only would tihe intervening generation be subject
to a tax oil the basis of a transfer over which -lie may have had no
control, but also each succeeding transfer he makes may be taxed at
a higher rate because of the progressive mid cumulative nature of the
transfer tax structure. Therefore, the alternative of having the in-
tervening generation pay the substitute tax would be at the election
of this individual.

(2) Substitute tax when no election is made.--In the event of a
generation-skipping transfer where there is no election by tile interven-ig generation to assune the tax liability (either bcaue the eliible in-
dividuals did not choose to so elect, or because those who wou d have
been eligible are deceased), the substitute tax would be imposed on
the transferor, or his representative where appropriate. As a general
rule, the substitute tax would be measured by reference to the trans-
feror's transfer tax rate bracket instead of fit, of the intervening
generation and would be imposed in addition to the normal trans-
for tax on the transfer involve . However, to reflect the fact that the
transfer tax bracket of the intervening generation, the transferor's
children, may be less than the tax brcel of the transferor, the sub-
stitute tax would be determined by taxing the tnount transferred
at 60 percent of the marginal transfer tax rate applicable to the
transferor after taking into amount all his transfers, both during
life and at death.

As indicated above, this method of calculating the substitute tax
is intended to roughly approximate the tax tlt would have been
paid by the skipped neration. This imprecision is necessary for sim-
plicity. If the result is thought unfair in a particular case, the elec-
tion is open to obtain precision by having the skipped generation
pay the tax as though he received and then retransferred tie prop-
erty. Further, in a case where there are no living members of the
intervening or skipped generation who may eledt to pay the sub-
stitute tax, the tax, tflough .payable by the transferor or his representa-

& In general, therefore a tax would be Iwynble each generation. This would not be true ii
all cases, however. Outright gifts to great grandchildren would trigger only one substitute
tax as would trust distri buttons to such persons during the life of he transferor and his
children. While the proposal 1eoul be amended to require a tax each generation, It seems
that the possibilities of avoidance are not serious enough to require this complication.
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tive, may be determined on the basis of the intervening generation's
marginal transfer tax rate bracket.

In the case of an outright gift or bequest, the substitute tax would
be payable by the trnsferor or his executor on the transfer tax return
relating to the transfer itself.

When the generation-skipping gift or bequest is by trust, tlere
would be generally the same options as to when the tax must be paid
as would be available to the skipped generation had he elected to pay
the tax. Thus, the transferor or his representative (i.e., executor or
trustee) 4 may elect to treat the taxable event as occurring at the time
of the original transfer or as of the first day of any calendar quarter
thereafter. In no event, however, may the tax be postponed beyond the
date of the death of the last survivor among the group consisting of
the transferor, his children, and any beneficiaries under the trust
who are not within the category of individuals to whom a gift would
be considered a generation- ipping Rift At this time, it becomes cer-
tain that there is a generation-skipping transfer involved and no rea-
son to further defer the tax.

The substitute tax would be computed on the value of the trust
corpus as of the effective date of the election or the date of the taxable
event. Thus, if an individual put $10,000 in trust with the income pay-
able to his son and the remainder to his grandchildren, and elected to
pay the tax at the time he established the trust, he would be subject
to a substitute tax on a transfer of $10,000. If, however, no election to
pay the tax was made prior to the death of the transferor and his son,
then at that time a tax would be due computed upon the value of the
trust corpus at that time. Since the transferor would be deceased at
this time, the substitute tax in this case wo ild be paid by the trustee
out of the trust property. Any trust distributions prior to this time
which skip a generation would also be subject to the substitute tax
as applied to the amount of the distribution.

Once the substitute tax has been paid on the value of trust property,
the substitute tax would be further applied as if the intervening gen-
eration was the transferor. Thus distributions to persons two degrees
below the original transferor would not involve an additional substi-
tute tax, but distributions to persons three or more degrees below (e.g..
great-grandchildren) would be subject to a second substitute tax.

EFFECT OF PROPOSAL

The proposal would achieve more equtable distribution of the trans-
fer tax and would eliminate the tax differences now inherent in alter-
nate methods of distribution of property. The proposal is not intended
to imply that long-term trusts or other generation-skipping arrange-
ments are unnatural or wrong from the standpoint of dispositions of
family wealth. It merely suggests that those who use such arrange-
ments should bear their fair share of the tax burden as compared with
those who do not use such arrangements. The estate tax-and the
possibility of its avoidance-should not be a factor which forces
family dispositions in one direction rather than another.

4 To avoid the oubtllty of having to choose between the conflicting Interests of Income
beneficiaries and remaindermen, an executor or trustee could so elect only It directe6 to do
so by the transferor.
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EFFECTrVE DATE

The generation"ski pping proposal, like the unified transfer tax,
would apply to transfers on or after January 1, 1970. However, safe-
guards would be provided against avoidance by generation-skipping
transfers whi e the legislation is being considered. Thus, the sub-
stitute tax would also be applicable to distributions on or after Janu-
ary 1,1970, from inter vivoa trusts created on or after January 1,1969.

VIII-C. GENERATION-SKIPPING TRANSFERS

TECIPNICAtL EXrL.-NATION

In order to obtain a transfer tax with respect to each generation a
substitute tax would be imposed to compensate for the regular transfer
tax that is avoided on generation-skipping transfers.

1, WHAT Is A oENERATION-sKMoPING ANSFE

Any transfer of property (either by gift or bequest) to a person
(or his spouse) more than one degree in family relationship below
the transferor would be considered a generation-skipping transfer
subject to a substitute tax to compensate for tho fact that the normal
transfer tax is avoided by the intervening generation. Thus a transfer
to a grandchild, a grandnephew or a more distant relative of the same
degree would be a generation-skipping transfer. In the case of a
nonrelative, a generation-skipping transfer would be deemed to occur
if the donee were more than 25 years younger than the transferor.
The substitute tax would apply whether the transfer is in the form
of an outright gift or through a trust.

2. ELECION BY SKIPE OE ACTION TO PAY TAX

The objective of this proposal is to compensate for the tax that
is avoidN when property is passed from the transferor to an indi-
vidual who is more than one generation removed from the transferor
so that tax is skipped in one or more generations. For example, if an
individual leaves property in trust with income to his children for
life, and the remainder to his grandchildren, the grandchildren would
obtain the property without a transfer tax being paid by the trans.
feror's children.

Thus an election would be provided when property is transferred
to an individual more than one degree below the transferor who has
a living mother or father who is not more than one degree below the
transferor. The mother or father (for example, the son of the trans-
feror) may elect to be taxed as if the property were first transferred
to him and then retransferred by him to the ultimate transferee. If
the election is made, no additional tax would be imposed under the
proposal.

In all cases this would be treated the same as an actual transfer by
the electing parent in measuring the amount of his tax and the effect
on the tax payable on future transfers. If the transferor pays the tax
due from the electing parent the amount of the constructive gift from

334-8930 - IS - pt.3 - I



the transferor to the electing parent would be increased by the amount
of tax paid on the latter's behial f by the transferor.

For example if an individual makes a gift of $10,000 to his grand-
child, the transferee's father, the transferor's son, may elect to treat
the $10,000 as if it were first transferred to him and then retrans-
ferred to his son on the day the gift was made. The individual making
the election would report a gift of $10 000 on his transfer tax return
in the same manner as if it were an actual gift.

The original transferor would also pay the normal transfer tax
on A $10,000 transfer to his son. However if the son's transfer tax
liability on the constructive transfer to the grandchild is paid by
the original transferor, the amount of his gift to his son would be
increased by the amount of this tax. For example if the son's tax
liability were $2,000, the total amount of the gift to the son wouldbe $12,000.

An election would be made on a transfer tax return for the period
for which the election is applicable as though a transfer actually
took place during such period. The election must be made on or
before the due date of such return unless the transfer was on death
in which case the election could be made until the due date of the
return to be filed by the transferor's executor. If the parent of the
transferee dies before the return on which the election is to be made
is filed, this election could be made by his executor.

In the case of an outright gift or bequest, the intervening genera-
tion will be considered to have received and retransferred the property
on the day that the original transferor made the transfer.

A transfer in trust would not be considered a generation-skipping
transfer on a nonelective basis until the death of the last survivor
of the group consisting of the transferor, all of his children, and
any beneficiaries of the trust who can receive a distribution which
would not be a generation-skipping distribution.

Accordingly the intervening parent could elect to be treated as
the transferor with respect to trust property at the time the trust
is established or as of the first day of any subsequent calendar quarter
up until the time of his death. The amount of the property in the
trust at the time bf the election would be considered for the purpose
of computing the transfer tax, to have been distributed to the inter.
vening generation and then retransferred by him to the trust. An
election with respect to a trust corpus would be allowed only as to
such portion of the trust property as is vested (both as to income
and principal) in the electing person and his descendants. However,
the iity of a contingent remainderman will not preclude anelecton

Following such election, the electing parent would be treated as
the donor of the trust property for purpose of determining whether
future distributions are generation-skipping'. For example, assume an
individual transferred $25,000 in trust with the income payable to
his son for life, then to his grandson for life and on his grandson's
death the remainder is to be transferred to his grandson's-issue. The
son may elect to treat the $25,000 as a gift to hint and a retransfer
to the trust at the time the trust is created. He may make a similar
election as of the beginning of any subsequent calendar quarter but
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if the value of the corpus had increased to $30,000 at the time o
the election, the son's gift would be $30,000. If the son makes an
election, distributions to the grandson would not involve generation-
skipping because the son would be considered the transferor of the
trust. Distributions to the grandson's issue, however, would involve
generation-skipping unless the grandson made a similar election.

If no election were made by tie son, distributions to the grandson
would be subject to the substitute tax, If however, the trust provided
for such distrbutions during the son's liie, the son could elect to treat
the distribution when it is made as if it had been made to him and
then retransferred to his son (the transferor's grandson) on the day
of the distribution. For transfer tax purposes this would have the same
effect as an actual gift by the son.

3. 8UISTITUTH TAX IN AiI8ENCE OF AN ELECTION BY TRANSlEREB'S PAUNT

If the intervening parent does not elect to assume the tax liability
the substitute tax would be imlsed at 60 percent of the transferor s
marginal rate or if both parents of the transferee are deceased, mnd
the person liable for the tax so elects, at the mrginal rate applicable
to property transferred at the death of the last parent to die.

In the case of an outright gift the substitute tax would be shown on
the same return and be payable by the transferor or his executor at
the same time as the basic transfer tax.

In the case of a bequest the executor in addition to the regular trans-
fer tax would pay the substitute tax at 60 percent of the transferor's
marginal rate on the total amount of generation-skip ing transfers
grossed up for the substitute tax. For example, if an individual whose
marginal transfer tax rate at death is 40 percent made an outright
bequest of $15,200 to his grandchild, the executor in addition to the
regular transfer tax would pay % substitute tax at a 24-percent rate
(60 percentX 40 recent= 24 percent) of $4,800 ($20,000-$4,800 (24
percent x $20t000r41500).

If p trans subject to the substitute tax occurs during the trans-
feror's lifetime, the substitute tax would be imposed by requiring
the transferor to increase the amount of his taxable gifts for the cur-
rent period by an amount equal to 60 percent of the amount of the
transfer subject to the substitute tax (grossed up at 60 percent of the
tranisferor's current marginal rate). For example, if an individual in
the 50 percent transfer -ax bracket makes a net gift subject to the
substitute tax of $50,000 he would compute a transfer tax on the basis
of a net taxable gift of $92,857.14 computed as follows:
Net gift .,-------------------------------------$ 000. 00
60 percent of net gift ----------------------------- (80,000.00)
Gross up for generation-skipping tax at 60 percent of current mar-

ginal rate or 80 percent (00 pereent×XS) percent) ------------ 42, 857.14

Taxable transfer -------------------------------- 92. 857.14
1$4.85t.14-$12,857.14 (80 percent X $42,814)-00,000.

The resultant tax would meet both his regular transfer and substitute
tax liability.

If the generation-skipped gift or bequest is by trust, there would be
generally the same options available to the transferor or his represents.
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tive I as to when the tax must be paid as would be available to the
skipped generation had he elected to pay the tax. However, the tax
could noM postponed beyond thie ditto of death I of the last survivor
among the group consisting of the traisferor, his children and any
other trust beneficiaries who are not more than one degree below the
transferor.

Trust distributions which skip t generation would also trigger a
substitute tax. Thus, if an individual created a trust. for it period
of 20 years with the income paiya)le to any of his children or grand-
children, as the trustee may direct, a tax on the value of the trust
property could be postpIoned while the transferor or his children are
alive. However, a distribution to a grandchild would trigger the
substitute tax.

Whether a trust distribution is t generatioln-skipping distribution
depends upon whether or not it substitute tax has eei , p paid. Thus,
oncethe tax has been paid the category of people to whom dimtributions
would not be generation shipping would be expanded. As stated above,
if the intervening generation elects to pay tax as if the property were
transferred to him and then retransferred to the trust, the determina-
tion of what is a generation-skipping distribution would be made on
the same basis as if there had be n an actual transfer.by the.person
making the election. If a substitute tax were pid distributions to
relatives not more than two degrees below the transferor and to un.
related persons not more than 50 years younger than the transferor
would not be generation.skipping distributions.

While the transferor is alive, an election, following the year of the
original transfer, to pay tax on the value of trust. property, which
could be effective as of the beginning of any calendar quarter, or a
generation-skipping distribution front a trust would result in the
-oalusion on his return of an amount equal to 60 l)eeent of the amount

of the generation-skipping transfer (grossed ip), the regular transfer
tax having been paid in connection witf his earlzter return.

In case of distributions from either an inter vivos or testamentary
trust after the transferor's death or a tax at steh time on the value
of trust corpus the liability for the substitute tax would be imposed
on the trustee. An election to pay tax on the value of trust corpus
after te donor's death could he made by tlue trustic only if directed
by the transferor. If an election is made or if the tax is due oil it distri-
bution or otherwise it would be paid by the trustee at 60 percent of
the donor's marginal rate. The tax would apply to the gross amount
of the distribution or corpus without any reduction for the tax. There.
fore, if a trustee is instructed to distri'iute it particular amount net
of tax, it will be neces try to gross I tile allount for purposes of
computing the substitute tax. For exanple, assie a trust. distribution
of $7,000 (after tax) and an apphealle tax rate of 30 percent. The
substitute tax payable would be $3,000 sitce $3,000 withheld out of
$10,000 would produce a net distribution of $7,000 as directed.3

IThe ezecutor could not elect to iny tax on thp value of a trumt bequelt, whielh i not title
on a noneleetve basi. unlem directed to do no by the tranpifror.

'For the urpose ot income taxation of the trust ant Its beneficiaries, thin would be
treated a ea 17.000 distribution.
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4. EXAMPoVS

Tile following examples illustrate tile 11l1lication of th generationi-
skipping tax. Fot convenience tile trans fdwr is reformed to ats OF
(graudilther) tile transferee as (IC, (granciild) ald the inlevenlig
generation, (1('s m ) ilt. md (iF's child, as C (ehild).

Aima ple I.-(IF makes it net after tax hI1 nest of $0,tMo,) to WI .
OF's top bracket ou tle trimsfer tax return Illed at his death is 40
ItettOdit./ lv

The sulwtitute geenittiout-skipping tux .would lmb al)phied at 60 per-
vedt of GF's marginal traiisfir tax rate, or 24 iercent. (0(0 recent.
times 40 percent), to t ho gros Wfore tax Iquest. The substitute tax
would thus be $15,789.47 out of it total lmpi(.st of $015,789.47 ($05,-
789.47 mmis $15,7$11.47 (24 leieTht times $65,781.47) equals $r,(X)O).
The tax would I* payable by the ex cutor.
EieCH1oi by ,

If either of thoLuichild's parents (C) weir alive, lt the time the
transfer is tud e, could elect to treat the $i0,00 as it illest, to himt
aid alil i litediate retranfer by him to (('. lit such case, in view of
the leetivo tax that is paid0 no substitute tax would be payalble. C can
mike this election by filing it transfer tax return oit or before tile duo
(late of tho transfer tax return due ont (IF's death. Asiuiiiii C so
elects id lit that, time is in it 20 p]veilt. transfer tax bracket, t tax
would be $121(m) to priduco it let, gift. of $50,(0) ($6t2,t500 iilus 21-
15M) (20 llereeotit times $2,0(X)) (ls1 $60,000 ). '['his couml be paid out
of C"s owil fllnds or, if P)rvmisioi is iiade therefore by (41F, out. of (rF's
estate. Whether or itot ( paid the tax, h wouhl be treated ats if lie
made it gift. of $62,51() for the lurp' of conil)utilg his tax oilt is
future transfers.
Ci8 ceasedd

If loth l)arents of (C were deceased it the time of the trausfer,
(IF's exe('ltor would haivo tile opt ioi to pay the substitute tax at the
nu'glilal transfer tax rate attained by the hla l)aist tret (C") to die. If
C's top rate were 20 percent, the tax payal)le to make it nlt bequest to
(OC of $50,000 would be $12 nx) Tho option would be exercised by
(iF's executor because the stlttute tax otherwise (lue is $i6,78).4

lwaimpl e d.-Assume tlhp sale falcs is ill example I except that.
( llmiakes it net lifetime triasfer of $50,0) to ( i lt, timo whelie i
is isi the 40 percot traiisfer tax bracket.

AubmtiIte tari--In this sittiatiol the substitute tax is in effiet
lmorged with the regular trisfer tax. ( F's total triisfer tax (inelud-
ing tihe substitutte tax elemit.) is conl)uted by itereasing the itet gift.
IyV (10 ppr'ent; of tile actual alioullt ($30P 0) grossed-up for the sub.
statute tax it. (60 permit. of (F's margmal rate or 24 percent ($9,-
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473.68)4. Thus, (_F's gift of $50,000 would be increased by $39,473.68
to $89,473.68, and OF's transfer tax would be computed as follows:
Total gft ................... $80,473.08
Total transfer after gross.up for 40 percent tax ------------ 149, 122. 80

Tax at 40 percent .....-------------------- f. , 040.12

This would be a regular transfer tax of $43,859.65 (40 percent
multiplied by the amount of property transferred-(40,000 giflts
$59,649.12 tax) and an immediate generation-skipping tax of $15,.
789.47 (40 percent times 39,473.08).

The amount of the generation-skipping gift after gross-up for the
substitute tax is $65,789.47 ($05,789.47 minus $15,789.47 (24 percent
times $65,789.47) equals $50,000). The substitute tax payable cur-
rently is equal to 00 percent of the current marginal rate (24 percent)
multiplied by the total amount of the gift but it is expressed as the
marginal rate (40 percent) multiplied iy 00 percent of the gift ($39,.
473.68 i.e. 00 percent times $65,789.47).

For purposes of determining the transfer tax rate to be applied
to the remaining gifts and bequests made 4y OF, the present trnns-
action would be considered to consist of at transfer of $149,122.80,
although the actual transfer wais $109,649.12. Thus, all future trans-
fers would be taxed at a point $39,473.68 further along the rate scale
than they would be if only actual transfers were considered. There.
fore, in the end, the total additional amount laid by reason of the
substitute tax will equal the top attained rate multiplied by 00 per.
cent of the amount of transfers subject to the substitute tax (groswd-up
by 60 percent of the marginal rate at the time of the gift). This
approximates 60 percent of the marginal rate multiplied by total
transrs.
Election by 6'

Either of GOC's parents (C), could elect to treat the $50,000 as a
gift by 0 to 0C following a gift from OF to C. If the tax on the
constructive transfer by C to (C is paid by C, the transfer by OF to
C is $50,000 and the total tax on the transfer assuming C is in the
30 percent bracket is $54,761.90 computed as follows:
Grossed-up gift by OF to C ------------------- $83, 13..33
Tax at 40 percent -------------------------- ,3U. 3 ,1333. .

Net transfer to 0 ................. .... 50,000.00

Grossed-up gift by 0 to -------------------- Ti, 42& 5T
Tax at 80 percent --------------------------------- 2 21,428. (IT 21,428. IT

Net transfer--------------------... , 000.00

Total tax ----------------------------- ,701.00
If OF arranges to pay C's tax, GF's gift to C is $71,428.57 ($50,000

gift to GC plus $20,428.57, C's tax) and the total tax would be
$09,047.62 determined as follows:

$89.478.--$9.478.8 (24 percent X $39.473.68) -$80.000.



Oroaed-up gift by GOF $119, 047.02
OF's tax at 40 peven t-...... 47, (1. 05 $47, (119. M
Glft fro,, OF to C ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- --.... . 57
V's tax at 30 percent.. 21,428. M 21, 4'2K 5t7

Net transfer to C ........................... . 00

Total tax ---------------------------------------- Joo, 0M7. t12

Election if C is dereaed
If both of OF's parents (C) art deeased it the time the transfer

is ilade, .OF col elect to (l0 )lite tile sI)stitute tax oil tile basis of it
eoinstructivO transfer to C in lieu of tt0 ethotl illustrated above. If
C's marginal rate were :10 percent, (IF's total tax burden would be
$60,047.62 Its deter'n i ned allove. In VOllrtiast to the method deSribed
above, for purposes of determining tile transfer tax rate to be applied
to th1e remaining gifts tild lequests Ittade by (IF the pree nt trallsac-
I iol wolhl lie ('oIsidetrld to consist of a tralsfer. of $1 19,047.62 rather
tlhm $141),l-.2.80. Ti although the $119,047.62 is more than the taxI)ayable fill the alternative letho earlier descrihd, ali estitniate would

ave to be made of future transfers to he made by' (IF to deterinlle
whether it. was preferable to elhoosw tithis mnealls of eotlllting the tax.
In other words the suIstitute tax payable tourrently at 24 perent is
less than the tax at. C's marginal rate of 30 Iervent but if OF's mar-
ginal rate were to exceed AO preit, the ultimate sultstitlte tax would
exceed the tax based on C's rate.

'axiample 3.-OF creates a 10-year hlr hi;VOs trust with iiwoittle
paymble to his grandchild ((() 'anid the priteipal to be (istt'ibuted
to OC, at the end of the 10-year period. There is no eleetiOni by OF to
pay tax on the creation of the (tr.t atitCi there is io election by O's
R rent (C) to pay tax its if there were a transfer by him. An hicome
aistributlion is imaide to (C in the auttount of $2,00() when (F is alive
and in the 40 )emet. bracket.
Su, bstfule titm

("IF is liable for a transfer tax tit (10 pen'ent of his marginal rate or
'24 percent. The tax onit net gift of $2,000 would be $031.58 ($2,031.58
-$031.58 (24 percent X $2,631.58)-$_(1). If OF had so provided in
the governing inistrumttent this aliount, $031.158, could be paid out of
trust assets. (IF would show a transfer on his return of 60 Iriceit
of the total gift, $1,578.95 ((10 Ixercent x $2,031.58). This would pro-
duee ni itediate tax liability of $031.58 (40 percentt X $1,578.95),
paid out of the trust, and ati eventual suIstitute tax of OF's final
marginal rate x $1,578.95.

IfnF paid the tax himself, his total liability would be $1,052.63
and lie would Ibe considered to have inade a gross transfer of $2,631.68
leaving a net transfer of $1,578.95.

If (F were deceased at the tine of the distribution, the trust e
woUld be liable for the tax and would withhold $480 (24 percent (0
percent of (F's utargiatal rate) X $2,00)) from the distribution to OC
who would receive $1,520. If the net. (listril)ution was to be $2,000, the
tax would be $031.58 as computed above. If both of GC's parents were.
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deceased the trustee could elect to pay tax at the marginal rate of the
last one to die and would do so if this rate were less than 24 percent.
Election by 0

If C were alive, he could elect to be treated as if the $2,000 were
transferred to him and retransferred. Assuming such ai election and
that C is in the 20-percent bracket, the tax would be $400 if paid
out of the distribution (20 percent X $2,000) $500 if paid by 0 (20
percent X $2,500 equals $500, leaving a net distribution of $2,000) and
$833.38 if paid by OF (OF in the 40 percent bracket pays a tax of
$388.33 to transfer $500 to C to pay C's tax of $500).

EWample 4.-OF, by will, creates a discretionary trust to pay the
income, and under certain circumstances the corpus to any of his issue.
The trust is to last until 21 years after the death of the last survivor
within the group consisting of OF's children and grandchildren, living
at his death. At that point, the trust corpus is to be distributed to
OF's surviving issue per stirpes.
Creation of truwt

No generation-skipping tax is payable at OF's death unless an
election to pay is made. If GF so provides in his will, OF's executor
could elect to pay a substitute tax on the value of the trust corps. This
would be computed in the same manner as the tax on outright be-
quests. A tax could be paid by the trustee out of the trust corpus at 60
percent of GF's marginal rate if GF directs the trustee to elect to do
so. If no election is made, distributions to OF's children would be free
of the substitute tax but any distributions to GF's grandchildren or
greatgrandchildren would be generation-skipping transfers subject to
the substitute tax.

If an election is made to pay a substitute tax on the value of trust
property, fture distributions to OF's children or grandchildren
wVou d not be subject to a generation-skipping tax, but a second sub-
stitute tax would be imposed on any distribution to GF's great-
grandchildren.
De h of GF and C

Under the assumed facts, the trust will not terminate itpon the last
to die of OF's children. Thus, if when this occurs no substitute tax has
been paid, a tax would be payable based upon the value of the corpus
as of the date of the death of the last surviving child of OF. The tax
would be paid by the trustee at 60 percent of OF's marginal transfer
tax rate. Thereafter, distributions to GF's grandchildren would be
tax free, but distributions to great-grandchildren would continue to
be taxable unless an election is made by the trustee (under directions
provided in the trust instrument) to pay another tax on the Ahll value
of the corpus.

Similarly, upon the death of the last grandchild, if no such elec-
tion had been made, a second substitute tax would be payable on the
whole value of the corpus as the date of the death of the last surviving
grandchild of OF. N6 tax would be payable on further distributions
from the trust unless they are made to great-great-grandchildren of
OF.
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5. ZFFECTIVE DATE

The generation-skipping tax would become effective on Jankiary 1,
1970. frowever, for purposes of determining the rate bracket appli-
cable to transfers after December 31, 1969, 60 percent of the amount
of all generation-skipping transfers after December 31, 1968, would
be counted as prior transfers even though such transfers will be taxed
tinder the rules of present law and willnot be subject to a substitute
tax. Thus, if an individual on January 31, 1969, made a $50,000 gift
to his child, he would be moved $50,006 up the rate scale in comlating
the rate on future transfers. If the gift were to his grandchild, he
would be moved $80,000 up the scale.

The generation-skipping tax would not be applicable to distribu-
tions from inter vivos trusts created before January 1, 1969, or to
trusts created by will of decedents dying before January 1, 1970.

VIII-D-1. LIBERALIZATION OF PAYMENT RULES

GENERAL EXPLANATION

IACKOROUND

Estates which contain farms or closely held family businesses some-
times encounter difficulty in finding the cash needed to pay the Federal
taxes which become due shortly after death. This problem can arise
as a result of improper estate planning, rapid appreciation in the value
of an asset, or reluctance to sell an asset for sentimental or business
reasons. The inability to pay death taxes in a timely fashion is here
referred to as the "liquidity problem."

Careful business and estate planning can help to eliminate the liquid-
ity problem. Moreover, the Internal Revenue Code already provides
installment payment privileges for use in situations in which an estate
contains a farm or other closoly held business. However, experience
has shown that little use of these installment payment privilege
presently being made, partly because certain other provisions of the
Interna|Revenue Code create barriers to the use of these privileges.
The following proposals include both general and specific relief for
estates which encounter liquidity problems.

PROPOSAL
General relief

It is expected that the proposal to allow an unlimited marital deduc-
tion will substantially ease liqauidity problems by postponing the death
taxes which would otherwise be payable on assets transferrnd to a sur-
viving spouse. This will give the surviving spouse more time to plan
for the disposition of an illiquid asset at the best possible price or,
alternatively, more time to accomplish business and estate planning
to insure the availability of funds when death taxes eventually become
due with respect to the asset. Moreover, the unlimited marital deduc-
tion will help to insure the security of a surviving widow, because it

I 401
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will not usually be necessary to raise funds to pay taxes with respect
to a family farm or business until after the death of the widow herself.
It is expected that these benefits will be of special help in connection
with estates of moderate size.

In addition, the proposal to decrease transfer tax rates will help to
ease liquidity problems, by lowering the amount of tax due with respect
to any given asset.
Speeifle relief

In addition to the proposals outlined above, which will generally
assist all estates, specific proposals are included which are designed
to ease liquidity problems in tle case of estates containing farms and
closely held businesses. Additional relief in these cases seems ap-
propriate, because such estates tend to encounter more severe liquidity
problems than do estates containing other types of assets. These specific
proposals are:

Changes will be made in present, rules to make it easier for
estates containing farms or other closely held businesses to qualify
for installment payment of death taxes over periods of lip to 10
years. The installment payment privilege will be made available
not only in the case of transfer taxes imposed at death but also
in the case of income taxes imposed on appreciation in assets
transferred at death.

Executors, and certain fiduciaries will be able to obtain a dis-
charge from personal liability for taxes on Illiquid assets, when
the tune for payment of those taxes has been extended, provided
that the executor or fiduciary pays those taxes which are not
subject to the extension and frnishes adequate security for pay-
ment of the remaining taxes. In general, subject to normal busi-
ness safeguards, a security interest in the illiquid asset will con-

I stitute adeuate security in such cases. Accoringly, the Govern-
met will not only permit deferral of taxes, but will bear part.
of the risk that the illiquid asset may decline in value during the
deferral period.

Executors will be permitted to enter into security agreements,
in lieu of bofids, when extensions of time for payment of taxes
are requested. A modified bonding requirement would be retained
for use in those situations in which the security agreement pro-
visions are not utilized. In general, the security agreements per-
mitted would resemble those authorized by State]aw under the
Uniform Commercial Code.

More realistic rates of interest will be established for use in
situations in which the time for the payment of death taxes has
been extended. In general, the Secretary of tihe Treasury would
be authorized to establish a rate of interest which approximates
the market rate of interest at any given time. Consequently, use
of the installment payment provisions will not entail an interest
penalty or subsidy, and the rate of interest charged at any given
ime will more accurately reflect the charges which would be

made if an estate were to borrow from a commercial institution
to pay death taxes.
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Additional time will ho provided for making redemptions of
closely held business stock at capital gains rates to pay death
taxes attributable to the inclusion of that stock in the gross estate.
At the same time, steps will be taken to insure this relief is made
aailable only to the extent that funds are needed for the pur-
pose of paying the taxes imposed at the time of death with respect
to stock in a closely held business.

Postdeath accumulations of earnings for the purpose of mak-
ing such redemptions will be permitted. This provision, taken
together with the additional time provided for making post-
death redemptions, will permit death taxes to be paid in many
cases out of the postdeath earnings'of a closely 'held business.
However, amounts accumulated in this fashion must actually be
used within at resonable period of time for making redemptions
to pay death taxes.
is expected that these specific relief provisions, taken together,

should mae it possible for the owners of any viale farming opera-
tion or closely held business to generate the resources needed to pay
the transfer and capital gains taxes which become due at the time of
death with respect to such assets.

VIII-D-1. LIBERALIZATION OF PAYMENT RULES

TECIixICAiJ EXPLANATION

A. THE PROVISIONS OF EXISTING LAW

The Internal Revenue Code presently contains four provisions which
assist in solving liquidity problems. These are:

1. The provisions of section 6161, which permit the time for pay.
ing estate taxes to be extended for a period of up to 10 years in
instances in which timely payment would result in undue hard.
ship. On May 27, 1967, the regulations under section 6161 were
amended to indicate more clearly that the sale of a small business
at a sacrifice price to pay estate taxes constitutes "undue hardship"
for purposes of section 6161.

2. The provisions of section 6166, which permit the time for pay.
ing estate taxes to be extended automatically for a period of up to
10 years in instances in which an estate contains a farm or closely
held business interest the value of which exceeds either 35 percent
of the gross estate or 60 percent of the taxable estate of a decedent.

3. The provisions of section 303, under which capital gains treat-
ment is accorded to certain redemptions of corporate stock to pay
death taxes, or funeral and administration expenses. In order to
qualify for this favorable treatment, the redemption must be ac-
complished by a corporation whose stock composes more than 35
percent of the value of the decedent's gross estate, or more than 50
percent of the value of the taxable estate.

4. The provisions of section 6601(b) which provide that interest
on unpaid estate taxes accrues at a rate of only 4 percent per year in
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instances in which the tax is not timely paid. The applicable rate
of interest in the case of other unpaid taxes-such its income or
excise taxes--is 6 percent.

B. nix PROPOSED REVISIONS

1. Reviejon in Section 6166-The Automatic Exteneion of Time
Provision

Under the existing provisions of section 6166 of the Internal Revenue
Code, an estate containing a farm, partnership interest, or stock in a
closely held corporation may elect to pay the estate taxes attributable
to such interest in up to 10 annual installments. However this relief is
not available unless the value of the interest in a closely held business
exceeds either 85 percent of the value of the gross estate or 50 percent
of the taxable estate of the decedent.

It is proposed that liberalization be made in the percentage limita.
tons of section 6166. Installment payments of capital gain and transfer
taxes (including taxes on generation skipping transfers) will be per-
mitted if the value (as finally determined for Federal estate tax pur-
poses) of an interest in a closely held business-as defined in section
166(c)-exceeds 26 percent of the taxable estate of a decedent. In

addition, the extension of time privilege will be available if the taxed
gins in connection with an interest in a closely held business are more

an 26 percent of all gains taxed upon the death of the decedent.
In addition, the shareholder limit in section 6166 will be raised

to 15. Similarly, the "voting stock" requirement of existing section
6166(o) (8) (A) should be heated. A minor proposed chare in
section 6166 involves shifting from annual to quarterly installment
payments. This conforms wit existing collection price in connec-
tion with estimated taxes and certain other taxes which are paid in
installments. This change will also provide earlier notice of possible
delinquency on the part of the estate.

A similar extension of time will be permitted in the case of the
income tax imposed on gains taxed at the time of death in connection
with an interest In a closely held business. Installment payments of
taxes on death-time capital gains ure to be elected not later than the
time for tling the decedent's last income tax return. The amount psy
able in installments may not exceed an amount which bears the same
ratio to the total tax imposed on qpital gins at death as the gwins so
taxed In connection with a closely held business bears to the total gains
of the decedent at death.
9. Reision of Section 6166

Under existing section 6165, District Directors may require, as a
precondition to the granting of an extension of time to pay taxes, that
the taxpayer furnis a bond for up to double the amount ivith respect
to which an extension is granted. Administrative practice under sec-
tion 6165 varies widely and the procedure may be expensive to
taxpayers.

It is proposed that section 6165 be revised to permit the use of
security arrangements, in lieu of bonds, when extensions of time for
payment of taxes ar requested. The bonding requirement would be
iefained for use in those situations in which a satisfactory security
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agreement is not furnished. The bond would be in the amount of unpaid
tax, plus any anticipated additions thereto, including the interest
which may reasonably be expected to accrue on the unpaid tax during
the extension of time for payment.

The major proposed revision in section 6165 would authorize use
of security arrangements such as mortgages, pledges, ,nd escrow agree
inents, in lieu of bonds. The precise form of security interest wtich
will be reuired in a specific situation is left to the discretion of the
District Director. These provisions would also establish the method of
creating security interests in property in accordance with the terms of
a security agreement, the furnishing of collateral which is to be
subject to these security interests, the standards for determining the
necessary amount of collateral, the way in which security agreements
become effective, the method of terminating security agrements and
interests, and the rights of the District Director in the event of
default in the payment of taxes. These proposed provisions of section
6165 follow the basic pattern and terminology established by the
Uniform Commercial Code, which has now been adopted in a majority
of the States.

When determining the amount of collateral to be furnished to secure
the payment of taxes, when an extension of time has been granted
under section 6166, the proposed revision of section 6165 will provide
that the decedent's interest in ita closely held business (including farms)
shall, in all cases, constitute adequate collateral to secure the payment
of taxes imposed with respect to that business interest. Such collateral
will normally be adequate to secure the Government's interest, since the
tax with respect to a closely held asset will always be smaller than the
value of the asset itself. However, an exception to this rule may be made
in situations in which the closely held business is encumbered by prior
liens. In such cases, the District Director may demand enough addi-
tional collateral to give reasonable assurance that he will ultimately
collect the unpaid tax and any additions thereto.

In instances in which the decedent's closely held corporate stock has
been furnished as collateral subject to a security interest, the District
Director will be entitled to all the rights granted to stockholders by
local law, including notice of corporate actions which might impair
capital. In addition, in order to provide for instances in which local
law does not provide adequate safeguards, section 6165 will specifically
provide that the District Director is entitled to 90 days notice of sales
of corporate assets of a value greater than $1,000 (other than sales
in the ordinary course of business), to notice of the declaration of a
dividend, and to notice of any other action calculated to have a sub.
stantial effect upon the liquidation value of a firm including changes
in the salaries of officers or directors. Failure to furnish such notice
will constitute a default, which will authorize the District Director
to enforce his security interests.
3. Revi on ofSection 20,4

Section 2204 relieves the executor of personal liability for sub-
sequently determined estate tax deficiencies only in those instances in
which the executor pays in full the amount of the estate tax -which has
already been determined to be due. Consequently, a section 2204 dis-
charge cannot be obtained when an extension of time to pay estate
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taxes has been requested. A related problem arises in instances in
which trust assets are includible in the estate. In such instances, fdi.
ciaries administering the trust may find themselves liable as trans.
ferees for unpaid estate taxes, even though the executor of the estate
may have been discharged under the provisions of section 2204.

To deal with these problems, section 2204 will be revised to permit
an executor to be discharged from personal liability if two conditions
are met. First, the executor must pay all taxes and additions, including
deficiencies, which have been assessed prior to the date of discharge
and for which no extension of time for payment has been requested.
Second, the executor must enter into a section 6165 security agree-
ment (or furmsh an adequate bond in lieu of a security agreement) to
assure payment of taxes in those instances in which an extension of
time has been requested.

Similar rules will apply to fiduciaries who hold assets which are
ineludible in the gross estate. If such a fiduciary makes a timely appli.
cation for a certificate of discharge from personal liability for unpaid
estate taxes, and if the executor fulfills the two conditions outlined
above, the fiduciary will also be relieved from personal liability for
those taxes.

Another minor change in section 2204 would give the Service up
to 18 months from the date of filing of a deathtime transfer tax return,
to issue a certificate of discharge to an executor or fiduciary. This
conforms with the Service's normal estate tax audit cycle.
4. 8eotion MO3 revisions

Under present law, capital gains treatment is accorded to certain
redemptions of corporate stock to pay death taxes or funeral and ad-
ministration expenses. In order to qualify for this Iavorable treatment,
the redemption must be accomplished by a corporation whose stock
comprises more than 35 percent of the value of the decedent's gross
estate, or more than 50 percent of the taxable estate.

It is proposed that section 303 be revised to conform to the revised
provisions of section 6166. Section 303 redemptions will be permitted
to extend over a priod of 10 years-but the use of notes or similar
devices to avoid these time limitations would be ended. Thus, the
maximum time period for section 303 redemptions would match the
10 Tear maximum time period for payment of taxes set forth in
-sectiou 6166.

In addition, section 303 will be changed so that redemptions will be
permitted only to the extent necessary to pay taxes on closely held busi-
nesses as defined in section 6166. Accordingly, only those persons liable
for payments of taxes with respect to a closely held business would be
allowed to make use of the provisions of section 303. Taxes on capital
gains at death and deathtime transfer taxes could both be taken into
account. for purposes of section 303, but not State taxes or other ex-
penses incurred by an estate. Because section 303 relief will be limited
to closely held businesses, as defined in section 6166, there is no need for
retention of the percentage limitations set forth in existing 803(b) (2)
(A), since the percentages set forth in the definition of the term"closely held business" in section 6166 would determine the applicabil-
ity of section 808 relief.
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6. Amendment of tax on unreasonable corporate aocumudaioa
iUnder present law there is some uncertainty as to whether the earn-

inp of a closely held corporation can be accumulated for the purpose
of making redemptions under the provisions of section 803. Cons.-

uently, a new paragraph will be added to subsection (c) of section
315 of the Code to permit post-death accumulations by a closely held

business for the purpose of making section 303 redemptions. Predeath
accumulation of funds for this purpose will not however be permitted.

Under the revised provisions of section 535 the amounts accumu-
lated in a given year must be utilized to redeem section 803 stock
not later than the close of the year following the year of accumula-
tion. Thus, a corporation will ave not les than 12 nor more than
24 months in which to make a redemption of a decedent's stock. This
provision will insure that funds accumulated to make section 808
redem)tions are actually used for that purpose within a reasonable
period- of time.

The revision in section 535, taken together with the revisions in
sections 308 and 6166, should permit death taxes to be paid in many
cases out of the post-death earnings of a closely held business. Thus,
in a case in which the time for paying death taxes with respect to a
closely held business has been extended for 10 years, a corporation
could accumulate earnings during that period to make periodic redemp-
tions of stock under section 803, thereby permitting the executor or
beneficiaries of the estate to make timely installment payments of
taxes.
6. Revi&son of section 6161

The provisions of this Code section, as presently drafted, apply
only to extensions of time to pay estate taxes, where hardship can be
shown. These hardship extension provisions will be revised fo apply
not only to transfer taxes imposed at death, but also to taxes on capi-
tal gains taxed at the time of death.
7. Rate of interest on deferred payments of death taxes

At present, section 6601(b) of the Internal Revenue Code provides
that interest on estate taxes accrues tt a rate of 4 percent per year
in instances in which the tax is not timely paid. When interest rates
are high, this provision constitutes an incentive to delay payment of
estate taxes. During periods when interest rates are low, this provi-
sion may impose a slight penalty on estates which are unable to borrow
elsewhere and which find themselves forced to apply for extensions
of time to pay death taxes. The applicable rate of interest in the case
of other unpaid taxes--such as income or excise taxes--is 6 percent.

To achieve interest neutrality so far as decisions regarding payment
of taxes are concerned, a provision is proposed, similar to section 483,
giving the Secretary or his delegate discretionary authority to estab-
lish the rate of interest at any given time in light of market con-
ditions. To facilitate this exercise of discretion, and to ease adminis-
trative difficulties, the following guidelines for the exercise of this
power would be followed: (1) The rate of interest should be adjusted
only on Janua1tr1y- of any given year, and should remain constant
throughout that year. (2) Adjustments to interest rates should be
made in whole point units, rather than in fractions of a percent.



(8) Adjustments should be made in light, of market conditions, de.
termined by adding 2 percentage points to the Federal Reservs Sys-
tem's recommended rediscount rate. (4) The rate of interest applicable
on the date on which a tax becomes payable will remain the same for
that tax liability until it is paid. For example, if a tax becomes pay-
able on Dikember 31 of a given year, when the rate of interest under
section 6601 is 5 percent, that, rate of interest will remain applicable,
even. though the interest rate is raised a few days later by the Com-
missioner.

VIII-D--2. PAYMENT OF ESTATE TAXES WITH
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES

GNNSRA, ExMANATION

BACKOROUND

IUnder the provisions of existing law, certain designated Treasury
securities enjoy special estate tax payment privileges. These securities
can be redeemed at par i payment of estate taxes, even though the
securities may be selling on the date of redemption for a price which
is substantially below par. For example, if an issue of securities which
carry such redemption privileges has a coupon rate of 31/4 percent
and is selling for 86 so as to yield 4% percent, the Treasury ordi-
narily must redeeni these securities at their par value of 100 if the
secuities are offered in payment of estate taxes. The effect is the same
as selling the securities for 100 and realizing a 14-point tax-free profit.

At the time when estate tax payment privileges were written into
the law, during World War I, it was believed that Inclusion of these
privileges In tlie terms of issue of Treasury securities would make it
possible to market those securities more readily and at lower rates of
interest. However, experience has shown that the tax losses sustained
when such securities are redeemed at par prior to maturity consider.
ably outweigh any possible benefits realized at the time when such
securities are issued. Moreover, the inclusion of tax payment privilege
in the terms of issue of Treasury securities tends to obscure the actual
cost of carrying the national debt, Finally, the benefits of these securi-
ties are conferred in a very haphazard fashion from one year to an-
other and from one taxpayer to another. For example, the benefits
conferred by existing law are usually available only to those taxpayers
who have the cash or other liquid assets needed to buy such securities
and who die during periods when interest rates are high. There does
not appear to be any reason for preferring such taxpayers over those
whose estates are illiquid, or those who die during periods when in-
terest rates are low.

PROPOaAL

The statutory provisions which require the Treasury to include estate
tax payment privileges in the terms of issue of certain Treasury
securities should be repealed prospectively. Adoption of this proposal
will grdually reduce the substantial tax losses caused by the provi-
sions of present law. In addition, the cost of carrying the national debt
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will be made clearer, and there will be greater equity in the treatment
of similarly situated taxpayers. This propel would uot alter the
redemption features of any outstanding Treasury securities. To the
extent that. existing issues of Treasury securities carry estate tax pay-
ment, privileges, thmse securities will continue to be redeemable at par
ill payment of estate taxes.

VIII-D.-2. PAYMENT OP ESTATE TAXES WITH
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES

TIE.NICAL EXrliA^TIoN

PRMEENT LAW

Under the provisions of 31 U.S.C. 765, United States Treasury
bonds which ber interest at a rate of more than 4 percent must be made
redeemable in payment of estates taxes. If an estate owns securities
which carry tax payment privileges, and it such securities were held
by an individual at the time of his death (or, in the case of certain
securities, for at least 6 months prior to his death), the securities may
he redeemed in payment. of Federal estate taxes, oven though tlie sWeu.
rities have not yet. matured. Upon redemption, such bonds am valued
at the higher of par or the mean selling price on the valuation date,
and the securities must be inchided in the estate at the same valuation.

PROPAWD AMENDMENT

It is proposed that. section 14 of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as
added by section 6 of the Third Liberty Bond Acte 81 U.S.C. 765, be
amended by adding the following sentence at the end of existing
setion 765:"This section shall not apply to an bond or other security
issued after [enactment date]." This props revision would repeal,
prospectively, the provisions of 31 U.S.C. 765.

RY.ATWRD MATErl

Under a related )ro'isiou, 31 IT.S.C. 752, the Treasury has discre-
tionary authority to establish the terms of isste of Treasury securities,
and, in the past, this discretionary authority has sometimes been used
to confer estate tax pavnent privileges on certain issues of securities.
No amendment, to section 74 has be-.en prolsed because, consistent
with its proposed section 765 amendment, thte Treasury apartmentt
will refrain from using its discretionary authority to issue additional
bonds or other similar securities (except bona fide tax anticipation
certificates) which are subject to a term or condition permitting such
bond or security to be received in payment of taxes Imposed by the
United States.

U144930 -0 - Oki -





IX. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL





IX-A.--SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: TAX TREATMENT
OF MINKIRAI

Introduction
This paper is at statement on some of the effects of the tax treatment

relating to minerals. The detailed statistical analysis relates to oil
and gas. This concenttion on oil and gas statisti( is undertaken for
several reasons:

1. De)letion on oil and gas constitutes three-fourths of the total
dollar amount of depletion allowed under the tax law.

2. The statistical data relating to oil and gas are far more adequate
than is tle case for other minerals.

3. Historically, the first percentage depletion provision, and the
largest, was accorded to oil and gas. The others were extended to some
extent. by analogy to oil and gas.,

These reamns do not necessarily imly that the economic effects of
(lie present lax treatment would be the same for other inrerlls as for
oil and gas. The reasonlo suggest that pending the development of
such other analyses there is a basis for using the analysis of oil and
gas atS it case study that, should have important implications on the tax
i)rovisions relating to rlineralsgenerally.

This paper (los. not atltemn pt to reach a concl fusion as to what should
he done about lhe present tax revisionss respecting oil and gas. This
is something that would have to be decided as a matter of overall policy.
This paper considers predictions of how much oil and a reserve
additions, prices, and production would change under different tax
treatment& If it were concluded that these changes would be very
small, it could be suggested that the present effects of the existing
treatment is not worth the cost of the present tax benefits (that is, the
additional taxes now imposed on otler taxpayers to permit the present
tax reduction for oil and gas producers). If the indicated changes are
very large, it is still a question whether the present. effects are desirable
from a national standpoint.
Oustlne of paper

Chapter 1 describes the tax provisions relating to oil and gas from
the standpoint of whether they constitute a special benefit and how
much of it benefit they offer. In general, it Is not particularly contro-
versial that the provisions relating to oil and gas constitute a special
benefit, although there has been a good deal of discussion of this
asp" The chapter refers to some relatively recent material on the
size of the special benefit accorded oil and gas.

Chapter 2 comments on the literature as to the impact of these
tax benefits on oil and gas reserves, prices, and. production. It will be
seen that the early discussions of the depletion issue were replete with
nonquantitative assertions to the effect that the impact was either
negligible or enormous. In recent years there has been some significant
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attention directed to quantitative studies, particularly by Franklin
Fisher, Edward Erickion, and a i)roject undertaken bY tile Cousad
Research ('orp. of Pit4,sbugh, Pa., under contract with the Treasur)
D)artiilent. .A careful review of this litenituire slggests sone general
area of agreenient. Some of her dlicmisions of price output ef re.t from
tile technical literature are atlso considered.

Chapter :1 articulates tonie issues relevit to evaluating tile kind
of efrets discussed in ihapt4!r 2. It. is siggestedI that technical 8tnalysi
will hell) clarify some of tMe issues and Iprnit a more rational exj)rt4-
,ion of individual preferences regarding those issues.

haltertr 4 comments briefly onl tIe general set of isource policies
oln to and to tiIIeC extent utilized by. the 1 nited States as they
bear upon the goals sought by the tax provitons.

( Im. mvI .- TIti Pmxcw, PUENT T, x PaovltOmsw RVJ.aTINO 'r1
Oil, ,GNl) (AS

As a general tax rule, the capital coats of business operations are
spread over the expected life of tihe capital asts involved and de-
ducted frot the business income. In the main, oil and gas well
operators obtain different treatment in two ways:

ra) Most capital costs (intangibles) are deducted immediately
either than being deducted over the-life of the asset.
(b) The annual deduction for depletion is measured by reference

to none and thus can exceed tile actual cost of tile assets used tip,
often by uaility tins.

1NTANOIBLE

The costs of developing oil and gas productive capacity can be
described as falling in one of four categories of tax treatment:
(1) Charged of as inwed

(a) Intangible drilling costs (all costs of drilling except for the
cost of depreciable property used in drilling). This charge-off treat-
nient is allowed whether the hole is dry or producing.

(b) Lease rentala.
(o) Costs of general exploration studies not related to an area of

interest
(2) capitalizedd but charged off when property is abandoned

(a) Lease acquisition costs and exploration costs on nonproductive
l)roI)erties. (Exploration expenses in-lude costs of things like geologi-
cal and geophysical studies.)
(J) (7apitalsed and taken a depreciation (in addition to depletion)

(a) Costs of drilling equipment.
(4) Cqapitaliaed and taken a coat depletion unlesse percentage do.

pletion ia wecd)
(a) Exploration costs and lease acquisition costs on productive

properties.
DEMI2ON

The taxpayer is permitted to deduct each year the greater of cost
depletion ofr percentage depletion:



Perwentage depleton-This is computed as the lesser of 271/2 per-
cent of the gross value of oil (or gas) at the well or 50 percent of the
net incomefrom the property.

Ot depletion.- his is computed by combining the capitalized cost
of the property, that is, the lease acquisition cost plus the specific
propery exploration costs less prior depletion (cost or percentage)
and taking a portion of this each year equivalent to the ratio of oil
(or gas) ext rated to the estimated recoverable reserve on the property.

In general, the percentage depletion exceeds the cost depletion ex-
cept on a property that was purchased when it was already a success-ful producer.The problem surrounding oil and gas tax treatment is that only in

the natural resource businesses is a taxpayer's deduction for wasting
capital permitted to exceed his actual unrecovered capital cost. This
arises because such a large part of the actual capital cost is permitted
to be deducted as incurred- and then depletion is allowed as a per.
centage of receilt without regard to the rAmaining unrecovered cost.

An example will clarify this:

item Tels t Tsx tretmnt

10 eaplorstery wells dry at $10000 each.... $100,O0 P,000 deduct cueMtly.
iOi0 deduct s deprec-ti.

l t'.d I w t We WE of des c0sas0 dedctd
Well is mulatve eve smeow ........... NO ,O _ rO_,00s n oe.a utop deeba.

,deduc cun e Wtly.

Looking at the whole operation, the taxpayer will have enjoyed
net income of $490,000 when he has used up the successful well
($800,000 gross income less $110,000 exploration cost and $200,000
lifting cost). However, taxable income is only $275,000 as is tax
deductions come to $525,000, adding $220,000 of percentage, depletion
to the $W5,000 of costs deducted currently.' Thus, the taxable itcome
is only $275,000 in an operation in which the gain was clearly $490,000.

This example not only makes clear that percentage depletion can
exceed costs, but it also brings out an issue that has been much discussed
in the nonquantitative debates on depletion. When our illustrative
driller hit oil in his 1 1th exploratory hole, he suddenly became the
owner of a valuable asset, viz leasehold rights to oil in the groundworth $220,000. Prior to 1927, the treatment of oil aid gas income was
to calculate this "discovery value" on the successful well and then take
this as a depletion deduction allocated over the well life. When per.
centage depletion was adopted in 1927, the rationale was to skip the
calculation of discovery value and approximate the result of deducting
discovery value depletion by taking 271 percent of gross income.
Implicitly, this estimated that the value oan oil depoit in the ground
is about 27% percent of the estimated well-head price of the recover-
able oil.'

I The $5,000 iles cost on the successful well Is not deducted because It would go Into costepletionwhich ts lees than percentage depletion.d:it ban been assrti by some Indutry sp vemen that at current prices the value of oil
inthe pound to about 88 percent of the expected irOss, and on this round they assert thatogetnce of the discovery value theory woul imply a percent pecentage deletion
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Even though one might use phrases sudl as "$220 ^0 of the well
owner's proceeds are not income but only a recovery of the capital that
was represented by the value of the successful well before production-
started," the deduction of $220,000 with respect to this asset is clearly
inconsistent with general rules of income taxation. A close analogy
would be to a buider who puts up a building for his own account.
which cost him $110,000 to build and which was worth $220,000 when
it was completed. At that point, it could be said that the builder has
capital of $220,000; but, if he continues to operate the building him.
self, his future deduction for capital washtge (depreciation) is lim ited
to the previous undeducted cost. UTsing the figures in the driller exam-
pie, the deduction should be limited to $35,000.3 The oil operator with
the same overall experience as at builder gets extra deductions of
$215,000.

This analogy brings out another point, viz., that even apart from
the extra $215,000 of deductions from percentage depletion, the oil well
driller is favored in that his basic capital costs are recovered more
quickly because of the writeoff of intangibles. In the example, $75,000
of the $110,000 capital costs were written off at the outset. For a builder
only about 10 to 15 percent of the costs would be deductible at the
outset.

The extent of the special preferences given the mineral industry
has been detailed in a number of recent studies.'

In 1960, individuals reported $1.17 billion of gross income from
mineral properties. Against this, they claimed deductions of $0.24
billion for exploration and development expenses and $0.38 billion for
percentage depletion. The combined net income after deducting these
amounts and other costs was $0.53 billion. Of the $0.38 billion of
percentage depletion $0.37 billion was taken with respect to oil and gas.

Partnerships reported $0.55 billion of gross income from mineral
properties, $0.05 billion of exploration and development deductions
and $0.08 billion of percentage depletion, of which $0.065 billion was
from oil and gas.

Corporations reported $8.8 billion of gross income from mineral
properties. Their.exploration and development deductions were $1.1
billion and their percentage depletion deduction was $2.9 billion. The
figure of $2.3 billion of the percentage depletion and almost all of the
exploration and development was on oil and gas. Of the $2.9 billion of
depletion, $0.75 billion was on foreign properties. m

Among corporations that were classified as in the mining mdustr
the depletion allowed was $0.88 billion of which $0.84 billion was al-
lowed to corporations with assets over $1 million, but $0.30 billion was
allowed on returns with no income. (A taxpayer is limited to a deple-
tion deduction of 50 percent of the net income from the property. If
exploratory drilling is extensive on other properties, the ne income
can be "drilled up".)

Irtoi amount Is the sum of the undodueted dgreciation of tandile drilling coats whichthe ol operator also takes as depreciation and the lease cost on the successful well which
would have been cost depletion to the oil operator.

4 Effects of Speclal Federal Tax Provisions on selected Aspeeta of the Oil and Gan Indus-
try, a special report of the CORNAD Research Corp. to the U.S. Treasury.

Depletion Survey. 1958-60. Treasury Department, Feb. 6, 193. Parts of this were pub.lished ti Heartns on Tax Revision. vol. 1, Committee on Ways and Means. 1968.
statistics of Income, 1060, Supplementary Volume, Depletion Allowances, Internal Reve-

nue service.



It is estimated that if percentage depletion were disallowed com-
pletely in 1968 the tax increase would be $1.5 billion. This figure ree.
ognizes some growth in the base since 1960 plus the fact that lower
percntag depletion on foreign operations would in large measure
be offset by larger foreign tax credits. If percentage depletion had
never been allowed,.the cost depletion in 1968 would have been higher;
and the revenue gain might have been about $1.8 billion.

If exploration and development expenses were required to be capi-
talized, the revenue gain in 1968 would have been about $0.75 billion;
but this would fall in the future to perhaps $0.3 billion as cost depletion
deductions were taken.

In total then the current special tax advantages of depletion and
current expensing of intangibles result in loss of revenue to the Treas.
ury of $2.15 billion annually in 1968. If percentage depletion and ex-
pensing of exploration and discovery costs had never been permitted,
cost depletion deductions would be larger than at present and the long-
run revenue cost at 1968 levels of activity would be $1.6 billion. Under
present law, the revenue cost would tend to grow with the growth of
the industry.

CHAMr 2.--Tm ErFer or Tnz SPECIAL TAx PRovisIONs oN
OIL AND GAS

The problem of the effects of the special tax provisions on oil and gasis a complex one. This chapter undertakes to identify several distinct
elements of the effects problem and to comment on the available liter-
ature in each area. A summary evaluation is attempted at the end. To
survey the ground to be covered, we first give attention to three assump-
tions, viz., that the increased tax from a change in the tax provisions
could be absorbed by reduced royalties, or met by increased product
prices, or offset by lower costs. (To the extent that these changes occur,
the profit position of the oil and gas producer is unchanged.f Follow.
ing this, attention is given to the questions of how the investment policy
of the producer might change if the tax revision should be abiored
by lower profits and how the financial methods of operation might
change to minimize the tax effects.

A. TUB PRICE ASPETr

Oil and gas producers sell their products under various degrees of
competition. Natural gas is subject to public utility type rate regula-
tion and is sold principally t.o regulated interstate pipelines who in
turn sell the gas to local distributors (also regulated) who sell the gas
in competition with electricity and fuel oil. Crude oil is sold subject to
a field price system where prices are not directly regulated but are
conditioned by the decisions of several key States with respect to pro-
duction controls which tend to support the price posted by the major
integrated oil companies. The largest final product is gasoline, which
has a highly inelastic demand. Other products are fuel oil and petro-
chemicals, both of which involve competitive pressures.

It is plausible a priori, that a major effect of reduced tax benefit
provisions would be to raise crude oil prices which would offset in
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whole or in part the loss of profitability of the drillers. There is no
completely satisfactory analysis of what would happen along this
line.5 Given the present crude oil price of around $4 per barrel, a price
increase of $0.70 would be necessary to completely compensate drillers
for the loss of percentage depletion, and probably another $0.25 (less
in the long run) to compensate for the loss of deductibility of intan-
gibles. If this increase were spread over all proluets, the price of
gasoline might rise by 21h cents per gallon." Since the demand for
gasoline is more inelastic than some of the other products, the gasoline
l)rice might rise more than this (and other oil products less). This
kind of a price increase would involve some small drop in volume of
gasoline sold.

Such a potential price increase might result in tipping the scale of
comparative economics to liquefieation of coal or shale oil produc-
tion so that crude could be supplied from these domestic sources at
a price lower than from drilling for new oil. It could be argued that
the present tax laws thus result in a misalloeation of resources which,
among other effects, is inhibiting the development of our vast coal and
shale resources.

A constraint on any price increase is the import situation. Crude
oil already sells in the United States at a price nearly $1.25 above
the price of Mediterranean oil delivered in the United States,' a result
maintained by import controls. In principle, U.S. crude oil prices could
probably be increased further as a resu t of reduced special tax pro-
visions with little impact on sales by IT.S. producers if import quotas
were maintained at current levels. A larger disparity between the U.S.
price and the world price would no doubt add to the pressure for in-
creased import quotas and thus make .11. producers reluctant to
raise prices. In effect, the price of crude oil in the United States is
being underwritten by import controls, by State controls on produc-
tion, and by favorable tax provisions. It is legitimate to investigate
what would be the impact on U.S. drillers if the tax provisions were
changed without any price increase. Separately, we can offer some
speculation about the effect of possible price changes

The case of natural gas is somewhat different. Because of the price
regulation process it is highly plausible that the effect of the loss of
tax benefits from natural gas would be fully reflected in the price. An
offsetting increase in natural gas prices would be 5 cents per 1,000 cubic
feet at the wellhead. This would amount to only a 10-percent rise in
the average delivered price if passed on equally to all consumers. No
doubt such an increase would tend to price gas out of some uses or
markets where it is now marginally competitive with coal. But if so,
this underscores the misallocation ;f resources under existing law. It
can be argued that the Federal tax laws should not be the instrument
for giving one form of fuel an advantage over its competitors at the
expense of the taxpaying public.

IThe satisfactory state of out knowledge of crude oil and oi product price. to referred
to in U.. nergy Polles. An Agenda for Research. Resources for the Future, 1968, p. 27.

lia barrel of crude (42 lions) Is refined Into 20-22 gallons of gasoline, with
the 4e ngn Into othor products.

IErickson "o nom c Incentves. Industrial Structure and the Suppx of Crude Oil Dim.
3ovrl s o$ teU.. 1946468/59#1" unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Vanderbil University. .
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B. TIE ROYALTY ASP=IT

Oil producers search for oil prospects and then pay the landowners
for the right to drill and extract oil. Typically the payment takes the
form of a royalty interest of 12 percent--15 percent and in addition
it may Include lease bonuses.' If the profitability of drilling for oil
were reduced, drillers would be less willing to pay for prospects. If one
assumes that the supply of potential oil land is homogeneous and
perfectly inelastic, the royalties would be reduced dollar for dollar
for the loss of tax benefits (until they were near zero).' If on the other
hand there is an extensive graduation of prospective oil lands, only
smalj changes would occur in the level of royalties as the result of a
reduced profitability from drilling (e.g., due to a change in the tax
provisions).10

To make this point in nontechnical language, oil depletion allow.
ances create initially a prospect for a "windfall" for oil drillers;
that is, they would have more income after tax than others earning
the same income before tax. If there was an absolutely fixed supply
of land with oil possibilities and the probability of finding oil was the
same on every tract, then the landowners could charge for this
windfall prospect an amount equal to the windfall (the oil drillers
would still obtain normal profits by definition). The fact is, as both
Davidson and Campbell agree the supply of oil land is not completely
fixed and uniform; less promising prospects can be explored. There is
considerable disagreement, however, on the exaot shape of the dis.
tribution of oil prospects.

Given that there would still be a range of oil prospects by quality,
even if the tax advantages were eliminated, owners of the better pros.
leots could still command royalties. There are no historical data avail.
able as to oil and gas royalties in the past during times of better or
worse oil market prospects. Hence there is no precise method of judg.
in# how much a reduction in tax preferences would be offset, so far as
drillers were concerned, by lower royalties. This could .be as high asP0 percent.1' An offset as low as 14 percent would simply involve divid.
ing the tax loss between producer and royalty recipient proportion.
ately.

C. Ti OST ASPEoT

There is a possibility that the effect of loss of tax benefits could be
largely offset by decreases in costs which could leave the profit incen-
tives to drilling relatively unchanged. Two cost reduction circum-
stances may be noted. Under presently used technologies, only 33 per.
cent of the estimated oil in place in known reserves is considered recov-

I Henry Steele refers to the figure 14.5 percent for the average royalty as "frequently
nused by petoleum Industry economists." C. P. Steele. "The Prospects for the Development
of a Shale Oil Industry," Western Economic Journal. 1968. p. 60.

' Paul Davidson "Policy Problems of the Crude Oil Industry," 58 American 11conomle
Review 5 March 1964.

10 D. R.b . Campbell, Comment on Davidson article, op. cit., 54 AER U March 1966. Also,
f.. reply by Davldson loe dt.

f l a barrel of crude i $2.93 at the well, the value of percentage depletion over cost
depletion considered at 28.5 percent, that Is. the difference between 2T.5 percent and a costdeletonof 9 recent is worth after a 48-percent tax. 80.38. A 14.5.pereent royalty
deducted is worth $0.204. Thus elimination of the royalty could compensate for 0 percent
of the elimination of percentage depletion.
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erable by the Interstate Oil Compact Commission. There is consider.
able opinion by industry engineers that with improving technology
this recovery rate can he doubled, either gradually as technology im-
proves or by more intensive use of these methods at it higher cost.'
Existing State conservation practices result in significantly higher oil
prices, through encouraging unnecemary drilling and through increas.
ing the share in output of high-cost wells.1" Revision of conservation
practices could reduce costs. 14

In the specific task of forecasting the effects of price changes, it does
not seem sensible to predict that reducing the benefit of percentage de-
pletion will cause a cost reduction, since these matters are not really in
the control of individual companies. It would be better to regard this as
nn area of possible alternative Government policies. One particular
connection is noteworthy, however. Under present tax law, the large
integrated companies benefit from higher prices for crude oil since
higher prices would cause more of their income to be from mining,
rather than refining, and they mainly are producing their own crude.
These companies probably gain little from regulatory policies. If per-
centage depletion were removed, this factor itself might cause the into.
grated producers to move more aggressively to achieve production cost
economies."

D. IMPACT OF CHANCES IN THE TAX PROVISIONS IF NOT OFFSET BY ROYALTY,
PRICE, OR COST CHANCES

To complete the analysis of the effects of the tax provisions on oil
and gas. it remains to say something about what could be expected to
happen in the unlikely event that the tax benefits were removed and no
offset through lower royalties, lower costs, or higher prices were avail-
able to producers. There is no basis for a direct empirical examination
of this problem because the tax provisions have not been significantly
changed for decades. There has been investigation, however, of the re-
actions within the oil industry to changes in price and changes in cost.
Since the import of percentage depletion and the expensing of in-
tangibles can be converted into equivalent increases in the prices re-
ceived by oil producers. or into equivalent reductions in cost of produc-
tion, the e analyses provide some basis for evaluating the tax question.

A path-breaking study in this area was undertaken by Franklin
Fisher." Fisher examined the short-run effects of changes in wellhead
prices of oil on the anp~il rate of new discoveries measured in barrels.
On the basis of data for the period 1946-56, he concluded that a 1-
percent increase in wellhead price resulted in a 0.8-percent increase
in barrels of new discoveries. An extension of Fisher's analysis by Ed-
ward Erickson, which incorporated additional data and methodologi-
cal refinements, also concluded that changes in barrels of new discov-

IICONSAD. n. 4.18
Ls W. MeKle and S. L. McDonald, "Petroleum Conservation In Theory and Practice,"

Journal of Political Economy. February 1962. p. 115.34 U. A. Adelman estimates the cost of wasted practices due to current State regulatory
practices In the neighborhood of $0.80 to $I per barrel of domestic crude, at current output.
M. A. Adelman. "Efleiency or Resource Use in Crude Petroleum," 81 Southern Economic
Journal 105. 122 (October 1964).Is Erickson. op cit. p. 87.

Is "Supply and costs In the U.S. Petroleum Industry Two Econometric Studies" (for
Resources for the Future), Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1964.
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eries are less than proportional to changes in wellhead prices." Ac-
cording to Erickson's findings, a 1-percent increase in price resulted in
a 0.89-percent increase in the annual rate of new discoveries. Both
writers attributed the nonproportionality of discovery response to
price change largely to the fact that, in the short run, increases in
aiscovery can be obtained only from drilling less attractive prospects
and this increases the discovery cost per barrel of oil and tends to
discourage the expansion of discovery activity.

Another study, which was undertaken by the CONSAD Research
Corp., examined the effects of changes in wellhead oil prices and
changes in the cost of replacement (discovery and development) of oil
reserves on the levels of reserves which oil producers would wish to
hold." This study found that, holding the cost of replacing reserves
constant, a 1-percent change in wellhead prices would result in a cor-
responding change of 0.27 percent in the level of reerves producers
desire to hold; and, holding wellhead prices constant, a similar 1-per-
cent change in the cost of replacing reserves would result in a change
of 0.27 percent in desired reserve levels, but in the opposite direction.

In the long run, then, elimination of the percentage depletion op-
tion which is equivalent to a reduction of nearly 12 percent in tie
wellhead price of oil from the point of view of oil producers, would
lead to a -percent reduction in the level of reserves producers would
wish to hold; and since a discontinuance of the privilege of expensing
intangibles would be the equivalent of a 15-percent increase in the
cost of replacement reserves, this would lead to a further reduction
of 4 percent in the reserve.q prnducers would wish to hold.

Thus, according to the CONSAD results, the longrun effect of
removing tile differential tax treatment of oil would be approximately
a reduction of 7 percent in the level of reserves held by oil producers.
If, under present conditions, oil producers hold reserves equal to 12
times current production, under normal income tax treatment,
they would strive to hold only slightly more than 11 times current
production.

The Fisher-Erickson and the CONSAD analyses examine the past
behavior of oil and gas companies to see how thev have modified their
behavior as oil and gas market conditions vaiied. They use different
technical approaches. Fisher separates three elements of drilling;
that is, he estimates the relation of price and cost factors separately to
(1) additional wells. (2) the success ratio, and (8) the average yield
of successful wells. This pattern can take into account that, when oil
market conditions are such as to encourage more drilling, less promis-
ing prospects are developed because the best prospects are used first.
Similarly, when poor market conditions develop, the marginal pros-
pects are not drilled so that reserve discoveries do not go down as much
as drilling. Erickson builds on the same analytic technique as Fisher

"Economic Incentives. TUdoxtrial Strurture. and the Supply of Crude Oil 11pleoveries
In the United States 1946-5/50." unpublished thesiss. Vanderbilt Univer ity. 19IR. Brick.
Pon argued that there were "slgniflcant errors" In FlIh r'. data and be acknowledged
Flomber' help In tracin down these errors (P. 16). In fltflne rlimber' e quntions to the
revised data. he got nonuignifleant reaultt. The main part of Erickson's paper involves a
resleJflation of Fisher's equation. intill using the general form of lisher's analysis.

rchbe Economic Factors Affecting the Level of Domestic Petroleum Reserves." a
earch study prepared for the Offire of Tax Analysis. U.B. Treasury Department, by

CONSAD Research Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 27, 1068.
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but introduces several refinements, such as regional disaggregation
of the data.

Tite CONSAD study aecommodates the "Fisher effect" by relating
oil reserves discovered to market factors in one equation: but in the
one equation they treat, the cost and price factors in a more sophisti-
cated way, following the user cost of capital definition as defined by
Jorgenson," and others. The CONSAD study also finds a more satis-
factory explanation of oil market behavior hi looking at the combined
!Tnited States and Canadian markets. Also the CONSAD approach
uses a smoothing technique to deal with time lags and intercorrelations
which appears to be all improvement.

For specific comparison of results, we may assume that Erickson's
work replaces that of Fisher and the question arises as to what tie
differences in results amount to.

It is Important. first to realize that Erickson tries to ealekqlate the
difference in eurrent drillin, for new trseriea that can be associated
with various factors, including the current price of crude oil. CON-
SAD tries to calculate the difference in the level of re* ries held that
is associated with current and recent past factors, including the price
of crude oil.

The significance of this difference can he seen by recognizina that
each year oil companies undertake drilling at a level that. finds new
reserves large enough to replace the reserves used up by current, pro.
duction and to provide a reserve margin for the increase in output.
Since World War IT the mitput has grown about 3 percent a year, andthe ratio of known reserves has fluctuated around 12 times annual out-
put. This is consistent with new reserve discoveries each year of about
1386 percent of output to cover the output used up and to provide the
12-to-1 margin apinst the 3-percent increase in output.

The difference in the two analyses is that Erickson looks at current
drilling. the 136 percent, and CONSAD looks at the reserve level, the
12 to 1. Assume that the oil business becomes less profitable so that
operators are less willing to explore for reserves. They may decide,
for example, that reserves are so much les valuable than they were
before that they only want to carry an 11-to-1 multiple of reserves to
output. This is'a reduction of only 8.3 percent in the reserve leel (the
variable which VONSAD estimates), hut it *would be achieved by a
larger reduction in drilling (the variable which Erickson estimates).
For example, to cut the reserve level from 12 to I to 11 to I in 3 years.
the companies could reduce drilling so as to reduce the annual level
of new reserves discovered from 136 percent of output to 100 percent
for 3 years, a reduction of 26% percent. There is no evidence as to how
rapidly oil companies would adjust their reserve planning to new
levels, and the 3-year period used above was somewhat arbitrary. Tile
important thing, whether the transition would be I year or 4 ears,
is that it could he expected that the Erickson technim'me of Pxpliiinin~R
the change in drilling would show a higher price coeffcient than would
the ('ONSAD technique.

'D. W. Jorgenson. "Capital Theory and Investment Behavior," 5 American EconomicReview 24 (May 196). also R. M. Hail and D. W. Jorgenson. "Tax Policy ani inve tmentBehavior," t AInecan Economic Review 391 (June 196T).
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The CONSAD technique appears to be preferable as a method of
analyzing the long-run effect of changes in the tax provisions on
the level of oil reserves, which presumably is the principal concern
of the provision. A further reason for preferring the CONSAD tech-
nique is that the Erickson's technique handles only indirectly an
important long-run aspect of the problem. If the price of oil should
turn unfavorable Fo that reserve drilling is reduced relative to current
)roduetiol, and if this continues to prevail for several years, then

this will itself mean that the stock of known reserves will fall relative
to current output and thus reserves will become more valuable, cre-
ating an improved incentive to go looking for them. This factor tends
to reduce the initial decline in drilling 'and a aiin to suggest that
Erickson's way of formulating the problem, which shows short-run
effects, should reflect a higher price effect than CONSAD's way.
Granted the different approaches, the results seem broadly consistent.

E. INCREASED SALES OF SUCC.EFU, WEIJ

A further possible reaction to the removal of the favorable tax
provisions relating to oil and gas is that oil drillers would sell success.
fl wells and the proceeds would be realized at capital gains rates."
This is a different kind of effect than the three discussed earlier since
this implies that drillers can change their financial operations, that
is, realize capital gains, so as to reduce the dollar impact of removingpercentage depletion.

To evaluate this pibility we need to estimate the net receipts
that the oil driller will obtain if he operates the well with percentage
depletion, operates the well with only cost depletion, or sells the well
and realizes a capital gain.
1. Operation with percentage depletion

Assume a successful well with estimated reserves having a dis-
counted wellhead value of 100, a life of 20 years, and estimated dis.
counted lifting costs of 23.2 The discounted value of percentage de-
pletion would be 27.5.

Operation with percentage depiction

Dtcounted gross income ------------------------------------------- $100.00
Less discounted lifting coat ------------------------------------ 28. 00
Less discounted percentage depletion ---------------------- 27.50

Discounted before tax net Income ---------------------------------- 49.50
Les tax (48 percent) ---------------------------------------- 28. 70

Discounted after tax net Income ---------------------------- 25.74
Discounted net receipts (25.74+27.50) ----------------- -. 24

If the oil driller operates the well with percentage depletion, the dis-
counted net receipts would be the sum of the discounted after tax net
income plus the discounted percentage depletion, or $58.24.

N This is emphasised by A. Ilarberger 'Taxation of Mineral IndustrIes," In Federal Tat
Police for Economic Growth and Stability. Joint Economic Committee, 1055. pp. 4.5-44and by P. Btether. "Percentage DtSpetlon and RtoeAlcto. nta Revisionln I$Resource Al lion,"I oaomoundhum, committee on wyl d enit. 19& 5. pi. 04n- R." The estimate of dieounted lifting cost of 23 Is obtained by dividing the estimated
lifting cost per barrel of $0.68 for the period around 1960 from Adelman by the constant
dollar averst field price pr barrel of $2.93 from the Bureau of Mines. Adelman, M. A., "Oil
Production osts In Pour Areas," Proceedings. Council of Economics, American Institute of
Mining Engineers, 1966.
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9. Operation eith cost depletion
Further assume that the true cost depletion )as is $5.0.n If the oil

driller operated the well with cost depletion, the discounted value of
the depletion deduction would be less than 5.0. Since cost depletion
is calculated by the unit of production method and since oil wells typi-
cally produce a large proilortion of total life-time output in the early
years of the well, it is assumed that the dimlited vahle of the cost.
dleplet ion is $4.00.

Operation trith r'ot deplt'ton
Discounted gross Income ...... --------------------------------- $100

IUs discounted ifting cost ----------------------------- 23.00
Les discounted cout depletion --------------------------- 4.00

Discounted before tax net income ---------------------------- & 00
Les tax (48 percent) -------------------------------- 5.04

Discounted after tax net Income ----------------------- 37.0
Diwounted net receipts (31.9+4.00) -------------------------- 41. 06

If the oil driller opentes the well with cost teJletio, the discounted
net receipts of $41.96 would be significantly less titan the $53.24 under
Rercentage depletion, the difference of $11.98 representing the tax bene-
fit of percentage depletion.
3. Sale of tell

If the oil driller sells the prodieing well, lie will realize a capital gain
represented by the differmee between the sale price mid the true cost
basis of $5.50. Thl dollar magnitude of the cal)ital gain de wnds on
how much a willing buyer would pay for this producing well. If the
well is sold under omilptitive conditions, the st I price will just equal
the discoutted net receipts of the buyer. lit short, the stile price will
equal the discounted grms income minus the discounted lifting costs
ninus the discounted taxes. The dieountled taxes depend on the dis.
counted cost depletion which in turn deleds on the sale price.

Sale of well (and operation tvith cost deplclion based on sale prloo)

Discounted gross Income ---------------------------------- $100.00
Lem discounted lifting cost ------------------------------------ 28.00
Less discounted cost depletion ---------------------------- 44.78

Discounted before ta* net Income --------------------------------- 82.22
Less taxes (48 percent) -------------------------------- 15.47

Discounted after tax lnconie . . . . . ..--------------------------------6. 75
Discounted net receipts (10.75+44.78) --------.. .----------.... -"- 61.58

The mile price is equal to the discounted net receipts., or $01.43. This cost can be
depleted over the life of the well. If the discount factor Is the same as assumed
above In discounting the $5.50 of true coat depletion for the oil driller: that Is,
4.00/5.150 equals .727, then the discounted .ost depletion for the new owner would
be $44.78 (.727X01.53).

Thus, a competitive buyer would be willing to pay up to $61.58 for a producing
well expected to yield $100 dipcounted gross Income with $28 of discounted lifting
costs and cot depletion based on the selling price. If the well Is sold, the cost
basis for depletion Is stepped up from $5.0 to $01.58.

00. 3tjllers estimate of the excess of depletion claimed over true Cost depletion I 50
recent. Therefore. one.fifth of the percentage depletion would he equal to true cost depletion.
us in the example above where discountid gross income Is assumed to be 1100. true cost

depletion would be SIfl0 (.IX2?.5). The cost basis would be higher If expensing of
Intangibles were not allowed.
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Calouletlon of capItal gain
sale price ........................................................... $61.03
Cost basis .......................................................... .0
Capital gain before taxes .......... M03

Less taxes (26 percent) ....................- 14.01
Capital gain after taxes ----------------------------------------------- 42.02
Net receipts (42.02+.50) -.................... 4T.52

From thee example It appears that discounted net receipts of the oil driller
will be $ .24 It the well Is operated by the oil driller with percentage depletion,
,1.06 Itf the well Is operated by the oil driller with true cost depletion, and

7.52 It the well Is soad and capital gain realized." Therefore, If the percentage
depletion were not allowed, there would be an incentive to sell producing wells.

The conclusion that the removal of percentage Olepletion would lead to Increased
sales of successful wells can be utilized In several directions:

(a) Tie effect of complete removal of percentage depletion on enter-
prises engaged in exploration and development will be moderated by
the opportunity to convert discoveries into capital gains. As much as
half file apparent increase in taxes resulting from restricting drillers
to cost (epletion could be recouped by them were they to sell and real.
ir capital Plns.

(b) In order to effectively eliminate any tax preference to this in-
dustry, the tax law would have to consider that gains from the sale of
successful wells by a driller be considered ordinary income, since he is
in the business of selling oil wells, or that gain from the sale of success.
fill wells is ordinary income to the extent of previous deductions of
drilling expenses.

The calculations above made a particular assumption about the sales
price in relation to the expected gross income. If selling prices typi.
ally run lower than this, the capital gain prospect would be less attrae.
tive relative to continued operation.

Ps OVERALL COMMENTS ONE

The most completely worked out estimates of the effects of removing
the special benefits for oil and gas, assuming no price, royalty, or cost
offsets, are those of CONSAD, which suggest a longrun decline in
known oil reserves of 3 ptcent from repeal of percentage depletion
and 7 percent from elimination of both percentage depletion and the
immediate deduction of intangibles.

On its own terms the CONSAD estimate is too high in that it as.
sumes zero offset through higher prices, lower royalties, or cost reduce.
tions. While none of the.e possible offsets can be estimated precisely, a
judgment that they would reduce the profit impact by a half would
seem modest.

On the other hand, the CONSAI) study, given all the practical diffi.
culties that beset statistical studies, may involve either an underesti.
mate or an overestimate of the tax effect tinder the assumption of no
price, royalty, or cost offsets. The issue is uncertain. It may be per-
tinent to olerve that judging the effects of percentage depletion is

M To this last care whero the well Is sold and the capital ain realized and the new owner
obtatns a high bais for cost depletion, the tax revenues total $20.4A (the sum of $14.01 on
the capital gala and $15.4? by the buyer who operates the well). midway between the $28.7S
tax In case I with percentage depletion and the PU.04 tax In case 2 with coat depletion.
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hard because the provision has not beeti changed in the period for
which we have data regarding the industry. If one is inpre~wd with
the uncertainty of any estinate, this would noio sugg st doing no thing
but. rather changing percentage depletion, either ti) or down, to see
what happens.

This eliahter dealt only with dirmt effects oil the oil and alts industry.
The si lnif'ance of these effects to the United States is dealt wit Ih in theliex eL rkpter.

(liIArr.r 3.-EvALt.ATION oF rH Ir4sr.'r iv DnRv.,1sNo TAx TNCV.N.
TIYv5 TO O1 AN) (is Dhuixso

Chapter 2 described several ptoible economic effects of a major
change in the tax proviSIons relating to oil and gas. It remains to say
something about the ilmrtance of these effects fronh the standpoint.
of national policy.

1. PIRIC AND ROYALTY FFF.CTS

On balance the United States does not gain by tax provisions which
increase the income of royalty recipients. Already royalty rates on oil
and gas far exceed royalty rates on other ninerals. It must be noted,
however, that the U.s. (lovermnent is the largest recipient of lease
bonuses from its ownership of naval and Continental Shdf oil lands.

It would also appear that the United States has nothing to gain by
continuing tax provisions which merely reduce the price of gasoline,
petrochemicals, or natural gas. The whole logic of the free market sys-
tem armies for the users of gasoline another forms of energy paying
the full price. Tn a free market economy eonsuners can best make
rational choices if they are confronted by prices that cover fuHll costs.
Consider from the standimint of posIiblo price effect, the present
situation can be regarded as unfairly favoring oil and mas over com-
peting forms of energy and thus inhibiting the market in performing
its function of the rational allocation of resource development.

2,. MICATIONS OF TIM PFIIR.FJI(;K5oN AND ('oNSAD EIIMATES

The longrun implications of the CONSAT) estiniates of tax changes
on ihe level of longrun annual reserve development are rather small.
Presently, known reoverable oil reserves are abmut 12 tines the an.
nual output, (reserves about 36 billion barrels, output 3 billion). Out.
nut has been rising aI the level of about 3 to 4 percent a year (if we ig-

niore the bulge in output associated with lSte?). Oil companies have
maintained a level of exploration and develolnent, such as to increase

known reserves each year by nit amount, equivalent to the reserve
used up by production plum ni amount, about 12 tines the increased
production. (Since World War If the ratio has fluctuated between 13
and 11.) With growth at 3 percent a year, the longrun average level
of new reserves develold would have to be about 1.36 times annual
production.'4 Tf the desired reserve stock fell by 8.3 percent front 12
times annual production to 11 times annual production (which is
slightly higher than the 7 percent decline predicted by CONSAD

" That Is 1.0 tlme production for replacement plun 12 times .03 to cover growth.
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from repeal of both percentage depletion and expensing of intangi.
bles), the longrun annual increase in reserves would W 1.33 times
annual nrhllction, a decline of 2.3 percent. Roughly the decline in
drilling expenditures would be about the same level.

In addition to this long-run effet there would he a one-time reac-
tion to tie lower level of desired reserves when the multiple of re-
serves to prodlletionl drops.2 Theoretilenly, a drop of about 8.3 percent
in the level of reserves to outtll (i.e., a multiple of 12 to a multiple of
11) could he accoiplished by stopping all exploration for a year. This
is hardy likely to happen shiCe companies would want to keep their"exploration tennis" intact, would not want to lose good prospects to
eollltitors, etc. Al indication of this adjustment is given by the
experience since the Imn in drilling during the Suez crisis le oil
companieses with a reserve level of about 13 times output, and it took
them about A years to rdluce this to a more normal 12 times. If an
adjustment from 12 to I I were spread over 5 years, the decline in drill.
ing would be about 20 percent for 5 years and then alout 2. percent
below the levels that could be expected without any change in the tax
provisions.

These are merely numbers and thus are hard to interpret. It is useful
therefore, to consider the favorable tax provisions relating to oil and
gas as equivalent to a subsidy and then examine the question of how
the cost of the subsidy pays off in additional reserves.

Tn these terms we should use tile longrun estimates of the revenue
esost of the provisions, $1.3 billion for percentage depletion and $0.3
billion for expelnsing intangibles. (This means putting aside the addi-
tional transition effect of removing tile tax provisions, which effect
would be die to the fact that taxpayers would have virtually no tax
basis on current investments.)

SAn estimate that the percentage depletion deduction reduces the do-
sired reserve level by 8.3 pelr'elt (which, sit explained above, means
a 2.3-percent difference in ihe long-run annual reserve finding level)
means that the annual outlays on exploration and drilling would be
lower by almut 2.3 percent. Since the annual outlays at current levels
are about $4.5 billion, then the reserve fluding expenditures resulting
from the tax provisions should be below $0.15 billion. This can be com-
pared wtili tile revenue cost of $1.0 billion for the combined tax belle-
filt-that is, oine-tenth of the r venue loss goes to additional drilling.

This result is not inconsistent with an observat ion that could be made
by an oil driller that. le uses most of his present tax saving Hi invest-
ment. The point, would be simply that tle resulting investment in
oil and ,qir reserac findinq is only $0.15 billion higher than it would

Iave been. The rest of the tax saving oo~uld be invested in refining
or general diversiflcation, or it could serve to make the industry less
dependent oi outside capital sources than would normally be
expected1s

In any case tile indicated result, suges a rather low payoff for
the revenue foregone, and the payoff wotild be low even if it were three
or four times larger than the indicated $0.15 billion.

M Thl ts the same point that wan re(ferred to In the comparison of the Erickson andCONRAD estimates in the last clpter.*'lmhe oil Indutri Is generally less dependent on outside capital sources than otherIndustries because of it higher cash flow.
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Another waly of plttig this ill coplialtive terns is to ltilhize a
'urrent industry igure tlhat r %erves tilthe gi )uild sell at. about 33

pIieivnt of the eXlcted wellhead vtlle of the reservst as they ame
drawn ottL2 Simit'0 new lt&.% emres develoed annually alre about 4.5
billion barrels and the curreiit. oil wellhead e)ric, is aOuit $3 this
implies a market valuation of the aldditim to l irve of $4.6 billion.
'1'hus suggests tamt. thle Federa government isa paying, in, tax beinfis
almut. $1.0 billim for i-sureve which flits market. values it $o.15 billion
(3.3 peiret. of $4.5 billion). Eiveu if hie sIllly sIslillse was cunsid-
erably higher than the (ONS.AD and Fish.er-rieksop e8timates, the
market valulo of tile extt oil re.ev4 develoled would bW less than
tile revenue, foregone.

Tile forgoinglias colilmired the loss from total pIereitago de1)1-
tion with additional oil rI'ierves despite the fact. that. sonil of thlle
depletion goes to gas well irillig. The pr.wedeilre is followed becatus
(1) the CONSAD Ireport estjinattt no drilling imtsiis from gas tax
biiefits and (2) general llarket. consilterat.ios suggest that gas tax
Ibnelits aire comletely refleted in gais prices.

3. l10$811ll.9 TAX sTItREU"I'IIVH nMAMA OPHRATINO ON tIL ANI) lAs WRlI
DRILLING

Tile literature on oil and g s taxation inchides discussion of various
ways in which tile tax strUcture may, by itself, le distortlig oil and
gas well.drillilg dvisious. One argument. suggests that. oil and gas
well-drilling would tenld to be discouraged by the existence of it non-
integrated corporate tax anl thus soile colpeiisatitig allowance is
called for. The other argument. suggests wi ays In which tile tax st'uc-
ture tends to oveostinmlate exjhbrat ion antidevelopment. even apart
frmi the general weentage, depletioll effect inl'zel by FiHher,
Eriekson, and CONSAD. "
. The capital intensly of ol, aind gas
An argument developed by Mcl)omihld holds that. oil and gas well

drilling is a high-risk capital intensive industry and that tile existenceof a nonilletgrated.corj)orato tax ilnl)oies a penalty on various indus,
tries according to their risk and capital intensity. Ile concludes that
unless offset by sone special allowances this would tend to distort
downward the investment. in oil and gas well drilling compared to
what it would be in at neutral tax syslen.s In. his latest article V Mc-
)onald appears to conclude that for the domestic oil industry his argi-

tielit suggests it lerceitage del)letioi rate of 14 percent. He further
indicates that various criticisms of this mnollifled imsition have "some
v'alidity," and that the importance of his argument also rests on alln
assumption that the geneld corlmrate come tax is not shifted for-
ward in price.

f Cited In the recent Interior Department study on oil reservesm This thesis was advanced by Otephen MeDonald In "Pereentage Depletion and the Alto-
ention of Resources: Trhe Case ror On and lam" 14 "National Tax Journal 323" (Deenber1061). There ensued an extensive debate with criltkl views expressed by Musgrave, Steiner,and 8idridge A detailed bibliography on this literature Is provided in S. MelonallA"lereeage beletlon, IHxiwnsln of Intangibles, and Petroleum Conservation, in "%-tractirve Resourtea and Taxation. Mason Oafrney. Rdltor 1967 in which icDonui sumsup his views anti makes some concesslons to his critics.

*In the Oate;" volume at p. 284.
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The debate on the McDonald thesis itself has not given adequate
attention to tile possibility that an opposite bias arises from the treat-
ment of immediate expensing, discussed below in b.
b. The expenaitig of intanglbles on exploration

The risk character of oil and gas well drilling introduced a peculiar
tax advantage to this activity wlich has been recognized in tile litera-
ture. On general economic grounds, and abstracting from taxes, one
would expect relative investments in different industries to roceed
intil the rate of return at the margin was equal (or reflected tie pref-
erences of investors about risk, etc). As applied to exploratory oil and
gas well drilling compared to, say, a steelplant, this would suggest
that resources should be invested in oil and gas exploration untilthe
marginal return on resources invested was the same as the marginal
return on building steel plants. Exploratory oil and gas well drilling
ias the peculiarity that about 1 in 10 wells is successful so that some
kind of marginal equivalence would come about in this fashion: the
expenditure of $100,000 in drilling 10 exploratory wells would, on the
average, l)roduce one successful well which would have a value of
$110,000, and the expenditure of $100,000 in building a steel plant
would create a business prospect worth $110,000. But the technologi-
Cal feature that tends to favor drilling is that the cost of the nine try
holes would be immediately written off, even though in the large the
expense of nine dry holes is part of the cost of one producer. The rule
of permitting deduction for dry hole costs, therefore, indicates that in
oil and gas well drilling 90 percent of the capital cost is written off as
incurred while the capital cost of the stel plant would only be recov-
ered through depreciation over its life. Ample tax literature supports
the point that it 90-percent writeoff in 1 year is an enormous advantage
under a tax rate of 48 percent. This argument is not advanced to rec-
ommend denying the deduction for dry-hIole costs but only to note that
this feature alone causes a tax system without any other special bene-
fits for oil and gais to favor these activities. This early write-off advan-
tage for exploration tends to offset the effect of McDonald's point
about capital intensity. I, exploration activity, the unrecovered capi-
tal investment is small.
e. A note on risk

In the literature favoring percentage depletion the argument is
sometimes advanced that tle allowance is necessary "because of risk."
The problem involved is highlighted by tle previous discussion which
at least suggested the risk feature.3' Even if one in 10 exploratory
wells is successful, one driller of 10 or 20 wells could have no suc-
cesses. This would be irrelevant if businessmen were completely un-
emotional about risk, that is, if they regarded an outlay of $100,000
on 10 wells each with a one in 10 chance of a payoff of $110,000
as exactly equivalent to a sure thing payoff of $110,000 on an outlay

86A. Harb rg r. Taxation of Mineral Industries." supra and P. Steiner, "Percentage
Ikpletion andlemure Allocation" In 'Tax Revision Compendium" vol. 2. Committee on
WS~v. and Means, 11159. gp. 1949-960.

rWe assume that therr would be an excess of value over cost to provide a normal
return.

SlAn extensive analyols of the risk problem In presented In C. Jacksn O.riwn , If.,
"D1eeislonh Under Varertainty-Drllilng Decisions b& Oil and Gas Operatoma" Tie tee.
niques for spreading and thus reducing risk vhleh Ora son describes are numerous.

334-193 0 - 60 - P. S - 12
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of $100 000. Presumably businessmen are willing to pay something
to avoid risk, or equivalently, that they would want a better payoff
on a risky investment than one which would on the average cover
the risk plus normal return. One question on this asks why the
Government should deliberately set out to offset this risk. If busi-
nessmen are reluctant to undertake risk, the price of the product
produced under risk conditions ought to reflect this, just as it would
reflect any other circumstances that made businessmen reluctant to
enter a particular line."3

Another comment is that if percentage depletion were concerned
with the risk problem it should apply at a lower rate for large firms
since risk can be reduced by large repetition of the risky event. If
the probability of success of a well is one in 10, then for a driller
of 20 wells the probability of having only one or no successes (half
the expected number) is about .29 (29 chances out of 100). For a
driller of 500 wells, the probability of 25 or fewer successes (half
the expected number) is less than one in a thousand.3'

A final comment is that if risk were the problem this would notjustify the present percentage depletion provision because it pays
off only on success; that is, the reward it bestows has the same risk
attached to it as the reward of a successful venture and would also
be undervalued by investors. A more rational approach would be to
reduce risk by making unsuccessful ventures less expensive; for ex-
ample, by paying some dry hole costs.
d. The signifloance of a higher reserve

Percentage depletion obviously does not put more oil below the
ground. M at it does is induce more drilling so that a larger amountof oil at any time is in the catego of known (and thus-more or
less available) reserves. It was indicated that the market value of
this increment to known reserves is less than the cost of getting it,
What other value does it have to the Nation?

Potentially, this margin of known reserves may have value for de-
fense purposes. This would appear limited since the capacity of pres-
ently existing wells considerably outstrips current production rates
and refinery capacity. The question is whether more useful ways could
be found to produce things of defense potential with a Government
expenditure of $1.6 billion per year. It would seem, for example, that
this amount spent directly on reserves, transportation, and refinery
capacity keyedt to defense needs might be more useful. Further, the in.
creasing importance of nuclear fuels, possible synthetic oil from coal
or shale, and rocket fuels raises questions about oil needs in the future
for defense.' In fact the percentage depletion allowance for oil and
gas by encouraging petroleum development and thus indirectly handi-
capping efforts toward development of shale oil and liquefication of
coal may be slowing the development of these enormous supplementary
fuel sources which could more than meet our strategic needs.

0 Note the MeDonid4 thesis dlscussed above does not -ny that the risk should be .
met but that the extra burden of an unintemtted corporate tax on the extra premium for
rink taking constitute* an added deterrent to risk taking. We have commented on the
Literature surrounding thin point In section a.

s This point Is develowd at rMter length In Orayson, op. cit.. pp. 270-276.
i rrh authors of " E.S. nergy Pollcies. Agenda for Reearch." (Resource for the

Future. 1968). argue that the specific national security objective In resource policy has
not bmr seriously formulated and analysed, pp. 45, 148-144.



e. Oserd oil "needs" and output
Some writers have extrapolated oil and gas consumption at rates

faster than current growth of supply and have concluded that the
resulting "shortage" demands special incentives for production and
finding reserves.

From an economic point of view this is illogical. If demand tends to
outpace supply, the proper market adjustment is an increase in price.
This leaves itto free market, choice whether the excess demand will be
eliminated by some buyers shifting to substitutes (in view of the higher
price) or by producers increasing output (in view of the higher price).
In any case a free market can make the proper output a-djustments,
and governmentt management of the oil supply is unnecessary. It could
be said that in the light of p ntial shortages a free market will un-
derinvest in research and technology (especially on substitutes) be-
cause any one producer who could spend money on research may believe
that it is not worthwhile to him because he will not recover much of
the benefit. It is conceivable, for example, that a million dollars spent
on experiments in hydrogenation of coal would produce in the ag-
gregate a gain of many millions to the society, but each single coal
producer may be reluctant to spend this money because even-if he is
successful he may think that he will increase the value of his coal by
less than a million dollars. If analysis of liquid fuel "needs" and sup-
plies indicate this possibility of underinvestment in research, the ap-
propriate response is to introduce Government subsidies for research,
or other devices to let coal companies undertake the research collec-
tively. While a free market may in some circumstances underinvest in
research, preferential tax treatment of one fuel source would seem to
further impede development of substitutes.

CIIvmTR 4.-OInER GOVERNMENT POLICUM RATING TO O11, AND GAs

The previous analysis has been directed at the specific question of
how prices, exploration, and development in the oil and gas industry
might change, given changes in the distinctive tax provisions applica-
ble to this industry, but assuming other Government policies with
respect to oil and gas are unchanged. Further, chapter 8 raised some
questions as to whether the effects of the provisions were of sufficient
value to the United States to be worth their cost.

One could, of course, argue that the effects of the tax provisions on
oil and g"_ exploration and development are higher than the estimates
cited; and, whether or not the effects have been underestimated, one
could argue that on balance the effects are favorable to U.S. policy
interests even after considering the cost of the provisions. These
arguments would not by themselves demonstrate that the special tax
provisions relating to oil and gas were desirable. The question would
remain, "Can these benefits be achieved at less cost to other taxpayers,
by means of some other Government policy f"

With regard to these broad issues of alternative oil and gs policies,
the Treasury Department is not in a position to offer final answers.
We can, however, raise questions which suggest, at least, that there
are alternative polices that could be pursue-. A brief survey would
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suggest four main areas in which alternative policies might come
about. These are:

(1) Management of presently known oil and gas reserves in
private hands

(2) Management of oil and gas reserves in the hands of the
Federal Government.

8.I Policy with regard to oil imports.
Policy with respect to alternative liquid fuel sources.

We comment on each briefly.

1. MANAGEMENT OF PRESENTLY KNOWN OIL AND GAN RESERVES IN
PRIVATE HAND

Several commentators have suggested that two effects of State regu-
lation, under which oil wells are operated, are to increase the average

cost and to maintain the price. For exaniple:
An outstanding technical fact about proration Is a systematic bias toward pro-

ducing oil from the less productive wells. Production from flush, low-cost sources
Is kept severely in check. The limits placed on total production support the price
structure under which the high-cost producers can continue to exist, instead of
being forced into early abandonment."
Without presuming to say just how State regulations might be changed
it is pertinent to note that on balance the profitability ofpetroleumin-
vestment could be enhanced if more efficient production were per-
mitted. Some of the specific directions .in which this might be achieved
are through wide s pacing requirements in wells, revision of proration
formulas to assign hither quotas to efficient wells, more encouragement
to unitization etc ((f. "ITS. Energy Policies," pp. 37-38.)

It is plausible to expect that revisions in regulation that permitted
lower cost operation would enhance profit and thereby provide some
stimulus for exploration. The R.F.F. report states "* * * * to a degree
the State regulatory systems enilody a pattern of disincentives for ex-
ploration" (p. 49).

2. MANAGEMENT OF OL AND GAS RESERVES OWNED BY THE FEDERAL
• GOVERNMENT

Some of the most prolific deposits of crude oil are located in areas
that the Federal Government owns or controls. The particular way
in which the Federal Government manages its stewardship with regA
to these resources will have some effect on the general situation of
availability of petroleum production.

The R.F.F. study suggests that there is good reason to review Fed-
enl Government policy with respect to both the western lands and the
Outer Continental Shelf. The aim should be to investigate ways in
which leasing policy could be modified to require more efficient opera-
tion and to provide more incentive for exploration. Specifically, it
appears possible for the Federal Government to exclude lands on
public domain from State regulation. This opens up the possibility
that the Federal lands could be used as a laboratory to develop efficient
production methods. Such a development would in the long rnn have

u "U.S. Energy Policies, An Agenda for Research," R.I.P. op. cit., p. 84.
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a constructive influence on State systems. (Cf. "U.S. Energy Policies,"
p. 48:)

If it is thought that it larger backlog of known reserves is needed
for potential defense needs, the oil wider the Outer Continental Shelf
could be managed from it national security standpoint, for example,
by providing for exploration but discouraging production.

3. POLICY ON OIL IMPORTS

It is said of the oil import policy, as it is often said of the tax pro-
visions relating to oil and gas, that the purpose of the policy is to
strengthen the national defense. The cost of the import restrictions
to the American public was estimated by a 1962 Report of the Office
of Emergency Planning to be around $3.5 billion a year.7 In the very
short term an increase in oil imports might have some implications for
the balance of payments. For the longer run it is nevertheless, a pos-
sible policy, that should not be overlooked, that the U.S. could econo-mize signicantly by relying tore on imported sources for current
petroleum needs. From a long-run standpoint, insisting on using U.S.
sources to meet current needs reduces oil underground in the United
States. The R.F.F. study suggests the desirability of doing research on
the possibility of using the savings front increased imports to subsidize
exploration in the United States to develop known-reserve stockpiles
(p. 46). (Possibly the relaxation of oil import controls could be aso.
coated with reciprocal reduction of controls affecting some U.S.
exports.)

4. POLICIES WIThT REARD TO ALTERNATIVE SOURCES

At least two alternative sources for liquid fuel appear to be near
the level of economic feasibility. One process is called hydrogenation
of coal, in which hydrogen is added to the hydro carbons in coal in
order to make the molecular structure closer to that of petroleum.
Another is the retorting of so-called oil shale to produce kerogen. Both
of these processes have been conducted experimentally. In both cases
the supply of the raw material is ver, large so that an economical
process would assure a very great addition to the supply of liquid
fuel. An alternative to present policies would be a massi've Federal
effort to underwrite large-scale pilot operations in both areas. "U.S.
Energy Policies" describes the Government expenditures on shale re-
search as "very small" (p. 126) and on coal research as "exceedingly
small" (p. 77).

.I. ('ONCLIWOSNS ON ALTERNATIVE POLICIES

Other natural resources policies besides the tax provisions have
major effects on oil reserves, prices, and utilization. Various policychanges and combinations of changes offer promising possibilities for
meeting all our needs, including national security. These various poli-
cies an-d combinations should be the subjects of careful research and
consideration.

N Cited In U.S. Energy Poilelep, p. 45.
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IX-B. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: TAX TREATMENT
OF TIMBER

1. PjRNT TRTm NT Or TinMED IWOME

Income derived from the increase in the value of standing timber
isin general, taxed as capital gains. Prior to 1944, only the taxpayer
who sold his timber in a lump sum or sold his timber and land outright
was entitled to pay tax on the increase in value of the standing timber
at the preferential capital gains rates. In contrast, the taxpayer who
cut his own timber or sold it under a cutting contract in which he
retained an economic interest, such as a so-called pay-as-cut contract,
paid tax on the increase in value at ordinary income tax rates. The
Revenue Act of 1948 extended capital gains treatment to the taxpayer
in either of these latter two situations. (Sec. 681 (a) and (b) of the
1954 code.)

One result of the present capital gains treatment of income derived
from the increase in the value of standing timber is a significant reve-
nue loss to the Treasury. In 1965, corporations in the lumber and paper
industries reported $443.4 million of long-term capital gains. This
represented a tax savings for the corporations of $102 mi lion. The
capital gains provisionslead to an effective tax rate of 29.6 percent for
the lumber industry, and 39.9 percent for the paper industry as com-
pared to a 44.4 percent effective rate for all manufacturing except the
petroleum and lumber industries.$

Partnerships and individuals also report timber capital gains. The
1962 Statistics of Income Supplemental Report, Sales of Capital
Assets Reported on Individual Income Tax Returns indicated that in
1962 $114 million gross capital gain was claimed by individuals for
timber and coal. These data give no breakdown between timber and
coal. The supplemental report does break down capital pains claimed
by broad AGI classes. Using estimates of the differential in marginal
tax rates between these broad AGI classes, it is estimated that the
individual revenue-loss in 1962 for coal and timber was $29 million,
most of which was for timber.

The total revenue'loss to the Treasury in 1965 for corporations, in-
dividuals and partnerships is probably greater than $125 million
($100 million on corporate returns and $25 million on individual re-
turns). This should be compared to the 1966 fiscal year expenditures
for forest resources by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Man-
agement of $406 million. The tax subsidy to timber through capital
gains in 1965 is at least 25 percent of the direct expenditures for forest
resources in the 1966 fiscal year.

The tax advantage of capital gains treatment of timber accrues
mainly to large corporations and high-income individuals. Small cor-
porations with taxable income less than $25,000 do not benefit from
the capital gains provision. In 1965 there were 13,251 corporate re-
turns flled in the lumber and paper industries. Of these, the 16 corpora-
tions with assets over $250 million reported 64.8 percent of the long-

'The statistics of Income data do not separate timber capital gaime from other capital
gains. te amumpton In that almost all of the capital gains reported by the lumber and
paler companies are tn tact from Umber. In additipn, some corporations not In the lumber

oriper industries do report timber capital Iin#..tahe eective ta I rate is the actual tax, both domestic and foreign, as a percent of
taxable income.
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term capital gains. The 68 corporations with assets over $50 million
reported 80.4 percent of the long-term capital gains. In fact, five com-
panies reported 51.8 percent of the long-term capital gains. The table
below gives the capital gain reported as a proportion of taxable in-
come for the years 1962-66 f6r "an average large firm" distilled
from four of these large corporations and for the lumber and paper
industries.

TABLE I.-PERCENTAGE OF TAXABLE INCOME LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAIN, 1962-
(Dollar amounts In millions

. GlCpltbl pie

YW Taxablncome Capital pin =l1"Cnome

Aveslle firm: r
L .i....... ................................ .. El .

Paper:

I The pmIbllity of capital plnas component being larger than total taxable Income Is explilnd below.

The individual returns filed in 1962 with timber and coal capital
gains reveal that a disproportionate share of the tax benefit goes to the
lhigh-income individuals. Of the 43,977 taxable returns with net capital

Sain or loss from timber and coal, 3,427 returns or 7.8 percent had ad-
usted gross income of $25,000 or more. These returns reported 25.4

percent of the gross gains.

2. JUSIrmcATioN OF PRESENT TRUTMENT oF Timz INomE

Capital gains treatment was provided timber in lieu of an explicit
averaging technique and as an incentive device for good conservation.
It can-be argued that there are alternative ways of handling the lumpi-
ness problem (averaging) and either that the incentive for conserva-
tion is not (or no longer) needed or that there are better ways of giving
the incentive (for example, through direct expenditures or at least
tying the incentive to conservation expenditures.

8. PoBLzMs or CAPrrAL GAINs Taim'= tr or TmER INCOM

There are four main problems associated with the capital gains
treatment of timber income:
(a) Inequ fJ between indivdte or corporation. owniV timber anad

thoie owk other itne owcee whkoA ead. to a m~allocation of

The basic economic argument against the present tax treatment of
income from timber growing is that investment in business assets
should be treated neutrally. The favorable tax treatment of timber in-
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creases the profitability of investing in timber and leads to a distortion
of investment away from other industries to the tim ber industry. low-
ever, the increased investment in timber does not necessarily imply
increased conservation expenditures. Under present law, capital gains
treatment is allowed regardless of whether the taxpayer practices con-
servation. In fact, fast liquidation operations to make it quick profit
at favorable tax rates may be encouraged. This is just the opposite of
good conservation practices.

In the long run, a part. of the tax advantage might be shifted for.
ward in the form of poweripces for timber products and part of the
tax advantage might, be shifted backwards in the form of higher prices
for land suitable for timber. Therefore, in the long rn, after-tax pro-
fits in timber might be no higher, given the risks, th1an after-tax profits
In other industries.

(b) Di8tortion of thuber o mnerwhip ,iluin forestry
Small corporations with taxable income of less than $25,000 do not

benefit front the capital gains provision because the tax rate on capital
gains is 25 percent whereas the tax rate on ordinary net profits is 22
percent. To the extent that integrated firms tire successful in shifting
manufacturing profits to timber growing to gain the advantage of
capital gains over ordinary income tax treatment, timberlands will
become even more valuable to them. For individuals there is nil increas-
ing advantage to timber ownership as taxable income increases because
the differential between ordinary and capital gains tax rates increases
with taxable income. Therefore, the capital gains treatment of timber
income leads to t shift in ownership of tinuberland away front small
corporations and low-income individuals to large or integrated cor-
porations and to high-income individuals.
(e) Inherent dfliilty i# determining fair market value wen the

tfinmber owner logs and processes much timher
When the timber owner cuts his own timber, the determination of

the fair market value of the standing timber essentially divides the
total taxable income between capital gain and ordinary income. This
point is illustrated by several examples. a

Let us suppose that a corporate taxpayer in the 50 percent ' marginal
tax bracket cuts its own timber an sells the logs and that the cost,
basis of the timber is $5 million, the logging costs are $T million and
the selling price of the logs is $20 million. In absence of capital gains
treatment of timber income, the taxpayer would have $8 million of
income taxed at ordinary tax rates ($.$0--$7-$5). It tns would
have a tax liability of $4 million.

However, under section 681 (a), the difference between the fair
market value of the standing timber on the first day of the taxable
year in which it was cut and the cost basis of the timber is considered
for tax purposes a capital gain. Thus let us further stppose that an
estimate of the fair market value for the timber is $11 million. The tax-
payer would then have a capital .ain of $6 million ($6-$11-$5).
Tt has ordinary income of $2 million ($2=$20-$T-$11). The $8
million of taxable income in the first example has been divided between

IThe 50.pereent marginal tax rate wake chosen aon at to simplify the expomitlon.
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$6 million of capital gain and $2 million of ordinary income. The tax
liability is 25 percent of tile $0 million ius n0 percent of the $2
million or $2.5 million. The capital gain provision has decreased the
tax liability from $4 million to $2.5 million.

Except. as noted below, it is to the taxLayer's advantage to claim as
high it fair market value as possible.' This increases the capital gain
which is taxed at the )referential capital gains tax rates and decreases
the ordinary income which is taxed at. tHe ordinary tax rates. For
example, if the taxpayer had claimed a fair market value of $12 mil-
lion instead of $11 million, it, would have $7 million of capital gain
($7$1, - $5) Iand$1 million or ordinary income ($1 W$20-$7-$12).

tm tax liability would hie $2.25 million ($2.2A=.25X$7+.50X$1).
The taxpayer can minimize its tax liability if all its taxable income

is capital gain. To do this our taxpayer would need to claim a fair mar-
ket value of $13 million. It wou ld tien have $8 million of capital gain
($8=$13-$A) and no ordinary income ($0=$20-$7-$1j). All Its
taxable income would be taxed at the preferential capital pins tax
.,.tr '""i n thr fflv liability would be 25 percent of the $8 million capi-

tal gain or $2 million.
m. ti.. .r nation where the capital gin exceeds taxable in-

com1e, the taxpayer can decrease its tax liability by decreasing its capi-
tal gains. For example, suppose the fair market value is $15 million. If
hfie taxl)ayer reports its income using that value, it has a capital gain of

$10 million ($10=$15-$5) and ordinary loss of $2 million ($-9
= $20- $7- $15). Under the alternative tax computation, the taxpayer

receives no tax savings as a result of the ordinary loss and the tax lia-
bility is 2.5 million (2.6 million ,.25 X 10 million). The taxpayer's tax
liability has been increased by 0.5 million as compared w'it the prior
(ase where the capital gain was just equal to taxable income. Thus, if
it were to report its income claiming a fair market value of only 18
million its tax liability would be $2 million computed as in the prior
Case. Oiwiously in such a case there is an inducement to report fair
market value so as to minimize tile tax liability.

It. is not unknown for two different taxpayers to claim very different
fair market values for similar timber on adjacent tracts. A large inte-
gmted corporation with high profits from later manufacturing may
claim a high fair market value to minimize the proportion of taxable
income taxed at ordinary rates. In contrast, a single product corporal.
tion, for example, a lumber producer, with low profits from later mann-
facturing may claim a lower fair market value for the standing timber.
If this lumber producer claimed as high a fair market value as tie
integrated corporation, it would end up in the extreme situation where
the capital gin is greater titan the taxable income. Thus, the fair
imrket value which minimizes the tax liability of the large integrated
corporation does not minimize the tax liability of the lumber producer.
Therefore, it is not surprising that these two taxpayers claim very
different fair market values for similar timber.

An examination of table I indicates that the average large firm has
nearly minimized its tax liability by having almost 100 percent of its
taxable income taxed at. the preferential capital gains rates. It pre.

o leer etate ta purpose, an Individual taxpayer would want to claim a low a fair
market value as possible.
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sumably was the intention of Congress in 1943 to provide capita) gains
treatment only for the Income derived from the Increase in the value
of standing timber. However, it appears that large integrated corpora-
tions with-income from logging and later manufacturing are able to
shift all their Income Into the lightly taxed capital gain category. This
would not appear to accord with the purpose of the special treatment.

In summary, the determination of fair market value is a valuation
question with Important tax consequences. The taxpayer has a strong
incentive to adjust the fair market value claimed so as to minimize the
proportion of total taxable income taxed at ordinary tax rates. It is,
therefore, not surprising that the Internal Revenue Service has fre-
quent disagreements with the taxpayers on the determination of fair
market value when auditing the returns of large lumber and paper
companies.
(d) Inherent diod4ty of1 acing ewpen.ea between thoe whkih

may be trrently deducted and those wlhcl& mut be capald
There are two tax advantages to current deductions. First current

deductions reduce present taxes whereas capitalization will later re-
duce future taxes. Current deduction thus leads to an interest saving
on the postponed taxes. Second, by deducting against ordinary Income
the coda necessary to produce a capital ain in timber growth, the tax.
payer is able to increase the future capital gain whici is taxed at the
preferential capital gains rates and to reduce the ordinary Income
which is taxed at a relatively hi her rate. The economic and-account.
in question is, "What expenses should be capitalized I"

Under tax practices prevailing within the timber industry property
taxes, interest on a mortgage, premiums for insuring standing timber
against loss by fire or other hazards, contributions to fire protection
organizations, protection costa incurred for controlling out-breaks of
forest insects or disease are now being deducted. Cost of these types
would seem to be costs necssary to carry trees to merchantability and
in this view should thus be capitalized and added to the cost basis of
the stand of timber. If timber is to be considered a capital asset then
all costs going into its creation should be capitalized.

Requiring capitalization of these costs necessary to carry trees to
merchantability would in neral be consistent with the accounting
practices of many firms wisin the timber industry in their financial
reporting to stockholders and to the Securities and Exchange
Commission. -

IX-C. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: TAX TREATMENT
OF REAL ESTATE

I. INRoWuVcoN

The income tax laws now provide preferential treatment in the
real estate field which subsidizes commercial and industrial buildings,
hotels and motels, shopping centers, office buildings and rental house.
Ing operators. These preferences consist primarily oI highly favorable
tax depreciation enhanced by thin equity financing and reduced or
deferred taxation of gains on the disposition of the investment. These
are frequently combined into varying arrangements called the real
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estate tax shelter which not only provides tax-free cash flow but may
offer syndicated investors an opportunity to apply excess real estate
deductions to shelter other income from tax.

The total revenue cost of this system of tax preferences is difficult
to estimate because of the limitations of available data on real estate
investment activity and the complex interplay of the relevant tax
provisions and real estate transactions. Nevertheless, it is conserva-
tively estimated that mome $750 million of revenue concessions attrib.
,table to accelerated depreciation plus another $100 million due to
favorable treatment of gains on real estate dispositions went into the
real estate field at 1967 tax and economic levels.

This memorandum examines these provisions and the cost and
effect of the existing preferential tax tiatment in the real estate field.

II. NATURE OF THlE, RAi EsrAT TAx Siiwam

The following reviews the highlights of the provisions giving rise
to the real estate tax shelter.

ACCEURATED DEPRECIATION

The income tax law allows accelerated depreciation methods which
the Treasur considers unrelistic for investors in buildings) include.
ing industrial buildings, even though they may not be heavily debt.
financed or involved in the artificial tax shelter arrangements which
frequently appear in other real estate areas.

or new buildings, as on machinery and equipment, the law per-
mits the use of the 200-percent declining balance and sum-of-the-years
digits methods. The former permits the annual writeoff of the original
cost of a building at a rate equal to twice the corresponding straight-
line rate. An approximately similar pattern of wiiteoff is allowed
tinder the sum-of-the-years digits method. For used buildings, the law
and regulations I)ermit the 150-percent declining balance method,
which provides a rate equal to 150 percent of the corresponding
straight-line rate.

The following brief summary indicates the first year, first 5-year,
and first 10-year writeoff as a percentage of a building's cost with 25-
and 40-year lives and tinder the four major alternative depreciation
formulas:

stwtorn

Y Sfl I .. ..........

RSALE AT CAPITAL GAIN RATM

After accelerated depreciation begins to run low the investor my
sell the real estate subject to capital gain rates. A5 a result of the
limited recapture rules (disussmd later) the gain representing the
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excess depreciation is subject primarily to capital gains tax though
the depreciation deductions had offset income taxed at ordinary rates.
The seller can then repeat the accelerated depreciation process on
another now building. The buyer can reonim ne depreciation with
a stepped-up basis on the old property using the 150-percent declining
balance method, but with a generally shorter tax Ife which may give
about as favorable a rate as the 200-percent declinig balance rate
on the original investment.

ADVANTAGES OF LSVER D FINANCING
In combination with leveraginhg-use of a high ratio of mortgage

debt to the property's cost-the accelerated depreciation advantages
are concentrated on a relatively thin equity capital commitment, giv-
ing rise to the familiar real estate tax shelter. Under this arrangement,
depreciation and mortgage Interest not only wipe out the taxable
rental income, thus permitting tax-free cash flow from the property,
but also give rie to depreciation-caused "tax loss3" which can be
applied against other income.' Where the syndicated or limited part.
nerl,ip form of organization is used, the real estate project's "tax
losses" may be taken directly as deductions by the individual partici.
pants who may purchase "pieces of the action" at $5,000, $10,000, or
$0,000 a project.

CAPITAL GAINS ON RMEAL
Gains on resale of the property-including book gains created by

the excess of tax depreciation over the fall off of actual value-are
taxable at reduced capital gains tax rates (half the ordinary rate for
individuals and in no case hi her than 25 percent of the gain for
individuals or corporations). (n the other hand, any net loss on these
and similar transactions is fully deductible against income subject
to regular tax rtes.&1 The ains created by excess depreciation on real
estate, unlike those on machinery and equipment,' are subject only
to limited, if any, recapture, as outlined under the next heading. These
book profits reflecting the artificial writedown of the depreciable in-
vestment by accelerated depreciation represents deductions previously
taken against ordinary income, so that the whole process represents
a conversion of ordinary income into capital gain for tax purposes.

LIMITED RCAPITRM OF CAPITAL OAIN DUN TO PRIOR OVIFD] ACTION

Although the Treasury has recommended stronger recapture of
capital gains on real estate which reflect prior overdepreciation, the

I I refln In cotrs with0a epW e .wit or expenses of operating real estate such as utilities,D c _ o ratwy Jat itdia services. to a deduction for tax purposn
but is not an out.ofpocket ek pense constitution an actual cash outflow rom the operating
e99 On the othr anda, mortgage amortization payments represent a coat payment

w ien not a tax eduction. However, accelerate depreciauon allowances in the early
year. exceeds by far the relatively low element of principal repayment In the mortgageserve. Consequently, depreciation deductions, and particularly those n excess of any
curent actual Iou of the proper" a value serve to provide a tax-exemption cover for
Ma now enabling the cash fow to be withdzwn y the ipvstor without being subject
to Individual Income tax. Tax.free cash Row of this type is tar more attractive to the
bign4-bracket Investor than ordinary dividends or points.

a section 123 af the Interna) Revenue Code.Section 1245 recapture rules adopted In the Revenue Act of 1902 provide that aladisposition of machinery or equipment In taxable as ordinary Income to the extent of
prior tprweiation taken on the property slaoe 1961.
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modified version of depreciation recapture applied to buildings limits
the recapture to gains realized oil property iold less than 10 years
and (except for Short-term holdings up to 12 months) to a specified
sliding scale percentage of the excess of the depreciation taken after
1963 over straight line.3 Under this provision, for property held for
20 montl of less, the applicable percentage is 100 percent. For prop.
erty held over 20 month- the pentage is 100 percent minus I per-
centage point, for each full month the property is held over 20 months.
If property is held for 10 years or more (120 months or more) the
percentage is zero and no portion of the gain is tregod as ordinary
gain by reason of section 120.

TAX-FREE OR TAX-DWRRW DISPOSITIONS

Real estate investors also enjoy advantages of tax deferral on their
gais through the tax-free swapping rules,' installment sale provisions,
and the refinancing to withdraw equity capital growth as tax-free
borrowing proceeds.

DEDUCTIONS FOR MOIITOAOE INTERST AND PROPEWT TAXES DURING
TilE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD

Another tax advantage to real estate investors involved in new
construction is the fact tat they can deduct the interest on construe-
tion loans and local property taxes incurred during the construction
period. In effect these are paid like other building costs largely out
of borrowed money, but offsettinr these costs against other income
provides a tax savings which benefits the equity owners. As a result,
owners of a thin equity may enjoy the ability to obtain an early tax-
free return of a major part, of their equity commitments almost at
the outset through these tax deductions.

UT1. RVNVEE COSTS

As previously indicated, it it difficult to estioate the overall revenue
cost of the real estate tax shelter in its various forms and arrangements,
taking into account the fact that while the capitall gains tax provides
some, although only partial, recoupment of excess tax depreciation
it also encourages repeated cycles of sales to restore tax basis and renew
the accelerated writeoff proeess. The inadequate recapture of depre-
eiation-caused amins represents a conversion of ordinary incme into
capital gains. The tax-fre exchange and installment provisions post-
pone the collection of even capital gains tax.
1. A eeelemted depn'edion

Looking at the accelerated depreciation provisions by themselves, it
is evident that where allowable tax depreciation exceeds the actual
rate at which buildings are used up and become obsolescent, income

' action 1250 of the Internal Revenue Code. adopted In 1904. A special rule provides that
for property held fo' I year or less the recapture rule applies to the entire amount of post.
1t.1i rytion taken on the property, not just the excess over straight line,

4 No gain or la Is recognil for Inome tax purposes upon the exenane of business or
Investment property solely for property "of a like kind" to be held for use in business or for
Investment, Under this provision, an exchange of real estate for other real estate quslifies
as a "like kind" exehan . Where cash or other "boot" Is also Involved. the gain Is taxable
only to the extent of Ahe cash or other boot refeived. gee stion 1031 of the InternlIRevenue Code.
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tax liabilities are deferred resulting in revenue reductions. It is esti-
mated that this involves a current revenue cost of about $750 million
of which $250 million relates to rental residential investments and
some $500 million to other kinds of real estate, including industrial
and commercial buildings, hotels and motels, shopping plazas, and
the like.

In view of the Nation's concern with housing construction goals,
it seems worthwhile to examine in more detail the rough estimates of
the breakdown of the $750 million revenue cost or "tax expenditure"
by destination:

Some $500 million as just indicated is used for tax advantages
for motels, office buildings, shopping centers, and commercial and
industrial construction of all kinds.

As much as another $100 million is used for continued tax ad-
vantages for older housing which is undergoing its second, third,
or fourth round of depreciation writeoffs at rates above straight
line.

Probably another $100 million goes for relatively recent housing
construction in the semiluxury or luxury highrise category.

Only about $50 million feeds directly into the process of re-
warding investors who currently or recently have made commit.
ments increasing the low- and moderate-income housing supply.

9. Capital treatment on gain reflecting pior overdepredation
Capital rather than ordinary gain treatment on gains reflecting prior

depriation probably represents annual revenue losses of about $76
million.
S. Intallment payment and other tam doferment procedures

Still another $25 million annual revenue is probably involved in tho
continuous (from the social viewpoint) tax deferment arising from
the tax rules permitting installment reporting of capital gains on real
estate, tax-free exchanges, and mortgage refinancing as a technique
for cash withdrawal of appreciated equity in real estate investment.

IV. EFFECT OF PMBNT REAL EsTATs TAx Rum ON CossucmorN

It is virtually impoible in the present state of the economic art
to reach reliable quantitative estimates of the effect of the present pref-
erential tax provisions on construction and housing supply. Lacking
quantitative measures of these effects of the millions of 'tax expendi-
ture" dollars now being spent to assist building generally and housing
inparticular, what arethe qualitative effects?

In broad outline the effects of the Federal income tax assistance
seems to show the following pattern"

The tax assistance provided, through accelerated depreciation
and capital gain treatment, for building investors generally and
landlords, presumably tends to encourage construction and rental
housing supply in the aggregate but by unknown amounts; the a
priori effect one would lo0ically expect-after all, millions of tax
dollars are being provided annually--cannot be reliably measured
either in terms of-building in the aggregate, housing generally, or
low-income housing.
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In the housing field the tax stimuli are probably more effective
for luxury and MOlderate-incomO rental housing where profitability
and appreciation prospects relative to risk are inherently more at-
tractive than in lower income housing.

The "trickle down" supply effect for the lower income rental
housing market is apparently slow and uncertain in a growing
generalhousing market.

Capital and other resource demands engendered by the existing
tax stimuli probably tend to expand luxury housing, commercial,
office, motel, shopping center, and other forms of more glamorous
investment, squeezing out lower incoilio housing.

The investor tax stimuli depend on and are sensitive to favor-
able financial leverage and interest rates relative to rents, so that
they are turned on and off abruptly with abrupt changes in
monetary policy; as a consequence, investors apparently rank
loan-term factors high and ahead of taxes in deciding whether
to invest.

The tax benefits are not focused on new construction but are
spread over repeated turnover of older properties; this M95
support the market and prices for older housing but the beneficial
feedback to new construction Incentive is probably not proportion-
ate to the revenue cost.

The present treatment seems to create a tax environment favor-
able to frequent turnover which tends to discourage long-range"stewardship" and adequate maintenance; it also encourages th
equities and unsound financial structures which could topple if the
market for real estate and rental housing weakened.

The tax stimuli probably aid new construction more than im-
provement or remodeling of existing housing since it appears that
remodeling of risky low.income projects cannot be conventionally
financed as well as new housing.

V. Orin EFFECTS

A. INCOMPATIBILITY WVITII AN EQUITABLE TAX SYSTEM

The cost of tax incentives for building-residential and other-
cannot be counted solely in terms of revenue aggregates. It has a
compelling significance in termsof its impact on individual taxpayers,
on tie sla ring of Government costs under a system supposedly dedi-
eated to progressive and equitable tax principles, and on the phenom-
enon which so frequently discredits the American income tax system-
the Individual with hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars
of income who makes little or no contribution to the Nation's revenue
resources.
I. Rea, estate operators

The Treasury recently examined a sample of tax returns cf tax-
pmyers (more aptly termed "nontaxpayers") engaged in real estate
operations who enjoyed substantial income receipts.

As an illustration of what this examination showed, out of one
group of 13 individual retuns for the year 1966 depreciation losses
reduced the Federal tax liability of nine of them to zero and of two
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others to less than $25. In the aggregate, the 18 taxpayers studied-
all of whom had substantial gross incomes-reported capital gains
on real estate of $1,260 000, dep reiation deductions of $462,000 and
net rental losses of $370,0it) after deducting all expenses and de-
preciation.

Over a 7-year period one taxpayer had capital gains (chiefly from
real estate sales) of over $5Y2 million, and dividends, management
fees, and other income of nearly $2 million-a total income of about
$N million. Yet because he had real estate losses arising from
depreciation deductions, he paid only $800,000 in taxes,, an average
effective rate of 11 percent. Eleven percent is the effective tax rate
paid annually by a married wage earner (two children) with around
$10,000 of income.
R. "Pasive" investors in real estate

The above taxpayers represented individuals actively engaged in
real estate operations. What about the larger group of passive' real
estate investors-investment bankers, corporate executives, stock.
brokers, and other high-bracket individuals who participate In syndi-
cates leasing buildings of various kinds ?

The Treasury has also examined the returns of a number of passive
real estate investors for 1904. Almost without exception, the real estate
investments were made through syndicates or limited partnerships
which leased the property, often to substantial business enterprises.

On the average, these taxpayers showed a wage or salary income of
$140,000 and reported real estate deductions in excess of real estate
income of $77,500, which offset other income. On the average those
real estate investors paid tax on only 53 percent of what would have
been their taxable income except for the real estate losses. This average
loss of $77,500 resulted in average tax savings of about $45,000 per
taxpayer or 58 percent of the loss. Depreciation and interest exlenses
amounted to $1.47 for each dollar of real estate income reported.

These investors presumably systematically sought and exploited
unreal tax losses from real estate. The unreality of these tax losses is
indicated by the fact that the cash rentals exceeded all cash expenses
plus mortgage amortization payments so as to provide a favorable
cash return to the taxpayers, calculated at over 10 percent on equity,
on the basis of reasonable assumptions as to the depreciable base and
financing.
J. Capital gains on disposition

The Treasury has also studied a number of sales transactions in
which gains on real estate were reported. Nearly all of the properties
had been depreciated under accelerated methods I and ha d operated
at. a "loss" for tax purposes during an average holding period of 4
years. The properties were sold at an average price in excess of original
cost. Many of the gains reflected pre-1904 depreciation not subject to
section 1250 recapture. But even if these section 1250 limited recapture
rules had been fully applicable to the gains, about two-thirds of the
prior depreciation deductions would not have been recaptured by sec-

s A g eat preponderance of the taxpayers used the 200.percent declining balance method.
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tion 1250 at ordinary rates but would have been reported as capital
gain. To be more specific, if section 1250 had been fully applicable,
about 70 percent of the gain would still have been capital gain and
about 70 percent of that capital gain would have been attributable
to prior depreciation deductions on the properties.1 This indicates
the inadequacy of the recapture under section 1250.

More detailed tabulations relating to the cases studied by the
Treasury relating to passive investors, capital gains on real estate
dispositions, and the tax losses and capital gains of real estate oper.
ators are presented in the accompanying appendix A..

B. INCOMPATIBILITY WITH BUDGET CONTROL A14D EXPENDITURE ALLOCATION

. The present special tax provisions for construction and housing
investment have an annual revenue cost of approximately $850 inif
lion. This is roughly the amount of tax expenditures-tihe revenues
forgone-due to these special provisions.

The direct expenditures (exclusive of net lending) in the Federal
budget to assist private building construction will come to about $500
million for the fiscal year 1969. Thus the amount of budget resources
used for buildings in the form of tax expenditures is over one and
one-half times as large as comparable direct expenditures.

To sum up on the effects of the present system of accelerated de-
preciation and related tax treatment of real estate operators and in-
vestors-the real estate tax shelter--the system-

is costly and inefficient as a means of getting more housing or
other construction;

offers no assurance that construction resources are directed to
riority needs; indeed-it may be surmised-it diverts promo.

ional talent, capital, and other resources into forms of building
which are less essential than many basic housing needs;

is basically incompatible with the operation ofa fair tax system
and the important objectives of tax reform;and

is also incompatible with budgetary responsibility since it in-
volves substantial tax-expenditure commitments via the revenue
side of the budget which escape the tests and controls of sound
modern budgetary procedures.

VI. SoME HISTORICAL BACKGROUND ON ACCELERATED DEIATION

These observations on the wisdom of the present depreciation sys-
tem for buildings are reinforced by its historical background.

The present accelerated methods were intially adopted in 1954 with
industrial machinery and equipment primarily in mind. Acceleration
of depreciation for buildings in 1954 appears to have been a happen-
stance, coming along as an inadvertent. appendage to the liberalization
directed at machinery and equipment. No conscious decision was made
to adopt the present system as a useful device to stimulate building or

'Thus, about 80 percent (TO percent time* To percent. or roughly half. plus the 80.
p'eet ordinary gain recoglsed under see. 1250) would represent prior depredation.

334-sos 0 - 69 - pi. - 13
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to provide us with more or better housing, let alone lower income hous-
ing. The present tax system for buildings just happened.'

This "inadvertenoyl' in the extension of accelerated provision to
buildings, however, has created a variety of unanticipated problems.
Because of the typically high rates of debt financing in real estate, the
advantages of acceleration based on the entire depreciable cost loom
much larger relative to a thin margin of equity capital. The availability
of the accelerated methods for buildings has thus created a variety of
tax problems: Deferral of tax; conversion of ordinary income into
cap al gain; tax-free dividends; spillover of depreciation losses
against other income; the phenomenon of the negative tax on real
estate earnings with the result that the after-tax income from real
estate is greater than the before-tax income; and the development of
all the exaggerated forms of tax avoidance inherent in the debt-
financed real state tax shelter.

VII. TE,%strUy's PREvIous El'orms To COaRsETr AccEF.rLaw DFpwirt-
cATIoNw FOR Buiw os AN!GS ) RANO Armu, RuLrs

In his tax message of 1961, President Kennedy recommended that
capital gain treatment be withdrawn from gains on the disposition
of depreciable property, both real and personal, to the extent of prior
depreciation allowances.

It was felt that such gain reflects depreciation allowances in excess
of the actual decline in value of the asset and under the proposal
would be treated as ordinary income. Any gain due to the portion of
selling price in excess of te cost of the asset would still be treated
as capital gain. This reform, it was indicated, would eliminate an
unfair tax advantage which the law gave to those who depreciate
property at a rate in excess of the actual decline in market value and
then proceed to sell the property, thus, in effect, converting ordinary
income into a capital gain. It was felt that this reform was particu-
larly essential at that time in view of the impending administrative
revision of depreciation guidelines.

Under the Revenue Act of 1962, in response to the President's recom-
mendation, gain on, the disposition of depreciable personal property
and certain other property which is eligible for the investment credit
was treated as ordinary income to the extent of depreciation taken
after 1961. Initially, the House failed to act on the President's pro.
posal as it applied to real estate, for reasons described in Secretary
Dillon's statement before the Senate Finance Committee in April
1962 on the 1962 legislation as due largely to "difficulties in reaching
a consensus on the appropriate remedy * * *. There nevertheless ap-
pears to be recognition that excessive depreciation in the real estate

I Dan Throop Smith. one of the prime architects of the 1964 ilberalization. has said. In
commenting on the need for further liberalization for machinery and equipment as of 1961
(prior to the 1062 guideline revision and the Investment credit) :"It It not needed for real
estate, depreciation allowances on which are probably too liberal. These allowances might
even be reduced, though the repeal of the capital gains provision may take care of the
worstof the present unfair tax advantages achieved through real estate tranctions."
Smith s remarks clearly Indicate the primary concern In 1954 with liberal tax depreciation
on machinery and equipment, In his words "the most Important form of depreciable
property from the standpoint of Industrial productivity." Dan Throop Smith. "Federal Tax
Reform," McGraw-Hill Co., New York, 1961, ch, 6, p. 1MT.
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area is a serious problem and that some action is required."'I He fur-
ther indicated that it would be unwise to delay action and renewed
his recommendation for remedial legislation at that time. Secretary
Dillon specifically recommended that depreciation with respect to all
real estate hereafter acquired be limited to an amount not in excess
of the depreciation allowed under the straight-line method. He indi-
cated that accelerated depreciation applied to real estate is not an
appropriate measure of decline in value. Real estate, he said, unlike
personal property, does not generally suffer unusually heavy deprecia.
tion in the early years of its life.

Secretary Dillon further suggested that, iyhile gain on the sale of all
real estate should be treated as ordinary income to the extent of depre-
ciation after 1961, to meet the assertion of real estate investors that
such ordinary income treatment would operate peculiarly in the real
estate area to lock them into their investments after a long period of
time, such treatment could be subject to a sliding-scale cutoff. Under
the sliding-scale cutoff recommended by Secretary Dillon in 1962, gain
would be ordinary income to the extent of 100 percent of all deprecia-
tion taken after 1961 in the case of real estate held for 6 years or less.
The cutoff would begin for real estate held for more than 6 years prior
to disposition and the percentage of depreciation to be treated as
ordinary income would be reduced by 1 percentage p!int for each
Month the property was held in addition to 6 years. This reduction
would, therefore, accumulate to 100 percent after 81/3 years, thus pro-
viding full capital gin treatment regardless of prior depreciation
a after a total holding of 14 years.

Since no action was taken by the Congress to provide recapture of
excess depreciation on real estate, the administrative revision of depre-
ciation guidelines in 1962 was confined, in effect, to personal property.
While guideline lives were provided for buildings, they were essen-
tially the same as those in Bulletin F with the exception of farmIbuildigs.. . . ,

There the matter rested for a short time, but in President Kennedy's
1963 tax message he specifically referred to necessary definitional
changes in the capital gain area. He indicated that details regarding
specific proposals in this area. including real estate gains, would be

mresnted by the Secretary of the Treasuiry. In the list of definitional
hangss mentioned by the President were "real estate tax shelters,
whic are giving riseto increasingly uneconomic investment practices
and are threatening legitimate real estate developments."

Following the President's message, Secretary Dillon recommended
that depreciation on future acquisitions of real property should not
exceed that allowed under the straight-line method and that the pro-
visions of section 1245 of the Internal Revenue Code adopted in 1962
with respect to capital gain treatment on the sale of depreciable equip.
inent should be extended with appropriate modifications to depre-

eiaihle real estate. The technical explanation accompanying Secretary
Dillon's statement described a sliding-scale cutoff to plov'ide it special
treatment for long-terin investments in real estate. The sliding-scale
cutoff recommended bky the Secretary in 1963 utilized the same 6- and

IRevenue Act of 1002. ,Hearings Before the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate," 87th
Cong., 24 sess., p. 1. p. 88.
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141 -year cutoff periods which he had described in his earlier state.
ment before the Senate Finance Committee on the Revenue Act of
1962. The action taken by the Congress in 1964 watered down the
recommendations made by the administration. The House bill and the
final legislation in 19064 provided that if a building is sold within 1 year
after its acquisition, any gain up to the amount of post-19063 deprecia-
tion taken on the building is to be treated as ordinary income. It fur.
other provided that if thebuilding is sold during the first 8 months of
the second year, gain is to be treated as ordinary income to the extent
of the excess of depreciation taken over straight-line depreciation.
Beginning with the 21st month after acquisition, the excess of actual
depreciation taken over straight-line depreciation which is to be treated
as ordinary income would be diminished by I percent per month. Thus,
after 10 years, any gain would be treated as long-term capital gain
except that major improvements were to be treated as having a sepa.
rate holding Veriod.

It was estimated that this provision would increase revenues by
$15 million a year. By contrast, the 0-year, 14 1-year cutoff plan
directed at the entire amount of prior depreciation since the effective
date plus limitation of future acquisitions to straight line which had
been recommended in 1962 had been estimated as adding about $80
million to tax receipts.

VIII. WoRK oF THE DoUOLA8 CoMMissiow (NATIONAL COMMISSION
oN URBAN PROBLEMS) ON REAL ESTATE TAXATzON

The Douglas Commission (National Commission on Urban Prob.
lems) has devoted considerable attention to the tax treatment of real
estate in the form of rental housing property particularly for people
of low and moderate incomes and in the urban ghettos. This section
of this memorandum gives the highlights of the Douglas Commission
work in this area with some of the Commission's findings and recom-
mendations which appear in its recently released report.

One of the Douglas Commission's studies, The Federal Income Tax
in Relation to Housing (the Commission's Research Report No. 5),,
suggested a package tax reform in the real estate investment area
which would incorporate the following set of interrelated changes:

Limitation of depreciation on all buildings to a straight-line basis,
in order to lessen motives for quick turnover.

Provision of liberalized depreciation guideline lives on buildings, in
keeping with the machinery and equipment life system.

Establshment of full recapture rules to backstop the easing of
depreciable building lives.

'Prepared by Richard B. Slitor while he was on leave from the Treasury to serve as a
Professor of Economics at the University of Massachusetts In Amherst.
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Allowance of an investment tax credit for new construction and
naor structural rehabilitation, suitably tailored to the building life

and to the extent of mortgage financing.
In view of the special rIs ks and deterrents to investment in low-

income housing and" rehabilitation of older residential properties, such
a balanced reform package might well Include some type of differential
benefit for such outlays, if that is feasible without requiring a highly
detailed and selective certification procedure.

This proposed approach would tend to equalize tax incentives--now
focused heavily upon luxury and highrise development--and distribute
the interest of private enterprise more evenly over the whole housing
field. It should also eliminate existing tax' incentives toward excessive
property turnover. Revenue gains in areas where taxpayer advantages
now produce little or no new investment could thus be employed to
provide tax benefits for desirable housing construction.1

The Douglas Commission Research Report No. 5 also recommended
a kind of incentive plan called a supplementary allowance approach
designed to stimulate the better upkeep and rehabilitation of old
rental housing. This plan would permit, subject to some limitation,
the current expensing for income tax purposes of all expenditures on
improvement and re iabilitation as well as repairs and maintenance
on rental housing structures of 80, 40, or 50 years of age and,.in addi-
tion, would cut back on the depreciation ordinarily allowable on
such property unless matched by expenditures for repair and
improvements.

The Commission report endorses the objectives of the tax reform
package outlined in its research study but indicates that the Com-
mission is not prepared either to endorse this particular plan or to offer
It similar plan. It indicates that the whole area needs further careful
exploration as promptly as possible. Accordingly, the Commission
made as its recommendation No. 1, T U.S. Treasury study, described
as follows:

The Commission recommends that the President direct the Treasury Depart.
meant to make an intensive analysis and submit explicit findings and recom-
mendations concerning tax law changes best suited to provide materially more
favorable treatment for investment In new residential construction (including
major rehabilitation) than for other forms of real estate investment.,

The second recommendation of the Commission is concerned with
tendencies of the tax law to reinforce underlying conditions which in-
hibit sound maintenance and rehabilitation of old rental housing, espe-
cially in deteriorating city neighborhoods. Thus with respect to "tax
incentives for upkeep of older rental housing":

I The Federal Income Tax in Relation to Housing, National Commission on Urban Prob.
lems, Research Report No. 5. pp. 104-105.

2 This and the subsequently quoted recommendations of the Douglas Commission appear
In Its report, pat IV Investment Structure, Finance, and Taxation, chapter f, federall
Income Taxation ,and Urban Housing," p. 20-22.
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The Oommisson recommends that the Internal Revenue Oode be amended to
provide specific Incentives for adequate maintenance and rehabilitation of rental
residential property by allowing, within appropriate IlmtW, for esieclally gen-
eroua tax treatment of Investor-owners' expenditures for these purposes with
respect to structures of more than some specified age, such as 80 or 40 years.

In this regard, the Commission report cites as one specific plan the
supplementary allowance approach discussed in its Research Report

Although the Commission report earlier pointed out the defects of
the'tax incentive approach to housing problems and indicated that
the Nation's efforts in this area should rely primarily upon direct types
of subsidies, it nevertheless recognized an important potential role
for the income tax system. This role consists of reinforcing those sub-
sidy progrims by which the Federal governmentt seeks to attract
private capital for construction and rehabilitation of low. and mod-
erate-income housing on a limited-profit basis. Accordingly, in its
recommendation No. 3, for "tax incentives for low- and moderate-
income housing investment":

The OommIsslon recommends prompt revision of the Federal Income tax laws
to provide Increased incentives for Investment In low- and moderate-Income lous.
Ing, relative to other real estate Investment, where such housing is govern-
mentally subsidized and involves a legal limit upon the allowable return on
Investors' equity capital. Specifically, we propose that the Internal Revenue Code
be amended to provide especially favorable treatment (whether through profer-
ential depreciation allowances or through Investment credits) for Investments
made under governmentally-aided limited-profit programs for the construction
and rehabilitation of low. and moderte-incomb housing.

Still other findings and recommendations of the Douglas Commis-
sion are concerned with more effective taxation of the "unearned incre-
ment" in land values, both at the Sta4e and local property tax level
and through various provisions of the Federal income tax laws.'

Specifically, the Commision report recommends that the President
direct ii Treasury Department tudy of means by which Federal taxa-
tion might be used to recoup a materially increased portion of increases
in land value along with published findings and specifl recommenda-
tions on this subject. The report mentions as possi )le types of Federal
action differentially higher taxation of gains in land value and a
specially tailored "transactions tax."

In regard to State action the Commission recommends that the
State governments vigorously explore the desirability and feasibility
of placing new or diff6rentially higher taxation on land values or land
value increments.

Supplementary views on the taxation of land values submitted by
Chairman Douglas and three other memberss of the Commission take a
stronger position than the Commission as a whole with respect to the

ISo pt. IV, chap. 6, of the Commission report entitled "The Need for New Approache
to U~n~alue T axation."
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taxation of land or location values and make some suggestions which
might involve the Federal income tax as well as tihe State property
taxes.

IX. Cowmor STmU s FoR TREAsuRy
Studies undertaken under contract with the Treasury by academic

economists at the University of California have indicated among
other things, that debt financing leverage and other financial factors
tend to be more important than tax factors per se in determining
the profitability of real estate investment projects. These studies
have also indicated that whatever reduction in the rate of return
to investors would be involved in eliminating the accelerated depre-
ciation formulas for real estate could be offset by it combination of
somewhat shorter depreciable lives in combination with the straight-
line method and a moderate investment credit. Therm is good reason
to believe that a more effective program can be developed along these
lines at less cost in terms of revenue and the equity of the tax
structure. In particular, it seems desirable to focus incentives more
effectively on new construction, thus avoiding the continuing revenue
erosion which accompanies the repeated turnover of used real estate
properties with step-up of tax basis at capital gains rate and multiple
rounds of overliberal depreciation.

Recognizing the importance of the real estate sector of the economy
generally and-of low and moderate income housing in particular, it
is nevert-heless evident from the foregoing that the present structure
of tax provisions for real estate seem ill-suited and costly. Moreover,
it provides individuals with an unwarranted and excessive escape
from tax liabilities. Clearly, a new set of tax provisions together
with suitable nontax measures that meet proper tests of efficiency
and effectiveness are required.

APPENDIX A
This appendix consists of three tables with explanatory comments.
Table 1 shows detailed inform nation concerninig the group of tax-

payers which were classified as real estate operators in the text.
Tible 2 gives detailed information on the income position, tax

liabilities, and tax savings of the passive investors in real estate dis-
cussed in the text.

Table 3 reports information concerning certain sales of real estate
included in 4ie cases studied by the Treasury. It is divided into two
actions. The first page summarizes cases where sale of improvements
was reported with the sale of the underlying land. The second pap
reports on sales where the taxpayer reported the land sales separately.
The final column on this page aggregates all the cases.
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TALE I.-SAMPLE OF REAL ESTATE OPERATORS FOR 100

Exmol share owa
w i n- rln ato of deduotlona

deductions ow Income e: Capital jan
no-ralsro= te ovw real .5tO real state on sag Total of allTU~pI Iftodmant I Incoe11 porltp!" roI ultso I items I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

21,7 1, , . .. ... .. .. ..........
0oo * t. 0 0..... . o

1...................... 0 '
Tolt l................ 3740 1.273,000 1020 6510

I Netiaw Ausm in this column indicate an asms of deductions ovr Income.I WOU"ltv liuzoln this colum Indicate so #aml of Income over doduclont
11Il~ llnn0 not lclude soiy plmo o(fil be loe imlltld by mol estatel plowsIhip inl which the bipylof will
a laer.

RA ESTATE AS BuSeNzw: COMMENTARY ON TABLE 1
The effects of the tax treatment on the real estate holdings of persons

actively engaged in the real estate business can be illustiated by ex-
amining in detail the returns of a group of 14 taxpayers, 18 of whom
were examined for the year 1966 and 1 of whom was examined for
the 7-year period commencing in 1960 and ending with 1966.' As noted
above, these.taxpayers were engaged in real estate operations as a busi.
neSS producing a substantial portion, but not all, of their total income.

T findings for the single year may be summarized as follows:
In 9 of the total 18 cases, no tax at all was paid, and in 2 other cases
the total tax amounted to loss than $25.' This group thus shows a com-
bination of investment or other business income, real estate capital
gains, and excess real estate deductions large enough to permit many
of them either to pay no tax or to pay a tax only at capital gains rate&
In 11 of the 18 cases, real estate deductions, including proper share
of real estate losses realized by partnerships in which the taxpayers
were partners, exceeded ordinary income from real estate. In/of
these 11 cases, real estate capital gains were more than the excess of
ordinary real estate deductions over ordinary real estate income. In
the aggregate, aside from real estate partnership losses, these 18 tax-
' The one taxpayer whose activities for a seven year period are reported was chosen from

a group of returns from which it appeared that real etate activities were the major, If
not the only, business In which the taxpayer was engagod. Such operations were not the
only source of income, however. The is taxpayers examined for a single yer were drawn
from a group of returns selected only because one source of reported Income wan sub.
stantlaly greater than adjusted groos income. seventeen of such returns indicated that
real estate activities were a subtantial portion of the taxpayer's total activity, but fourof the returns contained deficiencies in information which le to their exclusion from thisanaly]yal.Nilther tai liabUltles nor taxable Income Is shown In the table. To reach taxable Income
the amounts in Column 6 would have to be reduced by the deduction for one-half of
long-term capital pins, personal Itemlsed deductions, and personal exemptions.
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ayers reported (1) depreciation deductions on rental real estate of
$2,000., (not shown in Table 1) (2) rental deductions in excess of
all rental income by $870,000 (Column 8), and ( ) real estate capital
gains in the amount of $1,20 000 (Column 5).

In addition, as shown in column 4, 7 of the 18 taxpayers reported
partnership real estate deductions in excess of partnership income by
more than $1,270,000, just slightly more than the total capital gains
on real estate. On the whole the total for these taxpayers of iheir
other income plus their real estate capital gains less their excess real
estate deductions, was over $610,000, as shown in the last column of
the table. Indeed, only 4 of the 18 had deductions in excess of income
when their outside income and real estatb capital gains were added
to their excess real estate deductionQ, and of these four only one
Taxpayer 9) reported a net loss greater than his excess real estate
eductions.
What was true of the single year remained true over a number of

years. For example, the returns of one taxpayer not shown in Table 1
were reviewed for a 7 year period commencing in 1960 and running
through 1960. During that time the taxpayer reported total adjustd
gross income of $1,700,000 on which a tax of about $800,000 was paid.
This adjusted ross income however, consisted of capital gains from
real estate of 4,380,000, other capital gains of $1,220, 000, dividends
of $1,110,000, interest of $110,000, management fees and miscellaneous
income of $700,000, and an excess of real estate deductions over rental
income by about $3,000,000. Thus, the total income before the excess
real estate deductions was $7,470,000 on which the total tax was
$800,000, an effective rate of about 11 percent. Even after taking the
excess real estate deductions into account the effective tax rate was
less than 18 percent. . pin

In 3 of the 7 years no tax at all was paid although the capital gain
income in those years was over $1,500,000 and included capital gains
on real estate of about $700,000. In 2 of the remaining years, when
capital gain income-including about $445,000 of gains attributable to
real estate-was $850,000, taxes totaling less than $5,000 were paid.
In these 5 years as a wiole, interest, and miscellaneous income exceeded
$1,500,000, but was offset, by excess real estate deductions from as many
as 70 different organizations, sufficient to reduce taxable income for
the 5-year period to slightly more than $130,000. The balance of the
tax was paid in two years, in which total capital gains exceeded
$3,000,006 and consisted entirely of capital gains from real estate
except for $5,000.

A better picture of this taxpayer's operations may be gained by
examining a single year in detaiL, I1n 1962, capital ins were $1,150,000
which was reported as $575,000 since only one-halfaof long term capital
gain is included in taxable income. In addition, dividend and interest
income wias about $250,000. These amounts were offset by excess real
estate deductions of $863,000, thereby also insulating a $W8,000 salary
and his other dividends, interest and capital gains from any tax
liability and permitting the taxpayer to obtain a refund of taxes
withheld from that salary.
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TABLE 2.-SAMPLE OF PASSIVE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS FOR TAX YEAR 1964

Emu
Tax. Business TaUbri real estate
payer Income income deductions I

Taxable in.
con with.
out excess
real estate
deductions

Tax with.
out excess
rea estate

Tax deductions Tax svins

64j

Total.... 2,G8K411 1.606,40 11,473.775 3,063,196 735.354

45.7

3, 11:75320,946 1.7

14 :On

1 .182 100 182
1,591,620 K54 ,M

Ofprecia. Total ex. Doeprcla.
tion as Interest as ponies s tion as Interest as

Tax- D)prca pa ge petage aprcent. porcontaa
payer t i nterest Rant of rout of rent ago of ret f b l bs

4 1.. . . o .......... .............
-.I2 ..... . ..

*8 .... 7. ..4..S.. .......
....... SO 1 1041 l. 530z0

6149 4 1. 918
...... .7 156.0. .. ..

I::::::::: 23 :81 l:9 fl? 803 S.9 7. 74

Tota.... 2,224, 310 2, 095,767 2,.3,06 75.7 71.3 '156.1 8.15 .63

5 When used in column tiles, the term "excess relestate deductions" mens the excess ot deductions attributable toreal estate over the real estate incoin
The addition of "taxable income' and 'excess real estate deductions" wilt not total to "taxable income witout excess

rel state deductions" because (I) in the cse of taxpayer 9the ©ompautation of taxablo income without the excessdeuc-
asl would be affected by the chanss in limitations on deductible contributions and medicl expnse and (2) in the case

Of taxpayer 3 hMs ngative taxabtelncome is shown as zero.
a Total expnses exceed the total of depreciation and interest because a few cash expenses aggrgating less than924000 have be0n omitted.

RE~I, ESTA\T , ,\S A PASSIVE INVFSTIM ENT: CO)M .ENTARYW ON' TABLE 2
This table is based on the 1964 tax returns of ttnei' of sto,k-

brokers, inv estmlent, bankers, (orl)orate exe(uti es, and other tatXl)lyer$
primarily o(e('tl)iedI int fields otlier' tta real estate. llThi ral estate
Invest, merits were passive itivestteltt ill syln(liealte 01r 1littlitedI j)artnler-
ships which leased real estalte itlroveIIlelnts to mnajor corl)orationls

W.0

0

647
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such as department stores, oil companies, grocery stores, automobilemanufacturers, and other blue chip organizations under agreementswhere the lessees paid all cash expenses except interest and p)rinei al
on the mortgage debt. Aside from minor administrative expenses, the
syndicates incurred no expenses except interest and Jepreciation. Norso far ats can be ascertained was there any risk beyond the initialequity which in the typical situation would amount to a small per.VentagO of cost,' sinte the portion of cost tlinancewl by borrowed fundswits borrowed on nonrecourse notes and also because the taxpayers
were limited partners in limited jartnershiPs.

The cases are individually analyzel in table 2, but in the aggregate
they show:

(1) There was an average income of $141,000 from the majoreconomic activity. Reported taxable i neome average just over $85,000.
On the average, real estate deductions exceeded rental income by
$77,50o. Such excess real estate deductions thus averaged 91 percentof the taxable income. Stated another way, the excess deductionssheltered from tax ordinary income equal to 48 *ereent of the tax-
payers total annount of income. rhis portion of the ordinary incomewhich was sheltered by the exew deluietions otherwise would havebeen taxed as ordinary income at ann effective rate over ,"i8 percent.'
These excess deductions resulted in a:t average net tax savings of
nearly $45,000.

(2) Depreciation claimed amounted to 75 percent of the rentalincome reported. Interest paid was over 71 pereent of the rental income.Thus, the ratio of the total of these deductions to rental income wasnearly 1.47 to 1. In other words, these real estate deductions-for
the most part known and computable before the purchase of the prop.e y--exceeded rental income, also predictablee, by 47 percent.

(8) Despite the fact that real estate dedu4ions exceedA real estateincome, the cash rentals appear to have exceeded all cash expenses pills
payments on amortization of loan principal. For example, if the(lepreciable portion of the prolortles were fully financed by funds bor-rowed at. a 7.63-percent interest rate (the average interest stated as a
percentage of average bas)" over a 20-year period, the cash rentwould be inore than all cash expenses plus equal annual payments on!rincipal. Agaill, making the eoniervative 118Il1111)tions that tiethat tie del)recial)le irtion is fully financed and equal to 80 percent

of the (oSt, tihe equity supplied by the owners would be 20 percent of
cost. On1 these assumnll1ptions the cas4h available to the owners after pay.ment. of all cash ex I enses and principal amortization would annually
exceed 10 percent of their equity investment. I

he proportion of Interest paid to depreciable basl suggests that the InvestmentsWere highly leveraged with at minimum of uity capital.'Ot the' 10 taxpayer., 4 had an effeet ve tax savings of lea, than 50 percent of theP ,xCR deductions; 4 between no percent and 60 percent: 10 between (10 percent and TOl'reent : and I over 11) percent. in the vear under review the toii tax rto was 77 percent.$It should be noted that these averages are derived front Information taken from only12 of the 19 taximyers. As to the other 1. the Information concerning basis was rportedIn a manner which precluded an accurate determination of basis an4 therefore also pre-eluded computing Interest as a percentage of depreciable basis.



TALE 3.-SETED CASES OF CAPITAL GAINS ON SALES OF RAL ESTATE FOB THE YEAR 1562 T I I6

Cum is hkMbd sale s mt npold ,mm s f im a tmsas
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 Tad

Sales price ---------------- 1,17100m $1,27S.060 83,215,000 SLM052, $U.m $,900 ,30000 32,50,00 $39OD S MO 2.12.0 $1,65,06
c -------------------- 1,111,000 1,26,00 3,041.000 1,034,000 4D9.000 1,160.000 1,84.00 2,530,000 210,00 14.563000
Deprmton ---------------------------. 12,000 239.000 1.030,000 170,000 76,000 75.000 316,000 M OOD 800 3.4a6000

.................................. 312000 1.20000 138 So& 0 ooo 7o ,OOsec. 1"m--- --- --- - -0 21k000 0 34,000 0 3.000 37.000 0 10,000 00o
a pOON Ma 16200 000u 1, -0 54o OW 0fim 14XODO 363.O0 64000 M no,,o 3,74,00

*NMUNN= ,!hUorio 0.i=on&$_------------------- 24 48 48 12 1 14 48 60 57 37
w I Seow -- ........... DO DS 0.8 DDS 00, 008 Do. --------

0Opelldat als k=s -------------- 9yes ilakaiwo Yes yes Yes yes belvaYes,
Depcsciaionasp P ua -------- 62 XG~ 15.5 90 118. 41.7 A8.0 968 112.2 13.7
Nt 1 1p1183 Ntioeasp mntu------ 62 68.2 35.5 72.3 118.8 2L.1 68.8 96.8 110.8 79.9.n e as; ,,I, tcp t,.._..... 62 76.1 O8.5 88.3 118.8 .6 M68 96.8 M3 83.0DeMaatisas pswd f cost. ------ .,4 19.9 33.8 164 17.7 6.5 17.1 24.S 37.6 223

asp - WCOL 4.7 .o 85 16.4 1L8 S.S 4.3 4.9 7.9 7.2

Cum i v Imbd so Uas p ulspak hme ,epevmeaks TOO-
1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Tdol Aicoms

sale pric ---------------------------- $1,23,0 12, $5,0 89,000 81,326,000 572,00 $805 881000 85,941,50 83296,w
cost ----------------------------------- 993,00 w 491,000 3 0 98000) 553,00 29,500 3W00..50 1o.8

----iais ------------------------- 3a,000 124,000 U4.000 109,000 177,000 204,000 3,200 105,0 945200 4 43200-,ai -..----------------------------- 35!5000 4M.... 90.000 82,000 270000 ,ooo 4.200 104,000 1.01,200 5.481,200Sec. 1250 pi ------------------------ 44,000 40,000 0 0 11.000 ,000 1,100 2,000 1000 247,100capta G --.....----------------------- 311,000 414,000 9,00 $2000 25,00 218oo 3,100 162,0 1.411oo S.234100
olipeiln Rt-04 -------------------- 18o 30 24 30 60 120 24 78 48 42

"eproca ao R d "eo---------------- - D08 DOD DOS DOS DOS DOS DOS DOB --------
Operatid at a lo-s. .. ..------------------ Yes Yaes Yes Yes Sralksm No Yes Yes ..........................
Depreciatiosspeitoi p aia --------------- 25 27.3 135.3 132 65.6 91.4 76.4 100.1 59.4 8W.3
met depgistoa as pet of Pin -------- 12.7 18.5 135.3 132 614 89.2 50.0 98.1 52.9 75.8
Nt dWrciaio as p O f tateoaop b ai._. 14.5 20.3 135.3 132 64.1 91.2 67.7 100.9 56.6 7!.4
Deprecm as a peset of cost ------------ 9.0 12.4 27.3 12.5 18.0 37.9 10.8 27.5 17.8 37.1
Annual avun& depsClallo as a pet at

cost. --------------------------------- 6.0 5.0 13.7 5.0 3.6 3.8 5.4 4.2 3.7 6.3

I etdopmlao is depact cblied kms te amomut u mapbred under sec. 1250.
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GAIms oN DjseosrnoN o RRAL ESTT,: CoMMsNTArY ON TABiz 8
This table is based on a study of a number of sales transactions on

which gains were reported. The information which follows repre-
sents selected examples of such sales transactions. These sales repre-
sent (1) instances in which the taxpayers reported the sale of the
land and the sale of the improvements on a combined basis, and (2)
cases in which the sale of the improvements and the sale of the land
were reported separately. In the [atter case, the land sale has not been
taken into account in the discussion below. These transactions may be
summarized as follows:

(1) The taxpayers held the properties an average of 3 years
out of an average useful life for depreciation purposes of 29P4 years.
Double declining balance depreciation was used in 15 of the 17 cases
and straightline in two., In 18 of the 17 cases, the properties produced
deductions in excess of income; two operated at thebreakeven point for
tax purposes; one produced a small tax proflp; and income ata con-
cerning one case was unavailable.

(2) Depreciation deductions averaged 6.3 percent of cost ' per year
resulting in an average write-off of 22.3 percent of the cost over the
8 year holding period. On the other hand the average gain was
27.6 percent of cost., Stated another way, there was no depreclation in
value, even thou h depreciation deductions had been claimed equal
to 22.8 percent of the cost. Instead there was an increase in value;
and significantly where gain on the land and improvements was sepa-
rately reported, the reported gains on the improvements averaged a
greater percentage of cost than the reported gains where the gain on
the land and on the improvements was not segregated.

(8) The aggregate sales price exceeded aggregate cost (basis before
adjustment. for depreciation) by about 5 percent. In the five cases
where the sales price was lessllian the cost, the sales price averaged 96
percent of cost, Even in these cases, however, the actual decline in
value averaged about 1 percent per year over the average 41-month
holding period; whereas depreciation claimed in those five cases aver-
aged 29 percent, or about 8.4 pement per year.

(4) an oi the gains reflected pre-1964 depreciation not subject
to section 1 50 recapture. However, even if section 1250 recapture had
been fully applicable to the mains, about two-thirds of the prior
depreciation deductions would have been reported as capital , a.
Stated another way, even if section 1250 had been fully applicable
about 70 percent of the gain would still have been capital gain and
about 70 percent of that capital gain would have been attributable to
prior depreciation deductions oii the properties. That is, for all the
cases in the sample, about one-half of ti e capital gain would be excess
'It I Intersting that the sum of the years digits method was not tsed In any cue.Where useful u1ea typt'e~y associated with new real estate Improvement@ are used,double declining baigame produces a larger deduction in the first year. However, by theof = years cumulative depreciation deductions under the sum of the ear1s dtamethod exceed those under double declining balance.I In cases where land was not segregated from improvements, cost includes land cost.1Since the sales fell into four different years (1962, 19M, 1964 and 19M), section 1260$ the Code wax not applicable to all the sales or to depreciation taken before 1964.however, after eliminating the deprociation recepturvd as ordinary Income by that section,the depredation amounted to ".2prcent of cost while the capital gan was 26.4 parentof co, In other woids only sigtUy more than 1% of the sales price, less than 4% of

the gain, and less than 5% orthe depreclation was recaptured.
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depreciation deductions; just over one-quarter of the gain would have
been recaptured as ordinary income; and just under a quarter of the

in would represent price appreciation. Of the cases ill which tie
and and improvements were not segregated, about one-half of the

gain would have been excess depreciation converted to capital gain;
just over one-third would have been recaptured as ordinary income;
and about one-sixth would have been price appreciation. Where the
sale of improvements was reported separately, about 40 percent, of the
gain would be excess depreciation converted to capital gain, about 20
percent would have beeik depreciation recaptured as ordinary income,
and about 40 percent would be price appreciation.

IX-D. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: TAX TREATMENT
OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

1. INTRODUCE ON

The average effective rate of corporate income tax on net income, as
usually defined for business purposes, paid by commercial banks, sav.
ings and loan associations, and mutual savings banks is substantially
lower than the average effective rate for all corporations. In addition,
the average effective rate for each of these three types of financial
institutions differs substantially.

The tax reform program includes a proposal to eliminate one method
of computing the deduction for additions to the reserve for bad debts
now granted-to mutual savings banks and savings and loan associa-
tions.-If adopted, this proposalis expected to raise the average effective
rate of tax on mutual savings banks to approximately the level being
paid by savings and loan associations. This reform recommendation
does not, however, cover the larger questions of: (1) should mutual
savings banks and savings and loan associations continue to be taxed
at a lower effective rate than commercial banks; and (2) should com-
mercial banks, as well as mutual savings banks and savings and loan
associations, continue to be taxed at an effective tax rate substantially
less than the average for all corporations?

The average effective Federal income tax rate (on a broad income
base) for all manufacturing corporations, other than those for whom
special tax provisions apply, has been about 43.3 percent in recent years
(exclusive of the 10-percent surcharge). For commercial banks, the
effective rate has been declining, from about 38 percent in 1960 to prob-
ably 22-28 percent in 1967. The decrease is much larger than can be
accounted for by the rate reductions in the Revenue ct of 1964 and
the investment credit provision of 1962.

Mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations paid ver,
little in the way of income tax prior to 1963 when an amendment in
the Revenue Act of 1962 came into effect. Even after this change in the
law, the effective rate for savings and loan associations averages about
15-16 percent, and for mutual savings banks about 5 to 6 percent
(see tables l and la).

It should be pointed out, however, that the Treasury Department
had prepared a study in 1961 on the taxation of mutual savings banks
and savings and loan associations which was in the direction of taxing
them on the same basis as commercial banks.
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Savings and loan associations and mutual savings banks compete
with commercial banks and other financial institutions in attracting
saving and in lending. As a result of this situation the 1961 Treas-
ury study of mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations
summarized the tax aspects as follows:

The reasons which have been advanced In the past for special tax treatment
of the mutual thrift Institutions no longer seem sufficient to Justify a special tax
treatment amounting to virtual tax exemption, particularly in the context of the
national need for appropriate sources of revenue and the financial strength of
theso institutions. From the viewpoint of a logical and equitable application of
the Federal income tax, the mutual thrift Institutions should be able to retain
(orporato earnings tax free only In accordance,with a provision comparable to
established concepts for computing bad debt reserves. Possible adverse effects on
housing, * * * may Justify consideration of alternative methods of taxation over
a transitional period or a method of partial taxation which later could be re-
examined In the light of future developments in the housing Industry, but addi-
tional tax revenue can be obtained at this time without significant disruption to
the mutual thrift Institutions or Impairment to national housing program&'

The legislation in 1962 resulting from the recommendations in-
cluded in this 1961 report provided for more effective taxation of these
institutions, leading, as just stated, to Federal income tax rates on a
broad income base of about 15-10 percent for savings and loan associa-
tions and about 5-6 percent for mutual saving banks.

2. EFFzErIvE RATE oF TAx (TALw, s 1, la, AND 2):

In making this analysis of the tax burden of the financial organiza-
tions, an attempt was made to obtain a measure of their income which
would encompass what the organizations really earned after payments
to depositors (including depositors of mutual savings banks and share-
holders of savings and loan associations in the term "depositors").
This concept is designated "economic income." This term constitutes
taxable income wi the a(ldition of: tax-exempt interest, 85 percent
of domestic dividends received, the amount of deductions for bad
debts allowed for tax purposes that is in excess of actual bad debt
losses, and the net operating loss carryover.

While there may be o reasons for not taxing all income of the
organization at the fufl corporate rate (e.g., dividends received), it
was thought desirable to start out with a definition of economic income
because this makes it possible to obtain a full picture of the effect of
special tax provisions as they relate to the organizations.

I "Treasury Department Report of July 1961 on the Taxation of Mutual Ravings Banks
and Savings and [,oan Associations." hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means
on Treasury Department Report, etc., Afth Cong., First sea., pp. 14-10 (Washington, D.C..1961).itel€t h he o iaca

'ohile regulatory agencies publish current statistical data on the three types of financial
Institutions being reviewed herein, these data are used only when necesary. Instead.
primary reliance is placed upon the source Book of Statistics of Income (801). While the
data In the different sources often are In relatively close agreement, there are a number of
necifie cases where the regulatory agencies statistics (lederal Deposit Insurance Corpora.

tion. Federal Home Loan Hank Board) differ from 801. Since these difference could not
be fully adjusted or coordinated, It was decided that the basic source to be used should be
501, since 801 figures are collected from income tax returns and we are Interested in the
effet of the tax laws. 801 data also have the advantage of providing a more detailed
breakdown of receipts and expenses In most cases than the regulatory agencies data-
except as to actual losses from loans.

Since 801 data become available with a relatively long lag, this study can not be elec-
tively extended beyond 1960. Regulatory agency data are available, however, through
1967. Table Is, Is inserted to supplement the effective rate of tax comltations through
107, using regulator gncy data for the most recent year. Ratios for 1965 and 1966 from
both sources show that the effective rate of tax on economic Income as computed from both
sources did not differ significantly In those years.
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The 1962 legislation revising the taxation of mutual savings banks
and savings and loan associations continued the policy of taiing the
latter two types of institutions at a lower effective rate than commer-
cial banks through the allowance of a more generous bad debt reserve
deduction for mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations.
While it was intended that mutual savings banks and savings and loan
associations should be taxed less heavily than commercial banks, it
was expected that the two types of savings institutions would be txed
oi, a relatively equal basis. his has not worked out as expected.

The Federal income tax paid by mutual savings banks on 1962 in-
come was only $1.5 million.-By 1965 this had increased to $8.2 million
but dropped to $7.2 million in 1966. By way of contrast, the $7.2 mil-
lion tax payment of savings and loan institutions on 1962 income in-
creased to $126 million for 1905 income. For 1966 it dropped to $98
million.

The aggregate amount of tax payments, of course, is really signifi-
cant only when related to the income against which tax is incurred.
If income tax is related to income subject to tax as reported on tax
returns, there are differences in the effective rate paid by the three
types of institutions, as shown below, but nothing as striking as the
difference in aggregate tax paid when related to economic income.

INCOME TAX AS A PERCENT OF INCOME SUBJECT TO TAX

Mutual SavIngs
Commercial savings and loan

Year banks banks aoc 4tions

............................................... 
. . . .... ... .. 3 1 4

r.......................... ....... 3 H 9

Source: Tos 1.

The effective tax rates on economic income were as follows:
INCOME TAX AS A PERCENT OF ECONOMIC INCOME

Mutual Savings

Year bank, Ubans associations

1 01 ........................ ....................... 3.7
1 ." ............. ............... .........................11 ........................... . ....... . .....

0 
111FIL.o). and............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 . 6 3.

Is o .................................................. ..So, ................. ............... 24
FDIC and FHLBB ......................................... .. 22 4. 13.2

Soume: Tabl I and Is.

The above table shows three important facts. The first of these is
that commercial banks have been able to significantly reduce their
effective rate of tax since 1960, so that they paid only slightly over 22
percent for 1967. The second is that the 1962 legislation succeeded in
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raising the effective rate of tax for savings and loan associations
from about I percent to the 15-16 percent level. Savings and loan
associations are now paying tax at aout 0 percent of the rate paid
by commercial banks.

As to mutual savings banks, the table shows tie 1962 legislation has
had no really significant effect. Although the effective rate of tax was
raised from the pre-1963 level of 1 percent, the increase was only to
3.8 percent for 95, and perhaps around 5- percent for 1906 and196.

The difference between what these banking institutions paid in tax
and what they would have paid if they had been taxed at the statutory
rate on their economic income is shown for 1955-6 in tables 1 and 2.
For 1966 the figures are as follows:

fin millions

Tax on economic
Actual tax Income

Commercial banks .......................................................... $845 $1,676
Mutual savings banks ................................................ 54
Savings and loan canons ........................................... 9 266

Total ................................................................ 950 1,96

In the aggregate, full taxation of the income of these organizations
would have increased their tax for 1960 by $1 billion, or 109 percent.
The increase for commercial banks would have been slightly less than
100 percent and for savings and loan associations about 170 percent.
Since mutual savings banks aid only a token amount of $7 million,
the increase in this case wou d have been nearly 700 percent.

3. CAUSES OF TIE Low EFFECTIVE IATS oF TAx

A. BAD DEBT DEDUCTION

(1) Dedetionw compared to acttua loseu (table 3).-Attention is
first directed to the relation of the allowable bdd debt deduction to
actual losses and the size of bad debt reserves to uninsured loans.'I
The next section (B) then will integrate the bad debt deduction with
the other factors which cause taxable income to be much lower than
economic income.

Deductions taken by these financial institutions for tax purposes
and actual losses on loans are shown in table 3 for the years 1951
and 1955-66.5

One of the most noticeable features of the table is that the ratio ofactual losses to uninsured loans by mutual savings banks is only one-
fifth to one-tenth that of commercial banks, and even relatively less
on total loans. Yet, mutual savings banks (and savings and loan asso-
ciations) are permitted a much higher bad debt reserve ratio.

"These flnanclal institutions do not have to use a reserve system, and a few do not.
Although the computations reflect the experience of those companies which use the direct
charge off, the text, for the sake of convenience, Is phrased as though all units used the
reserve approach.

S'Some uninsured loans also are practically riskless due to the credit worthiness of the
borrower or the value of the collateral pledged.

$Actual loss figures for savings and loan amoclatlons are not available. The loss ratio
experienced br mutual saving. banks In used a a proxy.

334-893 0 o 49 - pt. 3 - 10
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This table also shows that in the period 1955-00 commercial banks
were deducting each year for tax purposes between three-tenths and
four-tenths of 1 percent of uninsured loans outstanding." Actual losses
never reached two-tenths of 1 percent. As a result, in the 12-year
period, bad debt deductions of $5.7 billion exceeded actual losses by
$3.6 billion, or by 167 percent.

Losses by mutual savings banks were extremely low relative to
outstanding uninsured loans. In only 2 years in the period did they
exceed two one-hundredths of 1 percent. Prior to 1063, the mutual
banks were taking a bad debt deduction for tax purposes of 1 to 1.2
percent per year of outstanding uninsured loans. After the 1962 law
ivent into effect (in 1968), the deduction ratio dropped to less than
0.5 percent by 1966. As a result of the low actual 1o ratio and ex-
tremely generous bad debt deduction, deductions for tax purposes
of $1.8billion in the years 1955-66 were approximately 50 times the
losses of $27 million. For the years 1963-66, following the 1962 amend-
ment, deductions for tax purposes have been about 22 times losses.

Savings and loan associations' tax deductions for bad debts rela-
tive to uninsured loans outstanding were 10 to 20 percent higher than
those of mutual savings banks during the period 1955-62. Tie changed
rules for such deductions effective in 1963 appear to have brought the
deduction ratio for savings and loan associations down to the level to
which mutual savings banks also were reduced by the 1962 law. Thus,
the 1962 legislation restricted bad debt loss deductions for tax purposes
relatively more in the case of the savings and loan a.ciations.

If savings and loan associations had the same loss ratio as mutual
savings banks, their deduction for bad debts for tax purposes of $6.1
billion in 1955-66 exceeded actual losses by $6 billion, or by more
than 50 times.

In the aggregate, these three groups of institutions took bad debt
reserve deductions of $10.8 billion more than losses on loans over the
12 year period. In 1966 alone the excess was $860 million.

(2) Reerves relative to loans outstanding (table 4).-The bad debt
reserve deduction system has enabled commercial banks to keep their
bad debt reserve .as reported to regulatory authorities at about 2-
2.1 percent of uninsured loans from 1957 forward. In 1951 the ratio
was only 1.6 percent. Since 90 percent or so of loans by commercial
banks are uninsured (as defined for purposes of this sudy), the bad
debt reserve ratio to all loans is only slightly lower.

While some figures for reserves for bad'debts are shown in the
statistics published by regulatory authorities with respect to mutual
savings banks and savings and loan associations, the figures hove no
relation to what. has been litilized for tax purposes. The reason for
this discrepancy is that the income tax rules permit the bad debt
reserve to be kept in a dual set of books, one for tax -purposes and
one for bank regulatory purposes. Bad debt reserves for tax purposes
of these institutions generally show up in their reports as "surplus"

The term "loans" encompasses all 1tems4 classified no "Loans and liscounts" In the FDIC
Annual Report. "Ulnsured loans" ate all loans and dl countss other than P A or VA
Insured or guaranteed mortgages and loans to farmers directly qunranteod by the Com.
modlty Credit.Corporation.- Ifnsuted loans" as useil heroin are larger than those quail.
fled for Income tax purposes as recently outlined In Rev. Ru. 6"8-0.
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or "reserves." In any case, practically all of the surplus and reserves
of these institutions has been built up free of tax.'

Surplus and reserves of savings and loan associations have been
atout 8 percent of all loans outstanding over the 1955-60 period. For
uninsured loans the ratio has been 9 to 11 percent.

The ratio of surplus and reserves to uninsured loans of mutual
savings banks is of an entirely different magnitude than that of sav-
ings and loan associations. While the ratio has been gradually do-
clining from a high of 42 percent in 1951, it still was 22 percent in
1966. 'Because mutual savings banks have a high ratio of insured
loans to total loans (54 percent in 1906) the ratio of surplus and
reserves to total loans is much less. In 190d the ratio was only 10 per-
cent, having declined over the years from 24 percent in 1951.

B. (YIER DEDUCTIONSt EXCLUSIONSt AND SPECIAL TAX TREATMENT OF
SOURCES OF INCOME (TABLE 5)

The excess of tax deductions for bad debts over actual losses is a
principal, but not the only, reason for the low effective tax rates for,
and the variation in rates between, these groups of institutions. The
favorable and nonparallel treatment of capital gains and capital losses,
the exemption of interest income on State and local government se-
curities, and the deduction for dividends received are other provisions
which reduce the effective rates of tax and which have an uneven
impact on the three different types of financial institutions."

The importance of various types of tax exempt income relative to
economic income is shown in table 5. Half of net long-term cmvpital
gains is included because the 25-percent tax rate on such gains is
roughly equivalent to exempting half of them from the rate of tax on
ordinary income.

Several facts stand out in this table. In the case of savings and loan
associations, practically all tax-exempt income is the result of the
excess bad debt deduction. Practically nothing is derived from tax-
exempt interest, dividends, or long-term capital gains. While excess
bad debt deductions are the principal, source of tax-exempt economic
income of mutual savings banks, dividends received are quite impor-
tant and tax-exempt interest and capital gains are of some significance.

Commercial banks in turn have their own tax-exempt income pat-
tern. Beginning with 1957, tax-exempt interest has always been the
most important source of such income. This is followed by the excess
bad debt deduction. Dividends received but not subject to tax never
have been important sources of exempt income for commercial banks.

'The surplus and reserves figures used to calculate the tax free bad debt reserve ratio
for mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations should be adjusted to reflect the
tact that minor amounts of tax were paid by mutual savings banks between 1052 and 1966
and by savings and loan associations between 1952 and 1902. The amounts of tax are so
minor, however, that it is perfectly reasonable to assume that the organizations were
really free of tax. The years 1963-46 are somewhat different in the case of savings and
loan associations. In these years the organizations paid an effective rate of tax on economic
Income of 15-16 percent. consequently. the tax free bad debt reserve ratio of these orga-
nizatlons should be adjusted downward from th, percent level shown in table 4 for these
years. However, It Is not necessary to try to make such a com lex adjustment for it Is
obvious that savings and loan associations have a tax-free baddebt reserve ratio con.
shlerfbiy higher than that of commercial banks.

dhe deductibilltv of "Interest" on depositss" in mutual savings banks and savings and
loan associations Is not Included in the list. Such deductibility Is taken to be equivalent
to the deductlbility, of Interest on deposits In commercial banks, although there Is an equity
aspect to the deposits in the mutual Institutions.
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Ordinarily long-term capital gains have not been of any signifl-
cance but there was a slight bulge in this area in 1000-63.

A iew trends in the tax-exempt income factors show up. Tax-ex-
empt interest shows an upward trend as a proportion of economic in-
come for commercial banks. Starting at. 12 percent of economic income
in 1955, it reached 33 percent in 1960. This growth has been the pri.
mary cause of the declining effective rate of income tax on commercial
banks. Excess bad debt deductions dropped from 13 percent of eco.
nomic income in 1955 to 5 percent in 1900 and then steadily increased
to 18 percent in 1965. A new drop to 11 percent was recorded in 1966.

The importance of tax-exempt interest for mutual savings banks
has dropped precipitously in recent years. After having risen to 20
percent of economic income in 1960, it was 5 percent in 1965. Divi.
ends received but not taxed have been it somewhat erratic proper.
tion of economic income, but genet-ally have been 20 to 25 percent of
such income-in 1905 they were 23 percent. The excess bad debt deduc-
tion prior to 1903 was 65 to 70 percent of economic iconme but reached
92 percent in 1962. After that it dropped and was only 47 percent in
1965. Long-term capital gains were important in 1959-62 but dropped
back to 5 to 10 percent of economic income in 196#3-5. The 1966 ratios
for mutual savings banks are shown in table 5 but not cited here as
they differ greatly from those of more normal years. In 1966, these
ban-s distributed much of their tax-exempt. income to depositors
which caused tax-exempt. income to exceed economic income.

In the case of savings and loan associations, excess bad debt deduc-
tions wore extremely steady at 96 to 98 percent of economic income front
1955 through 1962. The change in the allowable bad debt. deduction
as a result of the 1902 legislation reduced the excess deduction to a
steady 63 to 65 percent of economic income in 1963-06.

4. ANALYSIS

A. RESERVE FOR BAD DEBTS

Section 166(c) IRC permits corporations and individuals to take
a deduction for a reserve for bad debts.0 In the ordinary case, it is the
practice of the IRS to permit i taxpayer to maintain it bad debt re,
serve equal to the ratio of the taxpayer's average year's losses to ac-
counts receivable. The average is computed on the bisis of data for the
current year and the Is preceding years. Roughly speaking, the formula
permits the (expected) losses of year x to be deducted in the prior
year.10 Since the loss ratio is a moving average, it takes into account
(with some lag) changes in the nature of it flrin's risk exposure and
the business cycle. Industrywide ratiosiare not utilized.

The general bad debt reserve approaieh does not permit building
up a tax-free reserve to meet. catastrophic or unusual losses, except to
the extent that such situations enter into the moving average formula
for some time after they occur.

I See. W2 also permits banks (Including mutual savings banks and savings and loan
association$) to create a reserve for losses on securities (stocks and bonds t Is under.
stood t few take advan te of this priviege on their Income tax returns

Is.Analernative concept a that the loses etermined to have occurred In year - merei'
represet loan which were inherent In the transactions at the time they originally took
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Commercial banks, however, are pernmitted by administrative ruling
a much more generous bad-debt reserve than other taxpayers. Rev.
Rul. 5-92 (C.f. 1905-1, 112) granted commercial banks on an indus-
trywide basis the privilege of building up I bad-debt reserve equiva-
lent to 2.4 perch t of outstanding loans.1 2 If banks were subject to
the ordinary bad-debt reserve rule, they would (according to the
fltgres in table 3) bo allowed on the average to build up it lad(l-debt
reserve of less than 0.2 percent of outstanding loans other than those
insured by the Federal Government,.

Without going into the long background of Rev. Rul. 05-92, the
history of the ruling indicate that the 2.4-prcent ratio is roughly
three times the annual average of commercial banks' ba ddebt loss
experience during the period 1928-47 (which included the most dev-
astating bank losses in modern history).

Mutual savings banks and savings and loan asociations are per-
initted by statute (see. 113, 1.IM.C.) to set; III) a had-debt reserve account
for mortgage loans which has no relationship to the bad-debt experi-
ence of the two industries as at whole or the individual institutions."
Furthermore, the reserve account computation is not limited to tin.
insured mortgage loans.

Omitting the nuinerous qualifications in the law so as to siniplify
exposition, mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations
can be said to have two alternative bad-debt reserve systems available
to theni" First, they may deduct an amount equal to 3 percent of the
increase in their outstanding mortgage lontis during the year, provided
the dedueflon does not bring the reserve account abovii 3 percent of
total mortgaire loans outstanding at the end of the year. Alternatively,
they may deduct. 60 percent of net income (before the bad-debt reserve
deduction but after distributions to delositors), provided the deduc-
tion does not bring the reserve account above 0 percent of total niort-
gage loans outstanding at the end of the year. There is no requimnent
that either of the alternatives be followed consistently.

As can be seen front table 3, both the 3-percent and 0-percent rule
have no relationship to actual loss experience. Not only are they more
generous than the 2.4-percent ratio allowed coninnercial banks, but
sice they tpply to at larger port ion of the assets of the savings institu-
tions than the 2.4-percent, ratio for eouiercial banks. the value of the
excess bad-debt irerve deduction is furthe' enhanced for mutual sav-
ings banks and savings and loan asSociations. This effect is indicated
below for 1965 data:

It See Rev. Rul. 08-030. C.P. 10a8-50. 0. for definition of Items Includable In fie loan
base. A bank may establish a higher reserve If time of the 0.year moving average formula
available to ordinary firms gives it a igler ratio than 2.4 percent.liThe only other Industry allowed to time an industrywide loss ratio was SIDiC's (small
Imsiness Investment companies). Their temporary Industrywalde Ios ratio was prescribed
hy Rev. Rul. 64-48 (C.D. 1004-1, 104). This provided that these firms may estnbl Ish a bad

debt reserve equal to 10 lperent of outstanding loans for the period through 1908. After1008, Individual BillC's wilt be required to use their own loss experience to establish a
ceiling on their loss reserve. The use of a temporary Industrywide figure wats asked on tle
lack of adequate loss experience, ADIC's being a new Institution.'$Individunl aspocintions can use their Individual loss experience for building up a re.
serve It t er so wish, but they then will have to operate tinder the general role deseribl at
thp first oart of this section.14 lb obtain the foil benefit of the formulas, savings ati loan associations mntist keep n
certain proportion of their assets In cash. Government securities, or loans on residential
1- to 4-fnmily units.
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MAXIMUM BAD 00?T RESERVE PERMITTED COMMERCIAL BANKS, MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, AND SAVINGS AND

LOAN ASSOCIATIONIS, Y LAW OR REGULATIONS, AS PERCENT OF TOTAL ASSETS, 1365
loot amomnb In miUllonsl

Mutual Savinp
Comm#I savings and loni

ba1 banks'I assobelones
.. ,oiw .................................................. . ...... ,0 $1. ,4

M olnpMrtpil oans t ...........................................................re rv pr it d:...... ""... . .... .i ' ( 4~

Mi I;Wa dIrsev ~mla
r.4picnt of uninsured leard .................................. 8 4,60 ..............

poment O r l ...................................................... ,10$ 4
eponft of moadiaw ...................................................... AS31

Rese permitted as percent of asseb:
, percent of uasured loans ......... ........ a2............... 24
percent of mortpls ............................... .L. . . ,( o cnt of mortpwi ........................................... "......... ,6

I Insured by the FOIC.I Members of the Federal Home Loan Bank System.
6iwtly overstated as definition of "uninsured Ion" used herein Includes some Items not so included by Rev. Rul.

Sours: "Annual Report of the FDIC, 1067;" FNLBB, "Combined Financial Statements of Members of the Federal
Home Loin Bank System, 166."

As to the history of the present treatment of commercial banks, in
mimeograph 620) (C.B. 1047-2 20), the Department allowed each
bank to corpute its bad debt ratio by using a 20-year moving average
(including the current year as the 20th year) of its losses and to build
up reserves to three times the annual average loss ratio. In Rev. Rul.
54-148 (C.B. 1954-1, 00) the Department permitted a commercial bank
to use its loss experience for any 20 consecutive years after 1927 as; the
basis for determining the loss ratio to be applied to currently out-
standing loans. Then Rev. Rul. 65-92 set forth the industrywide reserve
ratio of 2.4 percent. Rev. Rli, 08-030 (C.B. 19068-50, ) clarified the
rules regarding the loan base to which the 2.4 percent is to be applied.

The action of the Treasury Department in 1947 set a precedent in
income tax policy. The commercial bank bad debt reserve position of
the Department departed from a true measure of income by permit-
ting: the use of quite remote experience as part of the loss ratio
norm so as to achieve a larger deduction than warranted by current
experience;11 and (2) jthe use of a catastrophe reserve (the three times

In substance th6 pre sent bad debt reserve provisions for commercial
banks, mutual savings banks, and savings and loan associations are
minomers, and to a 1arge degree are merely techniques for lowering
the tax burden of these institutions. This tax reduction intent is quite
obvious in the case of the two latter types of institutions where the
lower effective tax rate is the result of thie law itself. While the reasons
were not fully spelled out, it appears that the Congress desired to con-
tinue to provide some preferential tax treatment to these institutions
and that the way to achieve it was through the bad debt reserve deduc-
tion. The Congress presumably was influenced by the two factors that
originally had-led to outright tax exemption for many years: (1) the

' This situation was further heightened by the 194 action.
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use of the two institutions by small savers, and (2) the emphasis o
home mortgage loans in the 'institutions' lending policies. Also prob-
ably a factor was the influence of the view earlier advanced that
catastrophe type reserve was needed because of widespread mortgage
defaults in the 1930's.

While the Treasury Department also probably granted commercial
banks a very generous bad debt reserve provision in 1947 because of a
feeling that t*he place of banks in the economy wananted their being
prepared for catastrophic losses of the type incurred in the 1930's, the
subsequent two decades of fiscal and financial developments have made
this type of reasoning loss tenable. As of today, the commercial bank
bad debt reserve formula has become more of a tax lowering device
than a necessary precaution against catastrophe losses.

The 3-year carryback of net operating losses permitted by law
(together with the quick refund procedure) is the procedure available
to ordinary firms to recoup taxes paid in good times to meet unexpected
or extraordinary losses.1 If this is not considered sufficient in all
cases, the action taken by Congress in 19068 with respect to mortgage
guaranty insurance companies points up a way of allowing special
reserve treatment to companies or items with exposure to the possibility
of losses on long-term financial contracts while at the same time re-
moving the major tax advantage of excess rwsrve deductions.

The 1908 legislation (Public Law 90-240) setting forth rules for
measuring the taxable income of mortgage insurance companies per-
mits the deduction of all amounts (but not in excess of the lesser of 50
percent of premiums earned or taxable income for the year computed

fore any mortgage guaranty loss reserve deduction or any cartYback
of net operating loss) required by State law or regulation to be set
aside for a reserve for mortgage guaranty losses. Any part of the gun-
rantee fund not used within 10 years is to be returned to gross income.
The legislation, however, recognized that State law and regulations
contemplated a reserve to meet catastrophic losses and that inappro-
priate tax benefits would arise from deductions which were excessive
in relation to normal loss possibilities. Therefore, the law provides
that the deduction for the guaramty loss account should be permittedonly if a company in turn purchased noninterest bearing, nontransfer-
able Federal bonds to the extent of the tax benefit attributable to the
deduction of amounts set aside in the reserve for mortgage guaranty
losses. This provision thus removes the tax benefit from that part of
the reserve required to meet the possibility of catastrophic losses.

B. CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSES

Commercial banks, savings and loan associations, and mutual sav-
ings banks benefit from nonparallel treatment of long-term capital
gains and capital losses on bonds. They are permitted long-term capi-
tal gains treatment on gains but are allowed to deduct losses without
limit from ordinary income (sc. 582 IRC). This nonparallel treat-

s'*Th bad debt reserve formula accorded all other businesses Is sueclent only to meet
expected and ordinary loom.
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ment of gains and losses on bonds is available only to these banking
institutions."

The present tax situation generates security trading by banking
institutions to obtain gains from this tax provision. Changes in market
conditions and the Federal Reserve System's actions to provide mone.
tary and credit conditions conducive to economic growth, full employ-
ment, and stable prices cause price fluctuations min fixed income sectri-
ties. These fluctuations create the opportunity for banknig institutions
to achieve tax savings without any economic ptlt ose beil ig served by
their portfolio switches. As the net of capital gains and capital losses
determines the gain or loss for tax purposes for a particular year, these
institutions seek to maximize their tax advantage by realizing only
gains in one year and only losses in another. As the market prices
for fixed-interest, securities rise during periods of easy money, the
banking institutions seek to sell securitfles at peak prices to realize
maximum paper gains taxable at 25 xbeent, b~ut immediately buy
similar bonds, notes, or ertifcates t oIveg a new high basis. Whe
lihe market prices fall during lte next period of tight money, theinstitutions seek to sell these securities at the bottom of the inarket,
to realize the maximum losses which are deductible against ordinary
income taxable at up to 48 percent. The Ianking institutions immedi-
ately reinvest in approximately equivalent issues to maintain their
portfolios. When monetary policy has gome full-cycle from easy to
tight and back, the banking instihition will have realized a substan.
tial tax gain while holding contintously essentially the same security
Iortfolios..

The major rationale offered for the present treatment when adopted
in 1942 was to encourage these institutions to support the large new
issues of war bonds which were then being offered to finance the war-
time Federal borrowing. It is highly questionable whether this special
tax provision streng.thens the market for governmentt securities. What-
ever value the provision had in World War II has long disappeared
with changed ecomnomie circumstances.

C. TAX-EXEMPT INTEREST

Commercial banks are the largest owners of tax-exempt securities,
holding $52.6 billion out. of $118 billion outlstanding ait the end of
Jtine 1968. The commercial )ank holdings of these securities have
risep ral)idly in recent yeats from $20.3 billion tit the end of 1961
to $33.5 billion in 1964, $41 billion in 1966, $50 billion in 1907, and
$52.0 billion on Juhie 29, 1968. Mutual savings banks held about $206
million, and savings and loan ass.'fiations held oly small amoun1lts
of State and local securities at midyear 1968. The importance of tax.
exempt income for these differetit institutions is presented in table 5.
Especially obvious is the large and ineivasing significanice of tax-
exempt, initeret for commercial banks. The trend has been sharply
upward since 19M() and by 1966 tax-exemlt interest amounted to 33

"A similar non al l treatment exists to some extent In the case of cieprectable propertyused In ans trade or business.
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percent of economic income. At the same time, the effective rate of
tax for commercial banks has declined greatly.

In computing taxable Income, these financial institutions currently
1111y deduct all tleir expenses against income which is subject to tax
with none of their operating expenses, including the cost of borrowed
funds in the form of deposits, charged against the tax-exempt inter.
est.s In effect, these institutions, and especially commercial banks
borrow funds by paying interest on time and savings deposits and
use these funds to acquire tax-exempt securities. Their interest revenue
on these securities is exempt from tax, but their interest payments
on time and savings deposits is deductible against ordinary income.

D. DIVIDZDS RIWUQEV DDUCTION

Commercial banks and mutual thrift institutions as well as other
corporations, in general, may deduct 8$ percent of te dividends they
receive from domestic corporations in calculating income subject to
income tax. The purpose of this deduction is to limit triple taxation of
corporate income, under our nonintegrated corporate tax.10

While triple taxation can occur to some extent for stock institutions,
it cannot arise for mutual thrift institutions. So long as these institu-
tions got a full deduction for interest paid, any dividends they receive
are taxed to the depositor (shareholder) as interest if distributed, or
to the institution if retained. Since these institutions do not pay non-
deductible dividends, there is only one layer of taxation beyond the
taxes paid by the payor corporation. The same is true for commercial
banks and stock savings ana loan associations to the extent dividends
received constitute part of the income paid out to depositors as deduc-
tible interest rather than becoming part of the bank's net income for
immediate or eventual distribution to shareholders. Thus, paralleling
the situation with tax exempt securities, these financial institutions may
now use borrowed funds (deposits) on which interest payments are
deductible to buy corporate stock on which 85 percent of the dividends
received are in effect tax exempt. As shown by table 5 mutual savings
banks have utilized the dividends received deduction as a method of
achieving a significant reduction in the effective rate of the corporate
income tax. While all corporations could avail themselves of this op.
portuni to the extent permitted by their charters,8° nonflnancial
corporations would not generally raise capital out of "borrowed" funds
to the extent that financial institutions would.

"The Internal Revenue Code at sec. 265(2) provides that interest on indebtedness in.
curred to purchase or hold tax-exempt securities Is not deductible. The legislative history
Indicates that the Congress did not intend that this provision apply to Interest on deposits
of' banks. The statutory rules for life insurance companies require them to allocate tax-
exempt Interest (and dividends) between expenses and net income.

SWithout the Intercorporate dividends received deduction, the FW'deral income tax might
apply three times (or more) when one corporation owned shares in another. For example, I!
.orporation A pays dividends to corporation 8 which In turn pays divi4ends to It stock.
holders, the income tax would apply on the net income of A, again to It on the dividend
from A. and also to stockholders n I on their dividends. Companies with subsidiaries
qualifying for consolidated returns may avoid any tax on Intercorporate dividends within
the consolidated gruSp. Regulated Investment companies and real estate investment trusts
which distribute 90 Iwrcent of their Income (exclusive of net long-term capital gains)
within a specified period are not taxed on Income distributed to shareholders.

b Savings and 1oda associations, for instance, are severely limited In their right to buy
corporate stocL.
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TABLE I.-EFFECTIVE RATE OF FEDERAL INCOME TAX ON ECONOMIC INCOME OF COMMERCIAL BANK
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, AND SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, 19-47

lin percent

16 966IN 1

Commercial banks:All banks (Sol)... 23............................ 233 2. (
Insured banks (FDl). ........................... 241 23.6 22.

Mutual saving banks:Al ,bankso l... ....................................... f~j: (5)o
Insured banks (Fl). ............................ 4.Savinp and loan associations:All asocio Sol)tns .......... .................. 15. 16.9 (.)

Members of LBS ......................................... 14.3 13.2 13.

I Economic Income Is receipts from all sources less all expenses. Payments to depositors or shareholdersof mutva
savings banks and savings and loan associations a considered expenses. The deductions for additions to reserves fr
bad debts are disregarded and to the extent possible from published data, only actual not losses on loans are deoducted.

I Not available.
I Represent some 99 percent of the assets of all commercial banks.
* Represent over 85 percent of the assets of all mutual savings banks.
I Represent over 98 percent of the assets of all savings and loan associations.
Sources: SOl Source Book; FOIC annual report; Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Members Combined Financial

Statements.
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TAKE 4.-4OANS OUTSTANDING (INSURED AND UNINSURED). AND BAD DEWT RESERVES OF COMMERCIAL BANKS, MUTUAL SAVINGS BANS. AND SAVINGS AND LOAM ASOCIATIONS.
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IL U , sin aImIoflo m---
A. CmmieIei b eks .................... 88.8 88.8 89.6 90.8 90.5 9L6 92.2 S2.6 92.8 93.3 94.1

57.3 43.8 42.2 41.9 41.2 - 4L4 41.3 41.6 423 4.s 43.3
74.3 77.8 77.2 78.4 79.7 80.8 12.1 88.6 85.4 8.2 88.6

94.7 95.S
44.6 46.4
89.S f.*

Il RI debt omein at ad of 1ee0:
A. Cemmmol om ........................
Cv Sauit ------a--------.-€ a d .. *im am ii .............

16 $1,270 4.2$4 14 •83
2407 2.812 2.947 059 3.219 3,359 3.553 3,76 3.951 4,20 4,61 4

143 257 250 363 385 4.393 4.913 5,703 6.520 7.209 7.M9 8,70 m,0

IV. Bod debt uoa Im'o ol umuremd looms:A. Conmme:i books ------------------------

V. Rod debt moeev as a pem aut la l oas:
A. CemmeciA beks ........................
IL Mutual sevis boaks I ....................
C. SaVWs ed loe asscdams ...........

1.6 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.1
41.9 36.3 34.9 34.1 33.1
12.6 10.6 10.7 10.7 10.6

1.4 I.S 1.7
24.0 15.9 14.7
9.3 8.1 8.3

2.1 2.1
32.0 31.5
10.2 10.1

L8 1.9 1.9
14.3 13.6 13.2
8.4 8.4 8.3

2.2 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.0
30.6 284 26.6 24.6 22.9 21.7

.9 9.7 9.1 28. 58 8.4

2.0 2.0 L9 1.9
130 127 .0 IL.4
8.3 &3 &3 7.9

2.0 1.9 1.9
10.7 10.2 10.0
7.8 7.9 8.0

I Ibswro FHA, bees, VAvmws mp loe~and S$t0CIM105tofonktgn
ftlbvebe otr C oeeb 16) eut aSUdleW~re* lasusu FHA losesm and VA geersatedl -oas

3h RdeM remerwe is takes Totbe e 3mo a rplss ad "undi" ;e plsSald reserves' SS

i vpo1 td in hbo* esbeetsblmeLs
Sourcs:(1)C mmrciutbask miaed ui --i baks dvftwem federal k* amm

en HFmmebgSer Bookau Remm- Bealim.
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TABLE 56-TAX EXEMPT INCOME OF COMMERCIAL BANS, MUTUAL SAVINGS, BANS AND SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION AS A PERET OF ECONOMIC INCOME, 1946

1M 1956 L957 18 156 1960 1961 19m 1963 1964 1965 19

- Gmmpeedes:
A. Tax mmp - -- -t ....................... . . 12.3 12.S
B. 8soo;e='et d des-m eeod ---------------------. .9 .8
C Eimu bed debt dedame omv b m. 12.9 15.4-- I I
0.1Piguibceod ------------- L2 .5

12.0 1LO 18.5 13S 15.2 18.4 23.3 25.4 29.0
.7 .6 1.1 .6 .6 .7 .7 .6 .6

7.7 S.4 9.7 .1 5.9 .9.2 9.7 10.9 13.3
L2 9.9 .8 4.S 6.5 3.5 2.8 .9 L6

L Toed .-....................................... 27.3 15.2 21.6 26.9 30.1

IL MWu" books:
A. ftaa i Ir 1.............................12.8 16.3 14.8 13.0 16.1
S. 50 c tolsdt-d- suvs----.................20.8 22.7 2L.1 19.7 24.3
C. Fm of bed delta deddiso owr acebl lmma....... 68.8 67.S 65.4 71.8 72.1
0. 50 mmt l S-I nm emitW lNO ................ 6.5 7.0 4.4 .I I6.9

23.7 28.2 3L8 36.S 37.8 44.S

20.4 10.1 13.2 9.3 6.S 4.8
33.4 17.1 31.3 30.7 27.S 23.1
72.3 63.3 92.4 52.S 63.7 46.5
13.2 1L6 22.7 7.9 9.1 S.S

. T ....................................... 10.9 113.5 110.7 110.6 129.4 139.3 10.1 15.S "100.4 106.8 79.9

33.2
.7

10.7
.6

4S.2

77.6
22.2

160.3

IL S:wimp "2d. m sm:
A. Tu mmo iimmL ............................... 2

C. os o bed deft dodu mu ab Isms ------......... 6.3
0.6 so a n I t agnmm aelm vimn-------------- .3

.3 .3

.1 .3
95.6 95.6

.2 .3

E. T o - - -..................................... 97.0 96.2 97.1

.S .7 .8 .6 .8 LS .8 L0

.4 .1 .2 .2 .2 .6 .1 .1
9L7 964 W.3 9.9 9.6 64.2 64.2 632

.8 .3 .6 .6 2.1 .8 .6 .8

96.4 97.S 96.9 96.3 10L7 67.1 65.7 6.1

$mwon: kawal btow Svm Sthliss of knm. Sswca Book aed talas I and 3.

L2
.1

6S.S
.8

67.6


